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250 commercial street - suite 3011 - manchester, new hampshire 03101

603/627-7383      fax 603/627-7384        www.amoskeagauction.com

jason & melissa devine - nh license no. 2555

Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells.  Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

•   The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.

•   The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description.  We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our con-
signors interests.

•   Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full.   THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

•   There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases.  A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check. 

PAYMENT POLICY

•   All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required.  NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, NOVEMBER 23, 2014. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT 
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2014.

RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1, 2014 .

2000. BROWN MANUFACTURING COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER  serial
#3443, .41 cal. RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a poor bore.  The barrel is an oxidized
brown patina with some scattered light pitting, the underside bottom flat show-
ing a number of light impact marks.  The frame is now a tarnished goldenrod
patina with some minor dings and handling marks from the years.  Hammer
and trigger have toned primarily to a dull gray-brown case-hardened pati-
na.  The smooth rosewood grips rate about very good, showing an old
light cleaning, they are stamp-numbered to the gun.  Barrel-to-frame
lockup is still quite good and the gun functions well mechanically.  The
top barrel flat is strongly "Southerner" marked and the brass half-
moon sight is intact.  A very good example overall of the brass-frame
Brown Manufacturing Southerner.  (36439-2) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2001. COLLECTIBLE TOWNSEND WHELEN VOLUME  This is a nice first edition, inscribed by the author:
Wilderness Hunting and Wild Craft by Lt. Col. Townsend Whelen © 1927 Small Arms Technical Publishing
Company.  338 pages hardcover, rating very good plus overall with tight pages showing no evident foxing but
one or two of the pages have a very light liquid stain, including the inside end paper, they are very light and unob-
trusive.  The exterior bound in deep blue ribbed fabric with the title and name of author impressed on the front
and spine in gilt; the cover as well with an impression of a moose skull (the interior shows a pen and ink draw-
ing of the same moose skull at the end of the chapter “Finding One’s Way” evidently it was shot by F C Selous,
McMillan River, Yukon Territory).  The top and bottom edges of the covering of the spine show some light fray-
ing and the corners show very light dents or compression.  The interior front end paper reads in an antique ink
pen “with best wishes for good hunting / Townsend Whelen”.  The chapters include habits of big game, North
American game from deer to elk to moose to sheep to bears, still hunting, stalking, finding one’s way, shelter,
rifles, marksmanship, photography and checklists for hunting or journeying into the wild, among many other top-
ics.  The book is illustrated with many photographs from game to mountain scenes to rifles to campsites and
would be a fabulous read for any hunter or backcountry journeyer.  A nice, very scarce volume overall, this one
signed by the author.  (36512-8D)

2002. MAYNARD ARMS COMPANY MODEL 1873-1882
SPARE BARREL BY ADOLPH NIEDNER .375” bore diameter tapering to .365” choke con-

striction at the muzzle, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95%, likely Niedner-applied, rust blue, the loss
due to some light flaking and overall fading.  The lever shows some smoky remnants of color case-hardening, rather brilliant in the area normal-
ly hidden under the frame.  The very near half-length forearm rates very good plus to excellent with a few minor dents here or there but they are
very sparse, and nice checkered panels left and right.  The barrel is equipped with with an ivory bead front mounted in a dovetail slot and nice
Lyman-style mid ivory bead.  The chamber dimension is about .425” in diameter with a rim OD of about .523”-.525”, with a rim thickness of about
.060”; the maximum length of the chamber appears to be about 2.140”.  The top of the barrel is stamped “A.O. Niedner/Dowagiac Mich” in
Niedner’s one-piece stamp.  Really a very interesting barrel from this famous and very talented gunsmith, only awaiting installation on your favorite
Maynard and a bit of tinkering to come up with some cartridges.  (36650-57A) [Michael Petrov Collection]

2003. MAYNARD ARMS COMPANY MODEL 1873-1882 SPARE BARREL serial
#15, .25 Cal CF, 26” part octagon part round barrel with an about excellent bore showing very very light frost-

ing about half its length, the chamber stepped for a bottleneck cartridge.  The barrel retains perhaps 90% dark gray-blue original finish with
overall light toning and fading to pewter on the sharp edges.  The lever is a dull gray case-hardened patina.  The forend rates about excellent,
perhaps showing an old light refinish, with nicely checkered panels with mullered borders.  The muzzle is cut for a dovetail sight (none pre-
sent) and there is no rear sight seat.  (36651-48B) [John and Jan Wills Collection]

2004. MAYNARD ARMS COMPANY MODEL 1873-1882 SPARE BARREL  .530 smooth bore (appears to be about 32 ga.), 26” part
octagon part round barrel with an about very good smoothbore which shows light pitting nearly its full length, the barrel tapers at the muz-
zle showing “choke” measuring .530”.  The barrel retains about 90-92% original blue, the loss is due primarily to light even fading and high
edge wear.  There are some very sparsely scattered spots of very light oxidation.  The barrel is un-numbered and is stripped with the excep-
tion of the extractor.  There is a simple silver bead half-moon front sight and no rear sight seat.  A very good, somewhat unique Maynard
barrel suitable for your casing with other spares.  (36651-48C) [John and Jan Wills Collection]
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2005. MAYNARD ARMS COMPANY MODEL 1873-1882 SPARE BARREL serial
#12, .25 cal., 28” round barrel with a bright about excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 85-90% orig-

inal blue, the loss is due primarily to some fading and light wear, mostly in the area above the forearm.  The lever is a silvery case-hard-
ened patina with a minor spot of oxidation here or there.  The forearm rates about very good showing some original varnish but mostly
worn from carry, the checkering worn to flat-top.  There is a windage adjustable globe sight in the front seat and the rear sight seat has
a nice chiseled blank, somewhat diamond-shaped.  The caliber is .25 and the chamber is stepped for a bottleneck cartridge in measures
.320” at its rearmost edge.  Really attractive Maynard barrel overall still rating very fine that would perform well with some appropriate
loads.  (36651-48A) [John And Jan Wills Collection]

2006. RELOADING DIE LOT This is a three piece die set from  Belding & Mull.  The set consists of a knurled blued steel decapping base, knurled
blued steel bullet seater and a knurled blued steel body marked “B&M/30-40”.  The interior cavity shows some light oxidation and is slight-
ly dirty, the exterior knurled portion as well showing light oxidation, the smooth portion of the body retaining perhaps 90% original blue.
(36650-100) [Michael Petrov Collection]

2007. RELOADING DIE LOT  This is a three piece die set from the Belding & Mull.  The set consists of a knurled blued steel decapping base,
knurled blued steel bullet seater and a knurled blued steel body marked “B&M/22 Neidner Mag” (sic).  The cavity of the resizing die is most-
ly clean and bright.  The exterior of all three pieces shows some light oxidation.  (36650-100A) [Michael Petrov Collection]

2008. RELOADING DIE LOT  This is a six piece die lot which is B&M marked and appears more con-
temporary.  There is a heavy black lacquered base with female threads, knurled steel sizing punch
which screws into this base, marked “400 WH” (appears to be a bullet sizing die and punch).
Knurled steel decapping base, knurled steel bullet seater, and knurled steel sizing die marked
“B&M/400 Whelen”.  All these are in-the-white and show some very sparsely scattered very light
oxidation, including the interior of the sizing die.  The base of what appears to be the bullet sizer
is stamped “411”.  A nice lot overall and a fine accompaniment for a 400 Whelen rifle.  (6650-
100B) [Michael Petrov Collection]

2009. LOT OF U.S. MODEL 1922 MAGAZINES   This lot consists of two 5-round blued steel mag-
azines for the U.S. model 1922 M1 series of rifles.  One shows light pitting over a blued surface,
retaining about 80% blue.  The other is unmolested and retains perhaps 50% original blue, the
loss due to flaking to brown.  A very good lot of magazines for your U.S. model 1922 M1 rifle.
(36650-33A,B) [Michael Petrov Collection]

2010. VINTAGE RIFLE SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Bausch & Lomb Balfor A 4X telescopic
sight with crosshair reticle and bright excellent optics.  This Rochester-made scope rates excel-
lent to very nearly as-new overall with only traces of mounting marks.  The scope comes in its orig-
inal box, showing some tape and light scuffs but overall rating very good plus.  Really a super vin-
tage scope for the collector or mounting on that vintage rifle.  (36652-40)

2011. VINTAGE RIFLE SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Bausch & Lomb Balfor 4X telescopic sight with post and crosshair reticle and bright
excellent optics.  The scope rates overall very good plus to excellent with some light ring marks and light fading on ocular and objective lens
edges.  The scope comes in its original box which shows some tape and a few light scuffs but is overall very good plus.  Really a nice exam-
ple for the vintage hunter. (36652-39)

2012. VINTAGE RIFLE SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Bausch & Lomb Bal eight 8X telescopic sight with crosshair reticle and bright optics.
The scope rates excellent showing only some light fading and sharp edge wear and is fitted with a pair of quick-detach B&L rings to match
your B&L bases.  Really a nice example of a Rochester-made higher power vintage telescopic sight.  (36652-37)      

2013. VINTAGE RIFLE SCOPE LOT   This lot consists of two Bausch & Lomb telescopic sights.  The first is a Bal tur 2 1/2 X telescopic sight with
crosshair reticle and bright about excellent optics.  The scope rates very good plus to near excellent with some light wear and a handling mark
or two, the chief loss being on the sharp edges of the ocular and objective lenses.  The second scope is a Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8,  2 1/2-
8X telescopic sight with tapered crosshair reticle and very good plus to about excellent optics.  The scope shows some light ring marks from
mounting and a few light handling marks with light wear to the sharp edges of the objective and ocular lenses.  Really a very good lot of vin-
tage scopes overall, still likely very usable.  (36652-38)

2014. VINTAGE RIFLE SCOPE LOT This lot consists of two Bausch & Lomb telescopic sights.  The first is a Balvar 8,  2 1/2-8X telescopic sight with
tapered crosshair reticle and very good plus to near excellent optics
which are very slightly hazy, but only very slightly.  Externally the scope is
very good plus to excellent with some minor handling marks or light
dings, the most loss being on the objective and ocular lens sharp edges
and some on the power adjustment ring.  The second scope is a Balvar
8, 2 1/2-8X telescopic sight, also with tapered crosshair and bright excel-
lent optics, showing a bit more wear than the first scope.  Overall a very
good lot of usable sights for your vintage hunting arm.  (36652-36)

2015. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 32-1 TERRIER DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #R29955, 38 S&W, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This J frame revolver retains about 98% original blue finish with random freckling on
the backstrap, a turn ring at hand on the cylinder and scattered light handling marks.  The
standard hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with a few soft operation
marks.  The checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medallions are not correctly numbered
to the gun but remain in very good to excellent condition with scratches and scuffs present.  Included
is an original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun.  The box contains a manual and paperwork.
This Terrier has seen very little use in its life span.  (86520-150) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]       (350/550)
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2016. GATLING GUN STUCK CASE REMOVER is an iron rod with split for end  and round hanger loop handle.  The rod measures 38 1/4” over-
all length and shows remnants of original black enamel but is primarily overall a light oxidized brown which should clean to a nice smooth patina.
These are designed for 45-70 caliber barrels and are inserted from the muzzle and designed to remove a stuck or separated case that remains
in the chamber.  A very neat Gatling gun accessory, very nearly indispensable “back in the day”.  (6519) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]

2017. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 MILITARY & POLICE AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #D667825, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel
with an excellent bore.  This K frame revolver retains about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with the standard turn ring on the cylin-
der, thinning finish on the topstrap, silvering below the hammer on the frame, light scratches and some high edge wear.  The standard ham-
mer and trigger retain bright case-hardened colors with a few soft operation marks.  The checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medal-
lions are not numbered but remain in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks present.  The round metal retention plate on
the rear of the left stock (behind the S&W medallion) is absent which allows the stock to “float” slightly on the frame.  The wear marks on the
finish indicates this M&P occassionally spent some time in a holster but remains in near excellent condition.  (86520-1408) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2018. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS NEW
DEPARTURE TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #203098, 38
S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a few pits.  The blue and nickel finishes
on this fourth model gun are in near excellent condition with
about 96% remaining.  The blue finish on the trigger guard has
flaked to a brown hue, light silvering is present on the blued latch
and light oxidation blemishes with flaking finish lightly dot the
nickeled surfaces.   The case-hardened colors on the trigger
remain strong with light silvering on the face from use.  The fac-
tory mother-of-pearl grips with gold S&W medallions are not
numbered but are in very good condition with no real handling
wear.  There is an approximately 1/4 x 1/2” repair on the right
panel to the rear of the S&W medallion.  All appropriate parts
have correct matching numbers and frame to barrel fit remains
tight.  (86520-2121) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]                                                                 (350/550)

2019. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS NEW DEPARTURE TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #209338, 32 S&W (short), 3”
barrel with an excellent bore.  The blue and nickel finishes on this third model gun are in near excellent condition with about 98% remaining.
The cylinder has a dual turn ring with scattered light freckling and some light scratches.  The case-hardened colors on the trigger remain
strong with light operation marks.  The factory hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and are in near excellent condition with light han-
dling marks and some light checking on the rear of the right panel.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers.  Frame to barrel fit
remains tight with correct timing and lock up.  (86520-2518) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2020. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 TOP BREAK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8295, 32 S&W (short), 3 1/2” barrel with a
near excellent bore that exhibits a few scattered pits and oxidation blemishes.  The revolver retains about 99% nickel finish with some light
scattered scratches and a several turn and assembly rings on the cylinder.  The early correctly hand numbered checkered hard rubber grips
with no S&W logo are in near excellent condition with light scratches and handling marks.  The hammer retains strong case-hardened colors
with light operation marks.  All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, and it times and locks up properly.  This is a very nice
example of a Model 1 1/2.  (86520-833) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2021. SMITH & WESSON SECOND MODEL 38 TOP BREAK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #73410, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a
near excellent bore that exhibits a few scattered oxidation blemishes.  The revolver retains about 96% nickel and blue finishes with some light
scattered scratches, light oxidation blemishes, lightly flaking nickel finish and a turn ring on the cylinder.  The blued top latch and trigger show
light high edge wear.  The hammer retains strong case-hardened colors with operation marks present.  The correctly hand numbered check-
ered hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo are in very good to excellent condition with light scratches and handling marks.  All appropri-
ate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, and it times and locks up properly.  This is a very nice example of a second model.  (86520-
2483) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2022. SMITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE MODEL 1905 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #795844, 38 Special, 6” pinned bar-
rel with an excellent bright bore.  This fourth change revolver retains about 97% original finish with some light silvering at the muzzle and turn
ring on the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger retain brilliant case-hardened colors with a few light operation marks.  There is a set of unmarked,
real stag grips fitted to the gun that lend it a striking appearance.  The grips are slightly proud at the heel but fit well overall.  The revolver has
a lanyard loop and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun.  This is a very nice condition Hand Ejector that has seen little use.
(86520-1176) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2023. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 645 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TAK6716, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel
surfaces are in very good to excellent condition with scattered light scratches and faint scuff marks.  The pistol is fitted with a set of unmarked
smooth hardwood aftermarket grips with light scratches, dings and dents.  The pistol features white outline drift adjustable rear sight and red
ramp front sight.  A single magazine is included.   (86520-3253) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2024. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 49 BODYGUARD REVOLVER serial #J219956, 38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This steel frame revolver retains about 99% original blue finish with a cylinder turn ring present, a few faint oxidation blemishes and very light
handling wear.  The trigger and visible portions of the shrouded hammer retain rich case-hardened colors.  The checkered Magna grips with
silver S&W medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and remain in very good to excellent condition with some light scuffs, scratches and
dents showing.  This classic C.C.W. carry gun includes an original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun.  It con-
tains a manual and paperwork.  (86520-3816) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2025. KAHR MODEL CW45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SD1985, 45 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore and cut rifling.  The polymer and
stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition with some light operation wear.  This pistol features drift adjustable fixed rear sight with white
post and semi-ramped front sight with white dot.  The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, (3)
magazines, trigger lock, manual and paperwork.  This is an excellent sized gun for concealed carry and home defense.   (86871-2) (350/550)  
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2026. TAURUS MODEL “THE JUDGE” REVOLVER serial
#ZJ427158, 45 Colt / 410 bore (2 1/2”), 3” barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The polished stainless steel surfaces remain in near
excellent condition with a few light oxidation blemishes seen
and a turn ring present on the cylinder.  The factory rubber grips
are in like new condition.  The revolver has a fixed rear sight and
square blade front sight with a red fiber optic insert.  These are
great revolvers for snake country with some interesting self
defense possibilities.  (86520-266) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]                                                            (350/550)

2027. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37 CHIEFS SPECIAL
AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #J779855, 38 Special, 3”
pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  This early 80’s revolver
retains about 98% blue and anodized finishes with faint silver-
ing at the muzzle, some high edge wear on the thumb latch and
a turn ring on the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger retain vigorous case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  The checkered
walnut factory Magna grips with S&W silver medallions are in near excellent condition with light handling wear and evidence of being re-
varnished.  Furthermore, they are not correctly numbered to the gun (771831).  Included with this Model 37 is a factory cardboard box
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, cleaning rod, bore brush, manual and paperwork.  (86520-3203) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2028. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37 CHIEFS SPECIAL AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #J587197, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  This late 70’s revolver retains about 97% blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The hammer and trigger retain hearty case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  The checkered walnut factory Magna square butt
grips with S&W silver medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and remain in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks
visible.  Included with this Model 37 is a factory cardboard box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and paperwork.
(86520-2156) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2029. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 637-1 AIRWEIGHT CHIEF’S SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #CCA4470, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an
excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces and anodized finish are in excellent condition with a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The factory
supplied Uncle Mike’s rubber boot grips are in like new condition.  Included with the gun is an original factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and serial numbered to the gun, (1) Bianchi speed strip, firearm locking assist device, paperwork and manual.  If you are looking for
a CCW gun this is a great choice.  (86520-2566) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2030. COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET REVOLVER serial #43284, 31 cal. percussion, 4” barrel with a lightly pitted and frosted bore.  This little
revolver was made in 1852 and still retains about 50% of re-applied blue finish on the barrel with the strongest blue on the lower side of the
barrel, in the protected areas with the remainder a mottled mix of gray and blue.  The five shot cylinder has about 60% blue finish remaining
and the stage coach scene stays strong.  The receiver, loading lever, cylinder pin and hammer have faded to silver with traces of re-blued fin-
ish present.  The grip frame is all brass with a mottled mix of tarnish due to coatings on the metal.  It appears the grips were re-varnished and
the restorer happily slopped the finish onto the fore and backstraps in the process.  The smooth walnut grips are in very good condition with
scattered dents, dings and scratches.  All appropriate parts, including the one piece grips, are correctly numbered to the gun.  The gun still
functions and has the small trigger guard of the early 1849’s.  (86520-4026) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2031. COLT NEW SERVICE BRITISH CONTRACT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #125507, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore.  After this revolver was returned to the U.S. it was professionally refinished with a high polish blue.  The gun currently retains about 80%
re-applied blue finish with most of the loss to the cylinder, muzzle areas and high edges.  The original checkered hard rubber grips are in fair
condition with considerable wear to the diamond points on the right panel, lesser wear on the left panel but a 1” long x 1/8” wide chip is miss-
ing from the heel.  The charge holes have been re-chambered in 45 Colt which also necessitated facing the rear of the cylinder which left light
machining marks.  The lanyard swivel is still present.  The re-finish also removed most of the lighter proof marks, the Rampant Colt and softened
the other markings.  The big gun still times and locks as well as it did when it left Colt, bound for the Great War.  (86927-8) {C&R} (350/550)

2032. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3804, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1934 made gun
retains about 85% plus original blue finish with some wear of the high edges but most of the loss is on the grip frame from handling and has
toned to gunmetal gray.  The trigger retains strong blue finish with light edge wear but the hammer has worn at the top from single action
cocking with very light spotted stains on the in-the-white sides.  The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate good to
very good exhibiting compressed diamond points, a few scuffs and a number of dents from handling and use.  The butt of the gun is stamped
“C.P.D. 1.”  R.L. Wilson’s Book of Colt Firearms indicates that Chicopee Massachusetts Police Department bought this model but there are no
documents to verify that it is the actual department.  This is a better example of an Official Police for the Colt collectors or those specializing
in police trade-ins.  (86520-2965) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2033. DAN WESSON ARMS MODEL 15 VH DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER PISTOL PAC serial #373915, 357 Magnum, 8” barrel with
full lug and ventilated rib exhibiting an excellent bore.  Three other barrels with shroud, front sight and barrel nut are included.  The 2 1/2” bar-
rel has a lightly frosted bore and retains about 99% blue finish on the shroud.  The 4” barrel has scattered streaks of frosting present in the
bore, some slot damage to the barrel nut and retains the same amount of finish.  The 6” barrel has an isolated streak of frosting and the fin-
ish rates the same.  Overall the revolver with 8” barrel retains about 99% original blue finish with a cylinder turn ring and a few light blemish-
es.  The one piece checkered walnut factory stocks with Dan Wesson medallions are in excellent condition.  The revolver is equipped with red
ramp front sight and black adjustable rear sight.  Included with this kit are the aforementioned barrels, a Dan Wesson hard case with light han-
dling and storage marks and lightly soiled interior.  Also included are an Aimpoint 2000 red dot sight with Weaver mount designed to affix to
the vent rib on the barrel, Aimpoint accessories, .006 feeler gauge, (2) different size Allen wrenches, (2) spare yellow front, manual, patch and
multipurpose barrel installation tool.  The red dot sight has clear optics but is in need of battery.  (86873-2) (350/550)
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2034. PARKER BROTHERS TROJAN BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #197004, 12 ga 2 3/4” on No. 2 frame, 26” Trojan steel matted
rib barrels with open cylinders and bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied black finish with a bit of loss at the muz-
zles. The barrels appear to have been shortened and the muzzles are touching; the line atop the rib has been professionally redone.  The frame
has been cleaned and exhibits a smooth pewter tone with some traces of oxidation staining; the inside of the triggerguard has toned to a
mottled gray brown patina.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent overall with a few handling marks; the high
gloss finish appears to have been refinished.  The shotgun handles beautifully with a 14 1/4” length of pull to the hard rubber buttplate with
drops of 1 1/2” and 2 1/2”.  This Parker would make for a good shooter and exhibits some finely executed modifications.  (156520-1693)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2035. BROWNING MODEL 2000 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #47489C47, 12 Ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked improved cylinder with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a few light scratches here and there and some surface oxida-
tion on the forend nosecap.  The checkered high gloss pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent overall with a few handling blem-
ishes present.  This Belgium Browning Model 2000 is in excellent condition overall.  (156676-8) (350/550)

2036. REMINGTON MODEL 30 EXPRESS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #10095, 35 Rem, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied matte blue finish with some operational wear on the bolt body.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
with schnabel forend tip rates good to near very good overall with several handling marks and some areas where there is added finish and
other areas where the finish is faded; the pistolgrip cap appears to have broken off and repaired due to the crack surrounding its entire-
ty.  This rifle has been outfitted with a red post front sight, the rear sight slot is filled and a Lyman 57SME rear aperture sight has been
installed on the receiver.  A very good condition Model 30 Express overall that would be sure to make a good shooter.  (156520-2676)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2037. WINCHESTER SUPER-X MODEL 1 TRAP SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M86830, 12 Ga, 30" dual bead ventilated rib barrel choked
full with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue finish displaying gold filled scroll engraving on the receiver with
some areas lightly toning to pewter and a small impact mark present under the bolt handle; the bolt face has been nicely jeweled with some
very light tarnishing.  The deluxe walnut checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent with some handling marks and dings pre-
sent; the buttplate is outfitted with a Morgan adjustable recoil pad with the length of pull measuring out to 13 1/2”.  This Super-X Model 1 Trap
is a very good example overall of these trusty scatterguns.  (156520-2721) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2038. REMINGTON MODEL SEVEN LIGHTWEIGHT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7631441, 243 Win, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original polished blue finish.  The checkered American walnut pistolgrip buttstock and schnabel
forend rate excellent overall with the exception of a few light dings and dents.  This rifle is outfitted with a pair of Leupold rings and a one-
piece base.  A near perfect condition Model Seven Lightweight.  (156875-12) (350/550)

2039. BENELLI SUPER BLACK EAGLE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #U008055, 12 Ga, 28” barrel ventilated barrel choked modified with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on the receiver retain 98% original blue finish while the barrel and stock retain 50% of its Mossy
Oak Shadow Grass finish showing loss due to flaking and handing.  The stock was originally walnut, and the barrel was blued before it was
professionally dipped. The action shows some light scattered surface oxidation.  This Benelli Super Black Eagle would be an ideal candidate
for the duck blind.  (176835-9) (400/600)

2040. GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G25605, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with a little light rub wear on the slide.  The black synthetic frame rates near excellent with several light scuffs and scratch-
es on the right side of the grip.  Comes with a total of three magazines, loader, bore brush, lock, manual, and a black plastic Glock case.
(126819-164) (350/550)

2041. SAVAGE MODEL 1915 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #133646, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 90% original blue with some fading to gray primarily on the
gripstrap, some silvering on some high edges, a few light scratches, a couple of
small areas of light pitting, and a few spots of oxidation staining.  The trigger

exhibits strong case colors with some fading to gray; the magazine release is gray with a few very
light freckles.  The hard rubber grips rate excellent with a few minor handling marks and light wear.
(126724-60) {C&R} (350/550)

2042. WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #5360773, 44 Magnum, 20” bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue.  The walnut stock and forearm

rate excellent.  This pre-crossbolt safety rifle is in as-new condition and appears to have been unused.  It is missing its
front sight hood, and comes with scope mount blocks mounted to the receiver and a hammer spur.  (126866-4)
(350/550)

2043. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 34-1 22/32 KIT GUN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M98118, 22
LR, 4” pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on this J-frame revolver retain 95% original blue with
a small area of lightly cleaned spotty oxidation blemishes partially obscured by the grips and a light turn ring on the cylin-
der.  The hammer and trigger exhibit excellent case colors.  The checkered Herrett’s Jordon walnut grips rate excellent.
Comes with a pistol rug.  (126875-22) (350/550)

2044. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66 COMBAT MAGNUM DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2K55034, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This K-frame revolver’s satin stainless steel finish rates near excellent with several light handling marks and
a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder.  It is fitted with a red ramp front sight and a white outlined adjustable rear sight.  The Goncalo Alves
smooth finger groove target grips with inlaid S&W medallions rate excellent.  This gun comes with an incorrectly numbered blue S&W card-
board box and a manual.  (126875-20) (350/550)

2045. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 28-2 HIGHWAY PATROLMAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N294934, 357 Magnum, 6”
pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This N-frame revolver’s metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with a little scattered light
superficial oxidation and a faint turn ring on the recessed cylinder.  The hammer and trigger exhibit excellent case colors.  The textured black
rubber Pachmayr presentation grip rates excellent.  This gun has German proof marks dated 1979, the right side of the barrel is stamped
“Highway Patrolman” and appears to have seen little use.  (126873-14) (350/550)
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2046. RUGER MODEL 77R BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #71-25294, 7mm Rem Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks, a tiny spot or two of light freckling, and a couple of scratches on the alu-
minum floor plate and trigger guard.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock rates near excellent with multiple light handling blemishes and a
couple of small spots of flaking finish.  The gun features integrated scope bases on the receiver.  (126916-44) (350/550)

2047. BROWNING NOMAD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #19950P69, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue with a couple of light scratches.  The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent with a few light scratches primarily
around the butt. This pistol appears to have seen light use.  (126520-1328) (350/550)

2048. WINCHESTER MODEL 61 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #105736, 22 S,L,LR, 24”
round barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains about 98% refinished blue with a few scat-

tered freckles, a couple of tiny spots of oxidation, and a small area of light pitting.  The receiver retains 80%
original blue with an area on the left side of the frame that has faded to brown with a little light pitting, and some scat-

tered spotty oxidation.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate near excellent with a few light scratches on the
buttstock.  The buttstock appears to have been lightly cleaned with added finish throughout.  (126868-6) {C&R} (350/550)

2049. MARLIN MODEL 444 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #AA40141, 444 Marlin, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains
90% original blue beginning to fade towards gray-brown with some light scattered spotty oxidation and some silvering around the muzzle.
The receiver retains 85% blue with some scattered light oxidation, and some fading towards gray and brown.  The straight grip Monte Carlo
stock with fluted comb and the forearm rate excellent with a few minor handling marks.  The gun is fitted with a ventilated rubber recoil pad,
a hammer spur, and a scope rail mounted to the top of the receiver.  The target insert is missing from the toe-line of the buttstock and the
front sight hood is not present.  (126892-13) (350/550)

2050. REMINGTON MODEL 14R SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #88241, 35 Rem, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel and
magazine tube retain about 40% original blue thinning towards gray-brown with a few scattered spots of light oxidation, a couple of tiny spots
of light pitting, and the loading gate exhibiting some strong case-hardened colors.  The receiver retains about 95% blue thinning in a couple
of spots towards brown with multiple light scratches and several scattered tiny spots of oxidation.  The buttplate is primarily gray-brown with
some original blue still showing and multiple scratches and some light pitting.  The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple
light scratches, a couple of small spots of flaking finish, a short crack running forward from the right side of the heel, and added finish.  A
Lyman 53D rear sight base without its upper cross bar and aperture is mounted to the side of the receiver on non-original holes.  The front
sight has been replaced with a King bead sight; an adjustable Lyman folding sight is fitted to a dovetail 1 1/2” to the rear of another filled
dovetail.  (126520-2800) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

2051. COLT OFFICERS MODEL TARGET REVOLVER serial #292914, 38 Special, 6” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  This 1908 made
transitional revolver still utilizes assembly numbers on the crane and frame with the serial number located on the butt.  It retains about 30%
original blue finish with the frame and barrel now a fairly even brown patina with some scattered light blue interspersed with the brown
and strong blue colors in the protected areas.  The high metal surfaces of the cylinder have thinned like the frame but the flutes retain
strong, deep original blue.  The diamond checkered walnut grips are in very good condition with light compression of the diamond points
and scattered light dents, dings and scratches.  The frame is stamped with a Rampant Colt in a circle and matching assembly numbers
are found on the frame, crane and grip panels.  The revolver is fitted with an adjustable bead front sight and “U” notch adjustable rear
sight and has the dual cylinder stop notches.  (86651-97) {C&R}
[John and Jan Wills Collection]                                      (350/550)  

2052. HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW MODEL TARGET PISTOL serial
#2423, 22LR, 10” barrel with traces of frosting in the bore.  This single
shot pistol retains about 90% original blue finish with some light high edge wear and most of the loss due to
flaking finish on the frame with interspersed patches of mild brown color.  The hammer retains bold case-hardened
colors but the trigger has worn to mostly silver with traces present.  The smooth extended wood grips with gold H &
A medallions are in near excellent condition with a few light handling blemishes.  The grips are incorrectly numbered (2700).
The front sight is a white bead with the fully adjustable rear sight blade consisting of two opposing screws with a groove that gives
a surprisingly good sight picture for young eyes.  (86651-109) (C&R) [John and Jan Wills Collection]                            (350/550)

2053. RANDALL MODEL 10-5 SALT FISHERMAN KNIFE   This utility knife measures 9 5/8" overall with 5" stainless steel full tang stain-
less steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The maroon micarta single finger grip han-

dles are fastened by two small brass pins and equipped with a lanyard
hole.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model B leather sheath.
(56020-R314) (350/550)

2054. RANDALL MODEL 11-5 ALASKAN SKINNER  This spe-
cial order fixed blade knife measures 9 1/2" overall with a 5"
Tommy Thompson designed stainless steel blade equipped with
thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.
The nickel silver single hilt and Duralumin buttcap remain bright
as well except for a few light scuffs from storage.  The stag finger
grip handle rates excellent and is separated by red, white and
black leather spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback
model A leather sheath with plain snaps and hone in pocket.
(56020-392) (400/600)

2048

2052

2054



2055. RANDALL TRIATHLETE UTILITY/BOOT KNIFE  This one-piece all stainless steel constructed knife measures 6 1/2” overall with a 3
1/8” spear point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the drilled tang handle has a duller
satin finish.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s black leather model G style sheath with belt/boot clip.  An excellent low profile Randall concealment
knife.  (56020-R138) (200/400)

2056. RANDALL SEAMSTRESS OR TAILORS KNIFE  This non-cataloged all-stainless steel construction knife measures 6" overall with a 2
3/8" angled blade for separating hems and cutting fabric.  The knife remains bright and unsharpened and includes a Sullivan's cover sheath.
(56020-R485) (100/200)

2057. RANDALL STANABACK DEALER SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This Captain Chris dealer special measures 9 1/2" overall with a
4 3/4" stainless steel clip point blade equipped with a 2 3/4" sharpened false edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and
unsharpened and is numbered "003" on the reverse blade.  The brass single hilt and exposed nut buttcap has a darkened tarnished patina
with light oxidation staining.  The commando shaped stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered between brass and black
spacers having modest oxidation staining on the brass spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan's maroon dyed leather sheath with Randal / Captain
Chris Stanaback makers marks and a brass Diamond M hone in pocket.  (56020-R275)               (350/550)

2058. RANDALL MODEL 11-5 ALASKAN SKINNER  This fixed blade knife measures 9 1/2" overall with a 5" Tommy Thompson designed tool
steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a very small spot of staining on the reverse
side of the blade at the thumb recess.   The brass single hilt has a lightly mellowed goldenrod patina with with some light staining from sheath
storage and the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remains bright overall with some minor light storage scuffs.  The stacked leather washer han-
dle rates near excellent with a couple minor scuffs towards the front of the reverse side and is centered between red, white and faded blue
(gray) leather washer spacers.  Knife includes a John roughback model A leather sheath with hone in pocket.  (56020-R235) (350/550) 

2059. RANDALL SPECIAL MODEL 12 SPORTSMAN BOWIE
This a special order model 12 sportsman bowie measuring 12
3/8" overall with a 7 1/2" model 18 style stainless steel blade
equipped with a 5 1/2" sharpened false edge instead of the saw-
tooth back.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened; the for-
ward curve brass double hilt and lanyard hole equipped buttcap
have a lightly tarnished ocher patina with light staining from prior
sheath storage.  The stag handle rates excellent and is separated
by thin brass and black spacers.  There is no sheath present.
(56020-R222)                                                         (400/600)

2060. RANDALL MODEL 26-4 L.L. BEAN KNIFE  This knife is one of 375 Pathfinders made for L.L. Bean.  The knife measures 8 1/2” overall
with a 4” tool steel drop point blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is etched “L.L. Bean “062” in the reverse blade.  The
brass single hilt remains bright and the genuine Sambar stag handle is separated by thin red, white and blue spacers.  Knife includes a
Sullivan’s leather concealment sheath.  An as-new L.L. Bean Randall Pathfinder perfect for belt or pack.  (56020-R372) (350/550)

2061. RANDALL 11-4.5 ALASKAN SKINNER  This fixed blade knife measures 9" overall with a 4 1/2" Tommy Thompson designed tool steel
blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a couple minor storage scuffs and previous
owners name etched in the reverse blade.  The brass single hilt has a lightly mellowed goldenrod patina with some light sheath staining.  The
slightly curved stag handle rates excellent with a lightly softened cream color over time and is separated by a red, white and black spacer col-
lar.  Knife includes a a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with plain snaps and a lightly used Norton crystolon hone in pocket.
(56020-R292) (350/550)

2062. RANDALL COMBAT COMPANION FIXED BLADE KNIFE
This non cataloged model measures 9 5/8” overall with a 5” tool
steel blade equipped with a 2 5/8” sharpened false edge.  The
blade remains unsharpened and bright; the nickel silver double hilt
and exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remain bright as well except
for a few spots of light staining on hilt from sheath storage.  The
stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered
between thin red, white and black leather spacers.  Knife includes
a Sullivan’s model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and
Randall Made marked snaps.  (56020-R284) (400/600)

2063. RANDALL MODEL 26-4 L.L. BEAN KNIFE  This knife is one
of 375 Pathfinders made for L.L. Bean.  The knife measures 8 1/2”
overall with a 4 1/8” tool steel drop point blade.  The blade remains
bright and unsharpened and is etched “L.L. Bean “010” in the
reverse blade.  The brass single hilt remains bright and the gen-
uine Sambar stag handle is separated by thin red, white and blue
spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s leather concealment sheath.
(56020-R76) (350/550)

2064. RANDALL MODEL 7-5 FISHERMAN-HUNTER   This fixed blade knife measures 9 7/8" overall with a 5" clip point tool steel blade.  The
blade remains unsharpened and bright except for two small specks of staining on the obverse blade just forward of the makers mark.  The
brass single hilt has a mellowed goldenrod patina with some light tarnish and sheath staining; the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remains
bright with a few light storage scuffs.  The narrow tapered stacked leather washer handle has nicely darkened with age with a couple light
blemishes and stains and is separated by thin red, white and faded blue (black) leather spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback leather
sheath with plain snaps and hone in pocket.  (56020-R399) (300/500)

2065. RANDAL MODEL 8-4 "OLD-STYLE TROUT AND BIRD KNIFE   This non-cataloged fixed blade knife measures 8 1/4" overall with a
4" clip point tool steel blade equipped with a 2 3/8" sharpened false edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and otherwise bright except for
for some scattered light staining more pronounced on either side of the false edge.  The reduced brass hilt remains bright and the stag han-
dle rates excellent and is separated by a red, white and black leather spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan's model B leather sheath with
Randall Made marked snaps.  (56020-R336) (300/500)
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2066. RANDALL FIREMAN SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This non-cataloged knife measures 8 3/4" overall with a 4" extra-heavy beveled
full tang stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright.  The brass single hilt remains bright
with a couple areas of sheath staining.  The black micarta finger grip handle rates excellent and is equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole.
There is no sheath present.  (56020-R128) (300/500)

2067. RANDALL MODEL 25 TRAPPER  This fixed blade measures 9 5.8" overall with a 5" drop point stainless steel blade equipped with thumb
serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright as does the nickel silver single hilt  and lanyard hole equipped Duralumin buttcap.  The
stag and stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is separated by thin aluminum and black spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan's Model
F cover sheath with Randall Made marked snaps and hone in pocket.  (56020-R329) (350/550)

2068. RANDALL MODEL 5-5 FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 9 3/4" overall with a 5" stainless steel clip point style blade.  The
blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The nickel silver double hilt and exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remain bright with a couple light
scuffs from storage.  The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is separated by red, white and black leather spacers.  Knife
includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with plain snaps and hone in pocket.  (56020-R263) (350/550)

2069. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This smaller version dealer special knife measures 8 1/4'' over-
all with a 4'' tool steel modified drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a
few scattered spots of staining on the obverse side of the blade; the top edge of the blade is numbered 092.  The brass single hilt remains
bright overall with a couple light scuffs.  The  stag handle rates excellent and is equipped with a white face compass in the butt and a brass
and black spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model A leather sheath with hone in pocket, Randall Made marked snaps and A.G. Russell
Special / Randall Made makers mark logo on back of sheath.  (56020-R306) (300/500)   

2070. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This smaller version dealer special knife measures 8 3/8" over-
all with a 4" tool steel modified drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is num-
bered 149 along the top edge.  The brass single hilt has a lightly mellowed with some light stains from sheath storage.  The stag handle rates
excellent overall, is separated by a thin brass and black spacer collar and has a hole in the butt where a compass was once present.  Knife
includes a Sullivan's model A leather sheath with hone in pocket, Randall Made marked snaps and A.G. Russell Special / Randall Made mak-
ers mark logo on the back of the sheath.  (56020-R359) (300/500)

2071. RANDALL KITTERY TRADING POST MODEL 26-4 LIMITED EDITION KNIFE  This fixed blade knife measures 8 5/8" overall with
a 4" drop point tool steel blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a couple very minor stains and is etched "KITTERY
TRADING POST / 1995  22 of 25" on the reverse side.  The nickel silver single hilt and exposed nut Duralumin buttcap have mellowed slight-
ly with spots of tarnish and staining also present on the aluminum spacers.  The black micarta handle rates excellent and is centered between
stacked leather washer sections.  Knife includes a Sullivan's model D leather cover sheath.  (56020-R489) (300/500) 

2072. RANDALL MODEL 4-6 BIG GAME SKINNER  This fixed blade knife measures 10 1/2" overall with a 6" upswept tool steel blade
equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a few light stains.  The brass single hilt has spots of
light tarnish and sheath staining.  The curved staghorn finger grip handle rates excellent and is equipped with a red, white and black leather
washer collar and an inlaid black face compass in the butt.  Knife includes a lightly worn Johnson roughback Model A leather sheath with
plain snaps and hone in pocket having light stains and spots of
verdigris starting to form.  (56020-R324)                     (300/500)

2073. RANDALL MODEL 10-3 UTILITY KNIFE  This knife mea-
sures 6" overall with a 3" full tang stainless steel blade equipped
with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and unsharp-
ened.  The rosewood single finger grip handle rates excellent, is
fastened by a single brass pin and is equipped by a brass lined
lanyard hole.  Knife includes a Sullivan model E leather cover
sheath.  (56020-R458)                                                 (300/500)

2074. RANDALL MODEL 10-3 UTILITY KNIFE  measures 6"
overall with a 3" full tang stainless steel blade equipped with
thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.
The black micarta  single finger grip handle rates excellent and
is fastened by a single brass pin and is equipped with a lanyard
hole.  Knife includes a Sullivan's model E leather cover sheath.
(56020-R215)                                                       (300/500)

2075. MINIATURE DROP POINT KNIFE BY BEAVER This neat lit-
tle creation by Devon Beaver of New River, AZ. measures 4 3/4"
overall with a 2" full tang drop point blade.  The blade remains
unsharpened retaining all of its bright high polish.  The single
stainless steel bolster remains bright and the "pink ivory" African
hardwood scales rate excellent and are fastened by bright mosa-
ic pins.  Knife includes a heavy duty tooled border open throat
sheath with belt clip.  (56020-K270)                             (400/600)

2076. YANCEY THREE FINGERS LIGHT SKINNING KNIFE  This
handy little knife measures 6" overall with a 2 3/4" stainless steel full tang skinning blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened with
Rocky Mountain makers mark logo on the obverse blade.  The curved rosewood handles rate excellent and are fastened by two ground large
brass rivets.  Knife includes a horizontal leather sheath with a double snap belt loop.  (56020-K38) (200/400)
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2077. J. RODGERS & SON ABERCROMBIE & FITCH HUNT-
ING KNIFE  This fixed blade knife measures 9 1/8" overall with
a 5" full tang spear point blade.  The blade is in-the-white with
marks from being lightly cleaned with evidence old scattered
pinprick pitting.  The obverse blade is marked " ABERCROM-
BIE & FITCH Co. / NEW YORK" next to J. Rodgers & Son
Sheffield makers mark.  The curved black Delrin handles rate
excellent with a few light handling marks and are fastened by
three brass pins.  The brass bolster and round lanyard hole
equipped pommel are fastened by ground brass pins and have
a nice mellow ochre patina.  There is no sheath present.  A neat
Sheffield made hunting knife made for the American market.
(56020-K23)                                                        (300/500)

2078. TEXAS STOCK KNIFE LOCKBACK BY GRIGG  This hand
made Walter Grigg folding lockback measures 5 3/8" overall with
a 4" stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharp-
ened and is etched "Texas Stock Knife" on the obverse blade with
makers mark logo on the ricasso.  The broad angular bolster
remains bright and the genuine stag handles rate excellent and are
secured by two bright pins. There is no sheath present. A nice
handmade large style lockback.  (56020-K49) (400/600)

2079. HANDMADE FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY PANKIEWICZ  This knife measures 6" overall with a 2 3/4" full tang drop point blade ground
from 1/4" stock.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is numbered 45 on the obverse ricasso and "P. Pankoewicz" maker marked
on the reverse ricasso.  The antique gold micarta scales rate excellent and are separated by thin red liners, fastened by two large aluminum
rivets and equipped with a lanyard hole.  Knife includes a heavy duty leather sheath.  (56020-K218) (200/400)

2080. PARKER BROTHERS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #38837, 12 Ga, 24” matted rib shortened barrels unchoked with good
bores showing a fair amount of pitting throughout; a section of the right muzzle has been flattened.  The barrels exhibit damascus patterning
throughout with some oxidation staining present and some areas toning to a mottled brown pewter patina.  The French gray frame displays
an even brown patina throughout with some minor pitting in a few select areas, surrounded by a simple border engraving.  The triggerguard,
upper and lower tang, and lever are also heavily oxidized to a mottled dark brown-gray hue.  The right hammer appears to be a replacement
and will not properly lock when cocked.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate good overall showing several dings and
handling marks from the years as well as some added finish and a small pea-sized hole in the heel of the stock; there are two very fine cracks
on both sides of the wrist that run straight through the checkering.  The original black hard rubber buttplate appears to have been trimmed
on the right side.  The length of pull measures out to 13 3/4” with drops of 1 7/8” and 3 1/8”.  This Parker double hammergun would make
for a good ornamental piece.  (156639-1) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

2081. REMINGTON MODEL 1-1/2 SPORTING RIFLE serial #H42172, 25-20, 28” octagon barrel with a good to near very good bore with
some soft pitting throughout.  The barrel retains 90-92% original blue with scattered oxidation staining and light silvering on the edges and
muzzle.  The frame, triggerguard and tangs have toned to a pewter-brown patina with patches of oxidation staining present and a few light
traces of original case-hardened color remaining.  The plain straight grip walnut “perch-belly” buttstock and forend with schnabel tip and
ebony insert rate good overall with several handling marks and oil soaking at the edges as well as dark patches in the wood that appear to
be the result of mildew and poor storage.  Featured is a standard blade front sight and sporting rear sight.  (156851-22) {C&R} (200/400)

2082. A.H FOX STERLINGWORTH BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #112539, 12 Ga, 26” shortened barrels dual ivory bead both
choked with very good bores having light oxidation.  The barrels retain 95% original blue finish with scattered spots of oxidation and a few
light handling marks. The frame displays dull case-hardened colors with fading to pewter towards the lower part of the tang.  The checkered
walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with light handing marks.  The length of pull from the front trigger to the White Line venti-
lated rubber recoil pad measures 14 3/4" and the drops measure 1 3/4" and 3 1/4".  This A.H Sterlingworth is an excellent choice for an
upland hunter (176916-50) (300/500)

2083. RUGER MODEL 77/50 BOLT ACTION MUZZLELOADER, serial #730-00211, 50 cal, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue finish.  The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with the exception of a few light han-
dling marks.  The breech, nipple and bolt are in excellent condition overall.  Included with rifle are the original factory box, No. 11 nipple
wrench, manual and wrench.  This Ruger model 77/50 is in excellent to like new condition overall. (176875-4) (200/400) 

2084. HI-POINT MODEL JCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #X737467, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The black matte, fin-
ish on the slide rates excellent with a few minor handling blemishes present.  The polymer frame and grip panels also rate excellent with a few
minor handling marks present.  The pistol features fully adjustable three dot sights, accessory rail and a frame mounted thumb safety; unfor-
tunately the magazine is not present. (176916-13) (100/200)

2085. HI-POINT MODEL JCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #X740990, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The black matte finish
on the slide rates excellent with a few light handling marks.  The polymer frame and grip panels rate excellent. The pistol features fully adjustable,
three dot sights, accessory rail and a frame mounted thumb safety; unfortunately the magazine is not present. (176919-12) (100/200)

2086. MARLIN MODEL 55 “ORIGINAL GOOSE GUN” BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #24666413, 12 Ga, 36” barrel choked full with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with the exception of a few light handling marks.  The walnut pis-
tolgrip stock rates excellent having original factory stickers still attached to the stock.  Included is the original factory box, manual, sling, and
a two round magazine.  This Original Goose gun is in excellent overall condition. (176861-11) (100/250)

2087. WEATHERBY VANGUARD BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #VL23966, .308 Win, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue finish.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock with a hard rubber grip cap rates excellent with the exception of a few
light handling marks.  Included with the rifle are a set of 1” Leupold rings and bases.  This Weatherby Vanguard is in excellent condition and
would make a great shooter. (176520-2870) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)
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2088. CZ MODEL 452-2E ZKM BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A372097, 22 LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue finish displaying a few light blemishes.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock with schnabel forend rate excellent with
the exception of a few light handling marks.  The barrel is equipped with front and adjustable rear sights and a leather sling is present.  This
CZ bolt action rifle is in excellent overall condition (176875-11) (200/400)

2089. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #12387346, 22 Lr, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue finish displaying light scratches and scattered spots of light surface oxidation on the barrel and magazine tube.  The walnut
pistolgrip stock rates excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks; there are two factory stickers still attached to the forend.  This
rifle wears a front ramp sight and adjustable rear sight.  (176853-6) (50/150)

2090. THOMPSON CENTER WHITE MOUNTAIN CARBINE serial #48525, .54 cal, 22” part octagon part round barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying very scattered light surface oxidation.  The lock and hammer show light
traces of case colors along with the side plate which shows light surface oxidation.  The straight grip stock rates excellent with the exception
of a few light handling marks.  Included are a black replacement ram rod, a blade front sight and a screw adjustable rear sight.  This New
Hampshire made White Mountain carbine is in excellent overall condition. (176916-36) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2091. MARLIN MODEL 444 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #7085221, .444 Marlin, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains
95% original blue finish showing light spots of surface oxidation and handling marks.  The frame retains 90% blue having light areas fading to
a light sliver.  The straight walnut Monte Carlo stock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light dings and scratches.  The stock also has
the 100th year anniversary medallion on the right side about the size of a quarter.  The rife has a sling and a set of Weaver 1” see-through rings
and a Bushnell 3x9x32 scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics. (176520-2724) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/500)

2092. ITHACA MODEL M-66 BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #660785424, .410 bore, 26” ramp barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish displaying light handling marks and scattered surface oxidation along the barrel.  The
frame retains 90% original finish displaying light scratches and pitting.  The refinished checkered straight grip buttstock and smooth forend
rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  (176855-11) (50/150)

2093. WINCHESTER MODEL 490 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #J023452*, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue finish.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  This
rifle features a hooded front sight, folding leaf rear sight, grooved receiver and a 10 round magazine. (176520-1604) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

2094. TAURUS MODEL PT 140 MILLENNIUM PRO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SWB36502, .40 S&W. 3” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue finish with some silvering on the barrel where there is contact with the slide.  There
are some light handling marks and small scratches present on the slide and frame.  This pistol features white 3-dot front and rear sights the
rear is adjustable.  A single magazine is included. (176916-14) (250/450)

2095. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #230-77773, 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue finish.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock rates excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  This rifle
come equipped with front and leaf rear sight, swivels and a 30 round magazine.  This Ruger Model 10/22 is in excellent overall condition.
(176923-6) (200/300)

2096. GLOCK MODEL 27 GEN 3 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BUH946US, .40 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% matte black finish displaying a few light handling marks.  The frame is in excellent overall condition displaying a few light
blemishes.  This third generation Glock wears three dot TruGlo night sights.  Included are the original factory box, cleaning kit, and two facto-
ry magazines.  This pistol is in excellent overall condition and would make a great candidate for concealed carry. (176923-4) (350/500)

2097. MARLIN MODEL 25MN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #02325068, .22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue finish displaying a few scattered spots of light surface oxidation.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock rates excel-
lent displaying a few light handling marks.  This rifle has an adjustable front and rear sights and is fitted with a Tasco 3-7X20 rifle scope with
a duplex reticle and very good optics.  Included is a single magazine. (176895-7) (150/250)

2098. SCOPE LOT includes a Leupold VX-3 1.5-5x20mm measuring 9 1/2” overall with a 1” tube.  The scope rates excellent and retains 99% matte
finish with a few light handling marks.  The scope is equipped with a illuminated duplex reticle and excellent optics.  This scope is in like new
condition overall.  (176520-622A)

2099. SCOPE LOT includes a Leupold Vari-X-3 6.5X20mm measuring 14” overall with a 1” tube.  The scope rates excellent and retains 99% orig-
inal gloss finish with evidence of ring marks barely visible.  The scope has a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  This scope is in excellent over-
all condition (176520-3382A)

2100. SCOPE LOT includes a Leupold Vari-X-3 6.5X20mm with an adjustable objective measuring 14” overall with a 1” tubes.  The scope rates
excellent and retains 99% original matte black finish with evidence of ring marks barely visible.  The scope has a duplex reticle and excellent
optics.  This scope is in excellent overall condition. (176520-2717A)

2101. BARREL LOT includes a Benelli 24” ventilated ribbed turkey barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original
Realtree APG camoflauge finish displaying a few light handling marks.  The barrel includes Realtree APG camo Leupold base and rings and
an extra full ported choke tube. (6854-1)

2102. CRESCENT FIRE ARMS SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #09559, .410 bore, 26” matted ribbed barrels choked improved cylin-
der and modified with bright excellent bores.  The barrels retain 90% original blue finish having scattered spots of light finish loss and light
scratches and dings.  The frame retains about 70% of its original case colors showing light finish loss turning to a light silver with even spots
of surface oxidation.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good to excellent displaying light dings, scratches, and dents.
This shotgun features extractors, automatic safety and a hard rubber buttplate providing a length of pull of 14”. (176759-45) (350/500)

2103. JENNINGS MODEL 48 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #864174, 380 auto, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The polished stainless
steel surfaces rate excellent displaying a few light blemishes. The pistol is equipped with black composite grips that rate excellent as well.
Included is a single magazine. (176916-22) (50/100)
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2104.W.C SCOTT SIDELOCK CRYSTAL INDICATOR GUN
serial #28712, 10ga, 26” matted ribbed barrel choked cylinder and cylinder with a very

good lightly pitted bore.  The shortened Damascus barrels retain a rich brown and pewter pat-
tern with some nicks and scuffs and light spots of oxidation staining showing with some fading at the muz-

zles.  The frame has a floral scroll engraving with the finish turning to a light gray with light staining and areas of brown
patina throughout.  The frame also has crystal indicators which are still visible.  The walnut checked stock and splinter

forend rate very good displaying light dents, dings and scratches.  This shotgun wears a hard rubber recoil pad providing a
length of pull of 14”. (176658-3) (350/550)  

2105. BRYCO JENNINGS MODEL NINE serial #1561700, 9mm, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces rate
excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  The pistol is equipped with black composite grips that have light scratches.  The pistol has a
front and adjustable rear sight with the rear sight being damaged.  Included is a single magazine.  (176916-10) (50/100)

2106. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 REGAL SERIES SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J848678, 12ga, 24” plain barrel choked cylinder with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying a few spots of light surface oxidation.  The walnut check-
ered pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  This shotgun comes equipped with a Weaver
sidesaddle mount which has a Bushnell sports view fixed 4x scope with a circle x reticle and excellent optics.  This Mossberg model 500 regal
series is in excellent overall condition. (176900-D29813) (150/250)

2107. J.C HIGGINS MODEL 30 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue
displaying surface oxidation scattered along the barrel and magazine tube.  The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying light scratch-
es and dings along with the finish flaking away on the forend.  There are also traces of a white paint in a few small areas near the butt plate.
This rifle comes equipped with a Weaver .22 tip off scope with a duplex reticle and very good optics. (176853-4) (100/200)

2108. WINCHESTER SUPER X MODEL 1 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M40681, 26” ventilated ribbed barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore.  The barrel retains 98% plus original blue finish.   The frame retains 98% original blue displaying a light scroll engraving and some
light finish loss near the action.  The high gloss walnut checkered buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks.
Included with this shotgun is a hard metal case. This Winchester Super X Model 1 is in excellent overall condition (176923-2) (400/600)

2109. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7400009, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a couple very light handling marks.  The pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock and forearm with
pressed basket weave checkering rates excellent overall with a couple light blemishes and handling marks.  Included is a weaver base and a
leather sling, unfortunately the magazine is missing.  (176916-45) (350/500)

2110. S.A. LUIGI FRANCHI BRESCIA SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #53123, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying light scratches and light finish loss at the muzzle.  The frame has a gold
scroll engraving of pheasants walking and flying in a grassy field.  The walnut checked pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent displaying a
few light handling marks. (176758-18) (350/500)

2111. SCOPE LOT includes a Burris 4X-12X mini adjustable objective measuring 11 1 /2” overall with a 1” tube.  The scope rates excellent and retains
99% of its original high gloss finish.  The scope is equipped with a duplex reticle and excellent optics. Scope covers are included. (176520-2641A)

2112. SCOPE LOT includes a Leupold Vari-X 3 2.5X8mm measuring 11 1/2” overall with a 1” tubes.  The scope rates excellent and retains 99%
original high gloss finish.  The scope is equipped with a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.  Scope covers are included.   (176520-1612A)

2113. SCOPE LOT includes a Leupold Vari-x-3 1.5x5mm measuring 9 1/2” overall with 1” tubes.  The scope rates excellent and retains 99% orig-
inal high gloss finish with the exception of a few light handling marks present.  The scope is equipped with a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics.  Scope covers are included. (176873-27)

2114. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A DUCKS UNLIMITED MODEL 10/30 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J193469, 12Ga, 28” venti-
lated rib barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 40% original blue finish which shows light pitting and
oxidation along the barrel.  The frame retains about 85-90% original blue displaying light scratches and finish loss on the edges.  The walnut
pistolgrip stock and checkered forend rate very good displaying dings, scratches, and a crack on the top of the wrist that starts on the right
side of the receiver and ends on the left side.  (176853-10) (100/200)

2115. CZ MODEL 241 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #11445, 16 Ga, 26” ventilated ribbed barrel with poly choke and a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with the exception of light scattered oxidation, finish loss at the muzzle and light handling
marks.  The walnut checkered buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light scratches and dings.  (176520-3597) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

2116. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M323637X, 20 Ga, 26” plain barrel Rem choked with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks.  The frame retains 98% original blue displaying
light scratches and slight finish loss near the loading gate.  The high gloss walnut checked pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with the
exception of a few light handling marks and two cracks about 1 1/2” on each side of the wrist.  Overall this Remington model 1100 is in excel-
lent condition. (176900-D29574) (300/500)

2117. COLT LIGHTNING SLIDE ACTION SMALL FRAME RIFLE serial #125, 22 LR, 24” octagon barrel with dark gray bore with visible rifling.
The metal surfaces exhibit a dark brown patina with scattered dings and scratches having faint but legible barrel markings.  The straight stock and
forearm rate very good showing dings and scratches over a reapplied varnish.  There is a Colt checkered hard rubber buttplate with the Colt logo
present which shows wear.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a single leaf rear sight; unfortunately the rear sight elevator is miss-
ing.  This is an excellent example of a functional Colt Lightning (176520-3586) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/500)

2118. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #S201729, 16 Ga, 26” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue finish showing finish loss at the muzzle and near the action along with a few light handling
marks.  The frame is embellished with a flying duck on the left and a standing pheasant on the right.  The pistolgrip stock and fluted tapered
forearm rate very good displaying scattered dings and scratches over a strong factory varnish.  The checkering has soiled slightly and shows
a few impacted diamonds.  This shotgun is in very good condition. (176520-3564) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)
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2119. BELGIAN T. BARKER DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN 12Ga, 32” matted rib barrels with lightly pitted bores.  The barrels have turned
to a light brown patina showing little traces of their original Damascus pattern.  The receiver and sideplates are embellished with a light scroll
engraving and have turned to a light brown patina with some darker spots of oxidation staining.  A part of the lower tang has been broken
off.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good displaying light scratches and dings, there is also a crack present that
starts at the tang and circles the wrist to the sideplates. (176733-1) (100/200)

2120. WINCHESTER MODEL 1400 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #148489, 20 Ga, 26” ventilated ribbed barrel choked cylinder with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with the exception of a few spots of light surface oxidation.  The check-
ered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rates excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  This Winchester model 1400 is in
excellent overall condition.  (176900-D29818) (200/400)

2121. WILLIAM MOORE LONDON PERCUSSION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN, 12 Ga, 32” matted rib barrels with oxidized bores.
The Damascus barrels have toned to a dark brown patina showing little traces of their original pattern.  The receiver and sideplates have mod-
erate traces of scattered oxidation.  The straight grip checkered walnut stock rates very good displaying light scratches and dings over a refin-
ished fading surface.  A ram rod is included.  (176733-2) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2122. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #173114, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The
original blue finish has started to thin to a brown / purple mix on the grip frame with high edge wear, a cylinder turn ring and a few light
scratches also present.   Although the factory hard rubber grips have the correct fleur-de-lis checkering pattern and Colt motifs, they are not
scratch numbered to the gun.  They are in very good condition overall with the main blemishes being a few scratches and a chip missing from
the corner of the bottom of the right panel.  The pistol includes an original box that has the correct end label but is not hand numbered to the
gun.  The box has a torn lid with the front edge torn off (but present in the box) and it contains a Colt “Special Instruction” pamphlet and a
factory hang tag outlining proper ammunition.  (86520-205) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2123. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS NEW DEPARTURE TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #154850, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel
with a few pits.  The blue and nickel finishes on this fourth model gun are in near excellent condition with about 98% remaining.  The blue fin-
ish on the trigger guard and top latch exhibit high edge wear and there are scattered light scratches and small oxidation blemishes on the
nickel finish.  The case-hardened colors on the trigger remain strong with light silvering on the face from use.  The factory diamond check-
ered hard rubber grips are hand numbered to the gun and remain in very good to excellent condition with light scratches and scuff marks.
All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers and frame to barrel fit remains tight.  The timing is not consistent and in need of pro-
fessional services.  (86520-2204) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2124. SMITH & WESSON FOURTH MODEL TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #115296, 32 S&W (short), 3” barrel with
a near perfect bore that exhibits a few faint oxidation blemishes.  Overall, this gun retains about 95% original blue and nickel finishes with the
trigger guard having oxidized and flaked to a red / brown hue.  The top latch’s bluing has thinned from use and there are scattered light oxi-
dation blemishes and handling marks on the nickeled surfaces.  The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger remain strong with
some silvering from wear.  The correctly hand numbered checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo are in very good to excellent
condition with light scratches and handling marks.  All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun.  Barrel to frame fit remains tight
and the little gun still times and locks up correctly.   (86520-2442) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2125. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS BICYCLE MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #99258, 32 S&W (short), 2” bar-
rel with scattered oxidation blemishes.  The factory reapplied blue finish on this second model is in near excellent condition with about 99%
remaining.  The frame is stamped with R-S in a box and dated 3/74 plus the cylinder is marked with an S and diamond.  There are a few small
pits on the side plate, barrel and trigger that were not removed during the refinish.  The cylinder still exhibits overall pin prick pitting under the
new finish.  The trigger does not appear to have been recolor case-hardened, and the frame and barrel markings are slightly washed out.  It
is doubtful Smith & Wesson had the necessary replacement parts in 1974 and was probably reluctant to remove too much metal on the heav-
ily pitted gun.  The diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips are in very good to excellent condition with scattered light handling marks.
All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers but the scratched numbers on the grips are too difficult to read.  Frame to barrel fit
remains tight with good timing and lock up.  (86520-742) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2126. COLT ARMY SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #341149, 32-20 W.C.F., 4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  This 1912
made gun retains about 70% original blue finish with high edge wear, silvering on the barrel and topstrap and flaking finish on the grip frame
that has oxidized predominately brown.  The crane has started to silver and the cylinder’s finish is thinning from holster wear.  There is also
scattered light freckling and the sides of the hammer are stained.  The factory hard rubber grips with fleur-de-lis motifs and stylized C around
the escutcheon are correctly scratch numbered to the gun.  They are in very good to excellent condition with light scratches on the butt.  The
gun still times and locks up appropriately.   (86520-1296) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

2127. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #7K71759, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore.  The stainless steel surfaces are in very good condition with numerous scattered light scratches and scuff marks, a turn ring on the
recessed cylinder, and some light scattered holster wear to the finish for an overall rating of about 95%.  The checkered Goncalo Alves facto-
ry target stocks are in good to very good condition with scattered light scratches, dings and dents.  Most of the loss of condition on the grips
is due to flaking finish at the butt on both panels.  The revolver is equipped with a blued white outline rear sight on a stainless steel sight boss
and red ramp front.  The pistol includes a factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun.   (86520-204) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2128. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #140380, 32 S&W (short), 6” barrel with a
few random pits.  Overall this revolver retains about 40% original finish with the barrel, cylinder and forward section of frame completely devoid
of finish.  They have worn and oxidized to a dull gray finish with light to moderate pitting present on the left rear of the barrel, cylinder and the
lower left section of frame.  The remainder of the frame retains original blue finish with silvering at the hump, lightly thinning finish on the grip
frame from handling, faint freckling on the frame and light handling marks. The case-hardened colors on the trigger have thinned on the left
side but remain fairly strong on the right with the trigger face worn to silver.  The correctly numbered diamond checkered hard rubber grips
are in good to very good condition with lightly worn diamond points on the left panel and the backstrap portion worn smooth on the right
panel.  All appropriate parts have correct matching serial numbers.  Six inch barreled Safety Hammerless revolvers are considered rare and
this is a well used but mechanically sound example.  (86520-2456) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)
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2129. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 TIP UP REVOLVER serial #21440, 32 Rimfire, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with scattered light pit-
ting.  The factory nickel plating remains in near excellent condition with some light flaking on the fluted replacement cylinder, scattered light
bubbling and oxidation blemishes, and some light handling marks.  The smooth rosewood grips are in very good condition with light handling
marks and reapplied finish.  The grips are correctly numbered to the frame.  The barrel and frame have matching assembly numbers but the
cylinder does not.  The firearm still times and locks up correctly but there is light play between the frame and barrel.  (86520-2622) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

2130. ARGENTINE BALLESTER-MOLINA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY HAFDASA, serial #29752, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a near excellent
bore exhibiting very light frosting toward the muzzle.  The arsenal type reapplied Parkerized finish on this importer marked pistol is in near
excellent condition with about 98% remaining.  The muzzle has slight silvering starting and there are a few scattered light oxidation blemish-
es on the metal surfaces.  The vertically grooved grips are in very good to excellent condition with some light wear to the finish which is most
notable on the right panel.  The right side of the slide is marked “Policia Federal” with the Federal Police crest and the top of the slide is rack
numbered 3504. A single magazine is included.  (86520-3229) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2131. J. STEVENS NO. 10 TIP UP TARGET PISTOL serial #1983, 22 LR, 8” barrel with a frosted bore.  The reapplied blue finish on the barrel
is in very good to excellent condition with light scratches and oxidation blemishes.  The frame retains about 80% original finish that has drift-
ed to plum with thinning and flaking finish.  The left side of the receiver and other metal surfaces have flaked to silver along with oxidation
blemishes and pits for an overall rating of about 85%.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in good to very good condition with numerous
scratches, dings and dents.  The barrel to frame fit is loose and extractor is missing.  (86842-11) {C&R} (100/200)

2132. SMITH & WESSON 3RD MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #254877, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a few scat-
tered areas of pits.  This revolver retains about 99% factory re-applied nickel and blue finishes.  There is a light turn ring on the cylinder and
the case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger remain robust.  The frame is date stamped December 1978 and marked for a regular
nickel refinish.  The hard rubber grips are not correctly numbered to the gun (18283) and are in near excellent condition with light handling
wear.  The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun but the top latch is not (15477) and as a consequence the barrel to frame
fit is loose.  The pistol still times and locks up tight but the single action mode is in need of professional attention.  The sear engagement is
solid but the release is not correct.  (86520-658) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

2133. CUSTOM CUT-AWAY SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER BY TROCAOLA ARANZABAL & CO. serial #680, 38 S&W, 3 1/2”
round barrel with rib and a lightly frosted bore.  Metal surfaces show about 97% bright nickel finish with scattered light scratches and oxida-
tion blemishes.  The hard rubber TAC logo grips rate very good to excellent.  The gun has been professionally cut-away to reveal the internal
moving parts.  The gun includes a compliment of 11 dummy cartridges with 6 configured with a lead round nose bullets and 5 as blanks.  Ten
of them are mounted in the display case with the eleventh for use in the revolver.  The gun has been neatly cased in a hardwood presenta-
tion case with a nicely carved Smith & Wesson logo on the lid.  A very nicely done cut-away that presents very well.  (86520-166) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

2134. COLT GOLD CUP TROPHY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY UMAREX serial #LK016689, 22 LR, 5” barrel with an excellent bore.  This rim-
fire clone of the Gold Cup retains 99% original anodized finish and is fitted with like new, checkered double diamond wrap around rubber
grips.  This pistol includes a factory hard box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine, magazine loading tool, open
end wrench for removing the barrel, Allen wrench for the front sight, combo Allen wrench / screw driver for the rear sight, fired case, hang
tag, manual and paperwork.   This pistol appears as new in the box.  (86520-3192) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2135. SMITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #C159181, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with
an excellent bore.  This pre-model 10, square butt revolver retains about 95% factory blue finish with light silvering of the high edges, a
turn ring on the cylinder, thinning finish on the trigger guard and grip frame, and some slight oxidation blemishes.  The hammer and trig-
ger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operation marks and some freckling.  The diamond checkered walnut grips are correctly
numbered to the gun and have some light dents, scratches and random flattened diamond points.  All appropriate parts are correctly num-
bered to the gun and the front sight has a small impact mark on the face.  This is a nice five screw post war revolver.  (86520-1316) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/400)

2136. ERMA-WERKE MODEL EP-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #55709, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The pistol retains about
97% original  blue / black finish with scattered light handling marks, silvering at the muzzle and other high edges, and some finish starting to thin
on the foregrip.  The checkered walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition with scattered light scratches, dents and dings.   Unfortunately
this Luger clone will not fire and is in need of the professional services.  It does include a single magazine.  (86691-15) (200/400)

2137. V. BERNARDELLI MODEL 100 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL
serial #23981, 22 LR, 5 15/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall,
the pistol retains about 99% original blue finish.  The checkered factory
thumbrest target grips are in excellent condition.  The pistol has a heavy
barrel with top rib containing adjustable rear sight and interchangeable
blade front sight.  The pistol includes a handsome leather briefcase that
is lined in green napped cloth.  The case contains a pair of magazines,
paperwork identifying model and serial number, metric Allen wrench
and two spare front sight blades.  (86520-1225) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]                                                          (300/500)

2138. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 624 COMBAT SPECIAL DOUBLE
ACTION REVOLVER serial #ALB3366, 44 Special, 3” tapered barrel
with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces have scattered light
handling marks, some light oxidation blemishes on the topstrap and in
the window and a turn ring on the cylinder.  The Pachmayr wrap around
rubber grips are in very good to excellent condition with a few light scuff
marks and some unidentified scattered white blemishes.  The revolver
features white outline micro adjustable rear sight, red ramp front sight;
hard chrome combat trigger and standard hammer exhibiting light oxidation stains.  This revolver includes a factory wood presentation case
and a cleaning kit.  The interior of the case is in poor condition with the flocking flaking off but the exterior is in near excellent condition.
(86873-15) (300/500)
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2139. MANURHIN PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #141021S, 22 LR, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This importer marked pistol
retains about 75% original blue finish with silvering present on the high edges, thinning finish on the slide and selected areas of the grip frame.
There are also a few scattered light oxidation blemishes present.  The checkered black plastic grips with thumb rest on the left panel are in
very good to excellent condition with scattered light handling marks.  The pistol includes an original factory hard box that is correctly end
labeled a single magazine with finger extension floor plate, test target certificate dated January 12, 1960, paperwork and manual.  (86520-
3375) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (175/275)

2140. WALTHER / INTERARMS AMERICAN TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #T021302, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
U.S. made pistol has some small scattered scratches on the stainless steel surfaces, mostly by the muzzle.  The checkered plastic grips with
Walther banner are in near excellent condition with light handling blemishes.  The pistol includes an original factory hard box that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of magazines with finger extension floor plate, test target numbered to the gun and manual.
(86520-3284) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2141. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 442-1 AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #CBZ6631, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an
excellent bore.  The matte blue and anodized finishes are in excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The cylinder has light turn ring
and the rubber Uncle Mike’s boot grips are in excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  These lightweight hammerless guns are a
favorite for CCW carry and home defense.  (86520-3254) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2142. HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #6409, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, the pistol retains
about 96% re-applied blue finish with few light handling marks and silvering on the take down lever.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in
very good condition with light wear to the diamond points, scattered light dents and scratches.  The pistol includes a single magazine and
incorporates the early I-A takedown system.   (86520-1010) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

2143. DAN WESSON ARMS MODEL 22 VR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A029148, 22 LR, 8” ventilated rib barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The second barrel that comes with the gun is a 4” ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore and includes the barrel nut and white
ramp front sight.  This revolver retains about 99% factory blue finish that is drifting to plum on the frame and a cylinder turn ring is present.
The one piece checkered walnut factory stocks with Dan Wesson medallions are in excellent condition.  This gun includes a gun guard alu-
minum / plastic hard case with light handling and storage wear.  The gun also includes an Aimpoint 2000 red dot sight with Weaver mount
designed to affix to the vent rib on the barrel, Aimpoint accessories, Pachmayr finger groove “Gripper” rubber stocks and multipurpose bar-
rel installation tool.  The red dot sight has clear optics but is in need of battery.  (86873-1) (250/350)

2144. LOT OF STOCKS This lot consist of one buttstock and one forend.  The buttstock is for a Model 1920 Columbia Arms (aka Fiala Arms &
Equipment Co.) manual repeating arms pistol to convert it into a rifle.  The steel buttstock and mounting hardware are present and retain about
60% blue finish with most of the loss due to scattered oxidation blemishes.  The smooth walnut buttstock has scattered light scratches, dents,
scuffs and dings for an overall rating of very good.  The smooth forend has the screw attached and an overall rating of fair.  Although the wood
has only few handling marks, the front 3” have been cut off in a non-professional manner.  (86886-16A)

2145. BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single Columbia Arms (aka Fiala Arms & Equipment Co.) barrel with a forend.  The barrel is a 20” barrel
for the Model 1920 Manual Repeating Arms Company convertible pistol.  The barrel has an excellent bore with about 40% original finish that
is now a mottled mix of gray, brown and blue.  The smooth walnut forend has the mounting screw and rates about very good to excellent with
light dents, dings and scratches.  The front sight is present.  (86886-16B)  

2146. BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single Columbia Arms (aka Fiala Arms & Equipment Co.) barrel with a forend.  The barrel is a 20” barrel
for the Model 1920 Manual Repeating Arms Company convertible pistol.  The barrel has a lightly frosted bore with about 70% original finish
that is starting to thin on its length with a mottled mix of blue and silver at the breech end from handling.  The smooth walnut forend has the
mounting screw and rates about very good to excellent with light dents and scratches.  The front sight is not present.  (86886-16C)

2147. ERMA LA 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #06297, 22 LR, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This Luger clone retains about 95% black
finish with the grip frame starting to thin from handling.  The checkered brown plastic grips are in near excellent condition with light handling
marks.  The pistol includes an original yellow box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun.  It contains a manual, two magazines,
spare firing spring guide, spare used firing pin and paperwork.  (86886-15) (200/400)

2148. COLT NEW POLICE TARGET MODEL REVOLVER serial #14122, 32 Long Colt, 6” barrel with a heavily pitted and oxidized bore.  This
1901 pistol is nearly devoid of any original finish except in a few protected areas on the frame.  The metal surfaces are now a mottled mix of
gunmetal gray, blue and brown.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in fair condition with a chip missing off each panel at heel of the butt.
The remainder of the grips exhibit moderately worn diamond points but are correctly numbered to the gun.  A rework number 184 appears
on the cylinder.  The gun still times and locks up well. (86651-140) {C&R} [John and Jan Wills Collection) (150/350)

2149. RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #11996, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with scattered pinprick pitting.  The
reapplied glass bead blue finish on the frame is starting to drift to plum and is thinning on the left recoil shield.  The factory anodized finish
and remaining polished reapplied blue finish on the metal surfaces exhibit some high edge wear, silvering at the muzzle and backstraps that
are starting to thin for an overall rating of about 97%.  The custom oversized checkered walnut grips are beautifully executed and remain near
excellent with light handling wear.  The trigger on this 1963 revolver has been replaced or modified, with a heavily curved, checkered and
widened trigger similar to a Bisley.  The trigger guard has been enlarged and rounded in the rear to accommodate the trigger and there is an
overtravel stop set into the rear of the guard.  The front sight is a Patridge style with the rear being the standard Ruger adjustable.  The trans-
fer bar safety update has not been performed to this revolver.  (86651-132) [John and Jan Wills Collection] (250/350)

2150. U.S. MODEL 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY COLT serial #495374, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a correct Colt HP mark on the chamber with a
poor frosted bore.  This 1918 made pistol retains about 20% remaining blue finish in the protected areas of the frame and slide.  The remainder
of the gun is a fairly even brown patina with light handling marks.  The double diamond checkered walnut grips are in good condition with flat-
tened diamond points, dents, dings and scratches.  An eagle / S5 appears on the frame above the magazine release along with correct “H” pro-
visional acceptance marks on the frame and slide but none on the rear of the barrel.  No magazine is provided.  (86916-17) {C&R} (400/600)

2151. U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY COLT serial #233578, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting slight traces
of frosting.  This 1919 made revolver retains about 80% reapplied arsenal type black finish with thinning grip frame, high edge wear and a bar-
rel thinning to silver, especially toward the muzzle.  Pachmayr Presentation grips are fitted to the gun and have been separated at the rear
seam with a light grind mark running down the rear of the grip.  Overall, the grips rate about very good.  The number 13479 appears on the
frame, barrel and cylinder along with an eagle / S20 on the upper frame and Francis Hosmer’s H mark on the bottom of the barrel.  This should
make a nice shooting revolver.  (86651-80) [John and Jan Wills Collection] (300/500)
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2152. COLT POLICE POSITIVE TARGET MODEL REVOLVER serial #13637, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1915 revolver is
made up of parts with matching serial numbers on the frame, crane and the sideplate.  The cylinder release, crane, rear sight, front sight blade,
screws, hammer and trigger are blued.  The remainder of the gun is in-the-white with the frame exhibiting signs of light polishing and the
remaining parts rough finished.  There are scattered oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces as well as light scratches.  The checkered wal-
nut grips with silver Colt medallions are in near excellent condition with light handling marks.  The little gun still times and locks up well and
the chambers appear clean.  There are no markings on the barrel or frame.  This gun would make a good shooter or a nice project gun for
someone.  (86651-138) {C&R} [John and Jan Wills Collection] (250/350)

2153. COLT PRE-WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12265, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with a frosted and pitted bore.  This 1920
made pistol retains about 80% reapplied glass bead blue finish with high edge wear, thinning barrel and grip frame.  The barrel exhibits gun-
metal gray mixed with blue while the grip frame is flaking to brown.  The diamond checkered walnut factory grips show moderate to heavy
wear on the diamond points, scratches, dents and a shallow chip on the bottom of the right panel.  The right panel also has a small check
mark near the magazine release and hairline crack running the length of the grip.  A single magazine with oxidation stains and heavy pits is
included.    (86651-135) {C&R} [John and Jan Wills Collection] (200/400)

2154. STEVENS NO. 10 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #5886, 22 LR, 8” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, the pistol preserves about 85%
plus original blue finish with most of the loss on the grip frame with additional high edge wear and scattered scratches.  The side of the trig-
ger retains strong straw colors with wear to the trigger face.  The checkered hard rubber stocks are in very good to excellent condition with
light handling marks.  (86651-124) {C&R} [John and Jan Wills Collection] (100/200)

2155. STEVENS-GOULD NO. 35 PISTOL serial #30543, 22 LR, 9” barrel with an excellent bore.  The pistol retains about 95% nickel plated and
blue finishes with most of the loss to flaking nickel plating on the trigger guard and frame from handling wear and oxidation.  The smooth wal-
nut grips are in very good condition with several dents and a pair of scribed lines on the bottom of the right panel.  The bottom of the butt is
inscribed “R. M. Combs Ogden Ia”.  The front sight has been replaced with a Patridge style that was silver soldered on and the adjustable rear
sight is after market replacement.  Although they are not original they give a very crisp sight picture.  The barrel release is now a checkered
button in lieu of the slotted button.  (86651-110) {C&R} [John and Jan Wills Collection] (200/400)

2156. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #59913, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel with a near excel-
lent bore exhibiting scattered and light spots of oxidation and shallow pitting.  This late production gun with strain screw retains about 90%
plus original nickel plating with flaking finish on the left side of the frame, backstrap, barrel and cylinder.  The frontstrap are starting to cloud
and there are multiple rings on the cylinder from cycling and improper assembly.  Strong case-hardened colors are present on the hammer
with light operation marks.  The diamond checkered hard rubber grips are in near excellent with a few light scratches and dents most notable
on the left panel.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers including the grips.  The gun includes a factory box that is correctly
end labeled to the gun but not numbered and remains in good condition.  (86927-7) {C&R} (350/550)

2157.  THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #72345, 22 LR, 10” octagon barrel with an excellent bore.  This
pistol retains about 98% original blue finish with light handling and operation marks.  The wood forend with checkering is in near excellent
condition with a few light dents and scratches.  The rubber Pachmayr Presentation pistolgrip is in excellent condition.  This barrel has the tra-
ditional T/C sights and utilizes a screwdriver operated rimfire / centerfire firing pin selector on the nose of the hammer.  The gun includes a
green hard case and a manual.  (86520-3196) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

2158. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 622 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UAT3493, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall,
the satin finished aluminum and stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition.  The checkered black synthetic grips are in excellent con-
dition.  This handy little gun has a Baughman silver ramp front sight and black adjustable rear sight.  It includes a factory hardcase correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun.  Also included are a single magazine, manual, paperwork and trigger lock with two keys.  (86520-
1577) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

2159. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 622 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UBF6702, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, the
lightly polished aluminum and stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition.  The checkered synthetic grips with wood grain finish are in
excellent condition.  This handy little gun has a Baughman silver ramp front sight and black adjustable rear sight.  It includes a factory hardcase
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun and a single magazine.  (86520-1574) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

2160. SMITH & WESSON MODEL BG380 BODYGUARD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EAH3906, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The black metal surfaces and black polymer surfaces remain in excellent condition for an overall rating of 99%.  This pistol has a
built in, fully functional Insight Technologies Laser and a pretty decent set of drift adjustable sights for a pocket pistol.  This pistol includes a
factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, soft case, a pair of magazines, Uncle Mike’s inside the pocket holster, fired case,
Allen wrench (adjust laser), flat floor plate for one of the magazines and paperwork.  This great CCW carry gun appears to have little if any
use.  (86520-328) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/400)

2161. BERETTA MODEL 72 JAGUAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #99975, 22 LR, 3 1/2” and 6” barrels with excellent bores.  This pistol
retains about 99% blue and anodized finishes with the 6” barrel installed.  The shorter barrel has some light oxidation blemishes and opera-
tion marks visible.  Both barrels are numbered to the gun.  The black checkered synthetic grips are near excellent condition with light han-
dling marks.  The pistol includes a factory box that is correctly labeled to this series gun but not numbered.  Also included is a pair of maga-
zines, spare 3 1/2” barrel, manual and factory paperwork.   (86520-3205) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2162. DGFM HI-POWER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #327514, 9mm, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol retains about 97% orig-
inal Parkerized finish with high edge wear present and scattered light scratches on the slide and frame.  The black synthetic grips feature
checkered panels, universal thumb / finger rest and vertical grooves on the sculpted sections.  Overall, they rate very good to excellent with
light scratches.  The pistol includes a single magazine and the slide, barrel and frame numbers correctly match.  (86520-1285) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2163. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 22A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UAW2296, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The pistol retains
about 98% black finish on the steel and aluminum parts with some light wear on the forward high edges.  The textured black synthetic
grips are in excellent condition.  In addition to the factory fully adjustable sights there is a fully functional Millett Model SP1 Red Dot sight
with clear optics in Weaver type rings on a built in rail.  The pistol includes a soft case and a single magazine.   (86520-1232) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)
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2164. BROWNING BUCK MARK LIMITED EDITION PRO TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #515NP17030, 22 LR, 5 1/2” slab side
bull barrel with an excellent bore.  This NRA limited edition gun retains 99% original blue and anodized finishes.  The black checkered syn-
thetic grips remain in excellent condition.  The left side of the barrel is gold etched “Limited Edition 630 of 650” and the right side “National
Rifle Association”.  This pistol includes a factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual, paperwork and a single maga-
zine.  This superb gun appears to be new in the box.  (86520-2896) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2165. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 2213 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TVM3872, 22 LR, 3” barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall, the satin finished aluminum and stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition.  The black checker synthetic grips are in excellent
condition.  This handy little gun has three dot drift adjustable sights and it includes a single magazine.  (86520-2905) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

2166. GERMAN 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #23a, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a good, lightly pitted bore with soft rifling.
The metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with areas of brown patina which is darkest near the muzzle end of the barrel.  The receiver
has been polished leaving only the markings along the sides which include a few Waffenamts and "S/147/G".  The barrel has some minor
tool or vise marks just ahead of the receiver but is numbered to the receiver.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have been sanded with
finish added.  The buttstock has a few light dings and no visible markings, the metal edges are proud to the wood.  The original sights are
intact, including a front sight hood, and a cleaning rod is included.  The action screws are missing their set screws.  An appropriate leather
sling is also included.  The numbers are not matching and rifle was imported by Century Arms and is import marked along the underside of
the barrel.  (46842-18) {C&R} (300/500)

2167. REMINGTON MODEL 513-T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  144864, 22 LR, 27" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the barrel has light specks of fine surface oxidation throughout and the floorplate has toned to
a mottled gray.   The walnut target stock rates excellent and has a few light dings.  The stock features a wide beavertail forearm and has a
checkered steel buttplate.  Rifle is equipped with a globe front sight with insert and has a Redfield adjustable target sight with aperture mount-
ed to the rear of the receiver.  The barrel is date coded for "12/64" and is factory tapped for target blocks.  A single factory magazine and a
military style leather sling are included.  A near excellent example overall that should make a terrific shooter.  (46869-3) (300/500)

2168. CUSTOM MAUSER MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #30479i, 7mm STW, 24" custom barrel marked "BB / 1/96" on the
underside with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% professionally added blue finish with a few light handling marks
visible along the edges.  Rifle is equipped with a Bell & Carlson fiberglass stock that features a grey/green woodland camo finish and has a
vented recoil pad.  The barrel channel has been filled with fiberglass and a black nylon shell holder has been mounted to the right side of
the butt.  Rifle also features a Timney adjustable trigger, a Score High follower block and has a Leupold one-piece base mounted to the
receiver with a set of silver 1" rings, the safety has been modified to be used with a scope.  The action's set screws are missing.  A rather
utilitarian rifle in a great long-distance caliber that has been assembled from quality parts and will likely make a terrific hunting arm with the
right optics.  (46864-4) (400/600)

2169. MARLIN MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE  serial #162310, 32-20, 24" octagon barrel with an about good to very good lightly pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces have all been cleaned and polished and have no original finish remaining.  The lettering and markings remain crisp
and the metal has a light mottled gray with a few areas of very fine pitting throughout.  There are also a few small impact marks along the edges
of the barrel.  The walnut stocks rate about very good and have added finish over a few light dings.  The buttstock has a fine 2" crack emanat-
ing from the lower tang.  Rifle is equipped with a Beech combination front sight and the rear sight has been replaced with a slot blank.  A Lyman
combination peep sight is mounted to the tang, its screws have light slot damage.  The action appears to function correctly and this 1898 pro-
duction rifle may make a good cowboy action shooter or candidate for a restoration project.  (46892-15) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2170. ROMARM WASR-10/63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #NX-6233-84, 7.62x39, 16" 1/2" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 97-98% original matte blue finish with areas of light handling wear throughout.  The rifle is equipped with laminate hard-
wood forearm, handguard and buttstock and a black composite pistolgrip, all which rate excellent.  The protective cap on the threaded muz-
zle is missing and the threads are damaged.  The original sights and cleaning rod are intact.  The original box is included and contains a man-
ual, bayonet with scabbard and frog, cleaning kit, oilers and a single 30 round detachable magazine.  An excellent condition example of these
quality AK-47 style rifles that was imported by Century Arms.  (46899-1) (400/600)

2171. ANSCHUTZ MODEL 1450 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #1294574, 22 LR, 19 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue that is mixing with scattered specks of light surface oxidation throughout.  The checkered hardwood stock rates
near excellent and has a few small dings and a very small chip at the rear of the bolt handle cutout.  The original sights including the front sight
hood are intact and a single factory magazine is included.   A excellent quality 22 rimfire in near excellent condition.  (46520-3447) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

2172. CUSTOM SAVAGE MODEL 1920 BOLT ACTION  serial #8260, 250-3000, 22" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 80% of what appears to be the original finish.  There are several light handling and tool marks present and the triggerguard is a mot-
tled gray.  Rifle is equipped with a custom walnut, target style buttstock that features a wide beavertail forearm, a capped pistolgrip and a vent-
ed recoil pad on the butt.  There is a small repair at the upper tang and several light scratches and dings throughout.  The original front sight
is intact, the rear sight is missing its elevator.  A target block has been mounted to the barrel and an additional screw hole has been filled just
forward of the mount which has obscured part of the factory roll mark.  The receiver has also been tapped and a Weaver Mount installed, and
the rear of the follower has been modified to allow the bolt to close when empty.  A G&K "1918" dated military leather sling is included.  An
interesting customization of a classic sporting rifle that may be a great shooter.  (46895-4) (300/500)

2173. SAVAGE MODEL 1899-H FEATHERWEIGHT LEVER ACTION RIFLE  serial #224417, 22 H.P.,  20" barrel with a very good bore with
some very light pitting and specks of light oxidation but has strong rifling throughout.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% applied matte blue
almost gray finish.  The markings remain visible and are mostly crisp.  Both the bolt and the front sight have a matte chrome finish.  The wal-
nut stocks have been sanded and finish added as well.  The straight grip buttstock has a crack along the left side flat, a small chip and a minor
repair at the upper tang and another at the toe.  Both have small dings and divots.  The original sights are intact and rifle appears to function
correctly.  An about good example of these "Imp" series rifles.  (46520-48) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2174. SAVAGE MODEL 1899-F LEVER ACTION SADDLE RING CARBINE  serial #53.943, 25-35, 20” barrel with a good bore. The
metal surfaces retain about an 85% mix of non-original cold blue finish and a thinning dark brown color with some light oxidation and
pitting.  The walnut stocks have been sanded and refinished and rate fair to good with a 4" crack behind the tang and another that runs
horizontally along the left side of the schnabel tipped forend.  The wood matches the firearm and the correct sights are intact, the rear
is missing is elevator.  The saddle ring and loop are missing.  An about good condition example made in 1904.  (46520-52) {C&R}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (250/450)
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2175. WALTHER P38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #212128, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue with light wear along the edges and bearing surfaces.  The alloy frame shows the most loss.  The checkered hard rubber grips
rate very good and have light handling wear and some lightly flattened points.  The numbers appear to be matching and the slide is dated
"5/63".  Included are two magazines, one is numbered to the pistol and pistol is housed in a black leather flap holster.  The leather is supple
but the finish is lightly flaking.  The marking on the back is soft but "Griese" and the last two digits of a 1912 date can be made out.  An excel-
lent post-war example imported by Interarms in VA.  (46906-16) {C&R} (400/600)

2176. ROMANIAN TTC TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #PS374, 7.62 x25, 4 1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore with some light
freckling in the grooves.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% arsenal blue finish that is lightly flaking to brown and mixing with a few spots
of very light surface oxidation.  The grooved hard rubber grips rate excellent and have a few light impact marks.  The pistol is housed in a cor-
rect style brown leather flap holster that includes two magazines and a cleaning rod.  Pistol features a manual safety.  Pistol was imported by
Century Arms and is in very good to near excellent condition overall.  (46724-22) {C&R} (200/400)

2177. U.S. M1 CARBINE BY SAGINAW  serial #3338250, 30 Carbine,  18" undated Saginaw/General Motors barrel with a near excellent bore
that is mostly bright but has some light pitting about midway down.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal gray-green parkerized fin-
ish that is blending with brown patina and areas of very light surface oxidation.  The walnut buttstock has been sanded and has an added oil
finish, the ordnance wheel and boxed "SG " inspectors cartouche are still visible.  The high-wood stock also has a "W" in the sling channel
and the receiver lug is marked "W" as well.  The stock has a few small dings and a couple very small chips but rates very good overall.  Carbine
is equipped with a flip-up rear sight and has a narrow style barrel band.  Carbine appears to be comprised of mixed parts and is missing sev-
eral items including the handguard, barrel band screw and triggerguard pin.  An about very good example that would be a good restoration
project.  (46842-26) {C&R} (200/400)

2178. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT RIFLE BY KOKURA   serial # (series 23)55466, 7.7mm Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% blue with some light handling wear and light pinprick pitting.  The hardwood stocks rate near
excellent and have a few light dings.  Included are a monopod, cleaning rod, aircraft lead wings, matching dust cover, a crisp unsullied mum,
and an original leather sling that is missing its lower button.  An overall fine condition Type 99 that appears to be all matching as well.  (46520-
2660) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

2179. CUSTOM FN 98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #10139, 30-06, 23 1/2" military barrel with a very good, lightly pitted bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% applied blue finish that has some light handling wear throughout and some light grind marks along the
edges of the triggerguard.  The rifle is equipped with a black composite Ram-Line sporting stock that rates excellent.  Rifle is equipped with
a military front sight and has a Willams leaf rear sight installed.  Mounted to the receiver by a set of Kwik-Site See-Thru rings is a Simmons 8
Point 3-9X50 riflescope.  The scope duplex reticle and has bright optics.  A very goods condition sporting rifle overall.  (46894-3) (200/400)

2180. CUSTOM MAUSER 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #5775p, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a very good bore that is lightly pitted in the
grooves.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% applied blue finish with light handling wear along a few of the edges.  The rifle is equipped
with a custom Monte Carlo walnut stock that rates excellent and has a few very light dings.  The stock has a vented Pachmayr recoil pad and
sling swivel studs.  Rifle has a Lyman front sight blade and a Redfield adjustable sight with aperture mounted to the receiver.  The action parts
are not matching but the markings are still crisp and the receiver is coded "42" with a date of "1940", there are several Waffenamts present
as well.  A very nice sporting rifle that will likely make a good shooter.  (46875-15) (200/300)

2181. SWEDISH MODEL 1896 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS  serial #426757, 6.5x55, 29" barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% arsenal blue with some light handling marks and wear present along the bearing surfaces.  The
hardwood stocks rate about very good with added finish over several light dings and divots consistent with service use.  The buttstock has a
few small cracks, some very light chipping at the toe and a small filler plug along the toeline below the rear swivel.  The brass ID disc is marked
"1" for bore condition.  The receiver is dated "1917" and the numbers appear to be all matching with the exception of the cleaning rod.  Rifle
appears complete and was imported by Century Arms.  A near excellent example overall that should make a terrific shooter.  (46520-4130)
{C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

2182. SWEDISH MODEL 1896 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS  serial #502806, 6.5x55, 29" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation,
light impact and handling marks.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks associated with
service use.  The brass ID disc shows the bore condition as "1", and the stock has a small pin holes where the ballistics plate may have been.
There is also some white paint on the combline.  This rifle appears to be complete and matching with the exception of the cleaning rod and
the bolt appears to have been renumbered.  Oddly there is no visible importer markings.  A near excellent example overall that should make
a terrific shooter.  (46895-8) {C&R} (200/400)

2183. EGYPTIAN RASHEED SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #5224, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about
90% arsenal blue finish with areas of light handling wear and are mixing with spots of light surface oxidation.  The hardwood stocks rate near
excellent and have a few light dings.  Farsi markings are painted in white on the right side of the butt.  A magazine is included however the
bayonet is not.  Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in near excellent condition overall.  (46869-10) {C&R} (300/500)

2184. SWISS MODEL K31 SCHMIDT-RUBIN BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #245049, 7.5 Swiss, 25 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is fading to gray and blending with areas of brown.  The hardwood stock rates about very
good with light dings, divots and there is some light chipping at the toe.  Rifle was imported by Century Arms and appears to be complete
and all matching.  A muzzle cover is included as is a packet of information.  (46835-3) {C&R} (200/400)

2185. SWISS MODEL 1911 SCHMIDT-RUBIN BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #178700, 7.5 Swiss, 23" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 60-70% original blue, the balance fading to mottled gray with a few areas of light staining present.  The walnut
stocks rate very good and have added finish over light dings and there is a repaired crack in the buttstock at the left of the upper tang.  The
front sight blade has been replaced with a sporting blade with bead.  The numbers appear to be all matching and there are no visible import
markings.  Included are a cleaning tool, stripper clip and a packet of informational papers.   (46835-2) {C&R} (200/400)

2186. YUGOSLAVIAN M48 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #P2306, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a very good bore that is lightly
frosted in the grooves.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% arsenal blue finish with a few light handling marks along the edges.  The mark-
ings are crisp and the bolt is matching.  The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have light dings and handling marks, the buttstock is
numbered to the receiver.  A cleaning rod and a front sight hood are included.  An excellent example of these 98K style arsenal restored
Mauser rifles that was imported by Gun Parts Corp.  (46894-14) {C&R} (200/300)
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2187. TURKISH MODEL 1907-15 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION FORESTRY CARBINE  serial #1225, 8mm Lebel, 22" bar-
rel with a dark, oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall mottled brown with gray blending through.  The top of the receiver is marked
"T.C. / ORMAN / 1948" and has the "Delaunay Belleville" French arsenal marking in script along the left side.  The hardwood stocks rate
about good, the buttstock has several blemishes including dings and chips from a lifetime of service use and has several long cracks running
through the butt and a few smaller cracks and chips at the forend.  The numbers are not matching (typical of Turkish military rifles) but car-
bine appears to be complete.  Approximately 8000 of these carbines were made from existing rifles that were surrendered by the French and
then were converted and issued to Turkish Forestry service members to mitigate illegal foresting operations.  An about good example over-
all that was imported by Century Arms.  (46894-15) {C&R} (200/300)

2188. SWEDISH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Swedish Model 1894 bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 18" overall with a
13" bright steel blade.  The bayonet is in excellent condition and features wood grip panels.  Both the grip and included steel scabbard retain
most of their original blue finish.  (46875-10A)

2189. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 49 BODYGUARD DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J522077, 38 SPL, 2” pinned barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on this shrouded hammer J-frame revolver retain 98-99% original blue with a few scattered light
handling marks and scratches, and a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case colors.  The checkered
walnut grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks and a little light wear.  (126866-8) (300/500)

2190. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 48-4 MASTERPIECE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #75K6954, 22 Magnum, 6” pinned barrel
with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on this K-frame revolver retain 98% refinished blue with a few minor handling marks, several
scattered tiny spots of oxidation, and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The target hammer has jeweled sides with excellent case colors along its
back; the polished combat trigger also has jeweled sides with a few freckles on its backside.  The checkered walnut target grips with S&W inlaid
medallions rate excellent.  This gun features a red ramp front sight and an adjustable white outlined rear sight.  (126873-20) (300/500)

2191. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 CUSTOM BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial #859393, 6.5-308, 24” heavy barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surface of the barrel is in-the-white with multiple small spots of oxidation, oxidation staining, and light pitting.  The only
visible marking on the barrel is the caliber 6.5-308 which is a wildcat cartridge now available as a 260 Remington.  On the bottom of the bar-
rel hidden by the stock is a number, likely a production or barrel serial number.  The receiver is primarily a gray patina with some spotty light
oxidation, oxidation staining, and light pitting with some more oxidation and pitting hidden by the stock.  The base of the floorplate shows
some mild flaking.  The heavy pistolgrip target stock rates near excellent with the wood having aged to a very nice dark brown showing a few
light handling marks.  There is a short handstop rail mounted under the forend with a sling swivel attached and evidence of once having a
handstop of some sort by a shadow of lighter wood.  There are small short cracks running fore and aft of the rail.  The hard rubber buttplate
hangs slightly proud of the wood at the toe and is in near excellent condition with a few light scuffs and light soiling.  The receiver and barrel
are drilled and tapped.  Mounted on the gun are a pair of scope blocks, an unmarked front globe sight, and a Redfield Olympic receiver sight.
(126160-2) (350/550)

2192. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER CARBINE serial #207161, 223 Rem, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue with a couple of light scuffs and scratches on the frame.  The black synthetic pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excel-
lent.  A nice little gun that is fitted with adjustable sights and a scope rail.  (126916-42) (250/350)

2193. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #3221302M, 44 Magnum, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces on the pre-cross bolt safety saddle ring carbine retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks.  The straight walnut stock
and forearm rate excellent with a light ding and scratch or two.  This rifle appears to have had limited if any use.  (126916-48) (300/500)

2194. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT   This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 2.5-8X matte black rifle scope in excellent condition showing faint ring
marks and a small scratch towards the ocular end.  The optics are clear and crisp with a duplex reticle.  Comes with single Butler Creek lens
cap.  (126916-35A)

2195. MARLIN MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #19064026, 44 Rem Magnum, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces on this pre-cross bolt safety rifle retain 98% original blue with a couple of tiny spots of light oxidation and a few minor handling marks.
The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with few light handling marks primarily along the top of the buttstock.  The front sight hood is not
present.  This rifle appears to have seen little use.  (126892-12) (200/400)

2196. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 150 LEATHERNECK SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #3053, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a moder-
ately frosted bore showing moderately strong rifling.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with some scattered spots of oxidation and
light pitting.  The pistolgrip walnut stock rates near excellent with several light scratches and added checkering to the pistolgrip.  The gun
comes with a leather sling and a 10 shot detachable magazine.  (126916-56) {C&R} (100/300)

2197. STEVENS VISIBLE LOADING REPEATER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #A492, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a light to moderately pitted
bore.  The barrel and magazine tube retain about 85% original blue with some thinning towards brown, multiple light scratches, some scat-
tered light oxidation, and some rub wear from the action.  The receiver is gray and gray-brown with multiple light dings and scratches and
some remnants of nickel on the upper and lower tangs.  The walnut stock rates about very good with multiple scratches and dings and a large
chip in the toe.  The grooved slide handle is very good with a couple of small chips and several light scratches.  The hard rubber buttplate is
good with one small and one large chip.  (126916-1) (200/300)

2198. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #34749, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
85% original blue with some thinning towards gray, a couple of small spots of light pitting, and some scattered light oxidation.  The trigger
exhibits excellent case colors.  The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a few small dings and several faint scratches.  An overall near
excellent condition gun with a single magazine that is primarily blue with some light superficial oxidation.  (126914-5) {C&R} (150/250)

2199. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #22223B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue with a couple of spots of silvering, some thinning towards gray, some scattered light oxidation, a couple of small
spots of minor pitting, and a few tiny dings.  The trigger exhibits near excellent case colors with a couple of tiny spots of light oxidation.  The
hard rubber grips show some handling wear with a little flattening of some of the checkering and rate overall very good with several light
scratches and scuffs, and a couple of tiny chips by the retention screws.  It includes a single gray over blue magazine showing some light
superficial oxidation.  (126914-6) (C&R) (250/350)
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2200. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D6057, 22 LR, 6” solid ribbed barrel with a
near excellent bright bore with a small bulge about the middle of its length.  The metal surfaces on this top break revolver retain about 90%
original blue with a little silvering by the muzzle, some scattered spotty oxidation primarily on the barrel and the trigger guard, a little fading
towards brown on the gripstrap, and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The one piece checkered walnut grips rate excellent with a small ding
on the left side and a few faint handling marks.  The gun is fitted with adjustable front and rear sights.  (126916-20) {C&R} (150/250)

2201. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 950 FORTY NINER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AN26497, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original nickel finish with a few faint handling marks, a couple of tiny blemish-
es, and a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The walnut grips rate excellent showing a faint handling mark or two.  The gun appears to have seen
little if any use and comes with an unnumbered factory box. (126906-5) (200/300)

2202. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #29567, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with a couple of light scratches, and multiple small scattered spots of oxidation and light freckling.  The trigger exhibits
near excellent case color with a little fading towards gray.  The hard rubber grips rate excellent with a few faint light handling marks.  (126916-
25) {C&R} (200/400)

2203. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #199615, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a lightly pitted bore.  The
refinished metal surfaces retain 85% cold applied blue with the frame fading towards brown with scattered light pitting.  The checkered wal-
nut grips rate about very good with light to moderate flattening of some of the checkering.  (126916-7) {C&R} (200/400)

2204. COLT WOODSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #112562, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
75% original blue with some fading towards brown on the frame, gripstrap, and slide, some silvering by the muzzle, and some scattered spot-
ty oxidation throughout.  The checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with a couple of scuffs on the left side and a little light handling wear.
This pistol comes without a magazine.  (126916-19) {C&R} (300/500)

2205. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 HAND EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #54151, 32 Long, 4 1/4” pinned barrel
with a lightly frosted, moderately bright very good bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel finish with a few spots of light flaking, a
couple of spots of light oxidation and pitting, some bubbling primarily on the frame and gripstrap, and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The
trigger and hammer show strong case-hardened colors with a little fading towards gray on the trigger with some light freckling.  The S&W
monogramed hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate excellent with a small scuff and a couple of light tiny scratches.  The frame,
barrel and cylinder are numbered alike.  (126916-4) {C&R} (350/550)

2206. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #428204, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue thinning to brown with some scattered light freckling and several light tool marks.  The check-
ered hard rubber Colt grips rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks.  Included is a Colorado Saddlery leather holster.  (126921-1)
{C&R} (400/600)

2207. FOREHAND DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #82801, 32 cal, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore showing a couple of
light pits.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel finish with some scattered spots of bubbling and several spots of light oxidation.  The
hammer exhibits some strong case colors with a few spots of oxidation.  The checkered hard rubber grips are marked F&W; they show some
light handling wear and a small scuff on the left side and rate near excellent overall.  (126916-9) {C&R} (200/300)

2208. BROWNING BUCKMARK MEDALIST SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3258T69, 22 LR, 6 3/4” ventilated rib bull barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few light handling marks, a little silvering around the muzzle, and a couple
of tiny spots of oxidation on the front gripstrap.  The walnut target grips with thumb rest rate very good and have been crudely modified to fit
a previous shooters hand.  The forearm rates near excellent with a few light scratches and dings.  The gun is fitted with an adjustable rear sight
and a scope rail mounted to the ventilated rib.  The deflector pin is not present.  (126916-31) (600/800)

2209. MAUSER MODEL 1910 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #246253, 6.35mm (25 ACP), 3” barrel with a dark heavily frosted bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with some thinning towards brown and some scattered light freckling and very mild superficial oxidation.
The checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with some wear of the checkering and a couple of minor handling blemishes.  This pistol comes
with zippered vinyl pouch and three Bore Stores pistol sleeves.  (126906-29) {C&R} (300/500)

2210. INTERARMS VIRGINIAN DRAGOON BUNTLINE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #23137, 44 Magnum, 12” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint handling mark or two and a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The case-
hardened frame rates excellent with a few light freckles and a couple of tiny spots of oxidation.  The smooth walnut grips rate excellent with a
tiny ding on the right side and a couple of faint handling marks.  This revolver appears to be unused and comes with its original box and a
manual.  (126906-19) (200/400)

2211. ANSCHUTZ ACHIEVER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1320769, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks and a couple of tool marks by the rear sight dovetail.  The pistolgrip hardwood
stock rates excellent with a few very minor handling marks.  It features a ventilated forearm, adjustable buttplate, and a stippled pistolgrip.  The
rear sight is not present.  (126520-2317) {Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection” (200/400)

2212. BROWNING ATD SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #T54813, 22 LR, 19 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on this
Belgium made rifle retain 90% original blue with several light scratches, a few scattered freckles, and some flaking with a little light oxidation
and oxidation staining on the receiver.  The checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light scratches
and dings.  The gun features a wheel adjustable rear sight.  (126520-1131) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (500/700)

2213. REMINGTON MODEL 12CS SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #224743, 22 Rem Special, 24” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore
showing a little light pitting about mid bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue fading towards brown with several small scat-
tered spots of light oxidation, and a few scattered minor dings.  The crescent buttplate is primarily blue with some flaking finish and an area of
light oxidation and oxidation pitting.  The straight walnut stock and grooved forearm rate near excellent with multiple minor dings and scratch-
es.  One of the retention screws on the forearm is not present.  (126842-32) {C&R} (300/500)

2214. REMINGTON MODEL 12 GALLERY SPECIAL SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #732367, 22 Short, 24” octagon barrel with bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces are a fading blue turned brown with a couple of small spots of oxidation, several light dings and scratches, and
some strong remnants of the original blue still present in protected areas.  The semi pistolgrip walnut stock and grooved forearm rate near very
good.  The stock has a large chip and a couple of cracks by the receiver, and several light dings and scratches.  It appears to have been light-
ly cleaned with an added finish that has spilled onto the adjacent metal surfaces during application.  The forearm/slide handle has a nice aged
look with a few minor dings and scratches.  A set of initials are pin punched into the lower tang and the elevation adjustment screw in the rear
sight is not present.  (126520-2243) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
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2215. REMINGTON MODEL 12 GALLERY SPECIAL SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #37487, 22 Short, 24” octagon barrel with a lightly frost-
ed bore showing a little scattered light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue fading towards brown with scattered light freck-
ling, a few small spots of light oxidation, and a couple of minor scratches.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near excellent with
multiple light scratches and dings, and a small crack in the buttstock by the receiver.  The wood was likely lightly cleaned and it has an added
finish.  (126520-2299) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (400/600)

2216. WHITNEY WOLVERINE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #34947, 22 LR, 4 5/8" barrel with a bright fine bore.  The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue with some light silvering along the edges, some fine pinprick oxidation staining on the grip safety and light scuffs and blem-
ishes on the alloy barrel shroud.  The checkered brown plastic grips rate fine with a few slightly rounded points.  Included is a single maga-
zine.  An overall fine example Whitney pistol.  (56694-16) {C&R} (200/400)    

2217. SMITH & WESSON KNIFE  A collector series model CK9HTCP clam pack in decorative tin.  The large folder has a Tanto style blade with
thumb assist button.  The set is in its original sealed factory packaging.  (106417-2O)

2218. SMITH & WESSON ACCESSORIES  Includes two items; first is a model CK35 folder in a decorative soaring eagle over the American
flag in excellent condition.  Second is a model CK670 hatchet and sheath in its original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-2D)

2219. SMITH & WESSON ACCESSORIES  Includes two items; first is a model CK35 folder in a decorative soaring eagle over the American
flag in excellent condition.  Second is a model CK670 hatchet and sheath in its original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-2C)

2220. SMITH & WESSON COMMEMORATIVE SET  Includes a decorative tin with the S&W logo wrapped in ribbons that read "1852 / 150th
Anniversary / 2002" Golden Issue and a folding Bulls eye style knife both in excellent condition.  (106417-2E)

2221. SMITH AND WESSON ANNIVERSARY SET  Includes a fixed blade hunter in a blue composite “1 of 1000” labeled presentation box.
The box has a small chip missing from the lid and right side of the bottom and is nicely stenciled with the 150th anniversary ribbon.  The knife
sits in a red faux lined molded base and is in overall excellent condition. (106417-2K)

2222. REMINGTON KNIFE LOT  Includes two; first is a N.C. Commemorative Forester Bullet knife.  A single blade Delrin handle knife with 3 3/8"
clip point in original box in excellent condition.  Second is a Model One R3 Big Game knife.  This two blade Delrin handled knife comes with
a leather sheath and honing stone.  The jigged handles rate very good overall with a small crack near the lanyard hole on the left side panel.
And the 3 3/4" clip point blade appears unsharpened.  A very good condition hunting companion with lots of life left.  (106417-1S)

2223. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two; first is a small locking blade knife with cocobola handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with a 2
5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point blade
with cocobola handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1R)

2224. REMINGTON SHOTGUN COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE  Includes a Model One R870 knife.  This 1990 production single blade jigged
Delrin handled knife with 4 1/8" clip point blade rates excellent overall and comes with its original box and paper.  (106417-1Q)

2225. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R1273 Master Guide Bullet Knife.  This 1995 production two blade knife with Delrin
handles and 3" pen and 4" spey point blades rates excellent.  Included with this lot is the original box and papers.  (106417-1N)

2226. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R2253 Double Strike bullet knife.  This 2010 production  two blade design features
tree bark pattern Jig bone handles with a 2 1/2" long clip point and 2 3/8" spey blade that appear unsharpened and is in overall excellent
condition.  Knife comes with original box and papers.  (106417-1K)

2227. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R4468 Lumberjack Bullet knife.  This 1997 production two blade knife with cocobo-
lo handles and 2 3/4" long clip point and spey blades rates excellent overall and comes with its original box and papers.  (106417-1L)

2228. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model R1253 Guide knife.  The 1992 production knife has a 4 1/8" clip point blade the remains
unsharpened in excellent condition. The Delrin handles remain free of imperfections and also rate excellent.  The knife comes in its original
box with paper insert.  (106417-1J)

2229. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R1128 Trapper knife.  The 1989 two blade knife has cocobolo handles with lanyard
hole and a 3 1/2" spey and 3 1/2" clip point blade both with edges that are untouched in excellent condition.  The knife comes with two piece
box and paper.  (106417-1I)

2230. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two, first is a small locking blade knife with cocobolo handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with a 2
5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point blade
with cocobolo handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1H)

2231. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two, first is a small locking blade knife with cocobolo handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with a 2
5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point blade
with cocobolo handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1G)

2232. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a 2005 Model One R4353B Maverick bullet knife.  A two blade folding knife measuring 7 1/4"
overall with a 3 1/4" clip point and 3 1/8" spear point blade with jigged bone handles.  The knife is in excellent condition and comes with
papers.  (106417-1E)

2233. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a 1993 Model One R4356 Bush Pilot Bullet Knife.  A two blade folding knife measuring 7 1/4"
overall with a 3 1/4" clip point and 3 1/8" spear point blade with imitation stag handles made from Delrin.  The knife is in excellent condition
and comes with a box and paper insert. (106417-1D)

2234. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two; first is a small locking blade knife with cocobola handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with a 2
5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point blade
with cocobola handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1C)

2235. MAGAZINE AND POUCH LOT  (9) Spanish manufactured 20 round Cetme steel magazines.  Each magazine shows light handling marks
and are in very good overall condition; (4) green synthetic magazine pouches measuring  6 1/4" x 7 1/4" with each pouch designed to hold
(2) 20 round G3 magazines. The exterior exhibits wear consistent with military use, in excellent condition overall.  (66247-49AW, 41A1)

2236. RPD ACCESSORIES  Includes an assortment of canvas carry cases and one 100 round drum magazine.  There are two drum magazine
cases and one rifle case all in excellent condition.  Also included is a RPD saw bag adapter.  (106593-6A)
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2237. HOLSTER AND MAGAZINE LOT  Ten items total: (3) nylon inside-the-pants holsters for small, medium and large frame semi-autos; (1)
military flap holster with shoulder harness; (1) Redhead brand cartridge belt, size 34-38, designed to hold 38 caliber cartridges; (2) green
leather bayonet frogs; (1) brown leather bayonet frog; (1) brown leather military flap holster for a medium frame semi-auto; (1) black leather
ammo pouch. Some of the items exhibit varying degrees of wear. The brown leather bayonet frog exhibits a broken strap. In good to very good
condition overall; Eight aftermarket AR-15 magazines: (2) unmarked 7.62x39 mm steel magazines in excellent condition; (1) sealed U.S.A.
Magazines 30 round 7.62x39 mm AR style magazine in as near new condition; (3) Orlite Engineering Co., molded polymer .223 magazines in
excellent condition and (2) Cooper Industries .223 steel magazines on a coupler in excellent condition.  (106247-41,49)

2238. SHOOTING AND NRA LOT   This lot consists of 19 assorted items: three black leather holsters: (1) is a Triple K brand flap holster designed
to hold a black powder army revolver, (1) German flap holster with no markings visible designed to hold the P-38 pistol,  (1) unmarked flap
holster believed to hold a medium frame revolver with up to a 6" barrel. The holster features cartridge loops above the holster with brass
accents. In very good to excellent condition overall; (6) sets of synthetic airgun grips: (2) sets are target style with thumb rest and one set
appear to be similar to 1911 grips with Beeman roundels, (4) sets exhibit a "S" roundel on one side and a "P" on the other side. Five sets of
grips are brown in color and the sixth is black; (1) Beeman barrel sleeve #7130.5. The lot exhibits minor wear and is in excellent condition
overall;  (12) collectible NRA lot consisting of: three NRA pocket knives: two measure 4" overall with clip point blades, white synthetic scales
and the third measures 2 3/4" overall  with a clip point blade and white synthetic scales. All three knives appear unsharpened with the knives
denoting Benefactor, Patron and Millennium member, seven lapel pins and two coins. The pins and coins are in the original containers with
the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66247-41,29,38)

2239. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a single, full box of 50 Thompson/Center Contender 357 Hot Shot Capsules.  The
box is white with red and green labels and rates excellent, as do its contents.  (46464-3)

2240. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a Precision Mag Industries steel 30 round magazine for the Ruger Mini-14 rifle.  The magazine is sealed
in its original packaging and is in as-new condition overall.  (46676-17B)

2241. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a single full box of 20 Hornady Custom 30 T/C, 150 grain SST ammunition (81004).  Both the
ammunition and box are in excellent condition, the box has some minor flaking on the label.  (46319-7)

2242. REMINGTON BOOK LOT This lot consists of one 125 page hardcover book entitled REMINGTON HANDGUNS by Charles Lee Karr Jr.
and Carroll Robbins Karr. Published in 1947 by The Military Service Publishing Company, Harrisburg, PA.. An interesting treatise on Remington
handguns featuring black and white photographic illustrations and informative text. Overall condition is excellent with all pages intact and no
foxing. The cloth binding is intact and shows edge wear, with the slipcover showing extensive wear and edge separation. (146028-2)

2243. COLLECTIBLE COLT POCKET CATALOG LOT This lot consists of one Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co. pocket catalog dated 1913-1914
on the frontispiece. The mottled blue heavy paper cover features a dark blue Rampant Colt logo, with the interior comprising forty pages
describing and illustrating Colt revolvers and semi-automatic pistols. Overall condition is excellent with light staining on the cover, and one loose
but present page. A very nice piece of Colt memorabilia. (146023-7)

2244. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER ADVERTISING LOT This lot consists of two Winchester pocket catalogs, and three Winchester ammuni-
tion handbooks. One 6 1/4” x 3 1/4” catalog is dated 1933, and features the entire Winchester firearm line. Hand inked notations showing price
at that time are present on several pages. The second catalog measures 4 1/2” x 7”, and is dated 1956. Again, the entire line is featured. The
three ammunition handbooks include one 3rd  edition Winchester Ammunition Guide, one 3rd  edition Western Ammunition Handbook, and
one 1953 dated 4th  edition Winchester Ammunition Handbook. All three contain useful and extensive information regarding all aspects of
Winchester ammunition. Overall lot condition is excellent with light edge wear and no tearing. (146023-1)

2245. COLLECTIBLE TARGET LOT This lot consists of two early 1900’s vintage paper gallery targets. The first is a five-ring gallery target mea-
suring 4 3/4” x 5 1/2” with black Winchester logo, showing pleasing graphics on the reverse illustrating the Winchester models of 1890,
1904, and 1906. The second is a U.S. Cartridge Co. gallery target measuring 3 1/4” x 4 1/2” and showing a single 1 1/2” black aiming point
along with shooting distances for various cartridges. The reverse shows advertising the U.S. Cartridge Co, as well as for U. T. Hungerford,
New York and San Francisco agents for the same company. Both targets remain in overall excellent condition, showing no tears with mod-
erate age yellowing. (146023-3)

2246. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER INSTRUCTION PAMPHLET LOT This consists of one original pre-1931 3 1/2” x 7 1/2” bi-fold instruction
pamphlet for the “Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine”, as well as one 2 1/2” x 4 1/4” envelope labeled “INFORMATION AND
INSTRUCTION FOR THE OWNER OF THIS WINCHESTER” and now remaining empty. The pamphlet contains instructions for the Model 94
carbine, in English on the left interior face, and in Spanish on the right. In overall excellent condition with light soiling and yellowing. (146023-4)

2247. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Five collectible one piece boxes: (1) full 25 round box of Remington Sure Shot 12 ga., 2 5/8" paper hull shotshells
in fair condition.  The shotshells show fading on the hulls and light tarnish around the brass and the box is held together by shrink wrap. It has
multiple tears in its seams but appears to be complete; (1) full 25 round box of Federal Hi-Power 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 oz., No. 5 CH shot.  The
one piece box rates good to very good with several scuff marks along its edges and corners and the shotshells are in very good condition; (1)
full 25 round box of Western Xpert 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 buckshot.  The box is in good plus condition showing light scuffing and ingrained dirt
staining.  The box is marked U.S. Property and has been crossed out in pen.  The shotshells remain in very good condition; (1) Federal 20 ga.,
Hi-Power with flying duck illustration on the label with several scuffs along the edges and a couple of split seams along the end flaps but remains
in good overall condition.  The 25 paper hull shotshells are 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 6 loads showing light discoloration on the brass and are in very
good overall condition; (1) Federal Magnum plastic hull 3" magnum 1 1/4 oz, No. 2 shot loads in very good condition.  (106414-4)

2248. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Eight total: (2) green leather Argentine Military Ballester Molina 1911 holsters.  Both holsters show dried slightly
crazed but still supple leather with some light scuffing and minor mildew staining with one having a 1" square hole in the back bottom.
The holsters rate very good overall; (6) assorted leather holsters.  There are two unmarked leather flap holsters, one for a medium frame
revolver with up to a 3" barrel, the other for a small framed pistol, both in good overall condition, two shoulder holsters; one S&W marked
and one Hunter marked, both for small framed automatic pistols in very good condition, two quick draw small framed revolver holsters in
good overall condition.  (106129-3I)

2249. ACCESSORIES LOT  Includes three items.  First are two unmarked sunshades, one measures 4” in length with a 2” male thread in a digi-
tal dot camo pattern, the other measures 2 1/4” overall with 2” male thread black in color with eagle /globe / anchor logo, both in very good
condition.  Third is a like new in the box Mueller 50mm AO 3” sunshade in excellent plus condition.  (104343-81S1)
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2250. LOT OF DUTY BELTS  Includes two leather belts with accessories.  First is a black colored Service Mfg., belt that measures 2”x43” with a
Bucheimer B3 holster and Cart West No.38 marked combination cartridge and handcuff caddy.  The items are in very good overall condition
with light scattered scratches, scuffing and spots of mildew staining.  Second is a Service Mfg., black colored belt that measures 2”X46” with
accessories.  They include an unmarked 12 loop cartridge caddy, Bucheimer handcuff holster with Astra-manufactured handcuffs (keys not
included) and a brown colored George Lawrence Co., No. 250/528 holster.  The items are in good overall condition with appropriate wear
from use.  (105750-1)

2251. DUTY RIG  Includes four items; first is a Smith & Wesson size large, black leather duty belt.  Second is a Smith & Wesson LH B30 holster in
black.  Third is a Jay–Pee black leather handcuff holster.  Fourth is a S.D. Myers dual pouch basket-weave pattern holster in black.  All items
are in excellent condition.  (104395-2C)

2252. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION AND SCOPE ACCESSORIES  Consists of a single box of 22 ammo and some 8mm Mauser.
The box of round nose ammo contains 16 unfired cartridges produced by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company.  The box rates good plus
but exhibits moderate wear, fading, and general deterioration.  The 8mm Mauser ammunition consists of 19 loose rounds of ammo.  17 of the
unfired cartridges are surplus ammo of Israeli origin.  The headstamps for the two remaining rounds denote that they were produced in 1940,
with additional research seeming to indicate that these rounds were manufactured in Canada for use with the Inglis 7.92mm Bren guns sup-
plied to the Nationalist Chinese forces during WWII; (12) rds. of  the 380 ACP ammo, all of the cartridges were produced by Remington-UMC
featuring full metal jacket bullets and have remained unfired.  The 380 ACP ammo is stored in a vintage envelope from The Nation Shawmut
Bank of Boston.  (18) rds. of 45 ACP ammo, 15 of the unfired rounds feature full metal jacket bullets and were produced by the United States
Cartridge Company.  The remaining three unfired rounds also feature full metal jacket bullets, but were manufactured by the Remington Arms
Company; assortment of rings and bases.  Included in the lot are a set of unmarked scope rings, two separate sets of Weaver scope rings
mounted on respective bases, Weaver side mount with integral scope rings, an unmarked two piece scope base mount, scope base mount
by Savage Arms, and a portion of a Lyman rear aperture sight apparatus as well as a portion of a scope ring.  Also included with the lot are
a set of transparent lens covers and a tin container with several screws. (134749-9)

2253. LOT OF DUTY GEAR  Includes two belts and a two way radio.  First is a Safariland black leather belt size 44 with the original hang tag.
Second is an Uncle Mike’s nylon X-large belt.  Third is a Standard two-way radio with mic attachment.  The radio needs to be charged to
determine if it works or not, no charger provided.  All items are in very good to excellent condition.  (104445-14B1A, 15RR1)

2254. LOT OF LEATHER GOODS  This lot consists of seven items,  Included are: two black leather handcuff cases by Erdman, one black leather
pouch for musket priming caps by Lawrence, a two-pocket brown magazine pouch and three Russian, two-cavity pebbled leather ammo
pouches.  All are in excellent condition, some have some mild mildew which should clean easily with a good leather conditioner.  (45601-6F)

2255. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of three 25 round 9mm magazines for the UZI pistol and carbine.  Two of the magazines are unmarked
and have minor handling wear but appear to be factory, the third is made by IMI.  All three are in excellent condition.  (46076-4E)

2256. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This is a full 50 rd. box of Fiocchi 9X21  IMI, 123 gr., FMJ in bright excellent condition.  (76240-24O)
2257. H&K ACCESSORIES  Includes three items; first is an adjustable 1” leather sling with spring clip.  Second are two unmarked aluminum G3

style 30 round magazines.  All items are in near excellent condition.  (104750-1A)
2258. LOT OF WOOD HANDGUN GRIPS  Two sets of grips: Pachmayr TR-3 ALS walnut and rubber grips like new in box that fits Taurus

large frame revolvers M65, M66, M80, M82, M83, M86, M96.  Unmarked wood grips likely to fit an Astra .22 pistol in like new condition.
(125893-10A)

2259. LOT OF WESTERN SUPER-X EIGHT BORE PAPER HULLS  This lot contains six once-fired No. 8 industrial reduced velocity paper shot
shells. The shells rate near excellent with light ingrained dirt on the salmon colored hulls and lightly mellowed high brass bases.  (55497-8A)

2260. U.S. PATTERN 1881 HOLSTER BY ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL This appears to be a 3rd type, 1881
pattern U.S.-issued holster made by Rock Island Arsenal for the Colt Model 1873 and Smith & Wesson Model
1875 revolvers.  The leather is overall still mostly supple with minor and moderate crackling with some light
flaking to a 1 1/2” area along its leading edge.  There is slightly more flaking present on the cover flap.  The

“U.S.” embossing is light but still very evident with only the remnants of the Rock Island Arsenal mark-
ing on the cover flap.  The seam stitching is near overall fully intact and tight, there

being a small 1” un-stitched section at the very top of the seam above the
brass closure stud.  The rear suspension billet is retained by 3 brass rivets
in addition to the normal stitching, the opening is roughly 3 1/4” inches
from the folded top section of the flap to the edges of the rivets.  Overall
an about good example of these dual-purpose, U.S.-issued 1881 pattern
holsters.  (36628-9) (500/700)

2261. LOT OF COLLECTIBLES  Includes two items; first is a Calvine Cotton Mills Inc. Individual Troop first aid kit in its original packaging.  The
outer cardboard shell is heavily stained but lettering is still visible and the contents are still sealed.  Second item is a Union Metallic Cartridge
Co. primer tin containing nine primers.  (103729-5)

2262. SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER GRIPS  The smooth wood panels rate very good plus, but do exhibit several light dings as well as a cou-
ple of faint scuffs and an extremely minor shallow crack on the upper portion of the right panel. (135706-43)

2263. LOT OF HOLSTERS  This lot consists of a total of three leather holsters.  First is an apparently unused and excellent condition light tan hol-
ster stamped S-2 dated 1989 and compatible with the CZ 52.  Next is a Bucheimer holster measuring 10" in length in excellent condition with
minor wear marks to the brown outer shell eith light wear to the interior, complete with belt loop and strap.  Lastly is a brown Safariland #25
holster suitable for a large frame Smith & Wesson and in nearly identical condition as the Bucheimer.  (73765-16E13, 14, 15)

2264. CETME PARTS LOT  Includes an instructional sheet, one piece base, sight tool, and bayonet lug for a Cetme rifle from Tapco.  Parts are in
sealed plastic packages and appear in excellent condition.  (101683-8A)

2265. LOT OF CUSTOM AMMUNITION BY SAFARI ARMS LIMITED Includes a full 20-round box of 9x57mm Mauser.  Custom-loaded by
master ammunition manufacturers Safari Arms Limited of Seaford, New York.  Ammunition is loaded with the 225 grain Nosler Ballistic Tip bul-
lets with a muzzle velocity of 2500 FPS.  Basic brass utilized was Remington Peters 8mm Mauser, Virgin.  Ammunition is bright excellent over-
all in his housed in a Safari Arms plastic 20 round box.  Safari arms markets their ammunition as: “Custom Made by Craftsmen, Not Mass
Produced by Machines; Ammunition Trusted for the Hunt of a Lifetime”.  Truly their quality is second-to-none.  (36103-7A)
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2266. WINCHESTER MODEL 69 WOOD STOCK This plain pistolgrip walnut stock for a Winchester model 69 rifle is in excellent condition over-
all with triggerguard installed.  The is no buttplate present and the end of the buttstock is varnished with a small run and dimple at the heel of
the stock.  (56247-15D)

2267. LOT OF THREE HOLSTERS  This lot consists of one Smith & Wesson black nylon right hand holster for a semi auto pistol measuring 7"
overall in excellent condition, a small black quality leather holster with strap measuring about 6" overall in very good condition, and a tooled
leather Redhead brand right hand holster with strap measuring 8" overall and showing a few scuffs and some edge wear.  (116363-60)

2268. COLT MAGAZINE LOT  Includes one AR-15 plastic bottom 10 round magazine.  The magazine is in excellent condition showing only light
surfaces scratches in the parkerized finish.  (103941-16)X

2269. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of three magazines.  Included are an unmarked blued magazine for a S&W 3914, a Kart Sporting Arms
1911 45 ACP blued steel magazine and a unmarked 30 round M1 Carbine magazine with a bright chrome finish.  All are in excellent condi-
tion.  (43615-4AA)

2270. ASSORTED HOLSTER LOT  This lot contains six items.  First is an OD green GI M-14 20 rd. magazine pouch in very good to near excel-
lent condition overall, marked US on the front with some faint writing on the inside of the pouch.  Second is a black leather Brauer Brothers
Mfg. Co. right handed hip holster for a small frame pistol in very good condition as well with some verdigris around the edge of the snap.  Third
is a brown leather Hunter Company right handed holster in good to near very good condition with some operational wear on the outside.
Fourth is a Triple K Brand right handed leather holster sized for a large frame revolver and is in very good condition with some signs of wear
and scratches in the cordovan leather.  Fifth is an unmarked brown leather bayonet frog in good to near very good condition with some wear
and scratches as well as some cracks in the leather and some verdigris on the metal surfaces.  Lastly is an S.D. Myers black leather right hand-
ed drop holster sized for a medium framed revolver, rating very good with some scratches and operational wear present.  (155538-6C9)

2271. SKS MAGAZINE LOT  Included are two black polymer detachable box magazines for an SKS type rifle.  They are both 5 round magazines
and rate excellent overall.  (154138-16H)

2272. UZI MAGAZINE LOT  Includes an Israeli IMI Uzi 25 round magazine.  This magazine retains 99% original parkerized finish with a star locat-
ed on the bottom left side indicating it was manufactured for military use.  It is in excellent condition overall.  (156697-1)

2273. VINTAGE UNMARKED POCKET REAMER  (1) unmaker older pocket reamer for military crimps and rough edges from primer pockets.
In fine condition overall with a lightly turned wooden handle and brass ferrule.  (56106-666) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

2274. KNIGHTS ARMAMENT TOP RAIL Measures 12" overall in length with the following attachments; an M203 grenade launcher sight and
side mount bracket for a small flash light.  Items are in excellent working condition.  (105478-12)

2275. KUKRI LOT  Consists of a single Nepalese Kukri knife with a 9" blade.  The blade rates very good and features an artistic ethnic pattern design
along its right side, but exhibits a dulled edge as well as several light wear and handling marks and an isolated instance of oxidation.  The wood-
en handle rates very good but does exhibit some light wear and handling marks as well as some light fading of its painted finish.  The pommel
features a lion's head; however, the portion of the face above the nose has broken off.  Included with the blade is a black leather sheath and
small auxiliary knife with moderate oxidation of its metal.  The sheath features a metal tip which remains sharp in its own right. (134749-1)

2276. COLT SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of non-maker marked Colt style 3X scope for the AR-15 style rifles.  The scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright, excellent optics.  Though not maker-marked it is identical to the Colt-made examples and is designed to fit a
carry handle.  Lens covers are included.  An excellent example overall.  (46450-1A)

2277. TORUN ARMS DRAGON-SL BLANK FIRING PISTOL serial #14431, 9mm blank firing cartridges, 5" barrel.  The stainless steel-like,
plated metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit several minor light handling marks.  The imitation wood grips rate very good plus but
exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  Included with the blank firing pistol are six stainless steel magazines, parts, 50 unfired blank 9mm
cartridges by Umarex, and a factory hard case. (136724-316) {NON-GUN}

2278. MERIDEN FIREARMS COMPANY 38 TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #272951, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a
somewhat oxidized bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate good but exhibit numerous marks from handling and wear.  The revolver is
missing its grips and requires mechanical attention as the hammer will not cock using single action. (136519-568) (15/30)

2279. ROBAR MODEL MELIOR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #113792, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue with a few light scuffs, scratches and dings, and a spot or two of light oxidation.  The checkered black plastic grips
rate near excellent showing some light soiling and a few light blemishes.  (126779-D29567) {C&R} (75/150)

2280. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Bushnell Sportchief II 2 3/4"x21mm rifle scope.  The scope rates very good plus and retains
about 85% of its factory original finish, but does exhibit some light handling marks which have led to instances of silvering.  The scope features
a fine crosshair reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  The scope is mounted to a set of Weaver detachable rings. (136757-4A)

2281. LOT OF ASSORTED CALIBER AMMUNITION Consists of a total of 171 cartridges.  Included with the lot are: 1) 10 unfired cartridges
of 38 Special hollow point ammo, all of which were produced by Speer; 2) 33 unfired cartridges of 9mm hollow point ammo, all displaying the
headstamp "9mm 86 TZZ"; 3) 51 unfired cartridges of 22 LR ammo produced by various manufacturers.  Of the 51 cartridges, 47 are hollow
point with the remaining 4 being aluminum cased round nose; 4) 77 unfired cartridges of 9mm full metal jacket ammunition produced by var-
ious manufacturers. (136393-390)

2282. LOT OF 30-06 SPRINGFIELD AMMUNITION Consists of three boxes of Winchester-Western ammo.  The first is a box of Western
Super-X 180 Grain "power point" soft point containing 15 unfired cartridges by Winchester-Western, as well as 5 fired casings also from
Winchester-Western.  The box itself rates very good plus with some minor light wear.  The two remaining boxes are both Winchester-Western
"W" unprimed cartridges loaded by Hornady.  The first box contains its full 20 unfired 180 Grain soft point cartridges; while the second box
contains 5 150 Grain unfired soft point cartridges, as well as 15 fired casings.  Both boxes rate very good with some light wear.  The lot totals
25 unfired rounds and 15 fired casings. (135538-7J)

2283. CROSMAN MODEL AUTO AIR II CO2 AIR PISTOL Single shot .177 cal. pellet, repeater 4.5mm BB.  Gun is gray plastic with black grips
and is in very good condition.  (126416-46)

2284. STOCK LOT  Includes a stripped M1 Garand stock that has been lightly cleaned.  The stock shows expected light handling marks and has
a 3 1/4" stable with the grain crack running to the rear from the middle of the receiver cutout.  The front sling swivel is present and there is no
other hardware included.  (106768-3)
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2285. TURKISH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Turkish Model 1874 Peabody saber bayonet.  The bayonet measures 28" long and has a
22 1/2" yataghan style blade that has a few minor nicks along its edge.  The bayonet is unmarked with the exception of a small "C" stamped
on the ricasso and has areas of light surface oxidation throughout.  The grip features a hooked quillon guard and the checkered leather grips
rate about good and are cracked on one side.  The lug retention spring is broken and the retention parts are missing.  A scabbard is includ-
ed but is missing the lower portion leaving 2" of the blade exposed when sheathed.  The remaining leather has minor crazing and a few minor
cracks, the iron throat is intact.  An about very good example overall.  (46659-5)

2286. LOT OF REMINGTON ITEMS  This is a lot of three gun care products by the popular manufacturer.  First is a full 3 oz. can of gun oil that
could be described as a reproduction as this is a modern can that replicates old style Remington design patterns.  Excellent condition.  Next
is a virtually empty 1 oz. size plastic bottle of Rem Oil.  The last item is an apparently full can of Powder Solvent with the front rating excellent
and the back showing indications of contact with some solvent as about 50% of the graphics are partially or fully obliterated.  A nice trio of
Remington products.  (74813-6B)

2287. LOT OF MILITARY ACCESSORIES  There are four items included in this lot.  First is a 30 rd. black synthetic Thermold AR-15 magazine
in very good condition overall with some dirt patches and handling marks present.  Second is a metal M1 Garand En Bloc clip in good condi-
tion overall with some surface oxidation present as well as some operational marks.  Third is an inert RFX pineapple training grenade with sev-
eral missing parts.  The body is in good to near very good condition overall with some of the paint worn down to bare metal.  Lastly is a trig-
ger housing with an box magazine with follower for a Japanese Arisaka Type 38 rifle in 6.5 Arisaka.  The original finish still shows some strong
spots however most of the metal surfaces show bare metal and some patches of pinprick pitting.  (155988-S16768A-E)

2288. OPTICS LOT  This lot consists of a green leather, U.S. military M24 binocular carrying case.  There is some minor flaking of the finish. The
case includes the carry strap and is in excellent condition overall with the exception of the latching tab which is torn and pieces are missing
along the bottom edge.  (46319-8)

2289. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes: (1) containing about 48 rds. of Remington Kleanbore .32 Winchester
(.32-20) 100 gr. S.P. bullet; (3) containing a mixture of 42 rds. and five fired cases with Winchester, Remington and USC head stamps.  The
boxes are vintage, as the Winchester is the orange with blue and white graphics, an interesting Sears Roebuck Pro-Tex-Bor yellow box with
blue print and the green and red Remington.  Very good condition lot overall.  (73615-2E)

2290. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  This lot consists two partial boxes of shotgun shells: (1) containing 20 rds. of Winchester Super Speed 12 ga., 2
3/4", #6 shot in paper shells; (1) containing six rds. of Western Super X 410 bore, 3", Maximum Load, #7 1/2 chilled shot in paper shells.
Excellent condition lot.  (72923-94A)

2291. COLLECTION OF MISCELLANEOUS SHOT SHELLS  This 12"x16" heavy cardboard display case has 20 compartments done in a red
velvet and holds 22 old shot shells.  There are twelve 12 gauge paper shells from Remington, Winchester, American Eagle, J. C. Higgins, Peters,
and one Polish shell.  There is one 16 gauge Peters cartridge, one .410 Remington Peters plastic cartridge, one unmarked paper case dummy
shell, and seven 20 gauge cartridges from Remington, Peters, Canuck, Federal, and one Rottweil.  This case has a glass cover and there is
plenty of room for more shells.  (115300-15)

2292. SUNDANCE INDUSTRIES POINT BLANK OVER/UNDER DERRINGER serial #D001764, 22 LR, 3" barrels with excellent, bright
bores.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% factory original matte black finish.  The black synthetic furniture rates
excellent.  A portion of the latch on the right side is missing from the derringer; in addition, the action does not appear to work. (136520-
3165) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (25/50)

2293. TAURUS PT24/7 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SXG93919, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal
surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit several instances of minor light handling marks.  The textured black rubber grips rate very good
plus but do exhibit several noticeable signs of handling wear.  The pistol maintains its adjustable three-dot sights and features a thumb safe-
ty.  Included with the pistol is a single 10 round blued magazine, tool, manual, and factory original hard case. (136724-92) (150/250)

2294. NOVELTY LOT  This lot consists of Big Mouth Billy Bass.  This is an electronic mount that looks like a bass that moves and plays renditions
of “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” and “Take me to the River” with the push of a button.  This can be freestanding or hung on a wall.  The free-
standing stand is broken, but does work. (124299-14)

2295. ACCESSORY LOT  Includes three items; first is a pair of hinged top folding knife display cases.  The cases are identical each one measures
13 1/2" x 8" x 3 1/2" and holds six folding knives (not included) both in excellent condition.  Also included in this lot is a small frame revolver
holster by Hunter.  The holster is in good overall condition.  (106691-60)

2296. MISCELLANEOUS SHOOTERS LOT  Includes five items first is a partial Remington UMC ammo crate missing its lid.  The crate measures
15 1/2"x14"x6 3/4" showing several cracks, dings, and chips missing along its edges but remains in good overall condition.  Second are two
pieces of a multi section steel cleaning rod. Third is a C.H. Tool & Die Corp. two piece die set in 6.5 Mannlicher Schoenauer that includes a
sizer and crimper in excellent condition.  Fourth is a C.H. Tool & Die Corp., three piece set to include two sizing dies and a bullet puller, all in
excellent condition.  (105482-3)

2297. GUN CASE AND ACCESSORIES  Lot includes six items; first is a Doskocil double pistol case in very good condition.  Second is a 1" nylon
sling with Talon quick detachable swivels in excellent condition.  Third is a 3" diameter Ruger sew-on patch in excellent condition.  Fourth are
three holsters for small frame revolvers.  There are two pancake style and one in the pocket, all in good overall condition.  (105792-S16433A)

2298. PLAIN RIFLE-STOCKED CROSSBOW This is a well-made piece which measures 30 1/4" in length and has a 25" steel bow secured by
a shaped wood block through the tiller.  The bow has an overall dark plum-brown patina with traces of mild surface oxidation along its length
and is strung with a modern bowstring.  The sporting gun-style walnut stock, with 12" length of pull, tapers to a thin straight wrist with plain
buttstock and has a spurred brass triggerguard.  The wood has an old added varnish over a few minor handling marks and small surface blem-
ishes.  The steel nut pivots on a long tang and has a flaked lacquer or painted finish while the simple rear ladder sight is mottled brown and
looks to be a later addition.  Included with the crossbow are two bamboo bolts fletched with dried tropical leaves that have deteriorated.  This
is a solid crossbow which rates very good condition overall.  (73704-22) 

2299. TRIBAL CROSSBOW This is a large piece which measures 27" in length with a 47 1/2" wooden bow, secured by friction to the tiller, and
having a slightly loose woven plant fiber bowstring that has frayed at the end loops.  The slightly curved tiller is a dark coffee-brown color
overall with a bolt groove running up to the front from about 3 1/2" up from the push-button style release.  The tropical hardwood is in fine
condition with only a few minor scuffs and small blemishes scattered about.  Included with the bow are two small bamboo bolt quivers, the
largest of them contains five bamboo bolts fletched with dried tropical leaves that have deteriorated.  This is a fine looking crossbow which is
in very good shape and comes with nice accessories.  (73578-19)
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2300. SHOOTERS LOT  Includes a tin and wood shooters box measuring 18"x13"x5" painted OD green with four internal compartments in very
good condition.  Also included with this lot are an assortment of cleaning rod pieces, parts to a powder measure and a paper on how to cast
bullets. (105091-4H)

2301. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND LEATHER ITEMS  First is an unmarked holster for a semi-auto, with belt loop and shoulder strap with hang-
ers.  Holster has mild mildew over much of the exterior surfaces showing wear particularly heavy at the corners and name written in ink on
inside flap. Belt shows lighter wear.  Next is a Bucheimer 545 rating near excellent with nylon strap attached.  The third one is a dark brown
revolver holster with floral pattern tooling and attached to an excellent non matching Hunter cartridge belt marked 155-LG 9421.  Also from
Hunter is a small revolver holster marked 1100P 30 with straps, snaps and belt loop intact, and showing light wear and spotting.  Next are sin-
gle and a double black cartridge cases by Jay Pee and a small black belt holster for a semi-auto.  Two cartridge belts round out the lot, a 1
1/4" size small for 22 cal. and a tan nylon example for large rifle calibers.  The overall condition of the lot is very good.  (73615-13) 

2302. REMINGTON MODEL 31 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #515143, 20 Ga., 26" solid rib (shortened) barrel unchoked with a near
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but have largely converted to a mottled gray finish.  The smooth walnut stock and
ribbed forearm both rate very good plus, but do exhibit some minor light wear and handling marks.  The shotgun features a bead front sight.
(136741-42) {C&R} (100/200)

2303. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #M370014545, 12 Ga, 26” ventilated rib, screw-choke barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blued finish.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent showing
very few handling marks.  The shotgun comes with an improved modified choke tube.  This is an excellent example of a King Ferry-manufac-
tured shotgun and would be ideal to cover all of your bird hunting needs (176758-10) (350/500)

2304. KNIGHT BIGHORN MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #009234, 50 cal., 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue surface.  The synthetic checkered pistolgrip stock rates excellent with very few handling marks.  Included is the original fac-
tory box.  This rifle is in excellent condition overall. (176758-14) (100/200)

2305. KNIGHT MODEL TK1200 MUZZLELOADER SHOTGUN Serial #009666, 12 ga., 26” barrel choked extra full with a very good bore
that has light oxidation.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original Realtree Hardwoods camo finish.  The Realtree Hardwoods camo pistolgrip
synthetic stock rates excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  This shotgun comes with fiber optic sights and a ramrod.
(176780-S177630) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2306. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE  serial #49, 6.5 Blank, 31 1/2" smoothbore barrel with a very good
lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain little original blue and are a mottled brown throughout that is mixing with areas of light surface
oxidation and light pitting.  The hardwood stocks rate good to about very good and have added finish, a chip at the toe and a few substantial
cracks running through the wrist area on either side.  There is no cleaning rod present and parts are missing from the bolt release mechanism.
An about very good example overall.  (46629-3) {C&R} (40/80)

2307. UNMARKED PERCUSSION-CONVERTED FOWLER  About 12 bore,  37” barrel with an oxidized bore.  The barrel is a dark pewter pati-
na with brown oxidation staining and plum toning.  The lockplate is more plum-brown and is doubtless harvested from an older English mus-
ket, as-was the barrel.  There remains evidence of some light engraving and remnants of a maker’s name but it is no longer legible.  The ham-
mer is a very plain, unadorned American replacement; the original trigger is lightly sculpted and slightly fancy.  There are two ramrod thimbles
and tailpipe of brass with a brass triggerguard with pineapple front extension and engraved bow.  The American gunsmith fitted stock is maple
and shows some nice grain figure rating very good overall.  An antique ramrod is included, it is slightly short; the lock seems to function well.
An attractive piece for over the mantel or den wall.  (36620-1){ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2308. ENFIELD PATTERN 1853 PERCUSSION MUSKET BY TOWER .577 cal., 36 1/2” barrel, now smoothbore.  The barrel is an overall
lightly oxidized brown patina with deep gray and brown undertones, with some pitting in the area around the nipple and breech.  There is no
front sight in place, a simple bead has been affixed and the rear sight has been removed.  Left side of barrel shows appropriate British proofs
also with what appears to be a Confederate circled “S/HC” marking, purportedly of the Sinclair Hamilton Company.  The lockplate is a dark
gray and oxidized brown patina with light borderline engraving and marked “Tower/1862” with royal crown at its rear.  The rear barrel band is
present with the triggerguard and buttplate being a dull ocher patina.  The remnants of the original stock rate about very good with the fore-
stock continuing for about 6 1/2” ahead of the lockplate; from this point forward there is a modern walnut replacement with deep ramrod
channel and a rudimentary hammered brass band halfway down its length.  There is a very light left-side cartouche and remnants of a maker’s
name along the toeline which appears to read “Dugard”.  The lock is mechanically functional there are no sling swivels nor ramrod present.
(36620-4) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

2309. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of two folding knives.  One is a Schrade, half serrated, folding knife with a detachable strap with key ring on the
end.  The blade measures 3 1/8” with an overall length of 7 1/2” and is in excellent condition overall.  The second knife is a Gerber half ser-
rated folding knife in near new condition overall.  The blade measures out to 3 1/4” with an overall length of 8”.  (156417-2A)

2310. SCRIMSHAW KNIFE BY SABRE LOT  This lot consists of two Scrimshaw by Sabre folding lock-blade knives.  One has a scene of two
bucks fighting on one side and two bucks jumping over a downed tree on the other.  The other knife has a largemouth bass jumping out of
the water on one side and a father and son fishing on the other.  They both have 3” blades with total lengths of 7 1/4” and are both in like new
condition overall.  (156417-2B)

2311. KNIFE LOT  Two total: (1) custom George Tichbourne folding knife.  It is in excellent condition overall displaying a red stag handle and what appears
to be an embedded ruby in the thumb knob.  The blade measures 3 1/4” with an overall length of 8 1/4”.  Truly a nicely made custom George
Tichbourne knife, made in Canada; (1) folding Case knife in very good to near excellent condition overall.  The handle is made of scalloped wood
and the blade measures 3 1/2” with an overall length of 9”.  Made in the U.S., you can never go wrong with a Case knife.  (156417-2J1)

2312. COLLECTIBLE KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a folding revolver knife commemorating Wyatt Earp.  The revolver-shaped 3” folding knife
with faux ivory grips and a picture of Wyatt Earp on them rates near new overall.  Included is a silver Dodge City Marshall’s Badge, black leather
holster and a commemorative wooden box with a bio of Wyatt Earp. (156417-2AI)

2313. COLLECTIBLE KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a folding revolver knife commemorating murderer William “Billy the Kid” Bonney.  The
revolver-shaped 3” folding knife with faux ivory grips and a picture of Billy the Kid on them rates near new overall.  Included is a silver Lincoln
County Sheriff’s Badge, black leather holster and a commemorative wooden box with a bio of William Bonney. (156417-2AH)

2314. PEWTER GRIP LOT  Includes a set of elegant foliate scroll grips from J. Adams.  The grips are in excellent condition with minimum handling
marks and are dated “1989-Vermont” on the inside panels.  (106247-37A)
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2315. FIRING PIN PROTRUSION GAUGE Thompson 45 ACP Sub-Machine Gun firing pin protrusion gauge which rates in near excellent con-
dition. (131096-1AD)

2316. SMITH & WESSON KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of two Smith & Wesson folding knives.  One is a Swing Blade Sporter 6041 folding knife
in excellent condition overall.  The blade measures 3” with an overall length of 7” and comes with the original box and a black leather pocket
sheath.  The second knife is not marked with a model number however it rates excellent with a 3 1/2” blade with an overall length of 8 1/4”.
Included is a brown leather Smith & Wesson leather sheath.  (156417-2M)

2317. LOT OF COLT GRIPS AND COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a set of checkered, hard rubber grips for the Single Action Army
revolver with Rampant Colt rondelles and Federal Eagle. The interior panels are numbered “1997” on the left panel and “607” on the right panel.
The grips exhibit minor wear with light flattening of points and are in excellent condition overall, screw included; (1) box of 45 ACP Ammunition
Consists of a single box of ammo.  The box of Winchester full metal jacket cartridges is sealed with clear
cellophane tape, but would seem to contain its full 20 unfired cartridges.  The box itself rates very good
plus but does exhibit some extremely minor light wear. (135538-7O)

2318. COLLECTIBLE DUPONT POWDER CAN LOT This lot consist of a single E.I. dupont de
Nemours & Co. smokeless powder for shotguns can.  This painted green colored one pound
powder can measure 3 1/4” wide x 3 3/4” tall with a brass screw off spout and labels on both
ends.  There is a shallow 1” dent on the side of the can and about 95% remaining painted
finish.  Most of the loss is to light scratches and scuffs.  A light 1” wide oxidation stain
extends from the top rim to the base and tapers to about 3/8” at the bottom.  The bottom
label gives loading information for shotshells and is in very good to excellent condition with
light stains present and about 99% of the label intact.  Despite the stains, the label is fully
legible cap but someone has handwritten some very small numbers (prices) in pencil in the
lower left corner.  The top label is about 90% intact with most of the loss on the edges and
in the header where the E.I. DuPont section of the label is.  The label exhibits darker and more
scattered stains but it remains legible cap but difficult in some areas.  (85155-8B)

2319. SHEFFIELD DOUBLE EDGE DAGGER BY IBBERSON  This dagger measures 10 5/8"
overall with a 6 5/8" double edge blade.  The bright finished blade is muting to gun metal with
scattered oxidation staining, some pinprick pitting and light surface oxidation at the guard.  The

reverse side of the blade is unmarked while the obverse side
of the blade is marked "GEORGE IBBERSON & Co / [cello] /
SHEFFIELD ENGLAND" next to Piccadilly address.  The oval brass
guard has a tarnished patina and the curved staghorn handle has a nice-
ly darkened with age and is fastened by a small iron pin and washer hav-
ing a lightly oxidized patina.  An overall very good condition Sheffield
dagger.  (55706-46)   (300/500)

2320. LUGER MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a single Mec-Gar magazine for the P08 Luger pistol.  The magazine is marked "Made in
Germany", is in like new condition has a composite base.  (46274-2A)

2321. ITALIAN AUTOMATIC SWITCHBLADE KNIFE BY COLTELLERIE PAOLUCCI  This automatic knife measures 4 3/4" with a 3 7/8"
single edge stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked on the obverse side of the blade.  The
nickel bolster and stainless steel handle remain bright and the faux mother-of-pearl plastic scales rate excellent and are fastened by four small
bright brass pins, the obverse handle is equipped with a large push-button blade release and a smaller locking button.  An excellent condi-
tion switchblade knife.  Please note: Switchblades and all automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents only.  (56816-10B)

2322. LOT OF EPHEMERA FROM GUNSMITH GUS LEHNERT First is an insurance policy from Northwestern Mutual Life for Gustave A.
Lehnert dated November 20, 1879.  The policy, for $47.35 each year insures the life of the Gustave A. Lehnert, gunsmith, of Louisville Kentucky
for $1000, for a 20 year period.  An interesting read, it shows Gustave was born in Prussia in January of 1849, he has never had the smallpox
but he has been vaccinated.  He had two brothers and three sisters, it would appear both brothers died as infants.  He has never used alco-
holic beverages or other stimulants nor is he engaged in the sale of such.  Additionally there are two receipts for payment of premium on this
policy, one dated November 20, 1881 the other dated November 11, 1880.  The receipts are from the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Company's agents in Louisville Kentucky, Cowen & Robinson.  These papers were tucked in a ledger book which shows dates from 1883-
1887 and while Lehnert's name does not appear anywhere in the book it is likely his, showing numerous entries for normal everyday house-
hold goods but also entries for barreled actions and machine tools, the only real firearms names mentioned are "AG Spalding Brothers" and
"Pittsburgh firearms" as well as "E.  E.  Eaton".  The stock of guns pistols and supplies and materials on hand was worth $8800.  Tools, lath-
es, drills and reamers were worth $800.  The very last page also shows payment to the Hanover Fire Insurance Company of New York for
insurance on his tools, this for the year ending 1888.  The life insurance policy is very readable and mostly bright with light foxing on one of
the pages and a small tear along one of the folds with some mildew and darkening on the areas of the policy that would've been exposed to
the air when it was folded.  The ledger book shows a separating spine, some mildew, light foxing and an antique stain on the cover which has
affected a number of the pages beneath. A neat grouping overall relating to this famous and well-thought-of gunsmith. (34217)

2323. TRADITIONAL TURKANA WRIST AND FINGER KNIVES This lot consists of one hand forged wrist knife or “abarait” and four hand
forged finger knives or “corogat” by the Turkana tribe of Kenya. The metal blades show rough forged surfaces with dark brown patina and
light oxidation. An apparently original wrist guard and blade guard are present on the inner and outer edges of the wrist knife, with each fin-
ger knife showing fine wire serving at the transition of blade and finger loop. These unusual wrist knives were used for both ornamental and
defensive purposes, with the finger knives serving the dual purposes of meat cutting utensils when eating and eye gouging knives when fight-
ing. An interesting and unusual set of primitive knives. (146020-K265)

2324. ANTIQUE HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of one unmarked antique black leather holster with tooled borders and riveted belt loop. The
leather shows smooth surfaces with intact stitching. Age cracking is apparent over most surfaces, more prevalent at the front edge and trig-
gerguard cutout. The leather has been heavily dressed, and is quite pliable. No makers name is present, with a marking on the belt loop read-
ing “966/6”. The holster will accept a Colt Single Action Army with 6” barrel, and retains a pleasing period used “old west” feel. (146229-A27)
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2325. ORIGINAL MANHATTAN FIRE ARMS PRE-OILED PATCHES This lot consists of one early
glued paper envelope with a four line label printed in black and reading “MFA Mfg. Co./PRE-
OILED PATCHES/ Manhattan Fire Arms Mfg./Co. N.Y., MADE IN USA”. External paper surfaces
are lightly soiled and show yellowing and light oil staining. All edges remain glued, and it assumed
that the actual patches remain within as slight differences in thickness can be felt. In overall near
excellent condition, this is a unique and interesting accessory for cased Manhattan pistol.
(146229-A68) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

2326. COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL LOT This lot consists of two commemorative medals. The first is a
silver alloy Austrian medal commemorating the victory of Austrian Field Marshall Josef Radetzky von
Radetz at the battle of Custoza during the First Italian War of Independence on July 25, 1848. The
obverse features a relief depiction of Radetzky mounted on a rearing stallion before a background of
massed troops and battlefield smoke. The upper quadrant bears a raised inscription showing
Radetzky’s name and military rank. The reverse features a relief design depicting the two-headed
Imperial Eagle over a stand of military arms. The bottom inscription reading “DEN 25. JULI/1848”,
records the date of the Battle of Custoza. The surrounding border inscription reads “DEM SIEGER V. SOMMACAMPAGNA U. CUSTOZZA
U. SEINEM TAPFERN HEERE”, which roughly translates to “The Victor Of The Campaign At Custoza And His Brave Army”. Overall condition
is about VG/F with clear readable details but showing some wear to the high surfaces. Protected areas show traces of silver luster, with
exposed areas toning to pewter. Numerous knocks and dings are visible on the edges. Field Marshal Radetzky served in the Austrian military
for over 70 years, until the age of 90. Hero of the battles of Custoza and Novara, he was immortalized by Johann Strauss Sr. in the musical
composition “Radetzky March”. Overall a fascinating and historic piece of military exonumia. The second piece in this lot is a silver alloy
American medal measuring 40 mm in diameter and commemorating the 1889 centennial. The obverse features a relief bust of George
Washington flanked by the dates 1789 and 1889. The reverse shows a flat field with a raised five line inscription reading “SOUVENIR/OF
THE/CENTENNIAL/FESTIVAL/APRIL. 1889.”. Condition is about good with traces of silver luster in protected areas, with the remainder show-
ing as brown patina. Numerous nicks and dings are visible at the edges. A hole has been bored through the upper edge, and the initial “J B
S” have been crudely engraved on the obverse flats. Overall a nice lot, with the Radetzky medal taking center stage. (144056-11)

2327. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Two items; first is a partial 50 count box containing 40+/- Winchester 22 Blank Extra Loud car-
tridges in very good overall condition with some showing traces of light oxidation staining around the rim of the wad.  The box is in fair condi-
tion with separated end flap, moderate scuffing and light moisture staining present.  Second is a two piece unmarked tin box containing 35-
7mm pinfire cartridges some with light oxidation staining on the lead and brass in very good overall condition.  (103081-PNFV1, VWIN1A)

2328. COLLECTIBLE 12 GAUGE AMMUNITION LOT Consists of a single box of ammo.  The box of Winchester Super Speed 2 3/4" long range
rifled slugs contains its full 5 unfired cartridges.  The box rates very good but exhibits some wear as well as missing its right side flap cover.
(134749-9T)

2329. COLLECTIBLE 45 ACP AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of one 20 round unopened box of FrankFord Arsenal 45 Cal pistol ball car-
tridges likely 1936 production and head stamp marked “FA 36”.  The tan/brown box is torn at the top giving visibility to the first two cartridges
and is in overall near excellent condition showing some scuffs and light impact marks on its corners.  (125407-7)

2330. MINOX MODEL B SPY CAMERA LOT This lot consists of one German made silver/chrome Minox Model B spy camera, serial #745 759.
The camera remains in functioning condition with a bright clear finder and with the early lattice type meter still responding to light. Shutter
speeds operate properly. The matte silver/chrome surfaces of the body are in excellent condition, showing no corner denting with one 1/4”
scratch visible.  One Minox 8x11 film cartridge is still in place under the film cover. Included is the original Minox brown leather case and Minox
measuring chain with leather button tab. Overall an excellent example of these beautifully made German “spy” cameras, one of which was
found in the seabag of Lee Harvey Oswald after the assassination of JFK. (146229-508) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

2331. LOT OF AMMUNITION    A total of 2 boxes  One partial box containing approximately 22 rounds of Remington Kleanbore 22 Short with
light tarnish and moderately oxidized lead in a green box with red lettered Kleanbore dog-bone logo; the box is in very good to excellent con-
dition with a couple of impact marks, lightly worn edges and handling wear.  One UMC BB Caps box with a variety of 22 ammunition totaling
44 rounds, including BB Caps, CB Caps, Short, LR and shotshell in mixed condition with some tarnishing and heavy lead oxidizing.  The box
is in good to very good condition with worn edges and moderate handling wear.  (124132-2D)

2332. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOXES  Four total: The first two examples are boxes of .22 Short.  The first of these two piece boxes is empty with
a label whose top section has a buff colored main body with red borders, yellow highlights and black text that includes "50" at each upper cor-
ner, the Peters logo between them and below that is ".22 Short Smokeless Rifle Cartridges".  Below that is a riband containing the cartridge
image, the Peters trademark logo and "Rim Fire".  The company name and address makes up the bottom.  All sections of the label are present
with the exception of the right panel which reveals the buff cardboard.  Overall the box is fully intact with light edge wear.  An honest old box
with legible graphics and scattered light grime.  The second box contains 49 correct cartridges in very good condition and bears a one piece
label with a top section exhibiting crisp bright graphics including a green main section with red borders, black text and a yellow riband that holds
"Semi-Smokeless Powder" a colored image of the cartridge and the trademark "P" logo.  The upper section consists of "50" at each corner and
the Peters logo at the middle.  Below that is "22 Short R.F. Rifle Cartridges" and the lower section has "Non Corrosive Priming/The Peters
Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, Ohio."  The label extends to the sides and bottom and is about 95% present and clean. The lid has thumb cutouts and
two back panel perforations and four separated corners.  The bottom compartment has four intact perforations and a side panel that has come
unglued.  A virtually full box with attractive graphics; the last two are boxes of Winchester .22 cal. rifle cartridges.  The first of the two piece boxes
has a light green top label that reads "50 (cartridge illustration with "22 Long" within it) No.22 Rifle Cartridges/Manufactured By The" over the
company name and address and headstamp and patent logos on either side.  The box is separated at every seam but two and rates about good
to very good as does the enclosed ammunition consisting of about 20 correct rds with mild oxidation and tarnish.  The second box exhibits a
brighter green label that is still sealed at the back and a top with bolder, nearly identical graphics to the example described above but this one
states that the cartridges are .22 Short, of which four good to very good rds. are enclosed. The interior reveals extensive glue repairs to both top
and bottom compartments, still a nice looking old box with strong colors.  (76679-36AC) 
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2333. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES  Four boxes total: This lot consists of three Winchester .22 Lr. two piece boxes; (1) has a forest
green top label with black and red print with an image of one of the enclosed ten cartridges at the upper center with “.22 Long” presented
along the case. To the left is “50” and to the right “.22 Cal.”.  Below that is “Rifle Cartridges”/Smokeless” over the company name and address.
The far lower left reads “15”, the right “9-15”.  The side label is of red, yellow and black with the front reading “50 .22 Long/Smokeless/Target
Cartridges/Greaseless Bullets”, the back with the guarantee and the sides with logos. The box rates about very good with a bold green label,
the cartridges about that as well with lightly oxidized tips, (1) is empty and has a faded green label with diagonal red stripe and reads
“Winchester/.22 Long Rifle Cartridges/”H” logo, image, Made in U.S.A./Lesmok/Precision 200/ (company address)”.  The side label is yellow
with the right side mostly missing as are the bottom sections. The buff-colored box has a pronounced spotted appearance at the front with
areas of dirt and grime, but it is intact, (1) is an empty with a light green top label with black print and an upper section that reads "Winchester"
(in quotation marks) between "50" at the corners and below is "Trade Mark./.22 Long Rifle/Rim Fire Cartridges./Trade Mark Registered in
U.S. Pat. Off./Manufactured by the/ Winchester Repeating Arms Co./New Haven, Conn., U. S. A."  Also printed on the label is the code "37"
and "11-6".  The green appears only slightly faded with the black text still pronounced with a scuff where the caliber is depicted on the fully
present and intact label.  The orange side label also rates about excellent with the back still sealed and the box itself has a bottom panel with
a penciled in note and a side with a slight crease and the usual dark areas where the ammunition once resided.  There is a small amount of
corner wear and light dirt but overall this is a strong box with nice condition, (1) box containing 26 rds. of correct ammunition and a label with
a turquoise body with red border and blue text that consists of "50" at each upper corner and below that is "Marksman Cartridges/.22 Cal.
Long Rifle (the Western logo) High Velocity/Lesmok Powder/Manufactured by/(company name and address)”.  The sides are present but the
right in particular is peeling and about half of the bottom portion of the label is missing.  The box features thumb cutouts with the lid being
fully intact, the bottom compartment with front and back showing nearly full length splits where they meet the bottom panel.  There are scat-
tered spots of dirt and grime and light edge wear.  The ammunition shows only light tarnish and oxidation.  (76679-36AA)

2334. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX  This is an opened one piece buff-colored box with printed  graphics consisting of a dull orange
body with red borders and logos and black text. The top portion reads “Peters/Rustless/.22 short R.F. Cartridges/Smokeless (image of car-
tridge) Powder/The Peters Cartridge Co./Cincinnati, O., U. S. A.”  The upper left corner contains “50” in white and the lower right has the
round logo with the “P”.  The front and back have identical graphics with a very similar layout as the top but with no drawing or address.  The
fully intact end flaps each feature the large “P” with the company name and “.22 Short”, in white and within the upper and lower bars respec-
tively.  Also included is “No. 222028” and “Smokeless/Rustless.  The bottom contains the information and guarantee statements.  The box
shows mild edge wear and a handling mark or two but is clean overall and fully intact with crisp graphics. The fully intact correct tray currently
houses approximately 30 rds. of mismatched Peters .22 cal. rating about very good overall.  (76679-36Q)  

2335. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two boxes of C.I.L. Bisley .22 Lr.  First is a full 50 rd. one piece box with multi
colored graphics and a top section featuring the image of a shooter with forest backdrop and to the right is “Bisley (in
quotations)/Target/Cartridges”.  The upper portion consists of “.22 Long/Rifle” to the left of “Dominion/Super-Clear” (both in quotes). The
front features the company logo beside “Super-Clean”/Non-Corrosive” and below lies “Made in Canada By/Canadian Industries
Limited/Dominion (in quotes) Ammunition Division/Montreal, Canada”.  The back provides nine lines of general information.  The sides each
read “Bisley/Super Clean (in quotes)/.22 Long Rifle/(company logo)/50  R.F./Smokeless  Greased” and the tops of the flaps read “TT-
55/Dangerous/Within 1 Mile”.  The bottom contains nine lines of maintenance advice.  The box is in excellent condition with minor scattered
edge wear and traces of light foxing to the top.  The ammunition rates near excellent with the onset of flaking to the tips.  The second item is
also a one piece box, this one containing 49 rds. with green, red and white graphics over a yellow background.  The top has a main section
with “Bisley/22 Long Rifle” beside “50” and an image of an enclosed cartridge.  Under that is “Intermediate/Velocity” to the left of the C-I-L
logo and then “Greased”.  The front discusses the attributes of the product with the back providing a French version of it.  The sides are iden-
tical and read “Bisley/(C-I-L logo)/22 Long Rifle/Greased”, the top flaps: “RF-37/#”.  This box is also excellent with sharp edges and colors,
very isolated edge wear and a little discoloration at the top extending to the back.  The ammunition rates excellent as does the plastic yellow
tray that it is housed in.  (76679-36Y)  

2336. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a factory-sealed two piece cardboard box containing 50 rds. of Peters .22 Win. cartridges.
The box has a wraparound label with a top portion comprised of a red background to a light, almost turquoise main section with a yellow and
black border.  It consists of an image of a cartridge including a copper case with “P” head stamp and gray tip.  Bordering it on each side is
the company logo in the form of a “P” within a circle.  Also included is the logo consisting of “Peters” in white within a black oval and “50” at
either corner and below it is .22 Win. R.F. Rifle Cartridges/Inside Lubricant”.  The lower portion reads “The Peters Cartridge Co./Cincinnati, O.,
U. S. A.”  The label extends to the sides, each revealing identical graphics in the form of a large red “P” with “Peters” in white and within the
top bar, and “.22 Win.R.F./Inside Lubricant/Semi-Smokeless” in black against the turquoise-like background.  A second label lies beneath it
and wraps around the front and back.  The upper front center features the same logo as the upper top and below it is “.22 Winchester R.F./Rifle
Cartridges/Semi-Smokeless Powder” in black against a green background.  The back has the same green and reads in black “Trade Mark
(round logo with P) Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.”.  The bottom has its own single panel turquoise label with black text in the form of an informative mes-
sage and guarantee.  It shows mild scuffing mainly at the edges, leaving the text essentially unfazed. The front and back have larger areas of
loss due to scuffing, the right side showing considerably less, and the left showing virtually no wear but a dark spot from contact with some
liquid, possibly oil. The spot extends to the top where there are several others over about 50% of the surface, showing light wear as well.  The
box is fully intact without much edge wear and features thumb cutouts.  (76679-36P)  

2337. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is an opened one piece cardboard box with tray containing the original full 50 rds. of
Winchester .22 LR.  The box features a mix of red, white and blue graphics including a top with an image of an enclosed cartridge as its cen-
terpiece and the trademark Winchester name at the top and “Trade Mark  Made in U. S. A.” between them.  The left of the drawing reads
“.22/Long Rifle”, the right “50/Lesmok” and below is “Precision 200”. The front and back share identical graphics with text that includes
“Precision 200/Target Cartridges” presented above the company name and address. Both side flaps have separated and the sole remaining
one consists of a top that reads “Caution!/Dangerous within/1 Mile” and side with “Winchester/(trademark info.)/.22
Long/Rifle/Precision/200/K 2238 R”.  The bottom panel consists of the guarantee statement and “Made in U. S. A.” below it.  The edges show
mild to moderate edge wear, the front left corner has a scuff that has obliterated a small portion of the address and the upper left corner of
the top is beginning to tear and peel back a bit, as-is a smaller section at the upper center.  The white sections of the graphics have faded to
an uneven tan but the red and blue have held up quite well. The virtually blemish-free tray has a split on one corner, and a bottom stamped
“105 28”. The ammunition rates very good to excellent with nice bright tips and light tarnish on some cases.  (76679-36F)  

2338. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE CARDBOARD SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of four pieces of like new, primed J.P.&S. 8 bore paper body hulls.
Each measures 4" long and has is marked "Made In England", the brass bases have light tarnish.  (44584-6E3)
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2339. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot contains an opened buff colored two-piece folded construction box with matching "12-
14" dated label containing 19 rounds of Winchester 7 mm Full Patch Cartridges loaded with 175 gr., full patch bullets.  Both box and label rate
excellent with only some light wear along the edges of label where seal was broken.  The ammunition rates fair with cracked case necks, tar-
nishing and oxidation on the brass cartridges.  (54495-61E)

2340. WALTHER PPK/S CO2 BB PISTOL serial #3E10613, .175 Caliber BB, 3 1/2" barrel.  The air gun retains 98% with the grip frame light-
ening to a grayish black color from handling.  The plastic grips are in excellent condition.  This pistol features a reciprocating slide to emulate
a real PPK/S during firing. Some of the internal parts are missing prohibiting the gun from functioning properly.  (85100-4)

2341. LOT OF "COMBAT MAGAZINE" PERIODICALS This lot consist of three complete sets (36) of Combat magazine encompassing January
through December for the years 1999, 2002 and 2009.  These magazines have English titles but all remaining text is in Japanese.  From view-
ing major titles, photos and drawings it is obvious the magazine is dedicated to all things military and firearms related topics from around the
world.  All books are in excellent condition.  Also included are (57) magazines with (54) consisting of Combat Magazine, (2) Arms Magazine
and (1) magazine entitled Gun.  All of these magazines have English titles but all remaining text is in Japanese.  The magazines include issues
from 1981 (9), 1982 (8), 1988 (2), 1989 (1), 1990 (1), 1992 (2), 1994 (2), 1995 (1), 1996 (3), 1997 (7), 1998 (4), 2000 (9), 2001 (3), 2003
(4) and 2007 (1).  From viewing major titles, photos and drawings it is obvious the magazine is dedicated to all things military and firearms
related topics from around the world.  All books are in excellent condition.  (85853-1,2)

2342. SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR 2ND MODEL REVOLVER serial #239791, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” pinned barrel with a near
excellent bore exhibiting a few pits and oxidation blemishes.  Overall, this Model 1903 – 5th change revolver retains about 97% of its original
factory blue finish with scattered light freckling on the metal surfaces, a turn ring on the cylinder and some light silvering of the high edges.
The hammer and trigger have faded to a dull straw / gray color.  The factory grips have been replaced with aftermarket “Franzite” grips.  They
are cream colored with molded-in checkering, and exhibit light staining and handling wear.  All appropriate parts have correct matching seri-
al numbers.  This five screw revolver still times and locks up properly.  (86602-54) {C&R} (300/500)

2343. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Four boxes total: (1) Remington 405 grain soft point 45-70 Government ammo which contains
15 fired casings and only 1 unfired cartridge; (1)Winchester 405 grain soft point 45-70 Government ammo which contains 13 fired casings
and 7 unfired cartridges.  The lot totals 8 live rounds and 28 fired cases; (1) Winchester 45-70 Govt., 330 grain hollow point ammo contains
7 original unfired cartridges as well as an additional 9 unfired round nose cartridges by UMC; (1) opened but full box of 30-06, full metal jack-
et ammo contains 20 original unfired cartridges by Lake City Arsenal.  In about very good condition overall with oxidation on some of the cases
and boxes showing moderate wear.  (134749-9I)

2344. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a factory sealed two piece card-
board box containing 50 rds. of Robin Hood .38 S&W cal. shot cartridges.  The box has
a one piece purple label that has faded at the top and exhibits at its center, an image
of the cartridge, and within it reads “.38 S.&W./Shot”.  In addition the top also reads “50-
.38 Cal. S. & W.  50/Shot Cartridges/Central  Fire/Loaded with Black Powder/Made
By/Robin Hood Ammunition Co./Swanton, VT., U. S. A.”.   Each of the much-less-faded
side portions of the label reads “50-.38 Cal. S. & W.-50/Shot/Cartridges/Black Powder”.
The label extends to the bottom where it is an even deeper shade of purple.  The label
and purple side seal rate excellent with only very minor wear in isolated areas.  The tan
cardboard box is in outstanding condition with virtually no wear.  (76679-3A)

2345. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a factory sealed two piece card-
board box containing 50 rds. of U.S. Cartridge Co. .22 LR.  The box has blue labels with
orange and white graphics including a top one featuring an image of an enclosed car-
tridge below the oval shaped logo that includes “US” and “22” as end caps to ”50 .22
Calibre/Long Rifle/Rim Fire/Made By/United States Cartridge Co./Lowell Mass.”.  The
front and back panels both read “22 N R A/Hollow Point/Long Rifle Lesmok” and the
sides read “22 NRA/Long Rifle/Lesmok/Hollow Point”.  The underside is stamped
“DALY” along with other diagonally placed characters.  The box exhibits a narrow 1”
scuff along the lower top edge and smaller handling marks in isolated areas, otherwise
the condition is excellent with nice edges and strong clean graphics.  (76679-4U)    

2346. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is an opened two piece cardboard
box containing 39 rds. of Western Marksman .22 LR cal. cartridges.  The box has a one
piece wrap-around label with red borders around mint green backgrounds including a
top section with the Western diamond logo as the centerpiece for text in  blue print
consisting of “50” at the upper corners and below them “Marksman Cartridges”/.22
Cal./Long Rifle” at the left of the logo and to the right: “Lesmok/Powder”.  Below that
is “Manufactured By/ Western Cartridge Company,/East Alton, Ill., U. S. A.”.  The left
side panel also includes the diamond logo and above it in blue is “.22 Long
Rifle/Marksman” while “Rim Fire Cartridges/Lesmok Powder” is presented below it.
The right consists of a blue image of the cartridge with “Marksman” incorporated into
the case in the foreground of a big bold red “22”.  The bottom panel consists of a guar-
antee statement in blue print with “Marksman” in larger red font and “Cartridges/For
Long Range Shooting” all above it and the company name in cursive below it.  The buff colored box has a number handwritten in ink on the
back panel and a brown possibly liquid stain at the far right of the top label, otherwise it is virtually blemish free with some minor creasing
at the front of the lid which features thumb cutouts.  The ammunition rates about very good with light tarnish occurring particularly on the
metal tips.  (76679-4J)
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2347. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX  This is an empty two piece cardboard box
with a faded light green label and black print with the trademark U.M.C. logo at the top
left and crossed rifles as a centerpiece.  The text reads “50 Rifle
Cartridges/With/Swaged Bullets/.38 Long/Manufactured By The/Union Metallic
Cartridge Company, Bridgeport, Ct.  The orange side label reads “Warranted to fit and
superior to any in the market.” on the front and the left side retains most of the bottom
portion of “38 Long.”.  About half of the upper portion of that side is missing and reveals
a diagonal blue and purple plaid design with a white background covering that is much
lighter than the balance, which has faded to various shades of tan and covers the sides
and extends to the underside and top, where it is overlapped by the label. This label
shows light foxing throughout and a more pronounced liquid stain at the image of the
rifles and has left a lighter shade of green.  There is also mild to moderate scuffing in
that immediate area.  Scuffing and wear in general can also be observed along the top’s edges.  Also of note are scattered areas of ingrained
dirt, mainly to the top, a tape repair that runs the entire length of the back of the top, splits at both of its front corners and a small puncture at
the bottom panel that is about the size of the tip of a ballpoint pen. The double walled bottom compartment is currently filled with form fitting
layers of Styrofoam.  (76679-3F) 

2348. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX   This is an opened two piece cardboard box containing two rds. of Robin Hood .32 training rds.
with wood tips and one rd. of solid head.  The box has a red label with a faded top portion that features the Robin Hood logo in the middle
and reads “50 .32 Cal. Smokeless Cartridges 50”/Center Fire/Manufactured for/Smith & Wesson/.32 Cal./Revolvers” on the left side of the
logo and to the right: “Solid Head/Velocity/Accuracy/And/Cleanliness/Warranted/Made By/Robin Hood Ammunition Co., Swanton Vermont.
This top portion reveals a 2” split that runs diagonally across the middle and has separated slightly below the logo and a small portion is miss-
ing at the bottom far right where some of the text is difficult to discern due to wear.  The label extends to the sides where an illustration of
one of the cartridges is featured with “32/S.&W.” within it and accompanied by the following: “50-.32 S.&W.-50/Center Fire/Smokeless”, with
the left side intact and about 30% missing from the right.  The solid red bottom label is a separate piece and reveals light wear at the edges,
a couple of scuff marks, and a small dark stain from grime.   The box itself is solid with light ingrained dirt to the front and rear panels.  In addi-
tion to the three rds., with the training rds. experiencing verdigris to the cases and the excellent solid head example, is a second correct label
retaining a faded top portion that has faded to a dark shade of pink and has a small tear at the bottom.  (76679-2B)

2349. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX This is an opened two piece cardboard box
containing 47 rds. of U.M.C. .22 W.R.F cal. cartridges.  The box has a lightly faded
almost lime green top label with black print that includes a virtually exact size image of
an enclosed cartridge and identified with “For/22 Winchester/Rim Fire” on the casing
and “U” as a head stamp.  Below it on either side is the trademark “U” (within a circle)
logo.  Also included is the following text: “50  Rim-Fire  Cartridged/for  .22 Calibre
Winchester/Swaged  Bullets/Manufactured By/The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. (in a
slightly curved layout)/Bridgeport, Conn. U.S.A.”.  The matching color, albeit less faded
side sealing label consists of a front section that reads “Warranted To Fit/and guaran-
teed superior to any on the/market.” followed by the company name in cursive below
it, and below that “See our Guarantee on bottom of this box.”.  The back reads “Adapted
to .22 Calibre Winchester/Model 1890, Stevens and other Arms./Are sure fire and
accurate./The U. M. C. Co.” and each side reads “U.M.C. (within an oval)/.22 W. R.
F./For/Winchester Rifles/Model 1890./Inside Lubricated.”.  The aforementioned guarantee is indeed present and in the form of a salmon col-
ored label covering the underside and consisting of a seven line statement under a bolder font: “Guarantee” and above the company name
in cursive.  The label also exhibits the code “4-B” at the upper left, and a stamp: “AI” at the lower left.  The text is clearly legible and strong as
the underside like the box overall shows only light wear. It does show some blackish areas particularly at the far left.  The balance of the box
shows additional black areas with perhaps the top showing the majority.  The box is fully intact with the lower portion of the left side label par-
tially loose, but not detectable without an acute inspection.  The enclosed ammunition is outstanding and very clean for this vintage, with dark
gray tips and excellent cases.  (76679-4I)

2350. LOT OF LEAD BULLETS  This lot consists of a two-piece Young America Box showing light wear with two separated corners, rounded
edges and nearly intact end label.  The box contains 86 round nose lead bullets.  (134749-9X)

2351. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS  This lot consists of two flasks, the first being of brass, measuring 6” in length and similar to #887 in Riling.
The flask retains its top and both hangers and exhibits an uneven patina with only a couple of dings and rates very good to excellent overall.
The second is of zinc and measures 4 1/2” while retaining about 20% original finish.  A light green American Powder Mills reproduction label
has been applied.  The flask rates about good to very good and retains top and hangers. (74413-2)

2352. LOT OF MODEL VEHICLES Consists of four scale models.  The first item is a roughly 1:75 metal scale model of a Ford Tri-Motor airplane.
The model rates excellent and retains its factory Texaco commercial paint scheme.  The plane features full rotating propellers and wheels, as
well as a cockpit which can be lifted up.  Also included is a small plastic key secured under the right wing, which opens a compartment locat-
ed along the belly of the plane.  The second item is a roughly 1:17 metal scale model of a Jaguar E-Type sports car.  The model rates near
excellent and retains 98% of its factory original red finish, but does exhibit a few minor light marks.  The car features full rotating wheels as
well as opening and closing doors, trunk, and hood.  The windshield is somewhat loose, but there are no major instances of damage.  Third
is a roughly 1:47 plastic scale model of a P-51 "Mustang" fighter plane.  The model rates excellent and retains its factory its factory blue and
silver paint scheme.  The plane features full rotating propellers and front wheels; in addition, the front wheels fold up into the fuselage.  Included
with the model is a plastic display stand.  The final item is an about 1:18 plastic scale model of a WWII Harley-Davidson WLA military motor-
cycle.  The model rates excellent and retains its factory original paint scheme.  The motorcycle features full rotating wheels, with the front wheel
section also being able to shift from side to side. (136668-8, 9, 10, 11)

2353. RUGER MARK III TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #273-16997, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless
steel metal surfaces rate excellent to like new and exhibit no discernible handling marks.  The checkered black synthetic grips likewise rate
excellent to like new and also lack any discernible handling marks.  The pistol features a set of adjustable sights and an installed factory optics
mount.  Included with the pistol are two 10 round magazines, sealed factory test-fired casing, lock and key, manual, and its factory original
hardcase. (136830-2) (300/500)
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2354. RUGER SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #830200, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% of the factory original blued finish, with only a few minor faint handling
marks as well as a somewhat bright turn ring.  The smooth walnut grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible handling marks.  The revolver
comes with a second cylinder.  Included with the revolver is a factory box which is hand numbered to the revolver. (136835-8) (300/500)

2355. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K656904, 357 Magnum, 6" pinned barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish.  The black rubber Hogue Monogrip
rates near excellent, but displays some light signs of handling.  The revolver features a red insert front sight and an adjustable white-outline
rear sight.  Included with the revolver is its factory original box, as well as a set of checkered walnut factory grips.  The additional grips rate
excellent and exhibit no discernible handling marks. (136835-7) (300/500)

2356. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D285277, 38 Special, 4" pinned barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibiting some minor light wear
along the crane as well as a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent and exhibit only minimal faint handling
marks.  The revolver features fixed sights.  Included with the revolver is a cleaning tool, manual, and factory original box with metal edge sup-
ports. (136835-6) (300/500)

2357. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 686 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AJM8095, 357 Magnum, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks, as well as a faint turn ring.  The
checkered walnut grips rate very good plus but do exhibit some minor faint to light handling marks along the bases of the grips.  The revolver
features a red insert ramp front sight and an adjustable white-outline rear sight. (136842-7) (300/500)

2358. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #R182887, 38 Special, 2" pinned barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks, as well as a light turn ring.  The
checkered walnut grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible handling marks.  The revolver features a 5 shot fluted cylinder and a set of
fixed sights. (136842-12) (200/300)

2359. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 65-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1D66114, 357 Magnum, 4" pinned heavy barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good but do exhibit some light handling marks, as well as a light turn ring.
The checkered walnut grips rate very good plus but do exhibit some to light handling marks along the bases of the grips.  The revolver fea-
tures a 6 shot fluted cylinder and a set of fixed sights. (136842-4) (250/350)

2360. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 67 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5K6, 38 Special, 4" pinned barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good but exhibit several light handling marks, as well as a light turn ring.  The checkered walnut
grips rate very good and exhibit several light handling marks as well as some wood splitting off around the trenched areas.  The revolver fea-
tures a 6 shot fluted cylinder, as well as a ramp front sight and an adjustable rear sight. (136842-13) (200/300)

2361. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #927426, 38 Special, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit instances of prominent silvering.  The check-
ered walnut grips rate very good plus but exhibit some light handling marks.  The revolver features a 6 shot fluted cylinder and a set of fixed
sights. (136842-3) (300/500)

2362. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37 AIRWEIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J557305, 38 Special, 3" pinned barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original nickel plating.  The checkered walnut
grips rate excellent and exhibit only a few extremely minor faint handling marks.  The revolver features a 5 shot fluted cylinder and a set of
fixed sights. (136520-4184) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2363. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 422 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UAD0071, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original matte blued finish.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent
and exhibit no discernible handling marks.  The pistol features an adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight.  Included with the pistol is a singe
10 round magazine, chamber flag, manual, and factory original box. (136520-4172) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

2364. MAUSER M2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MC003123, 40 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate
excellent to like new and retain about 99% factory original blued finish.  The black synthetic grips also rate excellent to like new and lack any
discernible handling marks. The pistol features a set of post-dot iron sights and includes two 10 round magazines, trigger lock, papers and
factory original hangtag, and its factory original hardcase. (136520-4150) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2365. GLOCK CONVERSION KIT Consists of a single "Ciener" 22 LR slide assembly for Glock 19 and 23.  The assembly features a 4" barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish with only a few minor faint
handling marks.  The slide features a set of fixed sights, with the front sight having been painted white.  Included with the kit are two magazines.
The first magazine appears to be for the converted pistol, while the second is a factory 9mm Glock magazine.  Also included is a stainless steel
4 3/4" 9mm ported barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  All of the components come in a hardcase from the conversion kit's factory. (136738-
3)

2366. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #254-55574, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal sur-
faces rate excellent and exhibit no discernible handling marks.  The checkered walnut Mannlicher stock rates excellent and displays excellent
grain; featured with the stock is a factory recoil pad which brings the length of pull to 14".  The rifle features a set of factory open sights and
sling mounts.  Included with the rifle are a single factory 10 round detachable rotary-fed box magazine, black nylon sling, scope base, manu-
al, and a non-original factory box. (136835-4) (250/450)

2367. WINCHESTER MODEL 72 TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S/L/LR, 25" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate very good plus and retain about 93% of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting some light oxidation, particularly along the
right side of the barrel.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus but does exhibit some light handling marks.  The rifle features a
Winchester No.80A hooded ramp front sight, but its factory original Winchester No.97B aperture rear sight is missing.  The rifle also features
a tubular magazine. (136842-30) {C&R} (300/500)

2368. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S/L/LR, 25" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very
good plus and retain about 97% of their blued finish.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus but does exhibit some minor light han-
dling marks.  The rifle features a blade front sight but its rear sight is missing, and the dovetail is blanked.  The rifle also features a grooved
receiver, but does not include any magazine. (136842-31) {C&R} (300/500)
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2369. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S/L/LR, 25" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very
good plus and retain about 97% of their blued finish.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus, but does exhibit a crack in the stock
measuring approximately 2 1/2" and running rear from the receiver as well as a … and some minor light handling marks.  The rifle features
set of open sights, but does not include any magazine. (136842-21) {C&R} (200/400)

2370. MARLIN MODEL 336RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #AC58655, 35 Remington, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish, with only a few areas of minor light wear.  The smooth walnut
stock and forend both rate excellent with a few light handling marks.  The rifle features a hooded ramp front sight and an open rear sight; in
addition, the rifle features a 4x32 Tasco riflescope installed on a set of "See-Thru" scope rings.  The scope rates near excellent and retains
about 98% factory original black finish.  The optic features a duplex reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  The rifle also features an
extended hammer and includes a light brown leather sling with a storage pocket as well as a pair of transparent lens covers. (136520-902)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2371. MARLIN MODEL 444 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #4863056, 444 Marlin, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish, although with a few minor light handling marks.  The smooth walnut
forend and straight grip Monte Carlo stock both rate excellent, with a minimal light handling marks and only some minor light wear; featured
with the stock is a factory ventilated recoil pad which brings the length of pull to 13 1/2".  The rifle features a hooded ramp front sight and an
open rear sight.  In addition to the factory sights, the receiver has been drilled and tapped; however, the holes appear to have been a non-
factory installation and exhibit crude tool marks. Also featured are a set of sling swivels and a hammer extension. (136520-1454) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

2372. CHARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A296414, 22 LR, 16" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surface rate very good plus and retain about 95% factory original silver tone.  The black synthetic stock rates very good plus but displays
some light handling marks.  The rifle features a takedown action and includes a single 8 shot magazine. (136520-3781) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

2373. SAVAGE MODEL 23D SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #201067, 22 Hornet, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 94% blued finish, although exhibiting some minor fading.  The smooth wood stock rates very
good but does exhibit several instances of light wear and handling marks.  The rifle features a blade front sight but is missing its rear sight;
additionally, a J.C. Higgins Rifleman 4x riflescope has been installed on the rifle.  The scope rates very good plus and retains about 96% fac-
tory original blued finish.  The optic features a fine crosshair reticle which displays a blurred sight picture.  Included with the rifle is a single 5
round detachable box magazine. (136520-3448) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

2374. WINCHESTER MODEL 100 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #5608, 308 Winchester, 22" barrel with a very good bore.  They metal surfaces
rate very good, but retain little of their factory original blued finish.  The checkered walnut stock rates very good but exhibits several instances
of light wear and handling marks.  The rifle features a folding leaf rear sight and a hooded ramp front sight.  Also featured are a set of sling
swivels.  Included with the rifle is a single 4 round "convex arrow" detachable box magazine.  Winchester factory records indicate that this par-
ticular Model 100 was produced in 1961. (136520-3509) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

2375. WINCHESTER MODEL 100 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #190117, 243 Winchester, 19" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% reblued finish, but are beginning to convert to a gray tint and exhibit silvering along
edges.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent, although with some minor light handling marks.  The rifle features a hooded ramp front
sight and folding leaf rear sight, as well as sling swivels.  Included with the rifle is a single 4 round "convex arrow" detachable box magazine,
in addition to a scope base installed atop the receiver.  Winchester factory records indicate that this particular Model 100 was produced in
1967. (136520-2829) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/400)

2376. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1009911, 12 Gauge, 20 3/4" barrel with a very good plus bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good but have been reparkerized; the surfaces feature a few light handling and wear marks, as well as scattered
instances of oxidation. The barrel originally features a full choke, but has since been neatly restamped with a cylinder bore designation.
The barrel is non-original to the shotgun and is stamped as having belonged to Model 12 military shotgun.  The takedown feature on the
end of the magazine cap has been disabled.  The walnut forearm rates very good, but has been considerably sanded and retains only a
semi-ribbed surface.  The smooth walnut stock rates near very good but exhibits a crack in the left side measuring approximately 6" and
extending rearward from the receiver, as well as a 2 1/2" crack in a comparable location in the right side; there is also a repaired section
of wood in the underside of the stock and other general light handling marks.  The stock retains its factory buttplate, although the initials
"BE" have been crudely etched above the Winchester logo.  The shotgun features a bead front sight.  Winchester factory records indicate
that this particular Model 12 was originally produced in 1946, while the non-original barrel was produced in 1943. (136520-3598) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

2377. SAVAGE MODEL 24C OVER/UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #B800590, 22 LR / 20 Gauge, 20" barrel with excellent, bright bores.
The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish; the frame has also excellently retained its factory
case-hardened colors.  The smooth walnut forend and straight stock both rate very good plus, but do exhibit some minor light handling marks.
The gun features a set of iron sights as well as a forward sling mount. (136520-4113) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2378. SAVAGE MODEL 340 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #122519, 222 Remington, 24" barrel with a very good, although somewhat dark
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but exhibit light oxidation along the entire length of the barrel, with heavier pockets of oxidation
toward the muzzle and on the triggerguard.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus, although with some minor light wear and han-
dling marks.  The rifle features an open rear sight, however the front sight has been removed from the barrel.  In addition, the rifle features
an installed Weaver B6 rifle scope.  The scope rates very good plus and retains about 95% of its factory original blued finish, but exhibits
sparse instances of minor oxidation.  The optic features a fine crosshair reticle which displays a blurred sight picture.  No magazine is
included with the rifle. (136855-4) (75/150)

2379. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 64-1 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1D946, 38 Special, 4" pinned heavy barrel with a near excel-
lent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good but exhibit some minor light marks along the top of the frame and barrel,
as well as along a portion of the cylinder.  The metal surfaces also exhibit some general light handling marks and a light turn ring on the cylin-
der.  The metal surfaces display German proof marks along the left side of the revolver above the crane, as well as some additional stamps on
the barrel and rear cylinder face.  The checkered walnut grips rate very good plus and exhibit only limited minor light signs of previous han-
dling.  The revolver features a fixed U-notch rear sight and a ramp front sight.  Included with the revolver are a manual and the factory origi-
nal box. (136873-16) (200/300)
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2380. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37 AIRWEIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J807351, 38 Special, 2" pinned barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish, although exhibiting minor faint wear
on the crane as well as a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible handling marks.
The revolver features a ramp front sight and a fixed U-notch rear sight.  Included with the revolver are a manual and the factory original box.
(136861-16) (250/450)

2381. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #543359, 38 Special, 2" pinned barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting a light turn ring on
the cylinder and some minor faint wear on the crane.  The checkered walnut grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some minor signs of
light handling.  The revolver features a ramp front sight and a fixed U-notch rear sight.  Included with the revolver are a cleaning tool and the
factory original box. (136861-14) (300/500)

2382. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 30-1 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #814712, 32 S&W Long, 3" pinned barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting a light turn
ring on the cylinder and some minor faint wear on the crane.  The checkered walnut grips rate near excellent and exhibit only minimal signs
of minor handling.  The revolver features a ramp front sight and a fixed U-notch rear sight.  Included with the revolver are a cleaning tool, man-
ual, and the factory original box. (136861-13) (250/450)

2383. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-3 AIRWEIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4D89865, 38 Special, 2" pinned barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retains about 98% of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting a
slight turn ring on the cylinder.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent and lack any discernible signs of handling.  The revolver features a
ramp front sight and a fixed U-notch rear sight.  Included with the revolver are a manual and the factory original box. (136861-1) (300/500)

2384. NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #24003630, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate near excellent and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a minor light area of oxidation forward of
the gas block.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus and displays a slight orange tone, but does exhibit some minor light handling
marks; a cleaning kit is located inside of the butt trap.  The magazine floorplate, triggerguard, stock, receiver, bolt carrier, bolt, and receiver
cover all display matching serial numbers.  Factory markings on the receiver indicate that this particular SKS was manufactured at Norinco
Factory 141. The rifle features sling mounts and includes its cleaning rod; however, the folding bayonet has since been removed from the rifle.
(136868-9) (300/500)

2385. YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #K-378248, 7.62x39mm, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 96% of their factory blued finish, with some sparse oxidation visible along the barrel and minor
light instances of general handling.  The installed black synthetic Dragunov-style stock rates very good plus but does exhibit some wear and
handling marks.  The rifle features a set of phosphorus iron sights and an extended magazine release.  In addition to the phosphorus sights,
the rifle features a Stealth Tactical 3-9x riflescope installed above the receiver cover.  The scope rates excellent and retains about 98% of its
factory original black finish, with minimal light handling marks.  The optic features a mil-dot reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.
The rifle does not include its cleaning rod, and its original folding blade-style bayonet has since been removed.  The rifle's original fixed mag-
azine has been removed and includes two detachable 30 round steel magazines in its place. (136857-17) (300/500)

2386. RUGER 10/22 TAKEDOWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #359-54010, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless
steel metal surfaces rates excellent and lack any discernible handling marks.  The checkered black synthetic stock and forend both rate excel-
lent and exhibit only faint handling marks.  The rifle features its factory set of open sights as well as an installed unmarked fixed power rifle-
scope.  The scope rates excellent and retains about 98% of its factory original matte black finish.  The optic features a duplex reticle and dis-
plays a crisp clear sight picture.  Included with rifle are a single 10 round detachable box rotary magazine, a set of flip up lens caps, black
nylon sling, and a factory backpack-style softcase. (136849-1) (200/300)

2387. RUGER 77/22 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #700-59459, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very
good plus and retains about 95% of their blued finish, but do exhibit some instances of minor isolated oxidation.  The checkered walnut stock
rates very good plus and exhibits only minor light instances of general wear and handling.  The rifle does not feature any iron sights but does
feature an integral scope base.  Included with the rifle is a single 10 round detachable box rotary magazine. (136873-28) (250/450)

2388. MAS MODEL 45 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F20582, 22 LR, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very
good plus and retain about 95% of their parkerized finish, but do exhibit some light wear and handling marks.  The smooth walnut stock rates
very good plus but exhibits a rough feel as well as a few minor light handling marks; the stock maintains its original metal buttplate.  The rifle
features a hooded ramp front sight and an aperture rear sight.  Included with the rifle are a single 5 round detachable box magazine, light
brown leather sling, and a leather softcase. (136874-7) (250/450)

2389. LOT OF MAGAZINES Consists of five magazines for the MAS Model 45 training rifle.  The single stack 5 round detachable box magazines
are stored in a sealed plastic bag and covered in packing grease.  All of the magazines appear to be in very good plus to near excellent con-
dition, likely owing to the manner in which they were stored. (136874-8A)

2390. LOT OF MAGAZINES Consists of five magazines for the MAS Model 45 training rifle.  The single stack 5 round detachable box magazines
rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their parkerized finish but do exhibit some minor light wear and handling marks, likely owing to
previous use. (136874-8B)

2391. RUGER 10/22 TAKEDOWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #820-54089, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless
steel metal surfaces rate near excellent, but do exhibit what appears to be some minor extremely faint oxidation developing along the under-
side of the barrel.  The checkered black synthetic stock and forend both rate excellent and retain their original factory stickers.  The rifle fea-
tures its factory original open sights.  Included with the rifle are a single 10 round rotary fed detachable box magazine, factory black back-
pack-style softcase, manual and papers, and its factory original box. (136911-1) (200/300)

2392. POLY USA IMPORTED NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #11560542K, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/4" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting some
minor light handling marks as well as light surface oxidation.  The installed aftermarket black synthetic stock rates excellent and features a set
of sling mounts as well as a ventilated black recoil pad which brings the length of pull to 13".  The triggerguard, receiver, receiver cover, bolt
carrier, and bolt all display matching serial numbers; however, the magazine does not match and originally belonged to a different rifle.  The
left side of the receiver indicates that this particular Type 56 was produced at Norinco Factory 26.  The rifle features its factory original sights,
but the cleaning rod and folding bayonet have both been removed. (136901-S17946) (300/500)
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2393. POLY USA IMPORTED NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #21001804M, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/4" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting
some minor light handling marks.  The smooth walnut stock rates near very good but exhibits heavy hand-applied orange finish which dis-
plays flaking.  The grip also seems to have been sanded down somewhat to provide a larger surface area.  The stock, triggerguard, magazine,
receiver, bolt carrier, and bolt all display matching serial numbers; however, the receiver cover is an aftermarket product, installed to allow for
the mounting of a scope.  The left side of the receiver indicates that this particular Type 56 was produced at Norinco Factory 0412.  The rifle
features its factory original sights, as well as a 4x30 NcStar compact riflescope.  The scope rates excellent and retains about 99% of its fac-
tory matte black finish.  The optic features a mil-dot reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Included with the rifle are its cleaning
rod and a green canvas sling; the folding bayonet has been removed. (136894-16) (300/500)

2394. CENTURY ARMS INTERNATIONAL IMPORTED RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #TB1954, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/4" barrel
with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting
only a few minor light handling marks.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent and exhibits only a few isolate instances of slight flak-
ing.  The stock, receiver, and receiver cover all display matching serial numbers; however, the triggerguard, magazine, bolt carrier, and bolt
have all been either restamped or electro-penciled to match.  The receiver cover indicates that the rifle was produced by Tula in 1951.  The
rifle features its factory original sights and cleaning rod, but its folding bayonet has been removed. (136894-17) {C&R} (300/500)

2395. INTERARMS MARK X BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B236807, 7mm Mauser, 21" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some minor light handling marks along the
barrel.  The checkered black synthetic stock rates excellent and exhibits no discernible handling marks.  Featured with the stock is a black
"Decelerator" recoil pad which brings the length of pull to 13 3/4".  The rifle features an adjustable open rear sight and ramp front sight, as
well as installed scope rings.  Also featured are a set of sling swivels. This particular rifle is an earlier generation model which was manufac-
tured in Manchester, England. (136520-1357) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

2396. BERSA SERIES 95 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #376433, 380 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal
surfaces rate good, but exhibit extensive noticeable wear and handling marks.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, but
do exhibit a few light handling marks.  The pistol features a set of three-dot sights; an adjustable rear sight and fixed front sight.  The pistol
also features a decocking safety and includes a single stainless steel magazine with finger rest floorplate. (136916-15) (75/150)

2397. FEATHER ENTERPRISES MINI-AT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MA0358, 22 LR, 6 1/4" shrouded barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their blued finish, but do exhibit some loss of finish as well as areas of light oxidation and
some general light handling marks.  The smooth black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light handling marks.  The
pistol features an adjustable rear sight and fixed front sight.  Included with the pistol are two 20 round stick magazines. (136916-32) (150/250)

2398. SMITH & WESSON M&P40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DXJ0957, 40 S&W, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish.  The textured black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhib-
it no discernible signs of handling.  The pistol features its factory set of adjustable three-dot sights.  The pistol also features a picatinny rail for
mounting a light or laser.  Included with the pistol are a single 10 round blued magazine, lock and key, factory test fired casing, manual, and
factory original hardcase. (136901-S17558) (300/500)

2399. BROWNING CHALLENGER II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655PM06900, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some loss of finish at the receiver and
front sight.  The smooth walnut grips rate excellent and exhibit only negligible extremely faint handling marks.  The pistol features its factory
iron sights and includes a single 10 round blued magazine. (136916-21) (150/250)

2400. COLT MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #83903, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with slightly dark, oxidized bore with exhibit some
instances of pitting throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their reblued finish, but the factory markings
have become faded.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good, but have become dulled from wear and exhibit several light han-
dling marks.  The pistol features is factory fixed iron sights and includes a single blued magazine. (136916-6) {C&R} (300/500)

2401. COLT MODEL 1911 22LR CONVERSION KIT Consists of a complete set of parts in an original Colt box.  The box contains a slide, bar-
rel, floating chamber, ejector, recoil spring, 10 round magazine, and slide stop.  The 5" barrel displays an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces of the slide rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish.  The slide features an adjustable rear sight and fixed
front sight.  Included with the kit is an instruction sheet. (136898-1)

2402. RED DOT OPTIC LOT Consist of a single Aimpoint CompM2 red dot sight.  The sight rates excellent and retains about 99% of its factory
original matte black finish.  The optic maintains its functions and displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Included with the red dot are a set of
flip-up lens caps and an attached picatinny mount. (136894-18A)

2403. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of one factory case containing ten full 25 rd. boxes of Gamebore 12 ga., 67 mm, 32 grams, 6 shot
in bright excellent condition.  (76519-438)

2404. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of three full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Express Magnum 10 ga., 3 1/2", BB shot in excellent con-
dition and contained in an excellent condition wood crate of finger groove construction.  (76519-455B)

2405. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Express Magnum 10 ga., 3 1/2" Max, 2 shot in excellent
condition.  (76519-455A)

2406. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Hungarian-manufactured RWS Sport Line .45 Auto, 230 gr., FMJ in
bright excellent condition.  (76519-96A)

2407. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Hungarian-manufactured RWS Sport Line .45 Auto, 230 gr., FMJ in
bright excellent condition.  (76519-96B)

2408. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Hungarian-manufactured RWS Sport Line .45 Auto, 230 gr., FMJ in
bright excellent condition.  (76519-96C)

2409. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of HSM Police Ammunition 45 A.C.P., 230 gr., round nose lead
commercial reloads: (3) factory sealed; (1) opened for inspection purposes revealing mixed head stamps and excellent condition ammu-
nition.  (76519-424A)

2410. LOT OF AMMUNITION    This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of HSM Police Ammunition 45 A.C.P., 230 gr., round nose
lead commercial reloads.  The bright orange boxes show areas of light grime and one box has a small tear.  (76519-424B)
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2411. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of HSM Police Ammunition 45 A.C.P., 230 gr., round nose
lead commercial reloads.  The bright orange boxes exhibit areas of light grime and one box is torn along the opening flap. (76519-424C)

2412. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of HSM Police Ammunition 45 A.C.P., 230 gr., round nose
lead commercial reloads.  (76519-424D)

2413. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Brazilian-manufactured UMC 45 Automatic, 230 gr., metal case in
bright excellent condition.  The boxes have price stickers affixed to the tops.  (76519-429A)

2414. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Federal 45 Auto: (2) of excellent condition 230 gr. Hi-Shok JHP in
the plain white box with black print; (1) of Gold Medal Match 185 gr., FMJ-SWC Match rating bright excellent and the box with a price stick-
er attached.  (76519-429B)

2415. LOT OF AMMUNITION    This lot consists of four full boxes of Winchester 45 Auto: (2) 50 rd. of 230 gr., JHP; (1) 50 rd. of (+P) 185 gr.,
Hydra-Shok, JHP; (1) 20 rd. of Supreme Elite Bonded PDX1, 230 gr., JHP.  The overall condition is bright excellent with two boxes showing
attached price stickers.  (76519-429C)

2416. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two five rd. size boxes of Kynoch .375 Magnum Flanged Nitro-Express Cartridges, 270 gr.,
semi-pointed soft nose: (1) factory sealed; (1) containing  3 rds. in very good to excellent condition with isolated light tarnish.  (76519-429D)

2417. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full five rd. boxes of Kynoch .375 Magnum Flanged Nitro-Express Cartridges, 300 gr., solid:
(2) factory sealed; (2) opened and in very good to excellent condition with a few showing isolated spots of oxidation staining.  (76519-429E)

2418. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four five rd. size boxes of Kynoch .375 Magnum Flanged Nitro-Express Cartridges: (1) facto-
ry sealed 235 gr. copper point; (1) factory sealed and (1) containing four rds. of very good to excellent 270 gr. semi-pointed soft nose; (1)
with faded and not legible print containing one rd. of soft nose rating very good.  (76519-429F)

2419. LOT OF AMMUNITION    This lot consists of four full five rd. boxes of Kynoch .375 Magnum Flanged Nitro-Express Cartridges: (1) facto-
ry sealed and (1) rating about near very good with mild oxidation on some of 235 gr. copper point; (1) of excellent 300 gr. soft nose; (1) of
300 gr. solid rating very good with light tarnish.  (76519-429G)

2420. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full ten rd. boxes of Kynoch: (1) of 10.75 mm Mauser (10.65x68), 347 gr. metal covered
soft nose rating very good to excellent; (1) of 6.5 mm Mauser (Portuguese model), 155 gr. solid bullet rating very good with scattered oxi-
dation staining.  (76519-429H)

2421. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of (4) ten rd. size boxes of 10.75 mm Mauser (10.75x68): (2) full and (1) containing six rds. of
347 gr. soft nose; (1) containing seven rds. of 347 gr. metal covered solid bullet.  The lot rates very good to excellent.  (76519-429I)

2422. LOT OF PRIMERS  This lot consists of five 1200 rd. (eight packet) size boxes of German manufactured Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft
6.45 mm primers in factory sealed 150 rd. packets: (4) full eight packets; (1) with six packets.  The light green boxes have white labels that
include "Nr.: 6504" and a couple of the outer boxes have been weakened due to storage issues. (76519-479A)

2423. LOT OF PRIMERS   This lot consists of five 1200 rd. (eight packet) size boxes of German manufactured Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft
6.45mm/245 primers in factory sealed 150 rd. packets: (4) full eight packets: (1) with seven packets.  The light green boxes have stamps that
include "Nr. 6507". Some of the outer boxes exhibit mildew and liquid stains.  (76519-479B)

2424. LOT OF PRIMERS   This lot consists of four boxes of German manufactured Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft primers: (2) full 1200 rd. of
6.35 mm, Nr.: 6000; (1) containing 1050 rds, of 6.34 mm, Nr.: 6000; (1) full containing 2000 rds. of 4.5 mm, Nr. 4520.  Also included is one
opened and apparently nearly full 250 rd. size packet of excellent condition 4.5 mm, Nr 4520.  The boxes have areas of discoloration and are
somewhat misshapen due to storage issues.  (76519-479C)

2425. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four containers of 9.3 mm bullets: (3) factory sealed 50 rd. plastic boxes of Speer 270 gr., .366",
semi-spitzer; (1) sealed 100 rd. clear plastic bag with label stamped 286 gr., P.P.D.C. and in excellent condition.  The boxes have price stick-
ers attached to them.  (76519-420A) 

2426. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four containers of 9.3 mm bullets: (3) factory sealed 50 rd. plastic boxes of Speer 270 gr., .366",
semi-spitzer; (1) sealed 100 rd. clear plastic bag with label stamped 286 gr., P.P.D.C. and in excellent condition. The boxes have price stick-
ers attached to them.  (76519-420B)

2427. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four containers of 9.3 mm bullets: (3) factory sealed 50 rd. plastic boxes of Speer 270 gr., .366”, semi-
spitzer; (1) sealed 100 rd. clear plastic bag with label stamped 286 gr., P.P.D.C. and in excellent condition.  (76519-420C)

2428. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four containers of 9.3 mm bullets: (3) factory sealed 50 rd. plastic boxes of Speer 270 gr., .366”,
semi-spitzer; (1) sealed 100 rd. clear plastic bag with llabel stamped 286 gr., P.P.D.C. and in excellent condition. The boxes have pric stickers
affixed.  (76519-420D)

2429. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of three factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of Speer 270 gr., .366”, semi-spitzer. The boxes have price stick-
ers attached.   (76519-420E)

2430. LOT OF BULLETS  This lot consists of one full 2000 rd. carton of Remington 32 cal., 82 gr., .302 diameter, round nose, hollow base bullets
in excellent condition.  (76519-449A)

2431. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of one factory sealed 2000 rd. carton of Remington 32 cal., 82 gr., .302 dia., round nose, hollow base
bullets.  (76519-449B)

2432. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of one factory sealed 2000 rd. carton of Remington 32 cal., 82 gr., .302 dia., round nose, hollow base
bullets.  (76519-449C)

2433. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four full 100 rd. boxes of .30 cal., 174 gr. bullets in excellent condition.  The plain tan boxes are
stamped “1305-00-573 4714/Projectile Caliber/100ea.”  (76519-452A)

2434. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four full 100 rd. boxes of .30 cal., 174 gr. bullets in excellent condition.  The plain tan boxes are
stamped “1305-00-573 4714/Projectile Caliber/100ea.”  (76519-452B)

2435. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four full 100 rd. boxes of .30 cal., 174 gr. bullets in excellent condition.  The plain tan boxes are
stamped “1305-00-573 4714/Projectile Caliber/100ea.”  (76519-452C)
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2436. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four full 100 rd. boxes of .30 cal., 174 gr. bullets in excellent condition.  The plain tan boxes are
stamped “1305-00-573 4714/Projectile Caliber/100ea.”  (76519-452D) 

2437. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of 400 rds. of .30 cal., 174 gr. bullets in excellent condition.  100 are contained in a plain tan box stamped
“1305-00-573 4714/Projectile Caliber/100ea.” and the balance is in plastic bags.  (76519-452E)

2438. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Zero remanufactured 357 magnum, 158 gr., semi-wadcutter in excel-
lent condition.  (76519-432A)

2439. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Zero remanufactured 357 magnum, 158 gr., semi-wadcutter in excel-
lent condition.  (76519-432B)

2440. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of seven boxes of 357 magnum: (1) full 50 rd. of Remington High Velocity 158 gr., semi-jacket-
ed HP; (1) full  50 rd. of Federal Premium 158 gr. Hydra-Shok, jacketed HP; (1) full 50 rd. of PMC 150 gr., jacketed HP; (1) containing 38 rds.
of American Eagle 158 gr., jacketed SP;  (3) factory sealed 10 rd. plastic boxes of CCI38/357 Shotshells approx.. 135 pellets.  The overall con-
dition is bright excellent and five boxes have price stickers attached.  (76519-432C)

2441. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 357 Rem. Max. 158 gr., semi-jacketed HP in
excellent condition.  The boxes have price stickers attached.  (76519-432D)

2442. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 357 Rem. Max. 158 gr., semi-jacketed HP in
excellent condition.  The boxes have price stickers attached.  (76519-432E)

2443. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of 38 Special: (2) of Federal +P, 125 gr., jacketed SP; (1) of Federal
Premium Nyclad 125 gr., HP; (1) containing 25 rds. of Winchester-Western and 25 rds. of Remington.  The ammunition is in excellent condi-
tion and three boxes have price stickers attached.  (76519-432F)

2444. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent
condition. (76519-445A)

2445. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62 x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent
condition.  (76519-445B)

2446. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent con-
dition.  (76519-445C)

2447. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent con-
dition. (76519-445D)

2448. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent
condition.  (76519-445E)

2449. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent
condition.  (76519-445F)

2450. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent
condition.  (76519-445G)

2451. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent con-
dition.  (76519-445H)

2452. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent
condition.  (76519-445I)

2453. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 7.62x39mm Soviet 124 gr., metal case, in excellent
condition.  (76519-445J)

2454. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS   This lot consists of seven plastic, hinged, 12 round boxes of .375 Flanged by A-Square commer-
cially reloaded Ammunition: (1) full and (1) containing two rds. of 300 gr. Monolithic solids; (1) full and (1) containing four rds. of Dead-Tough
soft point; (2) full and (1) containing eight rds. of unprimed brass.  (76519-424E)

2455. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of six full 500 rd. cans of excellent condition Sheridan 5 mm (.20 cal.) pellets. The cans show
scattered moderate grime and dings.  (76519-424F)

2456. LOT OF SCOPES   This lot consists of three unused and excellent condition Weaver scopes with blued finish, crosshair reticles, and in orig-
inal box with papers: (1) J4; (1) K2.5; (1) K3. The boxes show some fading, light grime or wear.  (76519-260A)

2457. LOT OF SCOPES   This lot consists of three unused and excellent condition Weaver scopes with blued finish, crosshair reticles, tip-off mounts
and in original box with papers.  The boxes show light storage wear and fading: (1) D6 Six Power; (2) V22’s.  (76519-260B)

2458. LOT OF SCOPES   This lot consists of three unused and excellent condition scopes with blued finish, crosshair reticles and in original box:
(1) Thompson Center TC 3RP for pistol, 3x20, 1” tube with caps and cloth; (1) Bushnell Scope Chief II 22, 3x-8x variable, 7/8” tube with mount
and caps; (1) Weaver J4 with manual.  The boxes show light wear and ingrained dirt.  (76519-260C)

2459. LOT OF SCOPES  This lot consists of three unused and excellent condition Stoeger scopes with blued finish, crosshair reticles and in original
box with papers and leather caps: (2) 10x32; (1) 6x32 with a few minor handling marks.  The boxes exhibit scuffing and grime.  (76519-260D)

2460. LOT OF SCOPES   This lot consists of two unused and excellent condition Thompson Center TC4 Short with 7 3/4” long tube, 1” diameter,
standard reticle and power switch with original box and TC cloth.  (76519-260E) 

2461. LOT OF SCOPES   This is a lot of two scopes.  First is a Weaver K4 retaining about 95% blue finish with most loss due to surface oxidation
at the ocular end.  The optics are good with crosshair reticle and mounts are attached.  Includes leather covers.  The other scope is a Bausch
& Lomb Balvar 8A showing a few scratches on the blued surface at the objective end, otherwise excellent with clear optics, crosshair reticle
and attached mount.  (76519-260F)

2462. LOT OF SCOPES  This is a lot of two apparently unused and excellent condition scopes with matte black finishes.  First is a Truglo 1.5-6x32
with elevation and windage adjustments, crosshair reticle and flip open covers.  The second is a Bushnell 3x-9x,40 with elevation adjustment,
crosshair reticle, plastic covers, mounts and rings.  (76519-260G)
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2463. LOT OF SCOPES   Total of two.  First is a Tasco 6-24x40 retaining 98% gloss black finish with minor scratches.  It features windage and ele-
vation adjustments, crosshair reticle and excellent optics.  The other item is a Leapers 3-9x40 with matte black finish showing a few light
scratches and featuring windage and elevation adjustment, crosshair reticle and attached rings and mount.  The optics are crisp and clear.
(76519-260H)

2464. LOT OF SCOPES   Total of three.  First is a Weaver V7 retaining 97% blued finish and featuring crosshair reticle, and Weaver rings and bases.
Next is a Savage 4X with a few light handling marks to the blued finish and featuring post and crosshair reticle. The third scope is a Redfield
4X, also with post and crosshair reticle and a few handling marks to the blued surface.  All three scopes have crisp clear optics.  (76519-260I)

2465. LOT OF SCOPES  This is a lot of two beginning with a Nichols Grandslam 2.5-10X46 with an excellent matte black finish featuring crosshair
reticle and having rings and bases attached.  Next is a Weatherby Supreme with a few handling marks to the blued surface and also with
crosshair reticle. Both scopes have crisp clear optics.  (76519-260J)

2466. LOT OF SCOPES   Total of three. First is a BEC Goldlabel 3-9X42 BDC with 99% matte black finish retained and featuring windage and ele-
vation adjustments and featuring crosshair reticle and attached rings and bases.  Next is a Thompson Center 2.5X20 with a 7 1/2" tube and
an excellent gloss black finish. Included is a flip up lens cover and assembled rings and bases.  The last one is a BSA 1.5X15 in excellent con-
dition and with mount.  (76519-260K)

2467. LOT OF SCOPES   This is a two scope lot beginning with a Weatherby Supreme 3-9X44 with an excellent black finish with a few light han-
dling marks, elevation and windage adjustments, crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics.  The second one is a Nichols Grandslam 2.5-10X46
with a similar condition matte black finish, attached rings and bases, crosshair reticle and excellent optics.  (76519-260L)

2468. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Five items total.  First is a S&W leather holster for a J frame revolver and marked 31 469. Holster is virtually unused
and comes with two piece shoulder strap.  Next is an as new in the package Uncle Mike’s Sidekick inside the pant, size 0 black right hand
holster for small and medium double action revolvers. Next is an excellent and unused Sidekick size 1.  The last two items are S&W 109W
single black leather with basket weave pattern magazine holders showing virtually no wear.  (76519-461A)

2469. LOT OF GUN PARTS   These are parts for an AR 15 consisting of a solid A2 buttstock with unused cleaning kit enclosed in trap and solid
handguard. Very Good to excellent condition pieces with minor handling marks and stains.  (76519-461B)

2470. LOT OF GUN PARTS   This lot consists of seven as new in the box Williams 12 ga. shotgun slug sleeve with ramp and instruction sheet :
(1) model 820; (3) 840; (2) 865; (1) 905.  (76519-461C)

2471. LOT OF ACCESSORIES   This is a lot of approximately 20 items, nearly all of which are as new in the original packages.  Included are ten
various Weaver scope mount bases, three more by Beam Shot and one Tasco.  Also there is a Pachmayr National Match trigger, a Wilson
Combat Dwyer “Group-Gripper” for Colt .45 Autos, and S100RXH Ruger extra high scope rings for model nos. 1 and 3 .  Other items are a
Beamshot 2000 Laserlight with pistol mount and Thompson Center breech plug removal wrench for .36 or .45 cal. Seneca and  choke wrench
for .44 mag. or .45 cal.  (76519-461D)

2472. LOT OF MAGAZINES   This is a lot of three Glock 21 .45 ACP 13 round magazines apparently unused and in excellent condition.
(76519-461E)

2473. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot consists of two Ruger JX-1 10 rd. magazines for the 77/22 or 96/22 in .22 LR.  These are as new in the fac-
tory sealed package.  (76519-461F)

2474. LOT OF MAGAZINES   This is a lot of three S&W factory eight rd. .45 Auto magazines in excellent condition.  (76519-461G)
2475. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium .243 Win., 85 gr., boat-tail HP in very good to excel-

lent condition including a few with light tarnish.  (76519-21A)
2476. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium .243 Win., 85 gr., boat-tail HP in very good to excellent

condition with a few showing scattered light speckles of tarnish.  (76519-21B)
2477. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium .243 Win., 85 gr., boat-tail HP in very good to excellent

condition with bright cases including some with the onset of scattered small spots of tarnish.  (76519-21C)
2478. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium .243 Win., 85 gr., boat-tail HP in very good to excellent

condition with bright cases and some showing very light tarnish.  (76519-21D)
2479. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium .243 Win., 85 gr., boat-tail HP in very good to excellent

condition with bright cases and scattered light tarnish.  (76519-21E)
2480. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium .243 Win., 85 gr., boat-tail HP in very good to excellent

condition with bright cases and a few showing very light tarnish.  (76519-21F)
2481. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium .243 Win., 85 gr., boat-tail HP in very good to excel-

lent condition. The cases are bright with some displaying light scattered tarnish.  (76519-21G)
2482. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of four full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Superior Gold Dot 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP in excellent condition.

The boxes show light wear marks and retail stickers.  (76519-92A)
2483. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of .357 Sig in excellent condition: (2) full of Speer Superior Gold Dot 125

gr., GDHP; (1) full and (1) containing 40 rds. of Federal Premium 150 gr., JHP. The boxes have light wear and retail stickers.  (76519-92B)
2484. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of Federal Premium 38 Special High Velocity (+P) 129 gr., Hydra-Shok,

JHP in bright excellent condition: (3) full and (1) containing 38 rds.  The boxes rate excellent with price stickers attached.  (76519-92C)
2485. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of eight full boxes of 38 Special (+P) in excellent condition: (2) 25 rd. size of Remington

Golden Saber HPJ, 125 gr., brass JHP; (5) 20 rd. size of Federal Premium 129 gr., Hydra-Shok.  There are price stickers attached to the
boxes.  (76519-92D)

2486. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five 50 rd. size boxes of 38 Special in bright excellent condition: (1) full and (1) containing 35
rds. of Winchester Super X 125 gr. Silvertip HP (+P); (1) full of Winchester 150 gr. lead; (1) full of Winchester Super X, Super Match, 148 gr.
lead-wad cutter; (1) full of Federal Classic High Velocity (+P), 125 gr. Hi-Shock JHP.  Three boxes have affixed price stickers.  (76519-92E)

2487. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This is a lot of four 50 rd. size boxes of Geco 9x18 Ultra 94 gr., full jacket flat nose in excellent condition: (3) full
and (1) containing 42 rds.  and seven fired casings.  The boxes have price and pre-owned declaration stickers attached.  (76519-92F)
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2488. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Federal Classic 356 TSW 147 gr., FMJ match in excellent condition.
(76519-92G)

2489. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Federal Classic 356 TSW 147 gr., FMJ match in excellent condition.
(76519-92H)

2490. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Federal Classic 356 TSW 147 gr., FMJ match in excellent condition.
(76519-92I)

2491. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium 356 TSW 147 gr., Hydra-Shok, JHP in excellent con-
dition.  (76519-92J)

2492. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full boxes of 10 mm auto in excellent: (1) 50 rd. of Cor Bon 180 gr. JHP; (1) 50 rd. of
American Eagle Target 180 gr. lead bullet; (2) full 20 rd. of Hornady Frontier Cartridges 170 gr. JHP.  (76519-92K)

2493. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full boxes in excellent condition: (1) 20 rd. of Federal Premium 44 Rem. Magnum 240
gr., Hydra-Shok, JHP; (1) 20 rd. of Federal Hi-Power 44 Rem. Magnum 240 gr., JHP; (1) 50 rd. of Fiocchi 44 S&W Russian, 247 lead round
nose.  The two Federal boxes have price stickers attached.  (76519-92L)

2494. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 38 Special (M.S.) 158 gr., police, lead bullet in excel-
lent condition.  The boxes have price stickers attached and show varying degrees of spotting, creasing, fading, and corner wear.  (76519-92M) 

2495. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 38 Special (M.S.) 158 gr., police, lead bullet in excel-
lent condition.  The boxes have price stickers attached and show varying degrees of spotting, creasing, fading, and corner wear.  (76519-92N)

2496. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. size boxes of 38 Special in excellent condition: (2) of Winchester Super X
(M.S) 158 gr., police, lead bullet; (1) of Federal Hi-Power 158 gr. lead bullet.  The two Winchester boxes show fading and wear.  (76519-92P)

2497. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full boxes of 9mm in excellent condition: (1) 50 rd. of Remington UMC 115 gr., MC; (3)
20 rd. of Speer Gold Dot 115 gr., GDHP; (1) 20 rd. of Federal Premium 124 gr., Hydra-Shok, JHP.  The boxes have retail stickers attached.
(76519-92Q)

2498. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of five boxes of 357 Magnum in excellent condition: (2) full 20 rd. of Remington Golden Saber 125 gr.,
brass JHP; (1) full 20 rd. of Federal Premium Hydra-Shok 158 gr., JHP; (1) 50 rd. size containing 47 rds. of high velocity, 158 gr., JHP. (box miss-
ing end flap); (1) containing 26 rds. of commercial reloads by Carroll Bullets, Inc. The boxes show price stickers and storage wear.  (76519-92R)

2499. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of eight boxes: (2) full 50 rd. of Magtech 32 S&WL 98 gr., LWC; (1) containing 26 rds. of
Remington 32 S&W Long 98 gr., lead; (1) containing 42 rds. of Remington 32 S&W 88 gr., lead; (1) containing approximately 30 rds. of
Remington Kleanbore 88 gr., lead; (1) full 50 rd. of Winchester Western X 32 Auto 60 gr., Silvertip HP; (1) full 50 rd. of Hansen Combat 32 (.32
ACP), 71 gr., FMJ; (1) full six rd. of Glazer Blue Safety Slug .32 ACP.  Also included is a bag with 17 mixed rds. of 32 S&W. The overall condi-
tion is excellent with the boxes having retail stickers attached and the partial boxes showing moderate wear and missing flaps.  (76519-92S) 

2500. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of two full 250 rd. bricks of Austrian manufactured Hirtenberg .25 Auto 50 gr., full jacket round
nose.  The ammunition rates excellent and is housed in 25 rd. boxes.  The two piece outer brick boxes show edge wear and a couple of
stains.  (76519-92T)

2501. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of 11 full packages of .25 auto in excellent condition: (9) 25 rd. of Austrian manufactured
Hirtenberg 50 gr., full jacket round nose; (1) 50 rd. of Winchester Western X 50 gr., full metal case; (1) six rd. of Glaser Blue Safety Slug.
(76519-92U) 

2502. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four containers: (2) full 50 rd. plastic boxes of CCI SGB .22 lr.; (1) full 50 rd. of Hansen .22
short, standard velocity target grade. (1) cloth bag containing approximately 40 rds. of CCI .22 magnum.  The ammunition is in excellent con-
dition.  (76519-92V)

2503. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two boxes of Italian manufactured Fiocchi: (1) full 50 rd. of Flobert 9 mm D.F. A Pallini Long
Shot A Plombs D. C.; (1) nearly full 100 rd. size of Flobert 9mm, Palla Conica. The ammunition is in excellent condition.  (76519-92W) 

2504. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full boxes: (1) 20 rd. of Federal Premium 380 Auto 90 gr., Hydra-Shok, JHP; (1) 50 rd.
of Western X 32 Short Colt, 80 gr., Lubaloy; (1) 50 rd. of Winchester Western 41 Long Colt, 200 gr. Lubaloy Bullet.  The ammunition is in excel-
lent condition.  (76519-92X)

2505. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full boxes of 45 auto: (1) 20 rd. of Winchester Supreme SXT 45, 230 gr. SXT in bright
excellent condition with price sticker on box; (1) factory sealed 50 rd. plastic box of CCI Lawman 200 gr. JHP.  (76519-92Y)

2506. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP in excellent condition.  (76519-5A)

2507. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP in excellent condition.  (76519-5B)

2508. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP in excellent con-
dition.  (76519-5C)

2509. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP in excellent condi-
tion.  (76519-5D)

2510. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP in excellent con-
dition.  (76519-5E)

2511. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP in excellent con-
dition.  (76519-5F)

2512. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of 357 Sig, 125 gr. in excellent condition: (2) of Speer Gold Dot, GDHP;
(1) of Winchester Personal Protection, JHP. (box has affixed price sticker).  (76519-5G)
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2513. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a full 50 rd. box of Remington UMC Kleanbore .38 Colt Police Positive, 150 gr. lead bullet in the one piece
green box with dog bone style logo.  The R244 coded box has a couple of minor tears at the top and some light edge wear and retains strong
color.  All flaps are intact as is the original tray housing excellent condition ammunition with just a hint of oxidation to the tips.  Also included
is a vintage two piece box with a faded green top label that reads “.38 S. & W/50 Central Fire Cartridges/(Remington UMC red dot logo,
image of the cartridge), 146 Grs. Bullet”/ company name and address. The graphics are strong with the onset of peeling along the edges.
The salmon colored bottom label is also fully present with moderate scuffing leaving only about 10% of the text legible.  The inner compart-
ment has come unglued but is fully present with minor stains which are also evident on the outer panels.  The buff colored box also exhibits
mild edge wear and light foxing.  (76519-92Z)

2514. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X Varmints CXP1, 225 Win, 55 gr., pointed soft point in
excellent condition.  The boxes have retail stickers attached.  (76519-91A)

2515. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super X Varmints CXP1, 225 Win, 55 gr. pointed soft point in excellent con-
dition. The box has retail stickers attached.  (76519-91B)

2516. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 225 Win, 55 gr. pointed soft point in excellent
condition. (76519-91C)

2517. LOT OF VINTAGE AMMUNITION   This is a full 20 rd box of Western Super X 35 Remington Silvertip 200 gr., expanding bullet in the one
piece yellow box with blue stripe and red “X” and image of the cartridge on the sides.  The graphics are strong and the box shows light edge
wear and compression creases.  The ammunition rates excellent with bright cases and tips.  (76519-91D)

2518. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three containers: (1) full 20 rd. box of Remington Express Rifle 35 Whelen, 250 gr. PSP; (1)
full 20 rd. box of Remington Express Core-Lokt 30-06 Springfield, 220 gr., SP.; (1) full M1 Garand eight rd. Enbloc clip of 1953 dated
Winchester 30-06.  The lot is in excellent condition.  (76519-91E)

2519. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 307 Winchester, 150 gr. power point (S.P.) in
excellent condition.  The boxes have retail stickers attached.  (76519-91F)

2520. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot consisting of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington 222 Rem. Mag, 55 gr., ptd. soft pt. in excellent con-
dition.  The boxes show light wear and attached retail stickers.  (76519-91G) 

2521. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester 7mm Rem Mag, 150 gr., Power Point with bright cas-
ings showing the onset of very light scattered tarnish.  (76519-91H)

2522. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester 7mm Rem Mag, 150 gr., Power Point in very good to excel-
lent condition with light tarnish on some.  (76519-91I)

2523. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Core-Lokt, 7mm Rem Mag, 150 gr., rating excellent out-
side of a few showing light dings.  (76519-91J)

2524. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Swedish manufactured Norma 6.5x54MS 156 gr. soft point in excel-
lent condition.  (76519-91K) 

2525. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Swedish manufactured Norma 6.5x54MS 156 gr. soft point in excel-
lent condition and one of the boxes having light edge wear and a number written in red marker.  (76519-91L)

2526. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Weatherby Ultra High Velocity .300 Wby. Magnum, 150 gr., Spire point
in excellent condition.  (76519-91M)

2527. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 45-70 Government: (1) of 405 gr. soft point
rating very good to excellent; (1) of 300 gr. semi jktd. Hollow point rating excellent.  The boxes show moderate wear and have price stickers
attached.  (76519-91N)

2528. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of 6.5x55 Swedish: (1) of Federal Power-Shok 6.5x55 Swedish, 140 gr.
soft point rating excellent; (1) containing 18 rds. of Remington High Velocity 140 gr., Core-Lokt pointed soft point and two soft point with
Yugoslavian head stamps, all rating very good to excellent, with box showing storage wear; (1) Swedish manufactured factory sealed buff col-
ored box marked “6,5 mm sk ptr m/94/prj m/41/prickskytte”  (76519-91P)

2529. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Winchester Super X .218 Bee, 46 gr. Hollow Point in excellent condition
as is its box which has a price sticker attached. (76519-91Q)

2530. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X, CXP2 with bright cases showing the onset of
light tarnish on some: (1) of 30-30 Win, 170 gr., Power-Point; (1) of 270 Win, 130 gr. Power Point (box has affixed retail sticker).  (76519-91R)

2531. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of military surplus 8x50 Austrian Steyr FMJ with 1935 and 1936 dated
head stamps and housed in black plastic trays in plain white boxes with black ID stamps. The ammunition rates very good to excellent with
darkened cases.  (76519-91S)

2532. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of military surplus 8x50 Austrian Steyr FMJ with head stamps dated 1935
and contained in plastic trays in plain white boxes with black ID stamps.  The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with some-
what tarnished cases.  (76519-91T)

2533. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullet manufactured by
I.C.I. Metals Ltd. and housed in the plain tan box with yellow label: (2) factory sealed; (1) opened to reveal very good to excellent condition
cartridges on five rd. stripper clips. (76519-91U)

2534. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a complete box of five brass charger clips for Breda machine guns, each holding 20 rds. of 7.35 cal. car-
tridges. The horseshoe style clips and the ammunition rate very good to excellent with light tarnish.  The buff colored box, opened on one
end, is fully intact and exhibits a crisp 1939 dated stamp: “N. 5/Caricatori Di/Cartucce a pallottola Cal. 7.35/per Fucile Mitragliatore/Polvere
Alla/Nitrocellulosa Pura”.  The box shows only very light soiling and wear and has a small hand written note in ink on the back.  (76519-91V) 

2535. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   This lot consists of three full boxes of 410 bore in very good to excellent condition: (1) full 25 rd. of Remington
Express, ¾ oz., 3”.; (1) containing six rds. of Remington Express, ¾ oz., 3 in. and 19 rds. of Remington Express Long Range, 11/16 oz., 3”; (1)
full five rd. of Federal Classic rifled slug, 88 gr. HP, 1/5 oz., 2 1/2”.  (76519-91W)
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2536. LOT OF BULLETS   This lot consists of four boxes: (3) full or virtually full 100 rd. size of Hornady 30 cal., 165 gr., .308 B.T.S.P.; (1) appar-
ently full 1000 rd. size of Speer 22 cal., .224”, 55 gr., SP in a 6”x3”x3” green plastic box that replicates a GI ammo can.  The overall condition
of the lot is excellent.  (75850-13)

2537. LOADING PRESS LOT  This is an RCBS Reloader Special .308 Win. Loading press with tray and three T-mag turrets in original packaging.
The components are unused and in excellent condition.  Included is the original box.  (75850-4, 10)

2538. TUMBLER LOT   This is a Thumler’s Tumbler Model B high speed rotary case tumbler that appears unused and in excellent condition.  Item
is functional and powered by a 115 volt motor, measures 11”x11”x11” and can be used for cleaning brass but is engineered for stones.
Included is the original instructions and paperwork.  No media included.  (75850-15) 

2539. RELOADING LOT   This lot consists of eight items including four carbide sizing dies by Lee for the following calibers: (1) 38 Special, 357
Mag, 357 Max; (1) 380 Auto; (1) 30 M-1 Carbine; (1) 9mm Luger.  Next is an RCBS 30 Carbine die set with de-capper and instruction sheet.
Also included are two RCBS bullet pullers and a large primer pocket swager.  All items come in their original boxes.  (75850-7A)

2540. RELOADING LOT   This lot consists of several items highlighted by a Lyman Universal Case Trimmer in excellent condition and apparently
unused in original box.  Also included are approximately 15 small items that appear unused and in original package.  Examples are trimmer
pilots, bullet puller collets and a deburring tool.  Excellent condition lot overall.  (75850-5, 6) 

2541. RELOADING LOT  This is a wide range of items beginning with an RCBS Model 5-10 Precisioneered  Reloading Scale, complete and appar-
ently unused and in excellent condition in original box.  Next is a full 1000 rd. box of Winchester Western small rifle primers no. 6 ½-116 in
excellent condition and contained in ten 100 rd. trays with sleeves. Next is an unused Lyman no. 2631310 Case Lubricating Pad in original
hinged metal box.  Next is an unused in original package RCBS Powder Funnel no. 09087. Also included is an RCBS Precisioneered Powder
Trickler unused in original box.  Rounding out the lot are three sets of dies by RCBS in excellent condition and in original boxes, with the fol-
lowing calibers: 243 Win, 308 Win, and .22/250. (75850-7B, 12)

2542. RELOADING LOT   First are thirteen 20 rd. boxes of fired casings: (5) of Remington 308 Win; (2) of Remington 30-06 Springfield; (6)
of Winchester .30-.06.  Next are three 50 rd. size Styrofoam trays of fired casings: (1) full and (1) containing 49 rds. of mixed head stamp
38 Special; (1) containing 46 rds. of Remington 38 S&W.  Next is a bag of rifle caliber brass containing approximately 400 rds. Examples
are 30-30, 30-06 , 308 Win. and 223.  Next are two full 50 rd. plastic Case Gard boxes with handles of 22-250 unprimed brass with
Winchester Super X and Remington head stamps: (1) unused; (1) previously fired.  The fired casings in this lot rate very good overall.  The
next category is a group of target patches consisting of three full 500 pc. rolls and five partials.  Lastly are two excellent 20 rd. wood blocks
for large caliber.  (75850-9, 14, 16)

2543. HOLSTER LOT   This is a 1935 dated brown Luger holster marked “Robert Larsen/Berlin”.  The shell exhibits light scuffing with the strap
softening and crazing a bit with light mildew.  The stitching is intact with the exception of most of the top flap which is separating.  Loading
tool and magazine pouches and belt loops are all intact with brass snap showing a little verdigris.  The interior shows only a few spots of wear.
This an overall near excellent condition example.  (75850-2)

2544. LOT OF CLEANING SUPPLIES    This lot consists of six cleaning rods, nine brushes and a full package of 60 Hoppes cleaning patches
for .22- .270 cal.  Included amongst the rods is an unused J.C. Higgins 3 pc. wood rod for 12-16 ga. complete and in original metal box.  Also
included in the original J.C. Higgins metal hinged box is an aluminum outfit for .22 cal.  Other examples are an Outers for 22 cal. pistol and
three U.S. issued in fabric carry cases. Very good to excellent condition lot overall.  (74749-11A)

2545. LOT OF LEATHER  This lot consists of four items including two U.S. marked holsters with the first being a model 1912 and dated 1912 from
Rock Island Arsenal and marked “H.F.K.”  The dark brown leather exterior shows light handling marks, a crisp US marking on the flap, and
features a belt hanger extension marked “106” and exhibiting creasing . The interior shows only light contact wear and mild mildew with the
outer shell showing less.  All stitching is intact as are the brass snaps showing mild verdigris.  The other holster is a considerably lighter brown
and shows little indication of use, as it is quite rigid with a very sharp US logo and a snap indicating it was manufactured by the R.A.U. Fastener
Company of Providence with no other markings.  The leather surfaces exhibit moderate mildew with dark grime evident on the interior.  The
next item is an unmarked 12 loop, large caliber, 1 ¼” black cartridge belt measuring 34” in length with brass hardware. The rather brittle leather
exhibits some light scuffing and foxing primarily at the narrower closure ends. The last item is an Uncle Mike’s 1” brown leather U.S. style mil-
itary rifle sling in excellent condition.  (74749-10) 

2546. LOT OF GUN PARTS   First is a U.S. Springfield M. 1863 lockplate with hammer dated 1864 with crisp markings and metal surfaces exhibit-
ing a mottled gray brown. Unit appears to be mechanically sound and rates very good with the upper bridle screw showing some slot dam-
age.  The second is also a lockplate with hammer, this one is marked “D. Nippes/U.S.” and “Mill Creek PA 1842” with a gun metal gray sur-
face and a fully functional mechanism.  (74749-11B)

2547. LOT OF GUN PARTS  This is a lot of approximately 30 parts for mainly antique rifles including ten lockplates, examples of which are marked
U.S. Springfield, St. Etienne, M.T. Wickham, Harpers Ferry, and E. Whitney.  Also included are eight hammers, three butt plates, two trigger
assemblies, a Lyman adjustable sight and several other parts.  The overall condition is about very good.  (74749-11C)

2548. LOT OF TOOLS AND SUPPLIES   This is a very diversified lot of approximately 20 items.  Included are U.S. marked mess utensils in the
form of a fork, spoon and a knife marked “L.F.&C.”, a bullet mould marked “532”, a Winchester Model 1891 loading tool without decapper and
a complete set of five Borebrite bore mirrors in original box with manual.  Other examples are a full tube of Bright-Bore Gun Grease, patches
and a Lyman bullet making guide.  An about very good condition lot overall.  (74749-11D)

2549. LOT OF SUPPLIES   This is a lot of brass and other reloading supplies.  First is an empty brass artillery shell M1, dated 1945 by Memco for
Howitzer M2 and M4. Also incuded are seven tins or containers housing items such as Copperhead .177 pellets, Stoeger .22 cal BB caps,
one labeled U.S. Military Musket Caps and some UMC vintage tins containing percussion caps.  Also included are lead balls and conical bul-
lets, six .50 cal. fired cases as well as about 10 of 30-06 and .308 and three antique cartridges. The lot is in very good to excellent condition
overall.  (74749-11E)

2550. LOT OF GUN PARTS   This is a gray metal box measuring 12”x6”x6” and consisting of 12 pullout plastic trays containing such items as
sights, springs, screws, percussion caps, and hammers for antique rifles.  Several of the tray handles are damaged but the box is intact and
the contents rate about very good overall.  (74749-12)

2551. LOT OF PROJECTILES   This lot consists of two items.  First is a cannonball with a diameter of approximately 4” with a mottled gray brown
surface and affixed to it is about a 2” area of a tar like substance.  The other item is an inert hand grenade, likely U.S. with no markings legible.
There is no lever present and the surfaces exhibit a brown oxidized and green patina.  An about good plus condition lot overall.  (74749-15)
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2552. LOT OF MILITARY PATCHES  This lot consists of approximately 45 U.S. patches most of which are Army corporal rank bars featuring
rough weave.  Other examples are seven Anti-Aircraft Command, and four Ninth Army Air Force.  Also included is an Open Road Pioneers
and eight OD green plastic buttons with eagle motif.  The lot is in very good to excellent condition overall.  (74749-16A)

2553. HELMET LOT   This is a WWII German army helmet, shell only with no decal present, retaining about 85% original finish with scattered
handling marks, surface oxidation, mainly on interior, and a small puncture at the left vent hole. The overall condition is about near very
good.  (74749-13A)

2554. HELMET LOT   This is a WWII Soviet army helmet with webbing and chinstrap.  The steel shell retains about 90% original green finish with
wear marks scattered throughout most of the surfaces and small spots of what appears to be white paint at the top left area.  The three sec-
tion black webbing is excellent and fully intact as is the tan canvas chin strap with original hardware. Both the webbing and strap show light
dirt with a white  spot on the rear web section.  The overall condition is very good to excellent.  (74749-13B)

2555. HELMET LOT   This is a U.S. M1 combat helmet complete with suspension webbing, chin strap, nape strap, and sweat band. The left side
of the liner chinstrap is present but separated.  The interior components show mild to moderate ingrained dirt and white mildew staining and
mild wear. The shell retains 95% green with light wear.  (74749-13C)

2556. LOT OF HEADWEAR   This lot consists of a total of six military hats.  Included are two WWII era U.S. Army tan dress caps, two tan
and one OD green garrison caps, and an OD green wool cap with eagle motif pin and buttons.  Very good to near excellent condition
lot overall.  (74749-16B)

2557. FLAG LOT   This is a 48 star U.S. flag measuring 112”x60” and stamped “U.S. Ensign 7” with white areas of wool fading to yellow and exten-
sive mothing occurring but still structurally sound. A nice find for the navy or military collector.  (74749-17A) 

2558. FLAG LOT   This is a 44 star U.S. flag measuring about 9’x6’ with a few scattered small tears and mothing and wool fabric showing fading
but is structurally sound with good color. The base has a couple of names handwritten.  (74749-17B)

2559. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This lot consists of four excellent condition and very rugged brown leather holsters.  First is a left handed Bianchi
X2100 Phantom shoulder holster with rig and suitable for large frame S&W revolvers.  The other three are right handed belt holsters in the
form of an El Paso Saddlery for .45 Govt., a Galco marked FED218 with Galco #6 plastic belt attachment, and a De Santis 85.  (76519-251A)

2560. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This is a lot of five excellent leather side holsters for revolvers.  First is a George Lawrence 14 LC marked 601 for a
7” barrel.  Next is a very sturdy example by Viking with original lanyard.  Next is a Strong 933 showing very little use and a Galco FL224.  The
last item is a Hunter #5, in black and also showing minimal use.  A nice group for large and medium frame revolvers.  (76519-251B)

2561. HOLSTER AND WOOD CRATE LOT   This lot consists of five brown leather side holsters housed in a wood crate that once held 1800 rds.
of Lake City .30 Carbine.  The box measures 14 ½”x10 ½”x7” with strong stamps and excellent condition overall with the lid not present. The
first holster is an unmarked Model 1912 for a 1911 style semi auto, with strap and hanger. Excellent condition with a few minor scuffs but the
interior shows virtually no wear.  Next is a lesser condition Enger-Kress model 1916 with handling marks, a few spots of grime and a small liq-
uid stain on the back.  The flap is weakening somewhat at the top showing creasing.  Next is a flap holster for a small semi auto with mag pouch
and marked “Mdl/l/P”.  Constructed of thin leather, this example shows virtually no use but does show foxing throughout most of its surface.
Next is a Safariland 530 for a snub nose S&W.  The last item is a George Lawrence 32LB with a basket weave pattern.  (76519-251C)

2562. LOT OF LEATHER ITEMS   Four items total.  First is 2 ¾” brown cartridge belt with 33 medium caliber loops and measuring 40” in length
with mild wear and crazing.  Nickel finish buckle and strap are still fully intact. Next is a Bianchi #9-R brown shoulder holster with rig and suit-
able for a 2” Colt Cobra or a S&W Chief in near excellent condition.  Next is another very solid holster, this one a black Don Hume H703, No.
5, 4” with a wear scuff and excellent strap and snap closure. The last item is a left handed tan suede side holster by Milt Sparks and shoeing
some stains from contact with verdigris.  (76519-251D)

2563. HOLSTER AND BELT LOT   This is a 1944 dated Boyt model 1916 holster for a Colt 1911.  The black leather side holster shows only a few
handling marks to the outer area but does exhibit more extensive wear at contact points.  The US logo is still pronounced and the brass snap
has a little verdigris.  Attached to the original hanger is an OD green canvas U.S. issued cartridge belt with only  light wear. The interior shows
light wear but has moderate staining from the black polish runoff. A nice rig overall.  (76519-251E)

2564. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This lot consists of ten black leather side holsters. First is a Bucheimer B825 for a snub nose revolver.  Next is a Don
Hume H216 No. 1-4” showing only a couple of scuffs but still very rigid and a Tex Shomaker marked “16 US” exhibiting basket weave pat-
tern with a still very strong body showing moderate mildew staining.  The next holster is a Bucheimer Guardian for a revolver with about a four
inch barrel.  This lot also has a Viking 116 for a Sig Sauer P220, a Pancake Holsters #4 for medium frame revolvers and a Don Hume for a
small semi-auto pistol.  Also for a small semi-auto is an example by Berns Martin.  Rounding out the lot is a Bucheimer B46-80 for a Browning
Hi-Power and an apparently unused Price Western Leather Co. marked “120 H&K P7M8 G8” with original packaging.  The conditions of the
holsters in this lot range from very good to excellent.  (76519-251F) 

2565. LOT OF LEATHER ITEMS   Nine items total.  Included in this group are four brown side holsters with three by Bianchi, two of which are
left handed: a clip on, #18, suitable for a semi-auto, and a #3S marked “Pistol Pocket/.380 Walther.  The other Bianchi is a rugged #81 for a
Sig Sauer P226 and the last is a pancake style Galco 464 for a S&W compact 9406 or 6906.  The next grouping is of three side belt holders,
each with two pockets and belt loops beginning with a black Gall’s Gear G4151 for double stack magazines, and a brown basket weave style
S.D. Myers cartridge holder with two Bianchi speed strips for cal. 38-357.  The third is a Bianchi #30 “Clip Grip” for Browning Hi-power or
9mm S&W 59.  Also included is an unmarked, brown, 1 ¼”, U.S. military style sling and a U.S manufactured brown, 1 ¼” waist belt marked
“7819” and “44/110”.  The overall condition is excellent.  (76519-251G)

2566. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This is a lot of seven items, all left handed and in excellent condition.  First is an unmarked basket weave style
for a long barreled revolver and a Bianchi #7, “Shadow” for a Colt Commander, both of black leather.  Next is a brown leather Galco 806
marked “Med Fr Auto” and a brown suede Bianchi clip-on for a compact semi-auto.  Next are two black nylon clip-ons: an Uncle Mike’s
Sidekick size 36 and a Bagmaster for a small semi-auto.  Rounding out this “lot for lefties” is a Fobus 6900 two pocket holder for dou-
ble stack magazines.  (76519-251H)

2567. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This lot consists of seven items designed for lefthanders. First is a Galco 248 brown leather shoulder holster with rig
including a dual magazine holder marked SCL22.  Next are four black soft nylon clip on side holsters by Uncle Mike’s in sizes 0, 1, 2, and 10.
Next is an unmarked black nylon side holster for a semi-auto and last is a black leather clip-on for a compact semi-auto. This is an excellent
condition lot for the lefthander with several appearing unused.  (76519-251I)
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2568. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This lot consists of seven right handed side holsters. There are two black leather examples with one unmarked with
a magazine pouch attached and suitable for about .45 cal. and another by S&W and marked “B37  32”.  Another by S&W is a small brown
leather marked “21  80”.  Next are two more brown leather examples: a Sportsman marked “G 44 5” and a Bianchi 22 Auto #09.  The last
two are of rugged black nylon size 2’s for semi-autos comprised of an Uncle Mike’s and a Blackhawk.  The overall condition is very good to
excellent with some apparently unused.  (76519-251J)

2569. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This lot consists of 14 holsters, all right-handed.  First are a brown leather Bianchi #X15 Large and a black nylon
Uncle Mike’s both for long barreled revolvers and with shoulder rigs. Next is an excellent Galco tan leather Duke for a Ruger Vaquero or Colt
SAA and in original package with papers.  Another nice piece is a George Lawrence 22 H&RS in supple brown leather.  There are two pan-
cake style: A Bianchi #3 Shadow for 38/357 and a S&W B29 32.  Also ther is an E.D. Mayo brown basket weave style with attached paddle
and a Kolpin with fabric lined interior.  There is a sturdy Jay-Pee designed for a small semi-auto and an apparently unused plastic Sig Sauer
with paddle and instruction sheet.  Also included is a rare Seventree horsehide strongside.  The last three are a European style for semi auto,
an Uncle Mikes Size 2 and a clip on for a small revolver. A diversified lot with conditions ranging from very good to near new.  (76519-251K)

2570. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This lot consists of four leather holsters for revolvers.  First is a very well constructed Hunter marked “1060-8/9505”
with virtually no internal wear and a few light scuffs to the outside surfaces.  Next is a Don Hume H216 No. 76 in black with tons of life left
and a Hunter 110047 for a long barreled and an unmarked for a shorter barreled.  The overall condition is near excellent.  (76519-251J)

2571. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This lot consists of seven leather holsters for revolvers.  Included are four with basket weave patterns beginning with
a very rugged Safariland 2752 for S&W Model 19 in black and a black S.D. Myres showing little use.  Another attractive example is a 011
Roy’s Original by Pancake Holsters in brown with minimal wear. The fourth is a black and very protective Bianchi #350 for a S&W N frame
Another impressive example is a  Bianchi #16L for a large S&W in a pleasing brown with a few handling marks and light scuffs.  A Cabela’s
BP7 replica flap holster for an 1860 Army with an excellent exterior and light mildew to the interior is included as is a Bianchi marked 22 S.A.
#1.  This is an excellent condition lot of quality holsters.  (76519-251K)

2572. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This is a lot of six black, right hand side holsters including three injection molded polymer examples by Fobus in the
following models, all with paddles: SG-21, C-21 and LK-4.  The other three are of nylon construction including an apparently unused and in
the original package with papers, Blackhawk for small/medium double action revolvers with 2” barrel.  Next is a Bag Master for medium semi-
auto with metal clip and magazine pocket.  Lastly is an apparently unused and excellent condition Uncle Mike’s size 4 for a long barreled
revolver.  (76519-251J)

2573. LOT OF BELTS AND ACCESSORIES   This lot consists of approximately 15 items, mainly belts and pouches.  First are four apparently
unused black nylon belts: A Bianchi 7210 duty belt, an Uncle Mike’s Law Enforcement Ultra Duty, size XX with original hang tag, a 5.11 Tactical
Series Style 59409 and an unmarked 2” wide of impressive construction.  Next are two tan leather U.S. military 20th century style slings, one
by Uncle Mike’s, the other unmarked with both in excellent condition. One more sling is included, this one being a 3/4” wide brown leather
sporting sling with light wear and crazing with detachable swivels. The next two items are dual pocket leather pouches. First is a Safariland
370-2-C speed loader holder with basket weave pattern and the other is Bianchi #22A cartridge pouch. Also included is an Uncle Mike’s size
10 ankle strap, a leather paddle, a Bianchi PatrolTek flashlight pouch, a Bagmaster Thumb-break #TBL, three Bianchi speed strips for 38/357
and an apparently unused Allen nylon pistol rug.  (76519-251K)

2574. LOT OF HOLSTERS   This is a lot of seven right handed leather side holsters beginning with a George Lawrence 31C in tan with light han-
dling marks and a Strong 934 that is a lightly faded black and of quality construction.  Next is a black S.D. Myres with a few scuffs and creas-
ing at the strap and suitable for a small semi-auto.  Next is a Bucheimer PM-3 for a short barreled semi-auto and showing a moderate edge
scuff.  Next is a black Ray’s Original Pancakes Holsters 011 marked S&W Med. 6.  The next one is a lightweight brown flap holster by Red
Head for a semi auto and marked 1309B 4½.  The last one is a nicely constructed tan flap holster for a semi-auto.  The overall condition of
the lot is near excellent.  (76519-251L)

2575. LOT OF HOLSTERS   Total of three.  First is a Folsom’s Audley marked “Patented Oct. 13, 1914” with a black leather surface with a few light
handling marks and a few minor light blue spots.  The leather is supple and the spring catch remains functional.  Likely used for .38 cal. law
enforcement.  The next item is a U.S. M1912 holster by Rock Island Arsenal and marked “1915/T.C.C.”.  The brown leather is supple with scat-
tered light handling marks.  There are areas of light white staining mostly on the back and the leather is experiencing some light cracking.  The
stitching is fully intact as are the brass components, all showing moderate verdigris.  The interior shows minimal wear with more mildew stain-
ing.  The last item is a Bianchi M66 brown leather military style for a Colt 1911. Complete with top flap, this example has seen very minimal
use and rates excellent with very light handling marks and some verdigris around the brass.  (76519-251M)

2576. CASE TRIMMER LOT   This is an RCBS Trim Pro Power Case Trimmer with spring loaded shell holder and includes shell holder sizes #2,
3, 4 and 10.  Also included are nine pilots in the following calibers: .22, .24, .25, .27, 7mm, .30, .35, .40, .44 and .45.  Item appears unused and
fully functional with all original components and is housed in original factory box.  (76519-48A)

2577. LOT OF SCOPES   This lot consists of two rifle scopes.  First is a Bushnell Banner 3-9x56 with black finish, crosshair reticle, clear, crisp optics.
Included are original plastic lens covers and the condition is as new in box.  The other scope is a Thompson Center Electra Dot TC4 Short,
4x18 with a matte black tube measuring 7 3/4" in length. Scope is as new in box with plastic lens covers and papers.  (76519-262A)

2578. LOT OF OPTICAL ACCESSORIES   This lot consists of seven items, all unused and in their original packages.  First is a Tasco #35E Shot
Saver Bore Sighter complete with 14 bore studs for calibers .177, .22, 6mm, .25, 6.5mm, .27, 7mm, .30, .32, .338, .35, .375, .44, and .45. The
second package is a set of Weaver 1" tip off mounts in silver and suitable for .22 rifles with 3/8" factory grooved receivers.  Next is a set of
Weaver Quad Lock 1" high set of four aluminum gripping straps in matte black and fits up to 44mm. OBJ lens.  Package includes wrench and
instructions. The fourth item is also by Weaver, a pivot mount base 163A to be used on Marlin models 36, 62, 336, 444 and 1894.  Next is a
Burris Trumount in black with universal base for the Browning 1885 Highwall.  Also included is a Tasco Scope Guide #28A used for zeroing
riflescopes and the last item is a package of Butler Creek bikini scope covers. A useful and diversified lot in unused condition.  (76519-262B) 

2579. LOT OF OPTICAL ACCESSORIES   This is a lot of seven items, as new and in their original packages.  First is a set of black Leupold
Ringmount Sako High (1.06) scope rings with Torx wrench and screws.  The second item is also by Leupold, a set of QR Rem 700 scope
mounts in matte black and suitable for BSA Monarch, Remington 700, S&W 1500, Ruger M77 (round receiver), Mark V and Vanguard.  The
next package is labeled "Tactical Ring High Matt", a set of rings with wrench and screws.  This is followed by another set of rings, a turn in
style high set by Millet, in smooth black.  Next is a Scoplevel anti-cant device with 30 mm ring and in matte black.  Next is a Winchester low
profile shotgun sight kit, a four piece fiber optic kit that fits most guns with a ventilated rib.  The last item is a Meprolight Sights Israeli Army
Sight System ML-200A night sight system for S&W revolvers.  (76519-262C)
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2580. LOT OF OPTICAL ACCESSORIES    This is a lot of eight items beginning with a Tech Force 96 red dot scope with mount and measur-
ing  four inches in length.  The second item is an AK-47 side rail scope mount by Promag Industries in original box with wrench, the third a
Millett universal two-piece custom sculptured bases package suitable for Remington 7400 and 7600. Next is a set of Weaver matte black,
Quad Lock, 1” high set of four aluminum straps that fits up to 44mm OBJ lens. Next is a Redfield JR MA4 scope mount base for a Marlin
1894 in box with papers.  Also included is a Redfield scope mount base marked 700 LA. The last two items are two mounts for Winchester
model 70 with one marked “70-AM” and the other “70A” with rings attached.  The conditions of the items in this lot range from excellent to
as new in package.  (76519-262D)

2581. LOT OF OPTICAL ACCESSORIES   This lot consists of 14 unused items in their original packages.  First are two packages of individual
Ruger extra high, 1.187”, 6B scope ring assemblies.  Second is a pair of Leupold STD high rings (.900), 49903 with wrench and screws.  Also
included is a  Brownells black, 1” anti-cant-device.  The last category consists of 10 packages of Weaver pivot mount bases including six for
various caliber Winchester model 70 and the balance suitable for a wide range of models. (76519-262E)

2582. LOT OF RELOADING TOOLS   This is a Lyman 450 Bullet Sizer & Lubricator, apparently unused and housed in original shipping carton.
Also included is a correct box now housing several used but excellent condition components including nine sizing dies, original wrench and
bullet lube.  Lastly are three reloading related pamphlets by Lyman.  (76519-101A)

2583. LOT OF SHOT SHELLS   This lot consists of 12 ga.: (28) loose rds. of Federal Hi-Power 6 shot; (5) loose rds. of Federal Maxim JM Super Slug;
(7) rds. of Remington Peters Express 6 shot; (1) rd. of Alcan stamped 3-1-6; (10) rds. making up a full box marked “Navy Arms Co. Black Powder
Shotgun Shells Field Load 2 3/4”  1 1/8 oz., no. 6 shot.  The overall condition is about very good with tarnish evident on most.  (76519-163A)

2584. LOT OF SHOT SHELLS   This lot consists of seven full boxes: (5) five rd. of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 ¾” 00 Buck; (1) 25 rd. of RST Ltd. 16
ga., 2 ½”, 1 oz., 8 shot; (1) 25 rd. of Eley (English manufactured) 16 ga., 2 ½”, 15/16 oz., 7 shot.  The lot is in excellent condition.  (76519-163B)

2585. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four 20 rd size boxes of 45-70 Government: (2) full of Remington High Velocity 300 gr., semi
jktd., HP; (1) full and (1) containing nine rds. of Winchester Western X 300 gr., jacketed HP.  The nine rds. are currently housed in a Peters
box for the correct caliber, featuring white text over a blue and red backdrop and showing crisp edges and some minor discoloration and sep-
aration.  The ammunition in this lot is in excellent condition. (76519-163C)

2586. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 358 Win. 200 gr., Silvertip in very good to excellent
overall condition with several showing spots of scattered tarnish.  (76519-163D)

2587. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X: (1) of 358 Win. 200 gr., Silvertip with bright cases
overall but some with light to mild tarnish; (1) of 7mm WSM (Winchester Short Magnum), 150 gr., Power Point in excellent condition and the
box having a retail sticker attached.  (76519-163E)

2588. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of 32-40 Win. 165 gr. S.P.: (2) of Winchester; (2) of Remington Kleanbore.
The conditions range from near very good with moderate spots of tarnish and light oxidation to excellent.  The Remington boxes have some
tears and missing flaps with stains and price stickers on all four.  (76519-163F)

2589. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND FIRED CASES   This lot consists of five containers: (1) full 20 rd. box of Remington High Velocity 220 Swift
50 gr., pointed SP rating excellent with box showing areas of moderate scuffing; (1) full ten rd. box rating excellent and (1) containing two
rds. and three fired cases rating very good of RWS 8x57R 360; (1) bag containing 44 rds. of 30-06 consisting of 35 of Winchester dated 1953
and 9 of Remington dated 1954 rating very good to excellent; (1) box containing 18 rds. of Winchester Super X .250 Savage fired cases rat-
ing excellent.  (76519-163G)

2590. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains five full containers:  (1) 20 rd. box of Remington 357 Rem. Max. 158 gr., semi-jktd. HP; (1) 25
rd. box of Winchester Super X 44 S&W Special 200 gr., Silvertip HP; (1) 20 rd. box of Federal Classic 32 H&R Mag., 85 gr., Hi-Shok JHP; (1)
20rd. box of Federal Premium Personal Defense 380 auto 90 gr., Hydra Shok JHP; (1) six rd. black leather S&W cartridge pouch of Winchester
Western Super X 38 Spl. The lot is in excellent overall condition.  (76519-163H)

2591. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of five full boxes: (2) 50 rd. of commercially reloaded Old Western Scrounger 32 French Long
93 gr., FMJ; (2) 50 rd. of Remington 30 Luger 93 gr., M.C. Bullet; (1) containing five, 8 rd. stripper clips of 7.62mm Ostrych (7.62x25mm).
The ammunition is in excellent overall condition.  (76519-163I)

2592. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes of Federal Hi-Power 45 Colt 225 gr., semi-wadcutter HP with one box
rating very good to excellent with scattered light tarnish on some and a sun faded box with a retail sticker applied, and the other rating
excellent.  (76519-163J)

2593. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes of Federal Hi-Power 45 Colt 225 gr., semi-wadcutter HP rating very good to
excellent with areas of sun fading to the boxes which also have retail stickers applied.  (76519-163K)

2594. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of American Eagle .30 Carbine 110 gr., metal case bullet with conditions
ranging from very good to excellent with tarnish on some, particularly at the tips.  (76519-163L)

2595. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of U.S. Surplus .30 Carbine manufactured at the Lake City Ordnance
Plant and in the original buff colored box with black print: (1) with 1943 dated head stamps rating excellent; (1) stamped “Repacked 9-44” with
1943 dated head stamps rating near excellent with light tarnish to some tips; (1) factory sealed and stamped “Repacked 9-44”.  (76519-163M)

2596. LOT OF AMMUNITION   This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of U.S. Surplus .30 Carbine in the plain tan box with black print: (2) full
of Western Cartridge Company with 1943 dated headstamps; (1) full of Lake City Ordnance Plant dated 1943; (1) containing approximately
30 rds. of 1944 dated Winchester.  The overall condition is very good to excellent.  (76519-163N) 

2597. COLT PRE-WAR OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER  serial #594766, .38 Special, 4" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 60% blended thinning blue and pewter mix with spots of light oxidation staining and loss due to holster wear.  There are several
light impact marks at the muzzle and the fixed blade front sight has light filing marks along the top.
The two piece checkered walnut grips rate very good overall and are numbered 744 however they
fit the revolver very well.  The points on the grips are slightly rounded and interestingly the bottom
strap is marked "C.P.D. No.146".  An about very good example with law enforcement markings.
(106919-2) {C&R}                                                                                                     (350/550)
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2598. W.W. GREENER HUMANE HORSE KILLER serial #11520,
.310 Cadet, with 3 3/4" bright excellent rifled bore.  This collapsible
firearm measures 10 1/2" assembled and 6 1/2" when collapsed.
The metal surfaces retain 85% blue with a couple of small spots of
oxidation staining and has a few scratches near the address line on
the muffler tube.  The barrel is marked with British proofs and the
brass removable top is marked mallet and is used in striking the
spring loaded firing pin with opposing free hand.  The bottom brass
is marked "top / broad arrow / MKI" on the long bevel edge.  The muffler tube is marked "Greener's Humane Horse Killer 16 / W. W. Greener
Maker London & Birmingham".   Interestingly these unconventional pistols were issued to British cavalry soldiers late into WWII in charge of
tending horses used in military operations.  (106519-534) {C&R} (300/500)

2599. COLT MK IV / SERIES 80 GOVERNMENT MODEL SEMI-PISTOL  serial #RR14933, .380ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% plus original blue with scattered spots of light oxidation and staining present.  The hammer and cham-
ber still show bright nickel with moderate oxidation staining present.  The two piece checkered grips rate overall very good with slightly round-
ed points.  There is no magazine included.  (106916-11) (350/550) 

2600. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a blued Super 14", round barrel in .357 Herret with a bright excellent bore.  Barrel retains
95% plus of its original blue finish and comes in a non matching factory box with Styrofoam insert and is in excellent condition.  (106519-308)

2601. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a blued Super 14", round barrel in 30-30 Win., with a bright excellent bore.  Barrel retains
90% plus of its original blue and comes in its original factory box with Styrofoam insert. (106519-308A)

2602. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" octagon barrel in .357 Magnum retaining 95% plus of its original blue finish with a
bright excellent bore.  Included with this barrel is the factory box with Styrofoam insert.  (106519-308B)

2603. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" round bull barrel in 45 Colt and .410 with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 95% of their original blue and the barrel comes with a choke wrench, choke insert, and matching factory box.  (106519-308C)

2604. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" octagon barrel in 45 Colt with bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains about 95%
of its original blue and comes with a non matching factory box.  (106519-308D)

2605. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" bull barrel in 9mm Luger with unfired bore.  The barrel retains 99% original blue
and comes in its original factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308E)

2606. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" octagon barrel in 22LR with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 90% plus
of its original blue and comes with a non matching factory box.  (106519-308F)

2607. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" bull barrel in 32-20 Win with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95% plus
of its original blue and comes with a correct factory box.  (106519-308F1)  

2608. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" bull barrel in 32 H&R with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99%
of their original blue and the barrel comes in a correct factory box.  (106519-308G) 

2609. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" bull barrel in 9mm Luger with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95% plus of its
original blue finish and comes in an original factory box.  (106519-308H)

2610. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 44 Rem. Mag., with bright excellent bore.  The
barrel retains 99% original finish and comes in a correct factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308I)

2611. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 22 LR with bright excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 99% original finish and comes with a factory installed scope base in its correct factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308J)

2612. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 30-30 Win with bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel retains 99% original finish and comes in a correct factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308K)

2613. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 7-30 Waters with bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel retains 95% plus original finish and comes in a correct factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308L)

2614. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 357 Rem. Max., with bright excellent bore.  The
barrel retains 99% original finish and comes in a correct factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308M)

2615. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued bull barrel in 17 HMR with bright excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 99% original finish and comes with a factory installed scope base  in its correct factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308N)

2616. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a Super 14” blue finished bull barrel in 300 Whisper.  The 14" round barrel retains 95%
plus original finish and has a bright excellent bore.  The barrel comes in its correct factory box and is in excellent condition.  (106519-308P)

2617. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a combination 10" blued 45 Colt / .410 barrel with excellent bore.  The ventilated ribbed
barrel with removable choke retains 95% plus of its original finish with a few minor surface scratches that don’t go through the finish.  The bar-
rel comes in its original factory box with choke insert papers and choke tool all in excellent condition.  (106519-308Q)

2618. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" blued bull barrel in 30-30 Win., with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95%
plus of its original blue and comes with a correct factory box.  (106519-308R)

2619. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" blued  octagon barrel in 22 Hornet with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains
95% plus of its original blue and comes with a non matching factory box.  (106519-308S)

2620. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a Super 16" blued finish barrel in 45-70 GVT., with bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
face retains 99% of its original blue finish and comes with its original factory box.  (106519-308T)

2621. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a Super 16" blued finish 44 Mag. barrel with excellent bore.  The barrel is factory drilled
and tapped and retains 99% of its original blue and comes with its original factory box.  (106519-308U)

2622. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a Super 16" blued finish 45-70 GVT., barrel with excellent bore.  The barrel is factory drilled
and tapped and retains 99% of its original blue and comes with its original factory box.  (106519-308V)
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2623. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a Super 16" blued finish 45 Colt
/ .410 ventilated rib barrel with excellent bore.  The barrel retains 99% of its original
blue and comes with a choke wrench, screw-in choke and its original factory
box.  (106519-308W)

2624. MINIATURE REPLICA BROWNING 1919
MACHINE GUN  A non firing scaled version of the 1919
machine gun attached to a working tripod with functioning
T&E device.  This unmarked beauty is very detailed and in
excellent condition.  Includes with the replica is a short cloth belt of miniature "30 caliber ball
ammo" This would make a great centerpiece for any collector’s den or spark the fire in a young
gun enthusiast.  (106519-273)

2625. AMERICAN FUR AND TRADE COMPANY  A number 6 double long spring bear trap with cast steel jaws and teeth.  There is a heavy
machine linked chain with inline swivel attached to the base.  The trap is likely a modern reproduction and has 95% plus of its original paint-
ed finish, with a 17" jaw spread with an overall length of 46" in excellent condition.  (1065129-47)

2626. ONEIDA NEWHOUSE BEAR TRAP  A number 15 double long spring bear trap with cast steel jaws and offset teeth.  There is a heavy
machine linked chain with inline swivel attached to the base.  The metal surfaces are mostly an even brown oxidized patina with a few cast-
ing imperfections present on the jaws.  The jaw spread is roughly 11 inches and the trap appears complete and is in good to very good over-
all condition.  (106519-47) 

2627. MACKENZIE DISTRICT FUR CO., LTD. BEAR TRAP  A modern number 15 double long spring bear trap with cast steel jaws and off-
set teeth.  There is a heavy machine linked chain with inline swivel attached to the base.  The metal surfaces are mostly still blue showing scat-
tered spots of oxidation with a few casting imperfections and dings present on the jaws.  The jaw spread is roughly 11 inches and the trap
appears complete and is in good to very good overall condition.  (106519-491)

2628. ONEIDA NEWHOUSE BEAR TRAP  A number 5 double long spring bear trap with cast steel jaws and teeth.  There is a heavy machine
linked chain with inline swivel attached to the base.  The metal surfaces are mostly an even brown oxidized patina.  The jaw spread is rough-
ly 10 inches and the trap appears complete and is in good to very good overall condition.  (106519-491A)

2629. ONEIDA NEWHOUSE BEAR TRAP  A number 6 double long spring bear trap with cast steel jaws.  The teeth look to have been cut off
with a torch at one time in this trap’s history.   There is a heavy machine linked chain with inline swivel attached to the base.  The metal sur-
faces are mostly an even brown oxidized patina with a few casting imperfections present on the jaws.  The jaw spread is roughly 14 inches
and the trap appears complete and is in good to very good overall condition.  (106519-491B)

2630. SCOPE LOT   Includes a Barska 6.5-20x50mm matte black finished scope with 1" diameter tube.  The scope has a few light scratches in
the finish and faint ring marks with standard duplex reticle and crisp clear optics in overall excellent condition.  (106519-264A)

2631. SCOPE LOT   Includes a Burris 2X-7X gloss black finish scope with rings.  The scope has a few light scratches in the finish and the optic is
crisp with a standard duplex reticle.  (106519-264L)

2632. SCOPE LOT  Includes Japanese made Colt 3x20 AR style scope.  The optic is crisp and has a standard duplex reticle.  There is light silver-
ing along the edges of the knurled fittings but scope remains in excellent condition.  Included with the scope are a set of brittle leather lens
covers with a separated strap. (106519-264K)
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2633. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Center Point 4-16x40mm AO rifle scope.  The matte black finish rates excellent and the scope has an illuminated
Mil-Dot reticle, Weaver see through Picatinny style rings, and 1/4 MOA easy adjustments.  The scope is in excellent condition.  (106519-264D)

2634. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Center Point 4-16x40mm AO rifle scope.  The matte black finish rates excellent and the scope has an illuminated
Mil-Dot reticle, Weaver see through Picatinny style rings, and 1/4 MOA easy adjustments.  The scope is in excellent condition.  (106519-264C)

2635. LOT OF SCOPES  Includes two Lyman Alaskan scopes first serial #A8564 fixed power scope with 3/4" tube and crisp clear optic with stan-
dard crosshair reticle in very good overall condition showing spots of freckling in the blue finish.  Second is serial #44186 fixed power scope
with clear crisp optic and standard crosshair reticle in good overall condition.  Scope has several patches of active oxidation and staining pre-
sent.  (106519-264N)

2636. LOT OF SCOPES  Three total first is an NcStar Red and Green Dot Reflex sight with four reticle choices on a weaver D4B mount in
excellent condition.  Second are two Tasco Bantam 2.5X20 scopes with crisp clear optics and Pro Shot reticle in very good to excellent
condition.  (106519-264M)

2637. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 223 Rem. with bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel retains 99% original finish and has been factory drilled and tapped for scope mounts and comes in a correct factory box in excellent
condition.  (106519-308X)

2638. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 22 Hornet with bright excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 95% original finish and comes in a correct factory box with a Weaver scope base installed in excellent condition.  (106519-308Y)

2639. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 35 Rem., sealed in its original factory packaging
presumably in excellent condition.  (106519-308Z)

2640. MAGAZINE LOT  Includes a single five round Valmet magazine with 95% of its original finish remaining in excellent overall con-
dition.  (106520-496B)

2641. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Bushnell Banner 1.5-6x21 with duplex reticle and clear crisp optic.  The scope shows faint ring marks and is in over-
all excellent condition.  (106519-264P)

2642. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold Vari-X III 1.75-6 power scope with heavy duplex reticle and clear crisp optic.  The scope shows a few light
wear marks from mounting and is in excellent condition.  (106519-264Q)

2643. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Karl Kaps 4X36 matte black finished rifle scope with German No. 1 reticle and clear crisp optic.  The scope mea-
sures 11 1/2" overall with faint ring marks and a small spot of fine oxidation staining present on the underside of the tube.  Scope is in near
excellent condition.  (106519-264B)

2644. LOT OF SCOPES  Includes two; first is a Bushnell wide angle 3-9x40 illuminated wide reticle scopes with crisp clear optics.  The scope has
faint ring marks on the matte black finish and is in excellent condition.  Second is an NcStar 2-7x32EER scope with illuminated duplex reticle and
clear optics.  This scope comes with original box, papers, rings, spare battery and bikini style lens covers in excellent condition.  (106519-264I)

2645. LOT OF SCOPES  Includes two, first is a Simmons Aetec 2.8-10x44 illuminated reticle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.  The
scope measures 15" overall and has a few light surface scratches in the matte black finish.  Included with the scope is a set of lens covers both
items in excellent condition overall.  Second is a Smith & Wesson SWR3-x42 rifle scope measuring 13" overall with a heavy duplex reticle and
crisp clear optics.  Included with the scope is a set of S&W bikini style lens covers.  Both items are in excellent condition.  (106519-264)

2646. STOCK LOT  What is likely a kit stock for a Hawken style half stock percussion sporting rifle.  The stock is fitted with an unmarked lock, brass
forend cap, buttplate and trigger guard.  There are several small scratches in and through the finish with the left side having the deepest
scratch opposite the lock.  This would make a great candidate for a replacement or rebuild.  (106780-S17921C)

2647. NIGHT VISION SIGHT  Includes a U.S. marked AN/SU-87/PVS-4 night vision rifle sight with case, daylight lens cover, and aluminum case.
The sight appears complete and is in very good condition.  (106519-554)

2648. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  Includes a "3200" Target scope with case.  Serial #U01432, 12X target scope measuring 23 1/2" overall.  The
scope is equipped with target blocks and rings and also includes a set of screw in lens covers; 2" sun shade and micro adjust knurled turn
knobs.  The optic is clear and crisp and it has a standard crosshair reticle.  The scope and plastic travel case both rate excellent.  (6519-551)

2649. LOT OF SCOPES   Includes two Bausch and Lomb Balvar scopes with rings and mounts.  The mounts are marked Win 70 and have light
handling marks, each set is missing two screws but remain in very good plus condition.  The first scope is a fixed 2.5 power scope with stan-
dard crosshair reticle and clear optic.  The tube has moderate amounts of finish loss, scratches and specs of fine oxidation staining present.
The second scope is a Balvar 2.5-8x with standard crosshair reticle and crisp clear optic with several faint handling marks near its entire length
in very good condition.  (106519-264F) 

2650. LOT OF SCOPES  Includes four first is a Bushnell 3-9X rifle scope with heavy duplex reticle and crisp clear optic.  The scope has a set of
Redfield or Leupold style pivot rings (no base included) and is in excellent condition.  Second is a Bushnell Lite-Site 4x rifle scope with slight-
ly cloudy optic and standard crosshair reticle.  The scope is in very good overall condition showing light ring marks and trace amounts of fine
oxidation staining.  Third is a Bushnell 2-6x E.E.R. scope with crisp optic and standard crosshair reticle.  There are several light surfaces scratch-
es in the matte black finish and the scope comes with a set of lens covers in very good plus condition.  Fourth is a Daisy Outdoor Products
Power Line 3-9X32 air rifle scope with standard crosshair reticle and crisp clear optic.  The scope is missing the caps for the windage and
elevation adjusters and includes a set of see-through rings in good overall condition.  (106519-264E) 

2651. LOT OF SCOPES Includes two first is a Thompson Center Electra Dot 4X scope with Dot T reticle and crisp clear optic.  The scope will need
a new battery (energizer 357/303 or similar) and does work.  There are ring marks and several other light handling blemishes along the 1"
diameter tube to also include some fine oxidation staining near the adjusters.  Scope is in good overall condition.  Second is a Bear Cup fixed
2 3/4X scope with a post and crosshair reticle and clear crisp optic.  There is an even fade in the finish and several small scratches.  The scope
comes with a set of low profile Weaver rings and is in very good overall condition.  (106519-264H)

2652. LOT OF ASTRA 902 / 903 PARTS  Lot includes the following; 6 1/4" 9mm Largo barrel with lightly frosted bore, complete very good con-
dition hardwood shoulder stock numbered 29911 inside the cap, a pair of 12 groove hardwood grips, and the majority of the grip frame parts
except the select fire control parts.  The items included in this lot range in very good to excellent condition overall.  (106519-336)
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2653. LOT OF SCOPES  Includes four, first is a Bausch and Lomb Baltur a 2.5x scope with post and crosshair reticle with crisp clear optic.  The
scope has several light scratches in the gloss black finish with spots of fine light oxidation staining in good overall condition.  Second is a
Bushnell Trophy XLT 2-6X32 E.E.R. scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  Included with this scope is a set of flip-up Butler Creek
eye covers in excellent condition.  Third is a Hensoldt Wetzlar 2-10X scope with German number 1 style reticle and cloudy optic.  The scope
is near void of finish with the exception of scattered spots of blended fine oxidation staining.  It has a small dent in the viewing disc and remains
in fair to good overall condition.  Fourth is a Weaver D4 fixed power rifle scope with duplex reticle and slightly cloudy optic.  The cope is miss-
ing its adjuster caps and comes with a set of low profile rings in good overall condition.  (106519-264G)

2654. LOT OF SCOPES  Includes two; first is a FM 3-9x26 rile scope with illuminated Mil. Dot reticle and clear crisp optics.  The scope comes
with 1/2" dove tail and base compatible with most picatinny rail systems, clear bikini style lens covers and original box, Allen wrench, and
paper in excellent condition.  Second is a BSA Deer Hunter 3-9x40 illuminated duplex reticle scope with gloss black finish showing faint ring
marks in very good overall condition.  (106519-264I)

2655. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 21" blued round barrel in 357 Rem. Max., with bright excellent bore.  The
barrel has been factory drilled and tapped for scope mounts and retains 99% original finish and comes in a correct factory box in excellent
condition.  (106519-308AA)

2656. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 21" .410 barrel with excellent bore.  The ventilated ribbed barrel with removable choke
retains 95% plus of its original finish with a few minor surface scratches that don’t go through the finish.  The barrel comes in its original fac-
tory box and is in excellent condition.  (106519-308AB)

2657. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a Super 14 bull barrel in 45 Win. Mag., with bright excellent bore.  The barrels retain 95%
plus original finish and have an adjustable rear target sight.  The barrel comes in its original factory box.  (106519-308AC)

2658. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" blued bull barrel in 9mm Luger with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95% plus
of its original finish and comes in an original factory box.  (106519-308AD)

2659. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" ported blued bull barrel in .357 Mag., with a raised rib with folding leaf rear sight
and excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95% plus of its original finish and comes in an original factory box with tool.  (106519-308AE)

2660. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" blued bull barrel .32-40 Win.,  with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95% plus
of its original finish and comes in an original factory box.  (106519-308AF)

2661. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a Super 14 blued bull barrel in .17 Rem., in its original factory packaging in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-308AG)

2662. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" blued bull barrel in 32 H&R Mag., with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains 97%
of its original finish and comes in an original factory box.  (106519-308AH)

2663. THOMPSON CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL  Includes a 10" blued bull barrel in 357 Rem. Max., with bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel retains 99% original finish and comes in a correct factory box in excellent condition.  (106519-308AI)

2664. THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL  Includes a 10" blued  octagon barrel in 222 Rem., with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95%
plus of its original blue and comes with a non matching factory box.  (106519-308AJ)

2665. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes an un-opened 250 round mega pack of Remington UMC 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ, cartridges in presum-
ably excellent condition.  (106516-37)

2666. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2", 9/16 Oz, No. 7 shot in excellent condition.
(106519-437)

2667. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2", 9/16 Oz, No. 7 shot in excellent condition.
(106519-437A)

2668. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2", 9/16 Oz, No. 7 shot in excellent condition.
(106519-437B)

2669. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed blister pack of surplus 308 Win. (7.62x51mm) ball ammunition.  The pack is made up of ten 20
round packs labeled 308 Win., 145 gr., FMJBT and cartridges are in presumed excellent condition.  (106519-34)

2670. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes a half brick (250) rounds of 22WRF, 45 gr. rimfire cartridges in excellent condi-
tion. There are five 50 round boxes in a 1986 limited edition outer sleeve that has a small tear on the top with all remaining in excellent
condition.  (106727-7A)

2671. LOT OF AMERICAN EAGLE AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of .380 ACP, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges all in excel-
lent condition.  Four of the five boxes have stickers on them that read "Warning Notice Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local
sporting shop.  (106519-838A)

2672. LOT OF REMINGTON UMC AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of .380 ACP, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  All five boxes have stickers on them that read "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sporting shop.  (106519-838)

2673. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five boxes, first are three full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .380 ACP, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box Winchester .380 ACP, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good plus condition showing light discol-
oration on the brass.  Third is a partial 50 round box (49) of Federal Hi-Power fired brass.  Four of the five boxes have stickers that read
"Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sport shop.  (106519-838C)

2674. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five boxes, first are two boxes of Winchester Super X .380 ACP, 85 gr., HP Silvertip cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  One box is a full 50 rounds the other a partial containing 25.  Second is a full 50 round box of CCI Blazer .380 ACP, 88 gr.,
JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Winchester Win Clean .380 ACP, 95 gr., BEB cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Fourth is a full 50 round box of Winchester / Western Super-X .380 ACP, 85 gr., HP Silvertip cartridges in excellent condition.  A few
of the boxes have stickers that read "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sport shop.  (106519-838D)

2675. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a full brick of Hirtenberg .380 ACP.  The brick is labeled 9mm Browning kurz / .380 Automatic and con-
tains ten 25 round boxes of 95 gr., nickel plated FMJ cartridges with some showing flaking in the plating on the lead in good overall condi-
tion.  (106519-838E)
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2676. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a full brick of Hirtenberg .380 ACP.  The brick is labeled 9mm Browning kurz / .380 Automatic and con-
tains ten 25 round boxes of 95 gr., nickel plated FMJ cartridges with some showing flaking in the plating on the lead in good overall condi-
tion.  (106519-838G)

2677. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a full brick of Hirtenberg .380 ACP.  The brick is labeled 9mm Browning kurz / .380 Automatic and con-
tains ten 25 round boxes of 95 gr., nickel plated FMJ cartridges with some showing flaking in the plating on the lead in good overall condi-
tion.  (106519-838F)

2678. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes an assortment of .380 ACP from multiple manufacturers.  First are three sealed ten round blister packs
of Magtech Gold 85 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are three full 25 round boxes of Hirtenberg 95 gr., FMJ cartridges
in good overall condition with some flaking on the plating with varying levels of light oxidation present on the brass.  Third are two full 25
round boxes of Remington Golden Saber 102 gr., Brass JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  One of the boxes has a sticker that reads
"Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sporting goods shop.  Fourth is a partial 50 round box (38) of Federal Premium 90
gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fifth is a sealed full 50 round box of Venezuelan made 93 gr., FMJ cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-838B)    

2679. U.S. MARKED MK 36 MOD 3 NIGHT VISION SCOPE  This Navy used night vision scope measures 17" overall with carry case, day
time lens cover, rail adapter, handle and battery adapter.  The scope appears complete and is in very good overall condition.  (106519-342)

2680. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates good - very good overall with some show-
ing signs of light oxidation staining along the casing.  (106519-419)

2681. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates very good overall.  (106519-419A)

2682. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates very good overall.  (106519-419B)

2683. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates near excellent.  (106519-419C)

2684. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates near excellent.  (106519-419D)

2685. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips.  A couple of the boxes have small tears but remain intact and the
ammunition rates good - very good overall with evidence of fine oxidation present along some of the casings.  (106519-419E)

2686. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips in very good condition.  (106519-419F)

2687. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 150 rounds of VZ /61 head stamp marked Czechoslovakian manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.
There are ten 15 round packs with all cartridges on five round stripper clips in very good condition.  (106519-419G)

2688. TAKE DOWN LUGGAGE CASE  A Browning style case measuring 32"x10 3/4"x4 1/4".  The case will accommodate a two barrel, set up
to 30" in length.  The interior is lined in white faux fur that has darkened with age.  The case is lockable and has two keys present.  The exte-
rior stitching remains mostly tight with a couple of popped stitches in the front and has a small piece of the rubber trim missing.  An overall
very good case that has plenty of field use left in it.  (106520-3793A)

2689. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes a sealed case of Winchester Super-X HB Game Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz, No. 5 lead shot in excel-
lent condition.  (106519-10)

2690. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes a sealed case of Estate Game & Target 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, shotshells in excellent condition.  (106519-12)
2691. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power 6mm Rem., 80gr., soft point bullets in excellent condition

housed in a small metal GI ammo can.  (106519-447) 
2692. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition. (106519-453)
2693. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges.  One of the

boxes has a slightly bent corner that does not affect the excellent condition cartridges.  (106519-453A)
2694. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold VX-1, 1-4x20mm shotgun scope with heavy duplex reticle with clear crisp optic.  The scope has a matte

black finish showing very faint ring marks in excellent condition.  (106520-761A)
2695. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-453B)
2696. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-453C)
2697. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win.,117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  One of the boxes has a torn end flap and does not impede on the condition of the cartridges.  (106519-453D)
2698. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-453E)
2699. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-453F)
2700. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-453G)
2701. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-453H)
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2702. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453I)

2703. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453J)

2704. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453K)

2705. LOT OF BROADHEADS  Includes three sealed factory packages of 100 grain reverse deployment broadheads.  First are two packages of
Rage three blade Slip Cam 1 1/2" cutting diameter heads with bonus practice tip in excellent condition.  Second is a Freak three pack of 1
3/4" cutting diameter  two-blade heads in excellent condition.  (106519-488)

2706. GERBER KNIFE SET  Includes a factory sealed two knife set by Gerber.  First is a Void folding knife with pocket clip measuring 4 1/4" closed
with a 3" clip point stainless steel blade.  Second is a Curve mini multi-tool measuring 2 1/2" closed with a 1 1/2" fine edge blade, medium
head flat screw driver, file / Philips head driver, and small flat driver in a collectible tin.  (106519-488A)

2707. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453L)

2708. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453M)

2709. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453N)

2710. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453P)

2711. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453Q)

2712. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453R)

2713. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453S)

2714. LOT OF  WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., Sp cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453T)

2715. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106519-453U)

2716. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453V)

2717. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., Sp cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453W)

2718. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453X)

2719. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-453Y)

2720. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two Enfield five round detachable magazines.  Both magazines have several light scratches and finish loss
consistent with use and are in very good overall condition.  (106519-488B)

2721. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes seven aftermarket Mini-14 magazines.  There are four 40 round and three 30 round, all in very good to
excellent condition.  (106519-488C)

2722. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three Remington-Lee 1885 Navy rifle magazines.  All three magazines are stamped "Patented May 28th, 1872
/ Nov. 4th, 1879 / Aug. 30th, 1884 / Sept. 9th, 1884" with spots of fine oxidation staining in very good to excellent condition.  (106519-488D)

2723. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four HK G3 style magazines.  There are three 20 round magazines and one five round.  There are two
marked 7.62x51 / IE, one (5 round) marked 7.62x51 / JB, and one marked 7.62x51 / IC all in very good to excellent condition.  (106519-488E)

2724. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 30 round aftermarket Ruger Mini-30 magazines.  They are unmarked and in very good overall con-
dition.  (106519-488F) 

2725. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three aftermarket Ruger Mini-30 magazines.  There are two Eagle 18 round black transparent magazines
and one steel unmarked 40 round magazine, all in excellent condition.  (106519-488G)

2726. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel 30 round Grease Gun magazines.  The magazines show light scratches and fine oxidation stain-
ing consistent with use in excellent condition.  (106519-488H)

2727. MAGAZINE LOT  Includes an unmarked Sterling style 30 round magazine.  The magazine shows light scratches near the top consistent
with use and is in excellent condition.  (106519-488I)

2728. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four Uzi magazines; first is a 16 round 45 ACP magazine marked IMI Israel along the floor plate with spots of
fine oxidation staining and light scratches consistent with use.  Second is a 25 round IMI / S8 marked 9mm magazine.  Third are two 32 round
9mm magazines marked 19 on the back flat with light scratching near the top.  All four magazines are in excellent condition.  (106519-488J)

2729. LOT OF KEL TEC MAGAZINES  Includes three first are two P11 pistol magazines in sealed factory packaging.  Second is a PMR-30, 22
Magnum magazine and all three are in excellent condition.  (106519-488K)

2730. LOT OF HK M-770 MAGAZINES  Includes two; first is a three round 243 / 308 marked magazine in excellent condition.  Second is a ten
round 243 /308 marked magazine in excellent condition.  (106519-488L)
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2731. LOT OF HK M-770 MAGAZINES  Includes two ten round 308 marked magazines in excellent condition.  (106519-488M)
2732. LOT OF HK M-770 MAGAZINES Includes two ten round 308 marked magazines in excellent condition.  (106519-488N)
2733. LOT OF HK M-630 MAGAZINES  Includes two ten round 222 /223 marked magazines in excellent condition.  (106519-488P)
2734. LOT OF HK M-630 MAGAZINES  Includes two ten round 222 /223 marked magazines in excellent condition.  (106519-488Q)
2735. LOT OF HK M-630 MAGAZINES  Includes two ten round 222 /223 marked magazines in excellent condition.  (106519-488R)
2736. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes a sealed case of Federal Top Gun Target Load 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 Oz shot shells in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-11)
2737. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes a 50 round pack of Federal Premium 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, Maximum, Hydra-Shok, HP rifled slugs in excel-

lent condition.  (106519-15)
2738. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes five ten round boxes of Russian made .410 /70 shotshells for use in the Saiga .410 shotgun.  The shot-

shells are in very good condition with some showing trace amounts of white oxidation.  (106519-15A)
2739. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady 300 Whisper, 110 gr., VMAX cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-14D)
2740. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady 300 Whisper, 110 gr., VMAX cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-14A)
2741. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady 300 Whisper, 110 gr., VMAX cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-14)
2742. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady 300 Whisper, 110 gr., V-MAX cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-14C)
2743. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady 300 Whisper, 110 gr., VMAX cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-14B)
2744. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes ten 20 round boxes of Tula steel cased 7.62x39mm 122 gr., FMJ Berdan primed non-corrosive cartridges

in excellent condition.  (106519-2)
2745. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes ten 20 round boxes of Tula steel cased 7.62x39mm 122 gr., FMJ Berdan primed non-corrosive cartridges

in excellent condition.  (106519-2B)
2746. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes ten 20 round boxes of Tula steel cased 7.62x39mm 122 gr., FMJ Berdan primed non-corrosive cartridges

in excellent condition.  (106519-2A)
2747. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes ten 20 round boxes of Tula steel cased 7.62x39mm 122 gr., FMJ Berdan primed non-corrosive cartridges

in excellent condition.  (106519-2D)
2748. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes ten 20 round boxes of Tula steel cased 7.62x39mm 122 gr., FMJ Berdan primed non-corrosive cartridges

in excellent condition.  (106519-2C)
2749. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of Hornady 204 Ruger 32 gr., V-MAX cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-60)
2750. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes a half brick (250) rounds of 22 WRF, 45 gr., rimfire cartridges in excellent condition.

There are five 50 round boxes in a limited edition sleeve in excellent condition.  (106519-60A)
2751. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 100 round value packs of Federal .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-60B)
2752. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three full 100 round value packs of Federal .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-60C)
2753. LOT OF AMMUNITON  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Winchester .225 Win., cartridges.  There are three boxes of Super-X

Varmints CXP1, 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good overall condition with some casings showing spots of fine oxidation staining.  Also
included is one box of Winchester / Western Super-X 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good condition showing spots of light oxidation stain-
ing on the bases.  (106519-60D) 

2754. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Winchester .225 Win., cartridges.  There are three boxes of Super-X
Varmints CXP1, 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good overall condition with some casings showing spots of fine oxidation staining.  Also
included is one box of Winchester / Western Super-X 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good condition showing spots of light oxidation stain-
ing on the bases.  (106519-60E)

2755. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full boxes of .222 Rem.  First are three boxes of Norma 53 gr., SPSP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Second is a single box of Winchester 50 gr., PSP cartridges in near excellent condition showing light fine spotted oxidation staining
on the casings.  (106519-60F)

2756. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes of 5.6X52R (22 HP).  There are three full 20 round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 70gr., SP car-
tridges in very good overall condition.  Also included is a single partial 20 round box (16 cartridges and 3 casings) of Dominion 22 Savage,
70 gr., PSP cartridges in good overall condition.  (106519-60G)

2757. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes of 22 Hornet.  First is a full 50 round box of Federal Premium V-Shok 45 gr., Speer JSP cartridges
in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington Arms Co. M656 cartridges.  The  cartridges come in a plain white box with
black lettering that reads "50 Cartridges / Ball Cal. 22 M65 / (Hornet) / Lot RA 5000" the box is in good overall condition and the cartridges rate
very good overall.  Third is a full 50 round box of Winchester Western 46 gr., HP EXP. cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-60H)

2758. AMMUNITION LOT  Includes a full 40 round value pack of Winchester 22-250, 45 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-60I)
2759. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes of .222 Rem.  First are three boxes (two full 20 rounds one partial, containing 6 cartridges

and 14 casings) of Norma 53gr., SPSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a single box of Winchester 50 gr., PSP cartridges in near
excellent condition showing light fine spotted oxidation staining on some of the casings.  (106519-60J)
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2760. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes of .222 Rem.  First are three boxes (two full 20 rounds one partial containing 5 cartridges and
15 casings) of Norma 53gr., SPSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a single box of Remington Express Power-Lokt 50 gr., HP car-
tridges in near excellent condition showing light fine spotted oxidation staining on some of the casings.  (106519-60K)

2761. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes five full 25 round boxes of Gamebore Tradition Hunting 16 ga., 67.5mm (2 1/4"), No. 5 shot plastic hull low
brass shotshells in excellent condition.  (106519-33)

2762. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes four full 25 round boxes of Gamebore Tradition Hunting 16 ga., 67.5mm (2 1/4"), No. 5 shot plastic hull
low brass shotshells in excellent condition.  (106519-33A)

2763. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed 320 round blister pack of German contract M 39-Ub (7.62x54R) reduced range prac-
tice ammunition. There are (16) 20 round peach colored boxes marked 20 Stuk / M 39-Ub all in presumed excellent condition.  (106519-31)  

2764. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed 320 round blister pack of German contract M 39-Ub (7.62x54R) reduced range prac-
tice ammunition. There are (16) 20 round peach colored boxes marked 20 Stuk / M 39-Ub all in presumed excellent condition.  (106519-32)

2765. LOT OF BLAZERS BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
(106519-7)

2766. LOT OF BLAZERS BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
(106519-7A)

2767. LOT OF BLAZERS BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
(106519-7B)

2768. LOT OF BLAZERS BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
(106519-7C)

2769. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed spam can of 7.62X39mm Russian manufactured ball ammunition containing 660 rounds in excel-
lent condition with opening tool.  (106519-28)

2770. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed spam cam of 7.62x39mm Romanian manufactured ball ammunition containing 700 rounds in
excellent condition without opening tool.  (106519-25)

2771. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of Super-X, .38 S&W, 145 gr., LRN nickel brass cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-74)

2772. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of Super-X, .38 S&W, 145 gr., LRN nickel brass cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-74A)

2773. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of Super-X, .38 S&W, 145 gr., LRN nickel brass cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-74B)

2774. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of Super-X, .38 S&W, 145 gr., LRN nickel brass cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-74D)

2775. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of .38 S&W.  There are three boxes of Winchester Super-X, .38 S&W, 145 gr.,
LRN nickel brass cartridges in excellent condition.  Also included is a full box of Remington High Velocity .38 S&W, 146 gr., LRN cartridges
in excellent condition.  (106519-74C)

2776. LOT OF FEDERAL GOLD MEDAL MATCH AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of 30-06 Springfield, 168 gr., Sierra Match
King BTHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-65)

2777. LOT OF FEDERAL GOLD MEDAL MATCH AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of 30-06 Springfield, 168 gr., Sierra Match
King BTHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-65A)

2778. LOT OF FEDERAL GOLD MEDAL MATCH AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of 30-06 Springfield, 168 gr., Sierra
Match King BTHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-65B)

2779. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed spam cam of 7.62x39mm Romanian manufactured ball ammunition containing 700 rounds in
excellent condition without opening tool.  (106519-24)

2780. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Norma 6 PPC USA, 70 gr., HPBT cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-16A)
2781. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Norma 6 PPC USA, 70 gr., HPBT cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-16)
2782. LOT OF BLAZER BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condi-

tion.  (106519-7D)

2783. LOT OF BLAZER BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (106519-7E)

2784. LOT OF BLAZER BRASS AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-7F)

2785. LOT OF BLAZER BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-7J)

2786. LOT OF BLAZER BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-7H)

2787. LOT OF BLAZER BRASS AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-7K)

2788. LOT OF BLAZER BRASS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-7I)

2789. LOT OF SPEER LAWMAN AMMUNITION  Includes five full boxes of .357 Sig, 125 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-4)
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2790. LOT OF SPEER LAWMAN AMMUNITION  Includes five full boxes of .357 Sig, 125 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-4A)
2791. LOT OF SPEER LAWMAN AMMUNITION  Includes five full boxes of .357 Sig, 125 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-4B)
2792. LOT OF SPEER LAWMAN AMMUNITION  Includes five full boxes of .357 Sig, 125 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-4C)
2793. LOT OF SCOPES  Includes two; first is a Lyman All-American 4x scope with fine crosshair reticle and clear crisp optic.  Scope comes with

a set of installed Weaver rings all in excellent condition.  Second is a Weaver K4-1 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optic.  The
scope shows light ring marks with a few scattered scratches consistent with use in excellent condition.  (106520-621A) 

2794. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold M8-4X compact scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optic.  The tube shows faint ring marks and includ-
ed is a set of Butler Creek flip up lens covers, all items in excellent condition.  (106520-402A)

2795. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 500 rounds of M&M Reloads, remanufactured .38 Special, 148 gr., WC cartridges in sealed 50 round
boxes in excellent condition.  (106519-38)

2796. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 500 rounds of M&M Reloads, remanufactured .38 Special, 148 gr., WC cartridges in sealed 50 round
boxes in excellent condition.  (106519-38A)

2797. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Winchester John Wayne commemorative .32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges
in excellent condition.  (106519-13)

2798. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Winchester John Wayne commemorative .32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges
in excellent condition.  (106519-13A)

2799. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Winchester John Wayne commemorative .32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges
in excellent condition.  (106519-13B)

2800. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Winchester John Wayne commemorative .32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges
in excellent condition.  (106519-13C)

2801. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Winchester John Wayne commemorative .32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges
in excellent condition.  (106519-13D)

2802. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Springfield Armory first generation Government Model 4x14x56 range finding rifle scope with Butler Creek Flip up
lens covers.  The scope has faint ring marks on the tube and clear crisp optics and is in excellent condition.  (106520-1354A)

2803. SCOPE LOT   Includes a Shepherd Enterprises 3-10x40 P2 dual reticle system range finding rifle scope.  The scope measures 14" overall
and shows faint ring marks.  It has a glossy black finish and 18" range finding circles, with a clear crisp optic and 1/4 MOA adjustment in
excellent condition.  (106520-17A)

2804. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106519-6)

2805. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106519-6A)

2806. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106519-6B)

2807. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-6C)

2808. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106519-6D)

2809. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes four full 50 round boxes of Speer Gold Dot .357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP nickel plated cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-5)

2810. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes four full 50 round boxes of Speer Gold Dot .357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP nickel plated cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-5A)

2811. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes four full 50 round boxes of Speer Gold Dot .357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP nickel plated cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-5B)

2812. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes four full 50 round boxes of Speer Gold Dot .357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP nickel plated cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-5C)

2813. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes four full 50 round boxes of Speer Gold Dot .357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP nickel plated cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106519-5D)

2814. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of 6.5 Arisaka, 156 gr., SPRN cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (106519-229A)

2815. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of 6.5 Arisaka, 156 gr., SPRN cartridges in excellent condition.  Please note
one box is a mixture of Norma 6.5 Arisaka and may not all be 156 gr., cartridges and comes with a small OD green ammo can.  (106519-229)  

2816. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION  Includes five 20 round boxes of Super-X 30-40 Krag, 180 gr., power point S.P. cartridges in near
excellent condition showing trace amounts of fine oxidation staining along the brass.  (106519-237)

2817. LOT OF AMMUNITION   Includes four full mixed manufacture boxes of .303 British.  First are two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-
X .303 British, 180 gr., PP CXP2 cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Sellier & Bellot Boxer primed .303 British
FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 32 round box of Pakistani made .303 ball ammunition.  The head stamps are marked POF
/ 1 / 66 and are Berdan primed (corrosive) in very good overall condition.  (106519-237A)

2818. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes eight full 20 round boxes of Sellier & Bellot boxer primed .303 British ball ammunition manufactured in
the Czech Republic in excellent condition housed in a large OD green ammo can.  (106516-237B)
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2819. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION   Includes five full boxes of .32 ACP.  First are two 20 round boxes of Premium Hydra-Shok .32ACP,
65 gr., JHP cartridges.  Second are three full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .32 ACP, 65 gr., FMJ cartridges.  All items in this lot are in
excellent condition.  (106519-207)

2820. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION  Includes six full 50 round boxes of .32 ACP, 60 gr., FMJ and SJHP cartridges.  There is one box of
FMJ and five boxes of the SJHP with all cartridges in excellent condition.  (106516-207A)

2821. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION  Includes six full 50 round boxes of .32 ACP, 73 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-207B)
2822. LOT OF WINCHESTER / WESTERN AMMUNITION  Includes five boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of WWX .32 ACP, 60 gr.,

Silvertip HP cartridges.  Second are two full 50 round boxes Western .32 ACP, 71 gr., FMJ cartridges.  Third is a full 50 round box of Winchester
.32 ACP, 71 gr., FMJ cartridges, all in excellent condition.  (106519-207C)

2823. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION   Includes six full 50 round boxes of .32 ACP.  There are two boxes of 60 gr., SJHP cartridges and four
boxes of 73 gr., FMJ cartridges all in excellent condition.  (106519-207D)

2824. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes seven boxes of .32 ACP.  First are two full 50 round boxes of Hansen Cartridge Company Combat 32,
71 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington High Velocity .32 ACP, 71 gr., FMJ cartridges in very
good condition.  Third is a partial box (45) of Remington .32 ACP, 71 gr., FMJ cartridges in good overall condition with varying levels of light
oxidation staining present on the brass.  Fourth are three boxes (two full one partial (7 cartridges) of mixed Remington factory .32 ACP car-
tridges in varying condition from good to excellent all housed in a large OD green ammo can.  (106519-207E)

2825. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes eight full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr., FMJ cartridges in very
good to excellent condition.  A few of the cartridges show light tarnish on the base or along the neck of the casings and each box has a stick-
er that reads "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sporting shop housed in a small OD green ammo can.  (106519-243)

2826. LOT OF M1911 BALL AMMUNITION   Includes five boxes of Remington Arms Co., Inc., .45 ACP.  There are four full 50 round boxes
and a partial containing 11 FMJ cartridges all from Lot RA 5951 with head stamp markings R A / 63 in excellent condition.  (106519-203)

2827. LOT OF M1911 BALL AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of Olin Matheson Chemical Co., .45 ACP FMJ cartridges from
Lot W.C.C. 6658, head stamp marked W.C.C. / 64 in excellent condition.  (106519-203A)

2828. LOT OF M1911 BALL AMMUNITION   Includes four full 50 round boxes of Olin Matheson Chemical Co., .45 ACP FMJ cartridges from
Lot W.C.C. 6658, head stamp marked W.C.C. / 64 in excellent condition.  (106519-203B)      

2829. LOT OF M1911 BALL AMMUNITION   Includes three full 50 round boxes.  First are two boxes of Olin Matheson Chemical Corp., .45
ACP FMJ cartridges from Lot W.C.C. 6756, head stamp marked W.C.C. / 67.  Second is a box of Olin Matheson Chemical Corp., .45 ACP, FMJ
cartridges from lot W.C.C. 6658, head stamp marked W.C.C. / 64 all three boxes are in excellent condition and come in a large OD green
ammo can.  (106519-203C)

2830. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of .375 H&H, 301 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62)
2831. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Rap-X cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62A)
2832. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Custom 358 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condi-

tion.  (106519-62B)
2833. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Custom 358 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condi-

tion.  (106519-62C)
2834. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of .375 H&H, 301 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-
62D)
2835. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Rap-X cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62E)
2836. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62F)
2837. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62G)
2838. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-
62H)
2839. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62I)
2840. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of .375 H&H, 301 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62J)
2841. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of .375 H&H, 301 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62K)
2842. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes four full 20 round boxes of Custom 358 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.

(106519-62L)
2843. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of .375 H&H, 301 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62M)
2844. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Rap-X cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62N)
2845. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Rap-X cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62P)
2846. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of 9.3x74R, 291 gr., Rap-X cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62Q)
2847. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes one full 20 round box of Custom 9.3x74R, 286 gr., SP-RP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-62R)
2848. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of .375 H&H, 301 gr., Uni Classic cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-62S)
2849. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION   Includes a full 50 round box of .450 Corto, 226 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good to near excellent con-

dition.  (106519-62T)
2850. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION   Includes three full 50 round boxes of 10mm Auto, 180 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condi-

tion.  (106519-18)
2851. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION   Includes three full 50 round boxes of 10mm Auto, 180 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-18A)
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2852. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION   Includes three full 50 round boxes of 10mm Auto, 180 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (106519-18C)

2853. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION   Includes three full 50 round boxes of 10mm Auto, 180 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-18B)

2854. LOT OF COR BON AMMUNITION   Includes two full 50 round boxes of 10mm Auto, 180 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-18D)

2855. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of Blazer .45ACP, 230 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-8)
2856. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of Blazer .45ACP, 230 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-8A)
2857. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of Blazer .45ACP, 230 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-8B)
2858. LOT OF CCI AMMUNITION   Includes five full 50 round boxes of Blazer .45ACP, 230 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-8C)
2859. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes four boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Super-X 270 Win., 150 gr., Power-Point car-

tridges showing light spotted oxidation staining on the brass in very good overall condition.  Second is three full 20 round boxes of Super-X
30-30 Win., 170 gr., Power-Point cartridges showing spots of oxidation freckling on the bases in very good overall condition.  (106519-2)

2860. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four 20 round illustrated boxes of "Legendary Frontiersmen" .38-55 Win., 255 gr., SP
nickel plated cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-2A)

2861. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION   Includes four boxes, first are three High Velocity 260 Rem., 140 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in
very good condition.  There are two full 20 round boxes and a partial containing 12 cartridges and 8 casings with all showing light flattening
of the points faint trace amounts of white oxidation staining on the lead.  Second is a partial box (15 cartridges and 4 casings) of Express
Core-Lokt 260 Rem., 140 gr., PSP cartridges in similar aforementioned condition.  (106519-2B)

2862. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes a full 20 round box of .405 Win., 300 gr., FP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-2C)
2863. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Fusion 30-06 Springfield, 150gr., skived tip boat tail cartridges

in excellent condition.  (106519-2D)
2864. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Custom 358 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condi-

tion.  (106519-2E)
2865. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Custom 358 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-2F)
2866. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Custom 358 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-

dition.  (106519-2G)
2867. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION   Includes five full 20 round boxes of Express Core-Lokt 30-06 Springfield 150 gr., PSP cartridges

in very good overall condition with some cartridges freckled with spots of fine oxidation staining.  (106519-2H)
2868. LOT OF AMMUNITION   Includes five boxes, first are three full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-X 30-06 Springfield, 180 gr., Power-

Point CXP2 cartridges with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining present on some of the brass in overall very good condition.  Second are
two full 20 round boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-2I)

2869. LOT OF PRIVI PARTIZAN AMMUNITION   Includes five boxes of mixed caliber cartridges.  First are two full 20 round boxes of
6.5x55mm / 6.5 Swedish, 139 gr., FMJ BT cartridges.  Second are three full 20 round boxes of 303 British, 174 gr., FMJ BT cartridges.  The
ammunition included in this lot is in excellent overall condition.  (106519-2J)

2870. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes first are two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 225 Win., 55 gr., PSP,  Varmints
CXP1 cartridges with some freckled cartridges with tiny spots of fine oxidation staining in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 20 round
box of Super-X, 225 Win., 55 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-2K)

2871. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes a single full 20 round box of Super-X 358 Win., 200 gr., Silvertip, CXP3 cartridges with some
casings lightly freckled with fine oxidation staining near the bases in very good overall condition.  (106519-2L)

2872. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes a single full 20 round box of Super-X 358 Win., 200 gr., Silvertip, CXP3 cartridges with some
casings lightly freckled with fine oxidation staining near the bases and along the bodies in very good overall condition.  (106519-2M)

2873. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes a single full 20 round box of Super-X 358 Win., 200 gr., Silvertip, CXP3 cartridges with some
casings lightly freckled with fine oxidation staining near the bases in very good overall condition.  (106519-2N)

2874. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30B)

2875. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30I)

2876. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30H)

2877. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30C)

2878. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30E)

2879. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30G)

2880. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30D)

2881. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION   Includes an older black and white box with red print containing 500 rounds of Blazer 22 LR
40 gr., solid tip ammunition in excellent condition overall.  (106161-30F)
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2882. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 348, 200 gr., Silvertip CXP3 cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106519-2P)

2883. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes three boxes. There are two full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 348, 200 gr., Silvertip CXP3
cartridges and one full box of matching brass all in very good condition.   (106519-2Q)

2884. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION   Includes five full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 264 Win. Mag., 100 gr., PSP cartridges in yellow and
white boxes with red and blue lettering in very good overall condition.  (106519-89)

2885. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes four full 20 round boxes of Super-Speed 264 Win. Mag., 100 gr., PSP cartridges in
correct yellow and white boxes with red and blue lettering.  There is light tarnish on some of the  brass and it remains in very good overall
condition.  (106519-89A)

2886. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes and one partial (17 cartridges and three casings) of Super-
Speed 264 Win. Mag., 100 gr., PSP cartridges in correct yellow and white boxes with red and blue lettering.  There is light tarnish on some
of the brass and it remains in very good overall condition.  (106519-89B)

2887. LOT OF WINCHESTER / WESTERN AMMUNITION   Includes five boxes, first are two full 20 round boxes of Western Super-X, 264
Win. Mag., 100 gr., PSP cartridges.  Second are three full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-Speed, 264 Win. Mag., 100 gr., PSP cartridges.
The cartridges in this vary with levels of fine to light oxidation staining in good overall condition.  (106519-89C)

2888. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Premium .257 Roberts (+P), 120 gr., Nosler Partition bullets in
the gold color box with white lettering in excellent condition.  (106519-226)

2889. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION   Includes four full 20 round boxes of Premium .257 Roberts (+P), 120 gr., Nosler Partition bullets in
the gold color box with white lettering in excellent condition.  (106519-226A)

2890. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Premium .257 Roberts (+P), 120 gr., Nosler Partition bullets in
the gold color box with white lettering in excellent condition housed in an OD green ammo can.  (106519-226C)

2891. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Premium .257 Roberts (+P), 120 gr., Nosler Partition bullets in
the gold color box with white lettering in excellent condition housed in an OD green ammo can.  (106519-226B)

2892. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION   Includes four full 50 round green boxes with white and red lettering of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ
nickel plated cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-208)

2893. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION   Includes three full 50 round green boxes with white and red lettering of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ
nickel plated cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-208A)

2894. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION   Includes three full 50 round green boxes with white and red lettering of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ
nickel plated cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-208B)

2895. LOT OF GAMEBORE SHOTSHELLS  Includes ten full 25 round boxes of .410 bore (36 gauge), 1 7/8" (50mm), 5 1/16 Oz, No. 6 shot
shotshells in excellent condition.  (106519-17)

2896. LOT OF GAMEBORE SHOTSHELLS  Includes ten full 25 round boxes of .410 bore (36 gauge), 1 7/8" (50mm), 5 1/16 Oz, No. 6 shot
shotshells in excellent condition.  (106519-17A)

2897. SCOPE LOT   Includes a Karl Kahles 2.5x20 Helia S scope with heavy duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  The scope has a glossy black
finish with faint ring marks present on the 1" diameter tube. The reticle is fuzzy and could benefit from a professional repair and cleaning but
remains use-able in good overall condition.  (106520-396A)

2898. PETERS AMMUNITION ADVERTISEMENT BANNER  Includes a paper banner measuring 42"x10 1/2" overall.  The banner reads
"Sportsmen's Supply Station / Now in Stock / Peters Ammunition".  The sign also has the circle P trade mark with a running rabbit on the left
top corner and flying mallard on the right.  There are a few creases and several small tears with the largest 4" long running through the “p”
in sportsmen's.  This is an excellent condition period correct sign that once framed would make a handsome addition to one’s rustic art deco
or advertising collection.   (106860-2)

2899. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Lyman All-American fixed 4x scope with standard crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics.  The flat black finish shows
several light scratches and there are faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube.  This is a useable scope in very good overall condition with lots
of life left.  (106389-3)

2900. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold 2x7 Vari-X II shotgun scope with heavy duplex reticle with clear crisp optics.  There are several light scratch-
es and faint ring marks in the glossy black finish and the scope is in overall very good condition.  (106520-632A)
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2901. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold 4x12 Vari-X II rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  There are faint ring marks on the 1"
diameter tube and several tiny nicks in the glossy black finish consistent from use, in overall excellent condition.  (106520-475A)

2902. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold 3.5-10X40 Vari-X III rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.  The matte black finish shows faint
ring marks on the 1" diameter tube and rates excellent overall in condition.  (106520-91A)

2903. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Shepherd Scope Ltd., 2.5-7.5x40 dual reticle range finding scope with clear crisp optics and adjustable ocular lens.
The scope measures 11 1/2" overall with faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube in excellent condition.  (106520-611A)

2904. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS  Includes two full 20 round boxes of RWS 8x57IR, 196 gr., soft point round nose cartridges in
excellent condition.  This lot also includes two full 20 round boxes of RWS 8x57IRS unprimed rifle brass.  (106519-78)

2905. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS  Includes two full 20 round boxes of RWS 8x57IR, 196 gr., soft point round nose cartridges in
excellent condition.  This lot also includes two full 20 round boxes of RWS 8x57IRS unprimed rifle brass.  (106519-78A)

2906. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 8x57JR, 196 gr., soft point round nose car-
tridges in excellent condition.  This lot also includes one full 20 round box of RWS 8x57IRS unprimed rifle brass and one full 20 round box of
fired Sellier & Bellot 8x57JR casings, all in near excellent condition.  (106519-78B)

2907. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of 8,15x46R, 151 gr., copper soft point cartridges. The cartridges are in
very good to excellent condition with some light amounts of fine oxidation staining on the brass and lead.  The boxes show light wear includ-
ing scuffing and rounded corners.  (106519-78)

2908. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of 8,15x46R, 151 gr., copper soft point cartridges. The cartridges are in
very good to excellent condition with some light amounts of fine oxidation staining on the brass and lead.  The boxes show light wear includ-
ing scuffing and rounded corners.  (106519-78A)

2909. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of 8,15x46R, 151 gr., copper soft point cartridges. The cartridges are in
very good to excellent condition with some light amounts of fine oxidation staining on the brass and lead.  The boxes show light wear includ-
ing scuffing and rounded corners.  (106519-78B)

2910. LOT OF RWS AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of 8,15x46R, 151 gr., copper soft point cartridges. The cartridges are in
very good to excellent condition with some light amounts of fine oxidation staining on the brass and lead.  The boxes show light wear includ-
ing scuffing and rounded corners with a couple showing minor moisture damage.  (106519-78C)

2911. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS  Includes two modern variations of a "Peace" and "Colt Eagle" style.  First the peace flask measures 9" over-
all with a fixed charger marked “Made in Italy” along its side.  The flask has tight seams with a couple of small impressions on the back side
and is in near excellent condition.  The second flask measures 4 1/4" overall with a fixed charger also marked “Made in Italy” on the top.  It
has an aged appearance with polished solder "repairs" on the seams adding a nice touch to the dirty bronze color patina.  The flasks are sim-
ilar in design to numbers 857 and 806 in Ray Riling's book titled The Powder Flask Book. (106712-5)

2912. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold 3x9 Vari-X II with target dot reticle and clear crisp optics.  The scope measures 12 1/2" overall and has a
glossy black finish with several light scratches along its length with distinguishing ring marks on the 1" diameter tube.  This is a useable, very
good condition optic with plenty of life left for the field or range.  (106520-2865A)

2913. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Includes a variety of 12 ga., shotshells.  First are two full five round boxes of Super-X 12 ga., 2
3/4", 1 oz Sabot slugs with a couple showing light amounts of white oxidation on the lead in good to very good overall condition.  Second is
a full five round box of Super-X 12 ga., 3", 1 oz Sabot slugs in excellent condition.  Third is a full five round box of Supreme Hi-Impact, 12 ga.,
2 3/4", 1 oz HP sabot slugs in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full 25 round box of Super-Target 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 7 1/2 lead shot
in good overall condition with some shells showing traces of oxidation staining on the brass.  Fifth is a full 15 round pack of Super-X 12 ga.,
2 3/4" 1 oz, HP rifled slugs in excellent condition.   (106519-14)

2914. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Includes four boxes of 28 ga., shotshells. First are two full 25 round boxes of AA target loads 2
3/4", 3/4 oz, No. 9 shot in excellent condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of AA super sport 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, No.7 1/2 shot in very good
condition.  Third is a full 25 round box of Super-X, 2 3/4", 1 0z, No. 6 shot high-brass game loads in excellent condition.  (106519-14A)

2915. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes 16 boxes, first are six full five round boxes of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 Buck shotshells in excellent
condition.  Second are nine (5) round boxes of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz HP rifled slugs in excellent condition.  Third is a full, opened
Ducks Unlimited commemorative tin containing 25 brass Remington 12 ga., shotshells.  The tin has several little scratches and nicks in the finish
with fine oxidation staining present along the rolled edge of the lid.  The brass shotshells remain in very good overall condition.  (106519-14B)

2916. OUTERS BULLET TRAP  Includes a Model 40801 .22 caliber bullet trap measuring 9" X 11" X 12" with a 10" X 11" target box.  The trap
is complete with clip for hanging a target and is in excellent condition.  (106519-46) 

2917. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes 15 boxes, first are five full five round boxes of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz 438 gr., HPRS.  Second
are three full five round boxes of Federal Premium 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, Hydra-Shok HPRS.  Third is a single five round box of Federal Classic
12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, HP maximum rifled slugs.  Fourth are four full five round boxes of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 Buckshot.  Fifth is a
full, opened Ducks Unlimited commemorative tin containing 25 brass Remington 12 ga., shotshells.  The tin has several little scratches and
nicks in the finish with fine oxidation staining present along the rolled edge of the lid.  Sixth is a full five round box Rottweil 12 ga., 3' Magnum,
1 3/8 oz rifled slug in excellent condition.  (106519-14C)

2918. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes nine boxes of 20 ga., shotshells.  First is a full 15 round value pack of Winchester Super-X 2 3/4", 3/4 oz,
HP rifled slugs.  Second are three full five round boxes of Brenneke Magnum 1 oz rifled slugs.  There are two boxes of 2 3/4" and one 3".
Third are two full five round boxes of Federal Classic 2 3/4", 3 Buck with stickers that read "Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sport-
ing shop.  Fourth are four full 25 round boxes of Federal Field and Target 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot with stickers that read "Previously
Owned Ammunition" from a local sporting shop.  All shotshells included in this lot are in very good to excellent condition.  (106519-14D) 

2919. SCOPE LOT  Includes a BSA Mil Dot 8-32x40 rifle scope with Mil Dot reticle and clear crisp optics.  The scope measures 16 1/4" overall and
has faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube with a few light scratches in the glossy black finish and is in near excellent condition.  (106520-85A)

2920. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Karl Kahles 8x56 Helia S rifle scope measuring 14 1/4" overall with a heavy duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.
The post is slightly fuzzy and there are faint ring marks present along the 1" tube with several small scratches along the bell.  With a profes-
sional cleaning this scope would make an excellent addition to one’s favorite rifle.  (106519-261A)
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2921. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Karl Kahles ZF 84 6x42 rifle scope measuring 12 1/2" overall with German No. 4 reticle and clear crisp optics.  The
scope has ring wear along the 1" diameter tube and several light scratches in the matte black finish.  This very good condition scope would
make an excellent pairing to you favorite hunting rifle.  (106519-261B)

2922. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Center Point 2x7 rifle scope measuring 12" overall with illuminated Mil Dot reticle and crisp clear optics.  The
matte black finish scope shows faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and has a set of unmarked flip up lens covers in excellent over-
all condition.  (106519-261C)

2923. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Pentax Lightseeker 30 rifle scope.  This matte black finished 6-24x50mm rifle scope measures 19" overall with
Mil Dot reticle and crisp clear optics.  It has a set of picatinny-style rings attached with a few light scattered scratches and is in excellent
condition.  (106519-261D)

2924. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Redfield Accu-Range 4x12 rifle scope with rings.  The scope measures 13 3/4" overall with Accu-Range find-
ing reticle and crisp clear optics.  The scope is marked with the Denver, Co. address along the eyepiece and is in excellent condition
overall.  (106519-261E)

2925. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Barska 6-24x44 IR rifle scope measures 16" overall with a matte black finish and Mil Dot illuminated reticle with
crisp clear optics.  The 30mm tube shows faint ring marks and there are a few scattered tiny scratches in the finish.  The scope comes with
a set of unmarked flip up style lens covers and is in excellent condition.  Varmints and bad guys beware!  (106519-621G)

2926. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Japanese manufactured Colt marked 3x20 AR-15 scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.  The matte black
finish scope shows some silvering along the ribs of the adjusters with several tiny nicks scattered in the finish.  It has the carry handle adapter
and is in near excellent condition.  (106519-261H)

2927. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Redfield 4x rimfire rifle scope measuring 9" overall with a duplex reticle and crystal clear optics.  The 3/4" tube shows
faint ring marks and a few light scratches in the gloss black finish.  This scope is in excellent condition and would make a great addition to any
plinker or collectible rimfire rifle.  (106519-261I)

2928. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Nikon Pro Staff 3-9x40 rifle scope measuring 12 1/2" overall with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.  There are
faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube in the matte black finish with light usage marks present along the bell and eye piece.  The scope
rates very good plus overall and comes with a set of Nikon marked bikini style lens covers.  (106519-261J)

2929. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Redfield 4x rimfire rifle scope measuring 9" overall with a duplex reticle and crystal clear optics.  The 3/4" tube shows
faint ring marks and a few light scratches in the gloss black finish.  This scope is in excellent condition, needing only to be paired with your
favorite rimfire rifle.  (106519-261K)

2930. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Bausch and Lomb Balvar 6x24 target scope measuring 22" overall with standard crosshair reticle with slightly dirty
optics.  The scope has several light usage marks showing in the matte black finish and is equipped with standard target mounts and a recoil
spring with stop and slip on rear lens cover.  After a professional cleaning this would make a great addition to any target or varmint rifle.  (106519-
261L)

2931. OPTICS LOT  Includes two items; first is a set of 30mm unmarked rings and bases similar in design to the EAW turn offs.  They are in excel-
lent condition and come with the Allen wrench and two mounting screws.  Second is a Weaver K1.5-C3 fixed power rifle scope with duplex
reticle and cloudy optics.  The scope has multiple scratches and light handling marks with spots of fine oxidation staining present.  There are
ring marks visible on the tube and the scope is in fair to good overall condition.  (106519-261M)

2932. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes four full 25 round boxes of Express 10 ga., 3 1/2", 2 oz, No. 2 shotshells in excel-
lent condition.  The boxes display light wear to include slightly rounded corners and light scuffing that does not affect the shotshells in
any way.  (106519-31)

2933. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes four full 25 round boxes of Express 10 ga., 3 1/2", 2 oz, No. 2 shotshells in excellent
condition.  The boxes display light wear to include slightly rounded corners and light scuffing that does not affect the shotshells in any
way.  (106519-31A)

2934. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes four full 25 round boxes of Express 10 ga., 3 1/2", 2 oz, No. 2 shotshells in excellent condition.
The boxes display light wear to include slightly rounded corners and light scuffing that does not affect the shotshells in any way.  (106519-31B)

2935. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes four full 25 round boxes of Express Magnum 10 ga., 3 1/2", 2 oz, BB shotshells in excel-
lent condition.  The boxes display light wear to include scuffing along the face and edges and mild rounding of the corners and do not affect
the shotshells in any way.  (106519-31C)

2936. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes.  First is a box of Nitro-Steel Magnum 10 ga., 3 1/2", 1 3/4
oz, No. 2 shotshell in excellent condition.  Second are two boxes of Express Magnum 10 ga., 3 1/2", 2 oz, BB shotshells in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-31D)

2937. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of High Velocity 250 Savage, 100 gr., PTD SP cartridges in
excellent condition.  The boxes show light scuffing along the sides.  (106519-205)

2938. LOT OF WINCHESTER / WESTERN AMMUNITION   Includes four full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 250 Savage, 100 gr., Silvertip Exp.
cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-205A)

2939. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes; first is a partial 20 round box (19) of Western Super-X, 250 Savage, 87 gr., SP cartridges in
the blue and yellow box and in near excellent condition.  Second are three full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-X, 250 Savage, 100 gr.,
Silvertip cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-205B)

2940. LOT OF WINCHESTER / WESTERN AMMUNITION   Includes three full 20 round boxes of Super-X, 250 Savage, 100 gr., Silvertip Exp.
cartridges in excellent condition.  Also included is a large OD green ammo can.  (106519-205C)

2941. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Express Core-Lokt, 257 Roberts, 117 gr., SP cartridges in
excellent condition.  (6519-192)

2942. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-X, 6.5x55mm Swedish, 140 gr., soft point CXP2 cartridges
in very good overall condition with some showing  light fine oxidation staining on the brass.  (106519-192A)
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2943. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes.  First are two full 20 round boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt,
25-06 Rem., 120 gr., PSP cartridges that show minor light oxidation staining on the brass in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 20
round box of Winchester Super-X .356 Win., 200 gr., Power-Point cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Remington
High Velocity, 7mm Mauser (7x57), 140 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.  The ammunition in this lot comes with a large OD green
ammo can.  (106519-192B)

2944. LOT OF LOOSE AMMUNITION  Includes 9.58lbs (429 rounds) of Chinese manufactured 7.62x25mm Tokarev FMJ ball ammunition with
mostly bright untarnished steel cases in excellent condition.  The head stamps are marked 71 / 55.  (106519-196)

2945. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 176 rounds of Polish manufactured 7.62x25 Tokarev FMJ ball cartridges.  There are 16 loose and ten 16
round paper, wrapped with cotton twine, tied packs with mostly bright shiny brass casings in excellent condition.  Ammo comes in a black
painted small ammunition can.  (106519-196A)

2946. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of Olympic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No.8 shot low brass shotshells in excellent
condition.  They come in yellow faced green and white boxes that show handling wear to include scuffs along the edges small tears in the seams
and round corners with spots of light mildew staining present.  The condition of the boxes does not affect the shotshells.  (106519-212)

2947. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes four boxes, first are two full 25 round boxes of High Velocity Game Loads 20 ga., 2 3/4",
3/4 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot.  Second is a full 25 round box of Express Long Range 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 6 shot.  Third is a full 25 round box of
Express Long Range 16 ga., 2 3/4" 1 1/8 oz, No 6 shot all in excellent condition.  (106519-212A)

2948. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes five boxes, first is a full 25 round box of Remington Express Long Range 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 6 shot.
Second are four full boxes of Winchester Super-X, 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz., No. 7 1/2 lead shot all in excellent condition.  The Winchester boxes
all have a "Previously Owned Ammunition" sticker from a local sporting shop.  (106519-212B)

2949. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS  Includes six boxes, first are four full 20 round boxes of Herter's 7mm Mauser (7x57) unprimed
brass casings.  Second are two full sealed 50 round yellow boxes of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullet cartridges on charg-
ers.  All items are in excellent condition.  (106519-68)

2950. LOT OF KYNOCH AMMUNITION  Includes three full, sealed 50 round boxes of 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid point bullet cartridges on
five round chargers in excellent condition.  (106519-68A)

2951. LOT OF KYNOCH AMMUNITION  Includes three full 50 round boxes of 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid point bullet cartridges on five round
chargers in excellent condition.  (106519-68B)

2952. LOT OF KYNOCH AMMUNITION  Includes three full 50 round boxes of 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid point bullet cartridges on five round
chargers in excellent condition.  (106519-68C)

2953. LOT OF KYNOCH AMMUNITION  Includes three 50 round boxes two full and one partial (30) of 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid point bul-
let cartridges on five round chargers in excellent condition.  (106519-68D)

2954. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Includes eight boxes of .410 bore shotshells.  First are two full 25 round boxes of Super-X HS
.410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/2 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot with boxes showing handling wear to include depressed corners with creases and light scuff marks
that do not affect the shotshells, still in excellent condition.  Second are three full five round boxes of Super-X .410 bore, 3", 1/4 oz, HPRS.
Third is a full five round box of .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/5 oz, HPRS.  Fourth is a full 25 round box of Super Speed .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1.2 oz, No. 6
shot game loads.  Fifth is a full 25 round box of Super-X HS .410 bore, 3", 11/16 oz, No. 6 shot game loads.  All shotshells in this lot are in
near excellent or excellent condition.  (106519-59)

2955. SMITH & WESSON PERFORMANCE CENTER PRESENTATION CASE  A hardwood presentation case for a Schofield No. 3 Revolver
measuring 16" X 10 1/2" X 3" with a fitted blue foam insert.  The case lid has the S & W Performance Center logo elegantly carved into it and
is lockable.  The case comes in its original shipping box with papers and key.  (106519-42A)

2956. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes seven boxes, first are two full 20 round boxes of Remington .410 bore, 3", 11/16 oz, No. 5 shot game
loads one box has a rounded corner but does not impact the condition of the shotshells.  Second are two full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-
Power .410 bore, 3", 11/16 oz, No.7 1/2 shotshells.  Third is a full five round box of Brenneke .410 bore, 3", 1/4 oz, Silver Slug shotshells.
Fourth is a full five round box of Winchester Super-X .410 bore, 2 1/2", 000 Buck.  Fifth is a full five round box of Winchester Super-X .410
bore, 3", 1/4 oz, HPRS all shotshells in this lot are in excellent condition.  (106519-59A)

2957. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Includes four full 25 round boxes of AA Super Sport 28 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, No. 7 1/2 shotshells in
excellent condition.  (106519-59B)

2958. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Includes four full 25 round boxes of AA Super Sport 28 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, No. 7 1/2 shotshells
in excellent condition.  (106519-59C)

2959. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS   Includes four boxes, first is a full 25 round box of Winchester Xpert 20 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, No. 6 shot.  Second is a
full 25 round box of Winchester Xpert 20ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, No. 7 shot.  Third is a full five round box of Federal Premium 20ga., 2 3/4", ¾ oz,
HP Truball rifled slug.  Fourth is a full 15 round box of Winchester Super-X 20 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, HPRS all in excellent condition.  (106519-59D)

2960. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes four boxes, first are two full 25 round boxes of Estate Heavy game Loads 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 6 shot.
Second is a full five round box of Federal Premium 20ga., 2 3/4", 3/4oz,  HP Truball rifled slug.  Third is a full 15 round box of Winchester Super-
X 20 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, HPRS all in excellent condition.  (106519-59E)

2961. LOT OF ESTATE SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of 12 ga., 2 3/4", 9 shot, 00 Buck.  The boxes and shotshells rate excel-
lent.  (106519-59F)

2962. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes six boxes.  First are three full 15 round Slugger value packs of 20 ga., 2 3/4", 5/8 oz HPRS.
Second are four full five round boxes of slugger 20 ga., 2 3/4", 5/8 oz, HPRS all in excellent condition.  (106519-59G)

2963. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS   Includes two full 25 round boxes of Super-Target 20 ga., 2 3/4" 7/8oz, No 8 lead shot in excel-
lent condition.  (106519-59H)

2964. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Includes two full 25 round boxes of Xpert 12 ga., shotshells.  First is a box of 2 3/4", 1 1/16 oz, No.4
Hi-Velocity Steel shot in excellent condition.  Second is a 2 3/4", 1 oz, No 6 Game / Target Steel Shot all in excellent condition.  (106519-59I)
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2965. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS   Includes two full 25 round boxes of AA Super-Handicapped Heavy Target Loads.  There is a box
of No. 8 and No. 7 1/2 box in excellent condition.  (106519-59J)

2966. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes 15 boxes, first are three full 15 round boxes of Remington Slugger 12 ga., 1 oz, HPRS.  Second are four
full five round boxes of Federal Classic, 12 ga., 2 3/4" 1 oz, HPRS in excellent condition.  Third are five full five round boxes of Winchester /
Western Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, rifled slugs.  Fourth is a full five round box of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4" 9 pellet, 00 Buck.  The shot-
shells in this lot rate excellent overall.  (106519-59K)

2967. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS  Includes four boxes, first is a full 25 round box of Gamebore Traditional Game  16 ga., 2 1/2", 1 oz, No. 7
shot.  Second is a full 25 round box of Winchester Super-X HS 28 ga., 2 3/4", 1oz, No. 7 1/2 game loads.  Third is a full 25 round box of
Remington High Velocity Nitro Steel 10 ga., 3 1/2", 1 3/4 oz, No. 2 shot,  Fourth is a full five round box of Federal Premium 10 ga., 3 1/2", 18
pellet-00 Buck all shotshells in excellent condition.  (106519-59L)

2968. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes a full 20 round box of Dual-Bond 460 S&W Mag., 260 gr., DJHP bonded hunting nickel plated
cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-63)

2969. NAVY ARMS COMPANY AMMUNITION  Includes a full 50 round box of .41 Short Rimfire cartridges.  The red white and blue picture
box is in near very good condition with spots of light scuffing and ingrained dirt staining.  There are two small separations along the front seam
and the left side end flap has a small tear.  The cartridges have bright clean casings and rate excellent overall.  (106519-63A)

2970. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes of .455 ammunition.  First are two full 20 round boxes of Hornady .455 Webley, MK-II 265
gr., LRN bullets in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Dominion .455 Colt, 265 gr., LRN bullets in very good overall condi-
tion.  (106519-63B)

2971. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes of .455 MK-II, 262 gr., LRN bullets in excellent condition.  There is
one purple colored box and one gray colored both show light scuffing and slightly rounded corners.  (106519-63C)

2972. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two boxes, first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 460 S&W Mag., 250 gr., JHP reduced
recoil cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Hornady 460 S&W Mag., 200 gr., SST cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106519-63D)

2973. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of Custom 460 S&W Mag., 200 gr., SST cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106519-63E)

2974. LOT OF REMINGTON UMC AMMUNITION  Includes two full 100 round boxes of .357 Mag., 125 gr., Semi-JHP cartridges with some
cartridges showing light spots of fine oxidation staining in near excellent condition.  (106519-63F)

2975. LOT OF WINCHESTER / WESTERN AMMUNITION   Includes two full 50 round boxes of 38-40 Win., 180 gr., SP cartridges showing
light discoloration of the brass in excellent overall condition.  (106519-63G)

2976. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three full 50 round boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62mm Tokarev, 85 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall excellent con-
dition.  (106519-63H)

2977. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes, first are three full 50 round boxes of Fiocchi 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges.  Second is a full 20
round box of Speer Gold Dot 9mm, 115 gr., GDHP nickel plated cartridges.  All ammunition in this lot is in excellent condition.  (106519-63I)

2978. LOT OF REMINGTON UMC AMMUNITION   Includes a 250 round Mega Pack of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges.  Lot includes five
50 round trays of bright and sporadically oxidation freckled cartridges in excellent overall condition.  (106519-58)

2979. LOT OF NAMBU AMMUNITION  Includes a full 50 round box of Midway 8mm Nambu, 104 gr., cast bullet cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  The orange and white box with black lettering is in very good overall condition with light scuffing on the edges and has a couple of
slightly rounded corners.  (106519-63J)

2980. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of 32 H&R Magnum, 95 gr., lead semi-wadcutter cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106519-58A)

2981. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of 32 H&R Magnum, 95 gr., lead semi-wadcutter cartridges in good
to very good overall condition with varying amounts of white oxidation present on some of the lead.  (106519-58C)

2982. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of Black Talon 9mm, 147 gr., SXT cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  The boxes are marked with a white sticker from a local sporting shop that reads "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition".  (106519-58B)

2983. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes, first is a full 20 round box of Federal classic .45 ACP, 230 gr., JHP cartridges in very good
overall condition with some light spots of fine oxidation on the lead.  Second are three full boxes of Speer Gold Dot Duty Ammunition .45 ACP,
230 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-58D)

2984. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes five boxes, first are three boxes of Speer Gold Dot first is a partial 20 round box of
50 AE, 300 gr., GDHP cartridges containing 18 nickel plated hollow point cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of
.38 Special +P, 125 gr., GDHP nickel plated cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of .380 ACP, 90 gr., GDHP nickel
plated cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-58E)

2985. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-X .454 Casull, JFP cartridges in very good overall con-
dition.  One box is of 300 gr., the other, 260 gr., with a couple cartridges in each configuration showing varying levels of fine oxidation stain-
ing on the brass.  (106519-58F)

2986. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six full boxes of Wolf .380 ACP, 91 gr., FMJ bi-metal cased non-corrosive primed cartridges in very good
overall condition.  The boxes are all marked with white stickers that read "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sporting goods
shop.  (106519-58G)

2987. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION   Includes two full 50 round boxes of 30 Luger (7.65mm), 93 gr., FMJ cartridges with bright brass
cases in excellent condition overall.  (106519-58H)

2988. LOT OF WINCHESTER / WESTERN AMMUNITION  Includes three full 50 round boxes of 30 Luger (7.65mm), 93 gr., FMJ cartridges
with bright brass casings in excellent condition.  (106519-58I)
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2989. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Leupold 3x9 Vari-X II rifle scope with gloss black finish, duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.  The scope measures
12 1/2" overall with several light scratches and ring marks present along the 1" diameter tube.  This is a very good condition optic with lots
of life left in it.  (106520-643A)

2990. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five boxes, first are three full 20 round boxes of Federal Classic 32 H&R Mag., 85 gr., Hi-Shok JHP car-
tridges.  Second is a full 50 round box of Black Hills Ammunition 32 H&R Mag., 85 gr., JHP cartridges.  Third is a full 50 round box of Black
Hills Ammunition 32 H&R, 90 gr., FPL cartridges all in excellent condition.  (106519-58J)

2991. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Millett Buck Silver matte black finish 3-9x40 rifle scope with medium plex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The scope
measures 12 1/2" overall and appears to have never been mounted.  This scope is in excellent condition and comes with its original box, biki-
ni style lens covers and lens wipe.  (106519-261V)

2992. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Millett Buck Silver matte black finish 3-9x40 rifle scope with medium plex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The scope
measures 12 1/2" overall and appears to have never been mounted.  This scope is in excellent condition and comes with its original box,
papers, bikini style lens covers and lens wipe.  (106519-261W)

2993. SCOPE LOT  Includes a Brunton NRA Optics rifle scope measuring 13" overall with a matte black finish, #5 ballistic reticle and clear crisp optics.
The scope comes with its original box and lens wipe and appears to have never been mounted and is in excellent condition.  (106519-261X)

2994. J. UNERTL 1" TARGET SCOPE
Serial #39891, 10 power, 21 3/4"
overall length with 1 1/4" adjustable
calibrated head with standard
crosshair reticle and crisp clear
optics.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% even thinning blue with spots of light fine oxidation staining with a small amount of pitting pre-
sent on the bell.  The tube has a few light scratches consistent with use and features standard target mounts, recoil spring with stop, thread-
ed lens covers and rubber eye cup.  The scope rates about very good with lots of life left.  (106519-261U)

2995. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes and a bag of .380 ACP.  First are two full 100 round boxes of Winchester Target / Range 95
gr., FMJ cartridges in very good to near excellent condition with spots of dark oxidation staining present on some of the cartridges. Second
is a full 50 round box of Federal Champion 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Golden
Saber 102 gr., Brass JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a bag of 100 loose CCI, .380 ACP cartridges to include (98) FMJ and
(2) JHP cartridges all in excellent condition.  (106519-58K)

2996. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes, first is a full 50 round box of Sellier & Bellot .44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., SP cartridges showing
light oxidation staining on the brass.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington UMC .44 Rem. Mag., 180 gr., JSP cartridges with trace
amounts of oxidation staining.  Third is a full 50 round box of Winchester .44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., JSP cartridges all in very good to excellent
condition.  (106519-58L)

2997. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes, first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 45 Colt, 225 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges
showing faint fine oxidation on some of the brass in near excellent condition.  Second are two full 50 round boxes of Remington High Velocity
45 Colt, 250 gr., Lead cartridges in very good overall condition showing some light discoloration in the brass.  (106519-58M)

2998. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes, first is a full 50 round box of Remington UMC 357 Sig., 125 gr., JHP cartridges with cases
showing fine trace amounts of oxidation staining in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of American Eagle 357 Sig.,
125 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good condition with some showing spots of fine oxidation staining on the brass or lead.  Third is a full 50 round
box of Speer Gold Dot 357 Sig., 125 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-63K)

2999. LOT OF REMINGTON UMC AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes, first is a partial 50 round box (49) of Remington UMC 38 Super Auto
(+P), 130 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 100 round box of Remington UMC .357 Mag., 125 gr., JHP cartridges.  Third
are two full 50 round boxes of Remington UMC 25 ACP., 50 gr., FMJ cartridges showing spots of light oxidation scattered on some of the brass
with "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" stickers from a local sports shop in very good to near excellent condition.  (106519-63L)

3000. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes eight full and or partial boxes of 25 ACP.  First are two 20 round boxes (one full, one partial 19 rounds)
of Speer Gold Dot 35 gr., GDHP cartridges in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super-X, 45 gr.,
Expanding Point cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (45) of American Eagle 50 gr., FMJ cartridges in good over-
all condition with a sticker that reads "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from a local sporting shop.  Fourth is a full 50 round box of
mixed manufacture 25 ACP housed in a red Federal box in good overall condition.  Fifth is a partial 50 round box (43) of Winchester 50 gr.,
FMJ cartridges in good condition.  Sixth is a partial 50 round box (45) of Western X, 50 gr., FMJ cartridges in good overall condition with the
"Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" sticker.  Seventh is a partial 50 round box (18) of Winchester / Western 50 gr., FMJ cartridges in
good overall condition with the remnants of a "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" sticker.  (106519-63N)

3001. SMITH & WESSON PERFORMANCE CENTER PRESENTATION CASE  A hardwood presentation case for a Schofield No. 3 Revolver
measuring 16" X 10 1/2" X 3" with a fitted blue foam insert.  The case lid has the S & W Performance Center logo elegantly carved into it and
is lockable.  The case comes in its original shipping box with papers and key.  (106519-42)

3002. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six boxes, first is a full 100 round box of Remington UMC 38 Special +P, 125 gr., SJHP cartridges with
scattered spots of fine oxidation present on some of the casings.  Second are two full 50 round boxes of Winchester Super-X, 158 gr., lead
SWC nickel plated brass cartridges in very good overall condition both have stickers that read "Warning Previously Owned Ammunition" from
a local sporting shop.  Third is a full 50 round box of Winchester Personal Protection 38 Special +P, 125 gr., JHP cartridges with some cas-
ings showing faint traces of oxidation staining near the head stamps in very good overall condition.  Fourth is a full 50 round box of Remington
UMC 38 Special, 158 gr., lead RN cartridges in excellent condition.  Fifth is a partial 50 round box (35) of Winchester / Western Super-X, 38
Special, 98 gr., Silvertip HP nickel plated brass cartridges in near excellent condition.  (106519-63M)

3003. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes, first is a full 20 round box of Hornady Custom 44 Special, 180 gr., JHP XTP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X, 44 S&W Special, 200 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges in very good condition
with a couple showing  light amounts of fine oxidation staining around the head stamps.  Third is a full 20 round box of Federal Classic 44 S&W
Special, 200 gr., SWC HP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full 50 round box of Winchester Cowboy Action Loads, 44 special, 240
gr., Lead FN cartridges with several showing spots of fine oxidation on the heads or along the cases in good overall condition.  (106519-63P)
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3004. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six boxes, first is a full 50 round and a partial box containing 44 rounds of Winchester 7.65mm (30 Luger),
93 gr., Full Patch bullets.  The cartridges come in red with yellow striped boxes showing multiple scuffs, rounded corners and partially or sep-
arated end flaps with the cartridges remaining in very good overall condition.  Second are three full 50 round red and green boxes of
Remington 7.65mm (30 Luger) 93 gr., Metal Cased cartridges.  The boxes show light scuffing near all over with taped repaired seams and
edges.  The end flaps are or have separated with most pieces still present and the cartridges show some light discoloration on the brass but
remain in very good overall condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of mixed 7.65mm (30 Luger) cartridges housed in a green Remington box.
There is an assortment of configurations to include hollow points and full metal jacket cartridges with many showing moderate amounts of
oxidation staining on the lead and or brass.  (106519-63Q)

3005. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes 360 rounds of 30 carbine cartridges on ten round stripper clips.  The cartridges are marked “L
C / 73” on the head stamps and come in green cloth bandoleers with a loading tool in each all in excellent condition.  (106519-211)

3006. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes 360 rounds of 30 carbine cartridges on ten round stripper clips.  The cartridges are marked “L
C / 73” on the head stamps and come in green cloth bandoleers with a loading tool in each, all in excellent condition.  (106519-211A)

3007. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes 360 rounds of 30 carbine cartridges housed in a large green ammo can all on ten round stripper
clips.  The cartridges are marked “L C / 73” on the head stamps and come in green cloth bandoleers with a loading tool in each, all in excel-
lent condition.  (106519-211B)

3008. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes 360 rounds of 30 carbine cartridges housed in a large green ammo can all on ten round strip-
per clips.  The cartridges are marked “L C / 73” on the head stamps and come in green cloth bandoleers with a loading tool in each, all in
excellent condition.  (106519-211C)

3009. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes 360 rounds of 30 carbine cartridges on ten round stripper clips.  The cartridges are marked “L
C / 73” on the head stamps and come in green cloth bandoleers with a loading tool in each, all in excellent condition.  (106519-211D)

3010. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes of 455 MK II (Webley), 262 gr., Lead bullets in the gray box with
blue stripe.  The boxes show signs of poor storage with scuffed edges and lightly rounded corners but the cartridges remain in very good
overall condition.  (106519-213)

3011. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes of 455 MK II (Webley), 262 gr., Lead bullets in the gray box with
blue stripe.  The boxes show signs of poor storage with scuffed edges and lightly rounded corners but the cartridges remain in very good
overall condition showing some discoloration in the brass.  (106519-213A)

3012. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes of 455 MK II (Webley), 262 gr., Lead bullets in the gray box with
blue stripe.  The boxes show signs of poor storage with scuffed edges and lightly rounded corners but the cartridges remain in very good
overall condition.  (106519-213B)

3013. LOT OF FIOCCHI AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes of 455 MK II (Webley-TFL), 262 gr., LRN cartridges in the teal col-
ored box.  The boxes have light scuff marks and slightly rounded corners and the cartridges are in very good condition.  (106519-213C)

3014. LOT OF DOMINION AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes of 455 Colt, 265 gr., Lead cartridges in the yellow with blue
striped box.  The cartridges are in excellent condition and the boxes rate very good with slightly rounded corners with a few scuffs here
and there.  (106519-213D)

3015. LOT OF DOMINION AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes and a partial (containing 35 cartridges and 15 casings) of 455 Colt,
265 gr., cartridges in the yellow with blue striped box.  The cartridges are in excellent condition and are lead flat nose and round nose with boxes
that rate very good with slightly rounded corners with a few scuffs here and there.  Items come in a large green ammo can.  (106519-213E)

3016. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Premium 257 Roberts +P, 120 gr., Nosler Partition Bullets in excel-
lent condition.  The cartridges come in the gold colored box with white stripe.  (106519-186)

3017. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Premium 257 Roberts +P, 120 gr., Nosler Partition Bullets in very
good overall condition with some showing fine white oxidation staining on the lead.  The cartridges come in the gold colored box with white
stripe.  (106519-186A)

3018. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes and an ammunition can.  First is a full 20 round box of Premium 257 Roberts +P fired
brass.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of Premium 257 Roberts +P, 120 gr., Nosler Partition Bullets in excellent condition.  (106519-186B)

3019. OUTERS BULLET TRAP  Includes a model 40801 .22 caliber bullet trap measuring 9" X 11" X 12" with a 10" X 11" target box.  The trap
is complete with clip for hanging a target and is in excellent condition.  (106519-46A)

3020. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of .224 WBY Mag., 53 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-41)

3021. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of .224 WBY Mag., 53 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-41A)

3022. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of .224 WBY Mag., 53 gr., SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106519-41B)

3023. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of 6 PPC USA, 70 gr., HPBT cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-40)

3024. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION  Includes five full 20 round boxes of 6 PPC USA, 70 gr., HPBT cartridges in excellent condition.  (106519-40A)

3025. MEC RELOADING PRESS  A model 600 JR Mark V, .410 bore reloading press in its original packaging.  The press appears to have never
been assembled and is complete with all parts still sealed in its original factory packaging.  (106519-129)

3026. SMITH & WESSON PERFORMANCE CENTER PRESENTATION CASE  A hardwood presentation case for a Schofield No. 3 Revolver
measuring 16" X 10 1/2" X 3" with a fitted blue foam insert.  The case lid has the S & W Performance Center logo elegantly carved into it and
is lockable.  The case comes in its original shipping box with papers and key.  (106519-42B)
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3027. POPE BULLET MOLD  A single cavity four groove conical shaped bullet mold with handles.
The cavity measures .354" and is free of any fouling.  The metal surfaces have toned to an even
brown patina and show several light handling marks with a few spots of fine oxidation staining
on the top side of the sprue cutter.  The wooden handles rate good overall with light char marks
and a few cracks present near the head.  An overall very good condition mold ready to see
some use.  (106106-540) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

3028. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and coni-
cal bullet mold is mostly in the white with patches of plum colored patina scattered about.  The
cavities are filled with fine oxidation staining and have grooves coming out from the tips along
the body of the mold likely from ones attempts to modify their castings.  The body has sever-
al light impact marks and the mold is in overall good to very good condition.  (106229-50)
[Elliot Riggs Collection]

3029. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet
mold that retains about 15% original thinning finish.  The body shows multiple light impact marks along the sides and
back and the sprue cutter appears to have been opened up as well.  The cavities have minor amounts of oxidation stain-
ing and light spotty pitting.  A good overall slightly modified example.  (106229-51)

3030. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold has an even, pleasing
plum colored patina throughout most of its surfaces with spots of fine oxidation present along the legs and near the sprue cutter screw.  There
are several light impact marks along the side and back of the body and the cavities remain clean and free of pitting.  The left side has the ini-
tials “TH” scratched in electric pencil.  This is a very good to near excellent example and would make a handsome addition to any presenta-
tion display.  (106229-91)  [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3031. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold retains 85% plus of a
reapplied blue finish with spots of fine oxidation and light pitting bleeding through.  The body has several light impact marks along the sides
and back edge and the sprue cutter has been modified with an extended push lever.  The cavities remain free from any fouling and this inter-
esting modified version is ready for use, in very good plus condition.  (106229-46)  [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3032. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold has a pleasing mixed plum
and smokey gray patina with spots of fine oxidation present along the legs.  The pour holes have been slightly opened up and the cavities remain
clean and free from any fouling.  This is an honest slightly modified mold still in very good condition.  (106229-35)  [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3033. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold has generous amounts
of blue blending with a pleasant brown patina showing light silvering along the edges of the legs and sprue cutter.  There are a few light
impact marks scattered along the body and the cavities remain free from fouling.  This is an excellent example of these sought after molds that
would make a fabulous addition to you favorite cased Manhattan revolver.  (106229-11)  [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3034. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold has generous amounts
of blue blending with a pleasant brown patina showing light amounts of fine oxidation staining along the edges of the legs and sprue cutter.
There are a few light impact marks scattered along the body and the cavities remain free of pitting but do have light amounts of fine oxidation
staining inside.  (106229-79)  [Elliot Rights Collection]

3035. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold has a pleasing smokey
gray patina with spots of fine oxidation staining present.  The body has very few handling marks and the cavities are free from imperfections.
There is a small casting impurity on the right side of the body that does not impact the function of the mold.  This is an excellent condition
mold and would be a nice upgrade for one’s presentation or collection.  (106229-69)  [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3036. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold is mostly a pleasing plum
colored patina with spots of silvering along the edges and face of the sprue cutter.  There are multiple tiny impact marks along the edges,
back and sides all consistent with use.  The cavities are clean and free of any fouling, in very good to near excellent overall condition. (106229-
83)  [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3037. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold has a pleasing smokey
gray patina with spots of fine oxidation staining present.  The body has multiple light handling marks and the cavities are free from imperfec-
tions.  There is a small casting impurity on the right side of the body that has been filled and does not impact the function of the mold.  This is
an excellent condition mold and would be a nice upgrade for ones collection.  (106229-81)  [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3038. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold has faint traces of blue
blending to a smokey gray patina with several light impact marks present along the legs and body.  There are spots of light active oxidation
with fine pinprick pitting present inside the body and cavity.  It should not, however, affect the pour.  An overall good example of these qual-
ity made molds.  (106229-86) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3039. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .44 caliber round ball and .36 caliber conical bullet mold is mostly in the
white with spots of fine oxidation staining blending in.  The legs have had the letters H and N scratched into them.  The cavities show some
light fouling but are still in very usable condition.  This is an interesting modified mold with life left in it.  (106229-49) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

3040. 50 CAL. M2HB RIFLE BARREL BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY  The barrel is numbered D 7265156 SA and is 36" overall with strong
rifling through the bright excellent bore. There are several light scratches in the parkerized finish with spots of fine oxidation present as well.
Originally used in the early model guns to be replaced by the 45" version after 1936.  (106519-302)

3041. LOT OF 50 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed wooden case of linked 50 cal. containing 200 rounds.  The attached paper label
reads "Q3166 / 200 Cartridges / 50 Caliber / M33 Ball / M9 Linked / AVG. WT. 77 LBS. / WCC 90A011-001".  The crate is in very good condi-
tion and the ammunition is presumably in the same condition.  (106519-581) [Please note: due to weight, additional shipping charges will apply.]

3042. LOT OF 50 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed wooden case of linked 50 cal. containing 200 rounds.  The attached paper label
reads "Q3166 / 200 Cartridges / 50 Caliber / M33 Ball / M9 Linked / AVG. WT. 77 LBS. / WCC 89C011-001".  The crate is in very good condi-
tion and the ammunition is presumably in the same condition.  (106519-581A) [Please note: due to weight, additional shipping charges will apply.]
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3043. LOT OF 50 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed wooden case of linked 50 cal. containing 200 rounds.  The attached paper label
reads "Q3166 / 200 Cartridges / 50 Caliber / M33 Ball / M9 Linked / AVG. WT. 77 LBS. / WCC 89C011-001".  The crate is in very good condi-
tion and the ammunition is presumably in the same condition.  (106519-581B) [Please note: due to weight, additional shipping charges will apply.]

3044. LOT OF 50 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes a sealed wooden case of linked 50 cal. containing 200 rounds.  The attached paper label
reads "Q3166 / 200 Cartridges / 50 Caliber / M33 Ball / M9 Linked / AVG. WT. 77 LBS. / WCC 89C011-001".  The crate is in very good condi-
tion and the ammunition is presumably in the same condition.  (106519-581C) [Please note: due to weight, additional shipping charges will apply.]

3045. BEEMAN KODIAK AIR RIFLE  Serial #845334, .25 cal. (6.35mm), 18" barrel with excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% plus
original blue finish with several light scratches near the muzzle.  The beech checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates about very good
showing several light handling marks along the forend and cheek piece with three prominent handling blemishes on the right side near the
heel.  There is a small stable crack in the top of the wrist emanating from the rear of the safety.  The air rifle has a Bushnell Sportview 4-12X40
scope with heavy duplex reticle and clear crisp optics installed.  This is an overall very good condition single cocking break action air rifle with
the Santa Rosa address that should handle all your rodent problems in the garden nicely. (106519-386) (200/400)

3046. BEEMAN MODEL R10 AIR RIFLE  Serial #1223303, .20 cal. (5mm), 17" barrel with excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95%
plus of their original blue.  The smooth beech pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with a couple of light handling marks.  The
air rifle has a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x40 scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. Included with this item is a set of unmarked biki-
ni style lens covers.  An overall excellent example of these fine single cocking air rifles with the Santa Rosa address listed as made in
Germany.  (106519-385) {NON-GUN} (150/250)

3047. RWS / SHIN SUNG INDUSTRIES CORPORATION FIRE 201 AIR RIFLE  Serial #90340, 9mm, 21 1/2" barrel with bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of their blued and painted finish.  The receiver shows a few light scratches in the black finish near
the top and the blued barrel and air reservoir are nearly blemish free.  The checkered straight pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate about
very good with added finish and a large impression on the right side of the forend near the receiver.  A near very good overall example of these
Korean made air rifles.  (106519-391) {NON-GUN} (75/150)

3048. EGYPTIAN MODEL 1954 UNDERLEVER PELLET RIFLE BY ANSCHUTZ  .22 Pellet, 19 1/2" barrel.  This military style air rifle was
made for the Egyptian Army as a training tool designed after their Hakim rifle.  The metal surfaces have a blued finish showing several light
scratches and hardened oil staining.  The top of the receiver has a grinning skull that is flanked by flames, the rear has Farsi markings.  The
walnut military style stocks rate about very good with overall light dings and handling marks.  The rifle features a concealed underlever cock-
ing mechanism and appears to function correctly.  The original sights with front hood and sling swivels are included.  Only about 2300 of these
rifles were made with many imported to the U.S. by Navy Arms.  There are no U.S. markings visible on the rifle which is in near excellent con-
dition overall.  (106519-383) {NON-GUN} (200/400)

3049. HY-SCORE MODEL 821 SIDE LEVER AIR RIFLE  Serial #13983, .22 cal., 18" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 80% even thinning blue with some silvering near the muzzle and along the high edges.  The straight pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock
with grooved forend rates near excellent with a few light handling marks.  The air rifle has an unmarked 4X15 power scope with slightly cloudy
optics and duplex reticle.  This is an overall very good example with plenty of life left.  (106519-384) {NON-GUN} (50/100)

3050. GAMO WHISPER AIR RIFLE  Serial #04-1C-247984-80, .177 cal (4.5mm), 20 1/2" barrel with very good bore.  The metal surfaces retain
nearly all of their original finish and the synthetic textured Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with spots of ingrained dirt staining present.
The break action air rifle has both standard fiber optic sights and a Gamo VFGE 3-9X40 rifle scope with a heavy duplex reticle and clear optics.
A high power rodent deterrent in near excellent condition.  (106519-387) {NON-GUN} (75/150) 

3051. LOT OF SHERIDAN AIR RIFLES  Includes two, first is a Blue Streak serial #121023, .20 cal (5mm), 19" barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain nearly all of their original finish with several light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining present.  The smooth
pistolgrip stock and forend rate about good plus with light scratches and handling marks.  There is a Tasco 3-7X20 scope with duplex reticle
and slightly hazed optics.  Second is a Model A Super Grade .20 cal. (5mm), serial #01895, 20" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain nearly all of their original finish with several light scratches and spots of light fine oxidation present overall.  The straight pistol-
grip stock and forend rate about very good plus with several light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish.  Two very good examples from
this long time leader in quality pneumatic rifles.  (106519-382, 390) {NON-GUN}

3052. LOT OF SHERIDAN AIR RIFLES  Includes two, first is a Blue Streak serial #5691J, .20 cal (5mm), 19" barrel with good bore.  The metal
surfaces retain most of their original finish fading in areas with several light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining present.  The smooth
pistolgrip stock and forend rate about good plus with light scratches and handling marks overall.  Second is a Blue Streak serial #4691, .20
cal. (5mm), 19" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain nearly all of their original finish with loss due to light scratches and
fine oxidation staining.  The straight pistolgrip stock and forend rate about very good with several handling marks, small spots of flaking var-
nish and a few dings.  The air rifle comes with both standard sights and a Weaver J 2.5 power scope with standard cross hair reticle and
cloudy optics.  Two about very good examples from a quality air rifle manufacturer.  (106519-381, 380) {NON-GUN}

3053. SHERIDAN BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE  Serial #D1791H, .20 cal (5mm), 19" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
near all of their original finish with spots of fine oxidation staining and light scratches in select areas.  The straight pistolgrip stock and forend
rate about good plus showing spots of flaked varnish with overall light scratches and handling marks.  The air rifle has a NC Star 2-7X32 EER
scope with duplex reticle and crisp optics.  An overall very good combination sure to have hours of fun left in it.  (106519-389) {NON-GUN}

3054. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HANDY GUN FRAME serial #11217.  This frame assembly exhibits strong color cased-harden-
ing with areas of scattered fine oxidation staining.  There are multiple light tool marks encircling the hammer pin on both sides of the frame.
The one piece checkered walnut stock rates very good with several light handling marks along the edges and a small check showing in the
base of the grip.  The checkering remains crisp with a few slightly rounded points and the grip screw is missing.  Mechanism seems mechan-
ically functional.  (106519-498)  

3055. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HANDY GUN FRAME serial #3265.  This frame assembly retains about 75% even thinning blue
with silvering along the high edges and a small patch of fine oxidation staining beneath the address line.   The one piece checkered walnut
stock rates good overall with slightly rounded points on the checkering, several light handling marks and a neatly repaired chip to the top right
side.  Mechanism seems mechanically functional.  (106519-500)
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3056. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HANDY GUN FRAME AND FOREND serial #52628.  This frame assembly shows trace
amounts of color case-hardening with most blending to a pleasing brown patina.  The hammer, trigger and area behind the trigger guard still
show strong case color.  The checkered one piece walnut pistolgrip and smooth forend rate very good with light handling marks and spots
of flaking varnish and the checkering remains crisp with sharp points on the diamonds.  An overall very good frame and stock set.  Mechanism
seems mechanically functional.  (106519-497)

3057. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HANDY GUN FRAME serial #7053.  This frame assembly retains about 90% original blue finish
with the trigger and hammer showing slightly faded case color.  There are a couple of small spots of light oxidation present near the barrel
release and silvering on the edges near the pivot.  The one piece walnut stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and slightly
rounded points on the diamonds.  Mechanism seems mechanically functional.  (106519-499)

3058. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HANDY GUN FRAME serial #1447.  This frame assembly retains about 70% original blue with
silver toning on the sharp edges and contact points and has spots of scattered light oxidation.  Hammer and trigger have faded primarily to
a mottled case-hardened gray with some color still remaining on the hammer.  The one-piece checkered walnut grip rates very good plus
showing only minor dings and handling marks.  Mechanism seems mechanically functional.  (106519-496)

3059. CRESCENT DAVIS ARMS CORP. CERTIFIED SHOTGUN FRAME serial #3169.  This frame assembly retains 80% color cased-hard-
ening with spots of fine oxidation present along the left side with light silvering along the high edges.  The trigger and hammer are a molted
gray tone with spots of color left.  The two-piece smooth walnut grips rate about good plus having been cleaned and refinished now with
flaking varnish near all over.  Mechanism seems mechanically functional.  (106519-495)

3060. MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., GAME GETTER FRAME AND STOCK serial #14251.  This frame assembly retains about 80% blue with
light fine oxidation staining and silvering present along the high edges.  The hammer and trigger show remnants of color cased-hardening
that has molted to a smokey gray tone.  The two-piece smooth walnut grip panels rate about very good showing a light cleaning and added
varnish.  Included with this frame is a rolled stamped metal nickel plated stock showing spots of active oxidation and staining with flaking and
wear present at the attaching ears.  The stock is not attached or numbered in any way and may not be original to the frame.  It is however in
strong working condition.  Mechanism seems mechanically functional.  (106020-390)

3061. MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., GAME GETTER FRAME AND STOCK serial #11448.  This frame assembly retains about 70% blue with
spots of active oxidation, fine pin prick pitting, oxidation staining and silvering present along the high edges. The hammer and trigger show
strong amounts of color cased-hardening that is toning towards a smokey gray.  The two-piece smooth walnut grip panels rate about very
good showing light oil staining at the top edges where they meet the frame and they have several light handling marks.  The rolled stamped
metal folding shoulder stock shows active oxidation in scattered areas over its nickel plated finish and appears to function freely.  Mechanism
seems mechanically functional.  (106519-527)

3062. MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., TYPE I GAME GETTER FRAME AND HOLSTER Serial #2167.  This frame assembly retains about 75%
even thinning blue with loss primarily around the trigger guard and wire folding stock.  There are several light scratches in the finish, peen
marks along the left side and patches of flaking on the right.  The two-piece checkered hard rubber grips rate very good overall with scat-
tered light handling marks and diamonds with slightly rounded points.  Attached to the frame is a Marbles folding peep sight with aperture.
All parts and assembly mechanisms seem mechanically functional.   Also included with this lot is a 17" open top shoulder holster that has soft
supple leather with attaching straps in good overall condition.  (106642-15)

3063. LEATHER PRESENTATION CASE  This is a brown leather illustrated presentation case measuring 9 3/4" X 7 1/4" X 2 1/2" with cavalry
soldier on top lid wrapped in gold leaf under a crown.  Interior of the case is molded to fit two Smith & Wesson No. 1 revolvers with red and
white velour fabric lining.  A nice presentation case, sure to add a little flare to one’s display.  (106075-12) 

3064. COLT DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .36 caliber round and conical bullet mold retains 90% of its original blue with spots of oxida-
tion and staining.  There is silvering along some of the high edges and the cavities are slightly fowled but should clean up nicely.  The side of
the body is marked “36P.”, likely for a Pocket model Colt, this mold is in overall very good plus condition.  (105698-56A)

3065. OAK PRESENTATION CASE  An original London Colt Casing for an 1877 DA revolver.  The case measures 14" X 7" X 2" with green felt
divided interior with provisions for tools and other accessories.  The case is lockable, however no key is provided.  Included with this lot are
two Eley Bros. cap tins, one with green paper label, the other stamped in the lid, all in very good to excellent condition.  (105698-56)

3066. LOT OF PRESENTATION CASES  Includes two custom cigar boxes converted into form fitted pistol display cases.  First is a Casa Blanca
Cigar Co., box measuring 9 1/4" X 7 1/4" X 2 1/2" with yellow felt interior molded for a Luger style pistol in very good condition.  Second is
a Casa Blanca Cigar Box measuring 9 1/4" X 7 1/14" X 2" with green felt interior formed for a Radom style pistol in very good condition.  There
are a couple of grain cracks in the top lid that are stable.  (106162-55, 55)

3067. COLT DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  This .28 caliber round ball and conical bullet mold retains a nice brown mustard color patina on
the brass body and legs.  The flat on the sprue cutter reads “Colts Pat” with no other visible markings. The mold is in very good condition
overall.  (106257-3B) 

3068. LOT OF PRESENTATION CASES Includes two wooden cases, first is a Quails Unlimited marked case measuring 14 1/2" X 5 3/4" X 2"
with a cloth lined foam interior for a medium framed revolver in good overall condition.  Second is a modern oak presentation case, likely for
a Rogers and Spencer style percussion revolver with blue felt fitted interior measuring 16" X 8 1/2" X 3" in excellent condition.  (106257-3A)

3069. PRESENTATION CASE AND ACCESSORIES  Includes a modern case measuring 12" X 6" X 2 1/4" with red felt lined divided interior,
likely for a Colt 1862 Police revolver.  The exterior of the case has multiple scratches in the finish and is fitted with brass hardware to include
a lockable catch with key provided.  The case includes the following items: an unmarked tin of percussion caps, bag of assorted 36 caliber
lead balls and bullets and an FIE turn screw and nipple wrench combo, all in very good condition.  (105984-4A)

3070. PERCUSSION SHOOTERS LOT  Includes two items, first is an unmarked brass two cavity mold.  The .36 caliber round ball and conical
bullet mold is in excellent condition with clean cavities and scattered spots of oxidation staining along the body and legs.  The mold is num-
bered 2743 on the body under the sprue cutter and is in excellent condition.  Second is a small smooth brass powder flask with common style
charger showing tight soldered seams and a pleasing caramel colored patina.  These items would fit nicely into a presentation case with any
small framed percussion navy style revolver. (105984-4B)
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3071. LINDSAY YOUNG AMERICA PISTOL ACCESSORIES Includes a brass bullet starter and bullet mold.  The bul-
let starter measures 3" overall and has a lovely ochre colored patina.  The bullet mold is marked “Lindsay Young
America” on opposing sides with several tiny light impact marks scattered along its length.  The cavity is cut for a .41
caliber egg shaped bullet with a single groove in the middle.  The cavity is clean and free of any defects.  This would
be a great pairing for one of the fabulous Lindsay pistols in this sale.  (106889-24A)

3072. INTERESTING LOT OF POWDER
CANS  Includes three empty large pow-
der cans.  First is an 8lb can of Winchester
/ Western Ball Powder smokeless propel-

lant with wrap around paper label.
The can shows scattered
spots of light oxidation
and staining with a com-
plete paper label that
has a few scuff marks
and stains but remains
complete in very good to
near excellent condition.
Second is a 10 lb. card-
board tub of Winchester
/ Western AA Ball
Powder smokeless propellant with wrap-around
paper label that shows light dirt staining.  The tub
retains its shipping label and has a few pencil marks
on the top, in very good plus condition.  Third is a
15 lb. cardboard tub of Hercules Red Dot smoke-
less shotgun powder with affixed label and painted
lid.  The tub is in very good condition showing light
dirt staining and what appears to be water staining
on the lid.  An interesting collector's lot sure to
spark some explosive conversations.  (106410-1)

3073. FRAMED DUCK PRINT  This framed print measures
32 1/2” X 25" overall with a viewing area of 23" X 16 1/2".
It is titled Wetland Wonders and was illustrated by Cynthie
Fisher.  The lithograph shows a collection of nine ducks
foraging in a shallow marshy area and would make a love-
ly addition to ones gun room, den or unspecified living
space.  (106622-9)

3074. FRAMED CALENDAR ART  Includes a copy of the
Laflin & Rand Powder Company 1906 dated calendar (art
only) featuring a startled hunter bunkered in behind his
beached canoe reaching for his trusty Model 1895 as an
enormous bull moose emerges from the brush.  The repro-
duction print measures 15" X 20" and is fitted in a 20 1/2"
X 25" decorative wooden frame.  A fantastic copy of calen-
dar art from a great period in advertising.  (106679-39A)

3075. FRAMED LESTERS AMMUNITION PRINT  Includes
a reproduction print measuring 10 1/2" X 13 1/2" depict-
ing a bear on a ledge with a tuft of red and black flannel
looking over the edge as a hat free falls and a Model 94
lays at its feet.  The slogan reads "Lesters America's
Cheapest Ammunition" / "It Usually Works".  A very good
plus copy of a famed advertising slogan sure to add flare to
any deco.  (106358-5)

3076. FRAMED PRINT OF REMINGTON ARMS
FACTORY  Print shows the factory, guard's barracks and
employment office in a third dimension view with sur-
rounding train tracks, lake and houses filling the foreground
as well as the background.  It has several wrinkles from
poor storage prior to framing with a large water spot in the
upper left hand corner.  Still a very neat print measuring 28
1/2" X 9 1/4" in a simple oak frame.  (106679-37)

3077. FRAMED 1997 CONNECTICUT DUCK STAMP
PRINT #82 of 300 by Robert Steiner.  Image of two soar-
ing green wing teal (one drake, one hen) measuring 7 1/2"
X91/2" with a frame size of 17" X 18".  The print is signed
by the artist and has been double matted with two
Connecticut 1997 dated Migratory Bird Stamps mounted
below and is in excellent condition.  (106613-2)
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3078. FRAMED COLT WHITNEYVILLE
WALKER PRINT  Includes a
schematic drawing of the famed
Walker Revolver with portraits of
Samuel Walker, Samuel Colt, and Eli
Whitney Jr.  This is one of eleven hun-
dred prints (No.37) measuring 18" X
24" in a modern decorative aluminum
frame measuring 22" X 38".  This is
an interesting piece in excellent con-
dition.  (106613-3)

3079. FRAMED PRINT OF THE
BATTLE OF CORINTH  This framed
Lithograph measures 22" X 29" over-
all and depicts a very gruesome bat-
tle scene between the Second Texas
Infantry and the 63rd.  Ohio Vol.
Infantry.  The battle took place during
October in 1892.  An interesting print
in very good overall condition.
(106622-9A)

3080. WINCHESTER ADVERTISING
POSTER  This print depicts a hunter
taking aim at a running squirrel over a
narrative reading "Nail 'em with
Super Speed 22's".  The poster mea-
sures roughly 22 1/2" x 31 1/2" with
a heavy horizontal fold mark nearly
half way down the print, tattered and
slightly torn edges and six small circular white dots where thumb tacks once affixed it to a wall.  This is a neat poster sure to add flair to any
gun room or den when properly fitted inside a frame.  (106679-38)

3081. WWI ERA RECRUITING POSTER  This print depicting a lovely blonde haired vixen in Navy blues with the slogan "I Want You / for the
Navy" by artist Howard Chandler Christy original dates back to 1917.  The print is fitted inside a simple chrome plated frame measuring 15
3/4" X 23" with a viewing area of 10" X 16 1/2".  The print has been double matted and shows two heavy crease marks with spots of stain-

ing.  This is likely a reproduction made to look period correct, in very good overall
condition.  (106670-1)

3082. AMERICAN HISTORICAL FOUNDATION KNIFE SET  This set
includes six commemorative fighting knives displayed in a black velour lined
shadow box.  The etched and gilded companion knives all measure 12 1/2"
overall, and display nicely inside the shadow box.  This is an interesting and
attractive collection in excellent condition.  (106907-2A)

3083. CVA KODIAK MAGNUM IN-LINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE  seri-
al #61-13-129213-04, .50 cal., 28" round barrel with lightly oxidized rifled
bore.  The barrel retains 90% original blue with several scratches, patches of
fine oxidation staining and spots of light oxidation predominately at the muz-
zle.  The black textured synthetic Monte Carol style stock rates excellent
overall with a few light handling marks present.  The rear sight is missing its
fiber optic insert and installed is a Bushnell 3-9X scope with duplex reticle
and clear crisp optics.  Also included with this rifle is a brass tipped fiberglass
ramrod.  (106894-32) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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3084. KNIGHT LK-II IN-LINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE  serial #008772, .50 cal., 22 1/2" round barrel with very good bore with light fine
oxidation near its full-length.  The barrel retains about 90% blue with areas of active oxidation, pinprick pitting and fine oxidation staining.   The
full length composite camo stock rates very good overall with several light scratches and dings nearly all over.  There is a set of Weaver style
bases installed and the original fiber optic open sights are present.  (106894-31) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3085. MOSSBERG MODEL 44 U.S. BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 S,L,LR, 26" heavy round barrel with good overall lightly oxidized bore.  The
barrel retains about 75% blending blue with spots of pewter and brown with overall light fine oxidation staining.  The straight pistolgrip wal-
nut stock rates about good overall with light handling marks nearly all over.  There is a repaired chip at the rear of the receiver next to the bolt
head cut out and it also has added finish which has made its way to some of the metal surfaces.  The receiver has been drilled and tapped
for a side mount base and has a Mossberg Micro-click rear missing its aperture and a hooded ramp with single post insert.  Included with
the rifle is a single seven round detachable magazine.  (106864-3) {C&R} (75/150)

3086. MARLIN MODEL 995 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #15463651, 22LR, 18" barrel with very good bright bore.  The barrel shows gener-
ous traces of blue under a heavy layer of oxidation and the front sight has been removed leaving to exposed tapped holes.  The receiver retains
90% of its black applied finish with loss due to oxidation and chipping.  The checkered Monte Carlo walnut stock rates good overall with flak-
ing varnish, dings and other light handling marks over its entire-length.  Installed is a Tasco 3-7X20 rifle scope with duplex reticle and dirty
optics.  No magazine is included.  (106901-S18023) (50/100)

3087. CBC / MAGTECH MODEL 7022 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #E017689, 22LR, 18" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains
80% original blue with spots of active oxidation near the muzzle and scattered spots of fine oxidation staining.  The receiver retains 90% applied
black finish with light handling marks and silvering on the high edges.  The smooth hardwood stock rates about very good with scattered light
handling marks and a couple of abrasions below the bolt.  A single ten round magazine is included.  (106901-S17945) (50/100)

3088. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial # K277002, 12 ga., 24" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel
and magazine tube show traces of blue under a coating of moderate oxidation staining with spots of light pitting observed.  The receiver retains
90% original black applied finish with loss due to honest wear and silvering along the high edges.  The checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates about fair overall; with several abrasions, handling marks, spots of flaking varnish, and a large poorly repaired chip at the top of the wrist.
Shotgun has standard rifle sights.  (106901-S18018) (75/150)

3089. WINCHESTER MODEL 41 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN  .410 bore, 24" plain barrel with a bright about very good bore showing a cou-
ple of spots of light pitting.  The metal surfaces are an overall plum patina with generous traces of blue still present.  The bolt handle is most-
ly in-the-white- with light oxidation near all over.  The straight walnut stock rates excellent overall showing perhaps a light cleaning with a few
scattered handling marks.  A first variation with 2 1/2" chamber in overall very good condition. (106520-582) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

3090. REMINGTON MODEL 241 SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #100186, 22 Short, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces on this take down rifle retain about 85% original blue with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining and perhaps some
light pinprick pitting.  The rear open sight has been removed and a M.A.&M. adjustable rear tang sight has been installed in its place; aper-
ture included.  The smooth walnut stock and forend rate very good overall; with several light handling marks, and spots of flaking varnish over
its full-length.  The barrel number is matching and the correct steel checkered Remington marked buttplate is present as well.  The rifle comes
with one 10 round tube magazine.  (106520-3538) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

3091. REMINGTON MODEL 241 SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial#120274, 22 Short, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces on this take down rifle retain 85-90% original blue with overall traces of fine oxidation staining present its full-length.  The
smooth walnut stock and forend rates good overall showing crazed and flaking varnish with overall light handling marks.  The barrel number
is matching and the correct steel checkered Remington buttplate is present as well.  The rifle comes with one 10 round tube magazine.
(106520-2320) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

3092. WINCHESTER MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #14886, 22 Win. Auto, 20" barrel with good bore showing traces of oxidation
staining and spots of light pitting.  The metal surfaces are an overall plum and pewter blended patina with traces of blue most prevalent at the
muzzle with a few scattered light handling marks and spots of oxidation staining. The straight cut pistolgrip stock and forend rate fair to about
good overall showing perhaps a light cleaning, several handling marks an old repair to the forend on the right side and an attempt to repair
a 4 1/2" crack in the wrist.  There are two pins recessed in from the top of the wrist just rear of the tang and the crack still flexes.  Rifle comes
with  one tubular magazine.  (106519-590) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3093. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE  serial #522210, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with fair bore showing thin rifling and spots
of fine pinprick pitting it's full-length.  The metal surfaces are a blended pewter and plum overall with spots of in the white present along the
bottom of the barrel and magazine tube at the slide.  The barrel and receiver proofs match and the rear sight has been removed and filled with
a blank.  An adjustable rear tang sight was added in its place.  The straight walnut stock and grooved forend rate good overall with several light
handling marks and one shallow impression near the right side lower tang.  The plastic Winchester Trade Mark buttplate is present and is in
very good overall condition.  The tubular magazine is present.  (106520-3444) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (175/275)

3094. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #70705, 22 LR, 19" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on this
take down rifle show 85% reapplied blue with spots of light oxidation staining and silvering along the sharp edges.  The straight walnut stock
and checkered forend rate about good overall; showing multiple handling marks, flaked varnish, cracks and repairs near its full-length.  One
of the side plate screws is missing and the barrel to frame fit is sloppy at best.  This is an overall fair condition gun with a set of Marbles sport-
ing rifle sights in need of stripping or restoration.  (106520-3478) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection" (75/150)

3095. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #72092, 22 Short, 19" barrel with bright about very good bore showing thin rifling
with spots of fine pinprick pitting.  The metal surfaces are an overall dark pewter with traces of brown and faint hints of blue with spots of oxi-
dation staining and light pitting near all over.  The straight walnut stock and forend rate about good with some added finish that has made its
way to some of the metal surfaces.  There is a repaired crack on the left half of the wrist that appears stable, with several other with-the-grain
cracks on the right.  There is an added shell deflector that has been attached through the trigger guard with bolts and nuts.  An interesting
feature added to a fun plinker that still has life left in it.   (106520-3122) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

3096. SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY MODEL-200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial #P261055, 12 ga., 28" barrel with bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered spots of light oxidation staining and has two spots of light pitting at the
top of the barrel near the receiver.  The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with areas of thinning or flaking varnish and
light handling marks.  This 2 3/4" chambered 12 ga., choked full, should prove worthy in the field.  (106916-34) (75/150)
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3097. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial #155368, 12 ga., 28" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 85-90% original blue with scattered light oxidation staining, and a few light scratches with a small amount of pinprick pitting on the receiv-
er.  The checkered pistolgrip and ribbed walnut forend rate about very good overall with spots of added finish along the wrist and a few scat-
tered light handling marks.  This 2 3/4" chambered, 12 ga., choked modified work horse functions well mechanically.  (106916-46) (100/200)

3098. TED WILLIAMS MODEL 200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #116342, 20 ga., 28" ventilated rib barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85% plus original blue with several spots of light oxidation staining and a few spots of fine pinprick pitting present
on the barrel.  The press checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with overall light handling marks.  This 20 ga., is
chambered for 3" and is choked modified.  (106916-49) (150/250)

3099. WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #B1337085, 22 L, LR, 20 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 75% thinning blue with spots of fine oxidation staining throughout nearly its entire length.  The alloy receiver retains much of its paint-
ed black finish with loss due to wear or handling marks.  The smooth hardwood stock and forend rate near excellent with a few light handling
marks mostly near the wrist.  (106916-52) (50/100)

3100. WINCHESTER MODEL 72A BOLT ACTION RIFLE  .22 LR, 25" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85-90% origi-
nal blue with scattered light spots of oxidation staining.  There is a small scratch in the finish on the left side of the barrel near the forend and a
bean sized wear mark near the knurled end of the magazine tube.  The chrome plated bolt handle and trigger guard retain 95% of their original
finish with a couple of tiny flakes present near the rear screw hole.  The straight pistolgrip walnut stock rates excellent showing a few light scat-
tered handling marks and the wood stands proud of the checkered Winchester Arms Co., marked buttplate.  The rifle has a hooded front ramped
front sight and a peep with aperture on the rear.  A fine example overall of these popular little tack drivers.  (106917-5) {C&R} (200/400)   

3101. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE  serial #2820339, 30-30 Win., 20" round barrel with bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel retains about 80% thinning blue with brown undertones and spots of faint fine oxidation staining.  The receiver is a plum colored patina
with traces of silver along the high edges.  The straight grip walnut stock and forend rate very good overall with several light handling marks
and few shallow dings.  A great thick cover rifle in about very good condition.  (106916-41) (200/400)   

3102. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE  .22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with bright very good bore showing thin rifling it's full-length.
The metal surfaces retain about 75% even thinning blue with silver and brown tones, and light fine oxidation staining near all over.  The bolt
handle is in the white and a Lyman series 17A target front (single hole insert only) and No. 57 Micrometer (with single aperture) have been
installed.  The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock rates about excellent with a few light scattered handling marks.  A single magazine is included.
(106520-3731) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3103. SAVAGE MODEL 23D BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #219063, 22 Hornet, 25" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
80% even thinning blue with a couple of silver spots due to wear.  The rear sight has been removed and installed in its place is a Weaver
Model 29S scope with standard crosshair reticle and cloudy optics.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good showing several
light handling marks and shallow dings near all over.  A single Savage marked detachable magazine is included.  (106520-2296) {C&R}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3104. WINCHESTER MODEL 36 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN  9mm Rimfire Long shot, short shot, and ball, 18" barrel with bright excellent
bore.  The barrel retains 40% thinning blue with loss due to wear and overall light fine oxidation staining.  The bolt is in the white spots of light
pinprick pitting and oxidation staining.  The smooth hardwood stock rates very good with overall light dings and handling marks.  (106520-
4127) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3105. WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L, Extra Long, 18" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel is an overall
brown patina with trace amounts of blue and silver under a light layer of oxidation.  The smooth wooden stock rates about good with overall
dings and scratches, and has a couple of repairs, one to a chip at the forend.  Also there are two dings at the toe of the stock that were filled
with putty.  (106520-4115) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (50/75)

3106. WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L, Extra Long, 18" barrel with about very good bore with spots of light oxi-
dation staining and shallow pitting near the muzzle.  The metal surfaces are an overall dark pewter with traces of blue on the underside of the
barrel with a near overall coating of fine oxidation staining.  The one piece straight stock with Schnabel tip forend rates good with overall light
dings, scratches and has a small with the grain crack on the right side near the bolt. The top of the wrist has been drilled for a tang style sight
and no rear sight is provided.  (106520-3480) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (50/75)

3107. BERETTA 950 BS SEMI AUTO PISTOL  serial #BER45685T, 22 Short, 2 1/2" tip up barrel with very good bore.  The barrel and slide
retain near 80% original blue with spots of fine oxidation staining and moderate amounts of active oxidation in the slide grooves and around
the front sight.  The alloy frame retains nearly all of its original finish with light silvering on the sharp edges.  The two-piece checkered plastic
grips rate very good overall.  No magazine is included.  (106916-26) (50/75)

3108. CHARTER ARMS POLICE BULLDOG REVOLVER  serial #323171, .38 Special, 4" barrel with an overall bright very good bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 85% blue with spots of fine oxidation staining and perhaps small areas of pinprick pitting mostly on the cylinder and trigger.  The
hammer shows strong case-hardened color and the two piece checkered walnut grips rate excellent with crisp points.  (106916-18) (75/150)

3109. INTRATEC TEC-22 "SCORPION" SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #078662, 22LR, 4" barrel with bright excellent bore with threaded
muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain nearly all original matte finish.  A neat looking plinker that comes with one magazine and plastic hard
case.  (106923-1) (150/250)

3110. F.I.E. / FRANCHI 48 AL FIELD MODEL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN  serial #97682, 20 ga., 24" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
barrel retains 80% even thinning blue with spots of oxidation staining and light pinprick pitting.  The alloy receiver retains 95% of its original
finish with silvering present along some of the sharp edges.  The checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate about very good with numerous
light scratches, spots of flaking, and dings near all over.  (106520-3556) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

3111. WESTERN FIELD MODEL 172A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN  12 ga., 28" barrel with bright very good bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 75% even thinning blue with spots of light pinprick pitting and overall fine oxidation staining.  The bolt is mostly a plum patina with sil-
ver along the contact spots showing light oxidation staining near all over.  The one piece pistolgrip stock rates very good with scattered light
handling marks.  This shotgun is chambered for 2 3/4" or 3" shells and comes with a single detachable box magazine.  (106520-3764)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (50/75)
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3112. SAVAGE ANSCHUTZ MODEL MATCH 64 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #950749A, 22 LR, 26" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with moderate amounts of oxidation staining and spots of light pitting near the full-length of the bar-
rel.  The receiver shows spots of fine oxidation staining as does the in-the-white bolt.  The barrel has been drilled and tapped with installed
target blocks and there is a Redfield Olympic rear peep and globe style front with single round hole insert.  The stippled ergonomic pistolgrip
hard wood stock rates near excellent with scattered light handling marks.  (106873-31) (200/400)

3113. F.I.E. MODEL D38 DERINGER  serial #F40284, 38 Special, 3" barrel with bright very good overall bore.  The metal surfaces retain
90% original Dyna-Chrome finish with light scratches near all over.  The white plastic checkered grips rate faire with repaired chips on both
panels.  (106916-30) (25/75)

3114. BJT DA 38 DERINGER serial #868900, 38 Special, 3" barrels with bright excellent bores.  The deringer retains 90% original nickel finish
with spots of moderate flaking along the frame and back strap.  The two-piece checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with slight round-
ing to some of the points.  (106916-29) (75/150) 

3115. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS COMPANY SELF LOADING SEMI-PISTOL  serial #8096, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with about
very good lightly frosted bore.  The barrel and frame retain 90% of their blue finish with moderate amounts of fine oxidation staining and per-
haps some light pinprick pitting.  The two-piece checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with slightly rounded points.  A single six
round magazine is included with this first variation pistol.  (106916-8) {C&R} (250/350)

3116. STEVENS MODEL 1915 "FAVORITE" FALLING BLOCK RIFLE  serial #S669, 32 cal, 24" round barrel with overall good lightly frost-
ed bore.  The metal surfaces on this takedown rifle are mostly a pleasing brown patina with faint traces of blue and silvering along the sharp
edges.  The two-piece walnut stock and forend rate about good overall with several light dings, handling marks, added varnish and repairs to
the rear stock.  There is a repaired chip at the toe, dowel through the wrist and an epoxy filled crack at the rear of the tang.  An overall good
example of these fun to shoot takedowns.  (106892-45) {C&R} (75/150)

3117. STEVENS NO. 26 CRACK SHOT FALLING BLOCK RIFLE  22 RF, 18" barrel with about good bright bore showing light to perhaps
moderate pitting near the breech.  The metal surfaces are an overall plumb brown patina with scattered spots of oxidation staining and fine
pinprick pitting.  The two-piece walnut stock and forend rate about very good with overall light handling marks and dings consistent with use.
(106892-28) {C&R} (50/100)

3118. COLT THIRD MODEL (THUER) DERINGER  serial #12896, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with fair overall oxidized and pitted bore.  The barrel
is an overall brown patina with moderate pitting near all overall.  The frame retains 80% nickel plating with spots of wear showing a pleasing
ochre patina.  The two-piece walnut grips rate good overall with light handling marks and flaking varnish.  (106916-28) {C&R} (200/400)

3119. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial #685583, 12 ga., 26" plain barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces are an overall pewter patina with generous amounts of original blue left on the Poly Choked barrel.  The smooth wal-
nut pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate good overall with light handling marks, flaking varnish and overall light dings.  There is
a 1" crack on the rear left side of the forend.  An honest Model 12 in working condition that has seen a lot of use.  (106520) {C&R}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3120. ROSSI MODEL 59 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE  serial #H019710, 22 Magnum, 23" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 95% blue with lose due to wear along the working parts.  The straight walnut stock and grooved forend rate excellent overall with a few
light handling marks. The rear sight has been removed and installed in its place is a Bushnell 4X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics.
An overall fine example.  (106895-5) (75/150)

3121. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN  serial #789074, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain an even thinning 80 % blue with spots of fine oxidation staining and pinprick pitting most prominent on the receiver.  The check-
ered walnut pistolgrip stock and beaver tail style forend rate about very good with overall light handling marks.  The checkering is dulled at
the points and there is an 1 1/2" with-the-grain crack in the bottom of the forend where it meets the receiver.  A very good overall example
perfect for those drizzly days spent afield.  (106779-X9850) (150/250)

3122. U.S. MODEL 1860 STAFF & FIELD OFFICERS SWORD  29" blade beautifully etched "AMES MFG Co. / CHICOPEE / MASS." along
with scroll, "U.S.", federal eagle and panoply of arms.  The sword is in wonderful condition, the blade retaining crisp etching and much of its
bright nickel with some scattered light staining along the foible, the leather washer shows light wear but remains present and intact.  The hilt
is equipped with a folding counterguard, is gold washed and shows eagles, stands of arms and a cast metal grip wrapped in braided brass
wire.  The hilt rates excellent with lots of original gold wash present.  The scabbard is nickel plated and has brass fittings and remains in excel-
lent condition overall with light fading at the throat and drag.    (56822-8) (300/5000)

3123. COLT 22 CALIBER CONVERSION UNIT  This lot consisits of a Colt factory conversion unit in an original hinged wood grain cardboard
box.  The included parts include the slide, 4 3/4" barrel with a bright fine bore, floating chamber, magazine and slide stop; the ejector, bush-
ing and recoil spring assembly are not present.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with some light handling marks and spots
of moderate surface rust.  The box has an old paper tape repaired hinge which has separated once again along with a partially intact end
label, scuffs and dirt stains, the instruction sheet is missing as well.  (56873-17)
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3124. WONDERFUL HIRA-ZUKURI WAKIZASHI SIGNED UJIFUSA  This is a nice late 1500's to early 1600's
Wakizashi measuring 14 1/2".  The blade has a nice ko-nie deki suguha hamon (small nie crystals in a straight temper
line) with lots of activity.  The
shinogi-ji (flat section)  and mune
(back of the blade remain bright
overall with some very fine oxida-
tion staining and there are a few
nicks in the ha (edge).  The
Nakago (tang) is original with a
nice dark gray patina with scat-
tered fine pitting and oxidation.  The mei (signature) remains crisp and looks to be alright but needs further study.  The copper habaki (scab-
bard sleeve)is present but there is no tsuka (handle) or and secondary parts and decorations.  Included is an original saya (scabbard) with
moderately flaking lacquer and missing kozuka, uragawara and kojiri (small secondary blade, retention clip and cap) which should be able to
be properly restored.  A nice original signed Wakizashi whose further research could prove quite interesting.  (56364-10) (1200/1800)

3125. FI INDUSTRIES MODEL D SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CPA023702, 380 ACP, 3" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 95-98% original matte blue with some light scuffs and silvering along the edges.  The checked hardwood grips rate fine with some
minor blemishes and staining.  Included is a single magazine.  (56849-11) (175/275)

3126. BERETTA MODEL 950 BS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DAA029225, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with light silvering along the edges.  The checkered black plastic grips rate fine showing light wear.  Pistol
includes a single factory magazine and manual.  (56849-5) (100/200)

3127. STAR MODEL 43 FIRESTAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2094607, 9 mm, 3 1/4" barrel with a fine excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 98% original with a few light scuffs and handling marks.  The checkered soft rubber grips rate excellent.  Pistol is equipped with three
dot sights and includes a single magazine.  (56849-12) (200/400)

3128. BERETTA NEW PUMA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A12445, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue with light silvering along the edges along with some scattered fine oxidation staining and some slightly more
moderate oxidation in the slide serrations and along the barrel.  The checkered brown plastic grips rates very good with light handling marks.
Included is a single finger rest magazine.  (56873-18) (175/275)

3129. CENTURY ARMS INTERNATIONAL/IMP MODEL PHP MV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #14912, 9 mm, 4" barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal applied blue toning to brown.  The black plastic grips rate very good to fine with
light handling marks.  Pistol includes a single magazine and manual.  (56894-23) (200/400)

3130. CENTURY ARMS INTERNATIONAL/ CZ MODEL VZOR 70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #J88419, 32 ACP, 3 5/8" pistol with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% arsenal added blue with some light scuffs and silvering, the frame a duller purplish blue.
The black plastic grips rate very good with light handling marks.  Included is a single ginger rest magazine.  (56894-25) (200/400)

3131. L.W. SEECAMP MODEL LWS 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #6870, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The matte stain-
less steel metal surfaces rate near excellent with a few scuffs and dings.  The check black polymer grips rate excellent.  Pistol includes a sin-
gle magazine.  (56924-8) (275/375)

3132. MAUSER MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #246084, 32 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with a very good bore having scattered pinprick
pitting and good rifling the entire length.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue toning to brown and gray with light silvering along
the edges and some scattered pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and light handling marks.  The walnut grips rate good overall with the check-
ering nearly smooth with a few dents and blemishes under a heavy added varnish.  The slide and frame are numbered alike, the included mag-
azine is numbered to another pistol.  (56924-6) {C&R} (300/500)

3133. CHARTER ARMS UNDERCOVER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #113, 38 Special, 2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with light silvering along the edges, a light turn ring on the cylinder and a couple pits and specks
of fine oxidation.  The Presentation/Compac checkered soft rubber grips rate near excellent show minor wear.  Revolver includes a lightly worn
Bucheimer Defender right hand leather holster.  (56901-S17540) (150/250)

3134. CROSSMAN/WALTHER MODEL CPSPORT AIR PISTOL serial #JA42546408, .177 cal., single shot CO2 operated air pistol close-
ly resembling the Walther P99 pistol.  All polymer construction rates excellent.  Included is a working Walther rail mount red laser sight.
(56901-17540B) {NONGUN}

3135. RAVEN MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #709098, 25 ACP, 2 7/16" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain  98% original chrome finish with light scuffs and scratches.  The walnut grips rate excellent with a few light blemishes.  Included is a
single magazine.  (56901-S17539) (20/40)

3136. GLOCK MODEL 27  SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #GCF927, 40 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with some light silvering along the edges.  The black polymer frame rates excellent.  Equipped with factory night sights, three
factory magazines are included.  (56901-S17538) (300/500)
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3137. COLT CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL SINGLE SHOT TWO GUN SET  serial #'s 20314W & 20315W, 22 Short, 6" barrels with
bright excellent bores.  The barrels, cylinders and hammer spines retain 98% original black finish with a couple light scuffs; the brass frames
and hardware remain bright and the hammer sides are finished bright with some light staining.  The smooth walnut grips rate excellent. The
guns rest in a blue and gray factory presentation case with a French fitted baize interior.  (56788-2,3) {C&R} (400/600)

3138. SNAKE EYES "DEADLY DEUCE" DUAL BARREL DERINGER  serial #1854S, .36 cal. percussion, 3" octagon shape barrel with
bright excellent bores.  The once-piece brass barrel and frame have a lightly tarnished goldenrod patina with minor scuffs and specks of
oxidation staining. The hammer, trigger and guard are finished bright.  The faux mother-of-pearl grips rate very good with light handling
marks.  Included is a worn factory box with dents, wrinkles and rounded edges and separated corners, brass ramrod and instruction sheet.
(56924-10){ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3139. PARATROOPER AUTOMATIC KNIFE  This knife measures 4 3/8" with a 3" spear point blade.  The knife remains unsharpened with a
gray phosphate colored finish with some light oxidation staining.  The blade is unmarked except for a small paratrooper emblem in the upper
rear corner of the obverse blade.  The grooved polymer handle rates excellent and is equipped with a lanyard hole. [Please note automatic
knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents only]  (56884-2)

3140. RUGER OLD MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #104524, 357 Mag., 6 1/2" barrel with a bright fine bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with fine oxidation and more defined surface rust on the hammer sides.  The smooth wal-
nut grips rate excellent.  The safety update has not yet been performed on this revolver.  (56873-12) (300/500)

3141. RUGER OLDER MODEL SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #330406, 22 Magnum, 6 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue with light gun metal on the left side of the barrel at the muzzle, often attributed to muzzle wear along with a
very light turn ring on the cylinder and scattered light oxidation also present on the brightly finished hammer sides.  The factory walnut grips rate
excellent.  Revolver features the early XR3 frame and the safety update has not been performed on this revolver.  (56873-9) {C&R} (275/375)

3142. RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER  serial # 9465, 44 Rem. Mag. 7 1/2" barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about with light wear at the left side of the muzzle attributed to holster wear along with a light cylin-
der ring and few minor scuffs and scratches.  The hammer sides have toned to gun metal with some light oxidation staining.  The walnut grips
rate very good overall with light handling marks and a small chip in the toe of the left panel.  The safety update has not been performed on
this revolver.  (56842-6) {C&R} (400/600)

3143. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 2213 SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UAD7408, 22 LR, 3” barrel with an excellent
bore.  The satin stainless steel and anodized surfaces are in near excellent condition with a few light dings on the backstrap for an over-
all rating of about 98%.  The black checkered synthetic grips are in excellent condition.  The pistol is equipped with three dot sights.
Included with the pistol are an S&W marked soft case, removable holster in the soft case and single magazine.  (86520-2957) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400) 

3144. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #804625, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.
This series R-101 revolver retains about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with some faint high edge wear and several small
scratches on the left side of the frame.  Strong case-hardened colors remain on the hammer and trigger.  The checkered plastic factory
grips are in like new condition.   Except for some handling and storage wear this gun does not appear to have been used.  (86520-978)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3145. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 AIRWEIGHT MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D238381, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel
with an excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 97% blue and anodized finishes with an isolated heavy scratch on the cylinder, a few scat-
tered light scratches, slight high edge wear and a cylinder turn ring.  The standard hammer and Magna trigger retain robust case-hardened
colors with light operation marks and thinning finish on the face of the trigger.  The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W
medallions are in good to very good condition with scattered light dents, scratches and scuffs.  The grips are correctly numbered to the gun
and both panels have the initials KAR neatly stamped on the underside.  (86520-1340) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

3146. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 38/32 TERRIER REVOLVER serial #55970, 38 S&W, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  This
pre-model 32 I frame revolver retains about 90% original finish with most of the loss to the cylinder.  The cylinder has thinned to a gunmetal
gray consisting of a brown and blue mix of colors along with some light handling wear on the other metal surfaces.  The hammer and trigger
retains robust case-hardened colors with light operation wear.  The diamond checkered walnut grips with silver S&W medallions are in very
good to excellent condition with light dents.  The grips are correctly numbered to this 5 screw revolver and all appropriate parts have correct
matching numbers.  The little gun includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and hand numbered to the gun.   (86520-4018) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

3147. KEL-TEC MODEL PF-9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RM334, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The blue finished metal sur-
faces and polymer frame remain excellent with a little high edge wear for an overall rating of about 99%.  This handy pocket pistol has white
three dot drift adjustable sights and a double action only trigger.  The gun includes a factory hardcase that is correctly end labeled and serial
numbered to the gun and contains a single magazine with flat floor plate and an additional single magazine with finger extension floor plate.
(86520-768) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

3148. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #265-16691, 17 HMR, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel
surfaces have some scattered light scratches, a turn ring on the cylinder and some light wear marks for an overall rating of about 97%.  The
smooth factory rosewood grips are in very good to excellent condition with a few scattered light dents and scratches.  The gun includes a fac-
tory hardcase that is correctly end labeled and serial numbered to the gun and contains a manual and a fired case.  (86520-351) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

3149. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #C460726, 38 Special, 6” pinned barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  This 1960 era revolver retains about 95% original blue finish with some scattered light scratches, high edge wear, a cylinder
turn ring and the greatest loss to a poorly executed attempt to grind and/or buff something off the backstrap, leaving an uneven gun-
metal gray mark over 2/3 of its length.  The Magna trigger and target hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with a few scant oper-
ation marks.  The diamond checkered walnut factory stocks with silver S&W medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and remain
in very good condition with scattered light scratches, dents and scuffs.  It appears that a narrow portion of the left panel was very light-
ly touched when the unknown party attempted to “fix” the backstrap.  This wheel gun includes an unlabeled factory box.  (86520-2562)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)
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3150. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 61 ESCORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B3279, 22 LR, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pock-
et pistol retains about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light handling marks.  The checkered brown plastic grips remain in
excellent condition.  The pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and serial numbered to the gun and contains an S&W
marked pistol rug, two magazines, cleaning kit and paperwork.  (86520-4017) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

3151. HIGH STANDARD DERRINGER PISTOL serial #2483486, 22 WMRF, 3 1/2” barrels with excellent bores.  The nickel plating around the
top latch and extractor has oxidized with some additional flaking on the frame for an overall rating of about 95%.  The smooth black synthet-
ic grips have a few light handling marks.  There is a slight amount of detectible play between the barrel and frame.  (86520-2497) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

3152. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS MODEL NAA22 LR REVOLVER serial #C89339, 22 LR, 1 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The
stainless steel surfaces exhibit nearly complete coverage of small scratches, scuffs and general wear from having spent considerable time
in a pocket.  The grips are surprisingly good with numerous small scratches, dents and scuff marks for a rating of about good to very
good.  The tiny gun still times and locks up correctly and appears to have been “carried a lot and shot little”.  (86520-435) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

3153. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS MODEL NAA22 MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #W31074, 22 WMRF, 1” barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces are in nearly excellent condition with a few light blemishes for an overall rating of about 99%.  The smooth grips
are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  There is a drilled and tapped hole on the face of the trigger.  (86520-3276)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3154. COLT JUNIOR POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #52747CC, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1966
era pistol retains about 99% original blue finish with the top of the slide starting to thin slightly.  The checkered walnut grips with silver
Colt medallions are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks.  A single magazine is included.  (86520-2112) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

3155. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #8D80216, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore.  This 1981 era revolver retains about 98% original blue finish with a turn ring on the cylinder and a few scratches on the metal surfaces.
The Magna trigger and standard hammer retain robust case-hardened colors with a few light operation marks.  The square butt checkered
walnut factory stocks with silver S&W medallions remain in very good condition with scattered light scratches, dents and scuffs.  If you prefer
a larger frame “snubby” this is a great choice.  (86520-1418) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

3156. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #260-29015, 22 LR / 22 WMRF, 9 1/2” barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  This revolver retains about 99% original blue finish with a faint turn ring starting to form on the installed 22 LR cylinder and none
present on the spare 22 WMRF cylinder.  The smooth factory walnut grips are in excellent condition.  The gun includes a factory box that is
correctly end labeled to the gun but not numbered and contains a manual, paperwork and the spare 22 WMRF cylinder.  (86520-4046)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

3157. RUGER MARK II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #217-59935, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces have
a few minor handling marks but rate about 99% overall.  The black checkered Delrin factory grips are in excellent condition.  The gun includes
a factory hardcase that contains a manual, paperwork and padlock with two keys.  No magazine is provided.  (86520-1421) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

3158. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #264-45103, 17 HMRF, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The revolver retains
about 99% original blue finish with a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The smooth hardwood grips rate excellent and have NRA medallions in
lieu of the Ruger Phoenix.  The gun includes a factory hardcase that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun and contains a man-
ual, paperwork, empty case and cable lock with two keys.  (86520-332) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

3159. TDE / OMC BACKUP MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ALT-1, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The matte and
brushed stainless steel surfaces have some light freckling on the slide as well as some light handling marks overall for a rating of about 98%.
The smooth hardwood factory grips rate excellent.  The gun includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun and
contains a manual, paperwork and a single magazine.  (86520-2164) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

3160. RUGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #18718, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1962 made revolver retains
about 90% plus original blue finish and black / gold anodized finishes with some high edge wear plus thinning finish on the cylinder, loading
gate and ejector rod housing.  The epoxy resin grips are in near excellent condition with a few light scratches.  These are great little trail guns.
(86520-1212) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

3161. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #574497, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
series R-101 revolver retains about 70% original blue and black aluminum finishes with most of the loss on the frame which is now a dull gray
color with some black finish still mixed in.  Additionally there are some oxidation blemishes, high edge wear, scratches and pitting seen.  The
hammer and trigger are mostly a brown hue from oxidation with some case-hardened colors visible.  The checkered plastic factory grips are
in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks.  The revolver still times and locks up properly.  (86520-1310) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (50/100)

3162. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #106921, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with very light oxidation blemishes running along
lands.  This pistol retains about 10% finish which is found mostly in the protected areas with the remainder an even mix of gunmetal gray,
brown, oxidation blemishes and pitting.   The one piece wrap around walnut grips are in good condition with light to moderate wear on the
checkering and handling marks.  All appropriate numbers correctly match.  Includes a single magazine.  (86520-2501) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

3163. CMC PEPPERBOX PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #559P, .36 cal. Percussion, (4) 3 1/8” smooth bore barrel bored into a single piece of
steel all having excellent bores.  The brass frame has mellowed to a straw color with some fingerprints showing and light handling wear.  The
remaining in-the-white parts have some scattered light oxidation blemishes and scratches.  The smooth wood grips remain in excellent con-
dition.  This gun is manually indexed and the trigger is double action only.  Included is a brass ramrod.  (86924-11) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

3164. BARREL LOT  includes a Remington 870 20 Ga, 20” barrel choked improved cylinder that has a like new bore.  The barrel retains 99% plus
original blue finish.  This barrel has adjustable factory rifle sights.  Included is the original box. (176850-4)
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3165. SCOPE LOT  includes a Leupold Vari-X-2 3-9X 40 high gloss finish with a 1” tube.  The scope features a standard crosshair with a thick
lower post and has bright excellent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted and the scope is in excellent con-
dition overall.  (176520-482A)

3166. SAVAGE MODEL 755 “CUTAWAY” SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN 12ga, 28” round barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with loss due to a few light handling marks.  The frame has been cut in certain areas to show how the action works;
it was designed as a promotional firearm for dealers.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate very good to excellent dis-
playing light scratches and dings over a fading finish. (176520-4120) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

3167. SAVAGE MODEL 23 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #57680, 22 Lr, 23” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 75% original blue displaying moderate scattered spots of surface oxidation.  The walnut stock rates very good displaying light scratch-
es and dings over a flaking varnish.  This Savage model 23 is in very good working condition.  (176855-2) (50/150)

3168. MARLIN MODEL 99 M1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #69297434, 22 Lr, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue finish displaying a few light scratches and slight finish loss.  The walnut Monte Carlo pistol grip stock rates excellent with
the exception of a few light handling marks.  Included with the rifle is a Simmons 3-7 power rifle scope with a duplex reticle with bright excel-
lent optics. (176895-2) (100/200)

3169. BEAR SKIN RUG LOT  This lot consists of a north eastern black bear in excellent condition overall.  The measurements are 62” from nose
to tail with a 71” wing span.  The coat is long, dark and thick, indicating it was harvested in the spring.  There is very little paint loss flaking from
the lower jaw line and the tongue has become loose, all of which can be an easily fixed by a taxidermist.  The rug overlays on a black/red lined
border fabric.  This beautiful bear rug is in excellent condition and would make a great addition to any hunter’s game room. (176892-54)
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3170. BROWNING AUTO-5 LIGHT TWENTY SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #69X28065, 20 Ga, 27 1/2” ventilated rib barrel, choked mod-
ified with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 75% original blue displaying finish loss and scattered spots of oxidation stains along the
barrel.  The frame has been refinished and buffed out and displays some light surface oxidation and faint traces of scroll engravings.  The refin-
ished walnut pistol grip stock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handing marks.  This shotgun is still in excellent working order
and would be a great candidate for those rainy day trips to the duck blind.  (176853-8) (200/400)

3171. SCOPE LOT  Includes an ATN 4-12x60 rifle scope with a matte 1” tube.  The scope features an illuminated “wrangefinder” reticle that has
bright excellent optics.  The scope also features interchangeable cams for the BDC and is currently fitted with the .223 cam.  This scope is in
excellent condition overall. (176923-5A)

3172. WESTERN AUTO REVELATION SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, serial #G569811, 12 Ga, 26” ventilated rib, poly-choked barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying very light surface oxidation and light fading on magazine
tube.  The bolt has light surface oxidation as well.  The walnut checkered pistol grip stock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light han-
dling marks.  This shotgun is in excellent overall condition.  (176855-3) (100/200)

3173. HENRY U.S. SURVIVAL SEMI-AUTO TAKEDOWN RIFLE serial #US46660, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 99% of its Mossy Oak Break-Up camo pattern with loss due to a few light handling marks.  The smooth plastic Mossy Oak
Break-up stock rates excellent along with the black buttplate which exhibits a few light handling marks.  The rifle comes with two 8 round
magazines. (176520-800) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

3174. HENRY U.S. SURVIVAL SEMI-AUTO TAKEDOWN RIFLE serial #US09079, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate very good plus and retain about 95% original silver, weather resistant finish.  The smooth silver plastic stock rates excellent, but does
exhibit some light handling marks.  This rifle comes with two 8 round magazines.  (176520-55) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

3175. HENRY U.S. SURVIVAL SEMI-AUTO TAKE DOWN RIFLE serial #US32304, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain 99% original matte blue finish.  The black synthetic pistol grip stock rates excellent with the exception of a
few light handling marks.  this rifle comes with two 8 round magazines.  This Henry U.S. Survival rifle is in excellent overall condition. (176520-
1128) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

3176. CHARTER ARMS MODEL AR-7 EXPLORER TAKE DOWN RIFLE serial #A55653, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain a flat black finish with most of the paint flaking away, toning to a dark silver in some areas.  The black synthetic
pistol grip stock rates very good to excellent displaying light scratches and dings.  Included is a single magazine.  (176520-134) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (50/100)

3177. BROWNING ATD SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #T71341, 22 LR, 19 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90%
original blue that has begun to fade towards brown with some silvering at the muzzle, several scattered light scratches, some scattered light
freckling and a couple of small spots of oxidation.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with
multiple light scratches and dings, a chip in the heal and another on the wrist, a couple of small cracks by the lower tang, and several small
spots of flaking finish.  This grade I Belgian made rifle is in overall very good condition, is fitted with a wheel adjustable rear sight and is miss-
ing its magazine tube insert.  (126520-2241) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

3178. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2148489, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 95% original blue with a few tiny spots of oxidation and light scratches along the barrel and the receiver showing a little thinning
towards brown, some light superficial oxidation, and a few light handling marks.  The metal buttplate is primarily blue with several spots of oxi-
dation.  The straight walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with several light scratches and minor dings, and a couple of spots of flak-
ing finish.  (126842-33) {C&R} (400/600)

3179. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #836234, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel’s
metal surface is primarily gray and brown with some scattered light pitting and oxidation staining, and a few minor dings.  The receiver retains
about 50% original blue fading towards brown with a few small spots of oxidation.  The refinished walnut stock and grooved forearm rate near
excellent with a couple of minor scratches.  The hard rubber buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood and rates near excellent with a little
light wear.  (126520-3328) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

3180. SAVAGE MODEL 72 CRACKSHOT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #B186672, 22 S,L,LR, 22” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel’s metal surface retains 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks and a tiny spot or two of light oxidation.  The case-
hardened colors on the frame and lever rate excellent with a couple of light handling blemishes.  The walnut stock and forearm also rate excel-
lent with a couple of light dings on the wrist and a few other minor handling marks.  This gun appears to be missing its hammer spring and
will require mechanical attention.  (126900-D29692) (100/300)

3181. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #4464239, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 85% original blue with areas on the barrel and magazine tube that have faded to gray, a little freckling and light oxidation towards
the muzzle and on the receiver and multiple minor scratches mostly on the receiver.  The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with
multiple minor dings and scratches, and a couple of small scuffs by the buttplate.  The front sight hood is not present.  It includes a leather
sling and sling swivels.  (126892-7) (175/275)

3182. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #V162, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore that has a cou-
ple of bulges towards the muzzle.  The barrel’s metal surface retains 50% blue fading to brown with some spots of oxidation and oxidation
staining, and some light scratches.  The receiver is brown and gray-brown with some oxidation staining and light pitting.  The walnut stock
and forearm rate very good with multiple light dings and scratches, a small crack by the lower tang and a couple of small dings.  The receiv-
er and buttplate hang slightly proud of the wood.  (126864-5) {C&R} (75/150)

3183. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5110529, 30-30, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The reblued
metal surfaces show 98% blue with an underlying light pitting throughout and a few small spots of oxidation.  The receiver’s new blue finish
is a very light plum almost rose color with a few light scratches, a spot of silvering, and a chip; all with the same aforementioned underlying
light pitting.  The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple dings, a few light scratches and a flaking finish by the toe.  The
hard rubber buttplate is in near excellent condition with some discoloration.  The gun is fitted with a saddle ring and an unmarked scope block
on the left side of the receiver.  (126892-23) (150/350)
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3184. STEVENS NO 14 1/2 LITTLE SCOUT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 LR, 20” barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore.  The barrel’s metal sur-
face is brown showing about 30% thinning blue with some light oxidation and pitting, and multiple minor dings.  The receiver is a brown pati-
na with a few remnants of nickel plating still present.  The hardwood stock rates very good with multiple light dings and scratches, and a flak-
ing finish.  The breech block pivot bolt has been replaced with a generic bolt and nut.  (126901-S18022) (75/150)

3185. SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” barrel with a bright, near excellent bore showing a little light frosting.  The
metal surfaces are gray and gray-brown with a large area of oxidation, some scattered light freckling and spotty oxidation and some remnants
of a cold applied blue present.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock with finger grooved forend was likely lightly cleaned and re-oiled showing sev-
eral light scratches and dings with a set of initial stamped under the forend and another set of letters scratched onto the left side of the forend.
The serrated metal buttplate is primarily brown with a little oxidation and hangs slightly proud of the wood.  The gun features an aperture rear
sight missing one of its attachment screws.  Also, another screw is missing along the top of the barrel.  This gun comes without a magazine.
(126855-12) {C&R} (40/80)

3186. SAVAGE MODEL 1904 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #185754, 22 S,L,LR, 18” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces on
this single shot rifle are gray with scattered spots of oxidation and a few minor dings.  The refinished stock rates good to very good with a
crack in the toe and a poorly applied finish.  (126855-10) {C&R} (30/50)

3187. HOPKINS & ALLEN SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #8266, 32 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The barrel’s metal
surface retains 80% blue fading towards brown with a few small spots of oxidation, and a couple of dings and scratches.  The receiver
exhibits near excellent case-hardened colors with some fading towards gray on the high contact areas, and a little scattered light freck-
ling.  The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light scratches and dings, a couple of small cracks by the upper tang,
another on the right side at the butt and one more in the right side of the forearm by the receiver.  (126520-3743) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

3188. STEVENS NO. 26 CRACKSHOT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 LR, 18” barrel with a lightly frosted bore and a bulge about five inches from
the muzzle.  The metal surfaces are gray and brown with scattered light freckling and oxidation, a couple of spots of light pitting and strong
remnants of blue on the flats of the receiver.  The hardwood stock rates very good to near excellent with the buttstock showing a few dings
and scratches, a couple of small cracks by the upper and lower tang, and a few pin punch holes and the letter “A” scratched into its left side.
The wood has been lightly cleaned, leaving remnants of an added finish on the receiver and the buttplate.  (126924-3) {C&R} (40/80)

3189. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #BB452916, 12 Ga, 27 1/2” choke moderate barrel
with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel’s metal surface retain 98% original blue with some scattered faint freckles and a few tiny spots of oxi-
dation.  The case-hardened colors on the receiver rate excellent with a little light freckling.  The hardwood stock and forearm rate excellent
with a few light dings and scratches.  (126900-D29387) (75/150)

3190. RUGER MODEL 10/22 CARBINE SEMI-RIFLE  serial #112-73151, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 85% blue with specks of light fine oxidation staining present along its full-length.  The receiver retains 97% original finish with spots
of silvering along the edges.  The uncheckered wooden stock has superficial handling marks in the original finish which includes a facto-
ry filled knot on the right side of the comb.  An excellent example overall with a single magazine included.  (106520-1645) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3191. MARLIN MODEL 25MN BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #00363781, 22 Magnum, 22" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 95% blue with a few faint scratches near the receiver.  The press checkered hardwood stock rates excellent overall and the rifle
comes with a single detachable seven round magazine.  (106520-45) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

3192. WINCHESTER MODEL 141 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L,LR, 21" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about
80% blue showing a few light scratches along the barrel and specks of fine oxidation staining near all over.  The smooth pistol grip stock rates
very good with faint light handling marks near all over.  Installed on the rifle is a Bushnell Sportsview 4X scope with duplex reticle with foggy
optics.  A used but not abused plinker with lots of life left in it.  (106520-354) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

3193. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial #671509, 12 ga., 26" plain barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces are an overall pewter patina with generous traces of blue, mostly on the barrel towards the muzzle.  The smooth pistol grip walnut
stock and grooved forend rate very good overall with added finish and light handling marks near all over.  There is a nicely fitted Hawkins ven-
tilated recoil pad installed on the buttstock.  (106520-2848) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3194. REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #258607, 257 Roberts, 25" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces on this rifle retain near 85% original blue with spots of light oxidation staining.  The receiver has been drilled and tapped for a scope and
a receiver mounted rear sporting sight.  The rear open sight has tooling marks from where someone tried to drift it.  The bolt is mostly in-the-
white with moderate oxidation staining present on the handle and body.  The smooth pistol grip walnut stock rates about very good with over-
all light handling marks with spots of flaking varnish and has been inleted for the receiver sight.  Installed is a Bushnell Banner 4-12X scope
with duplex reticle and clear optics.  A very good condition thin skin game rifle ready for another season.  (106520-3613) {C&R} [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

3195. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial #319600, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel
retains about 60% blue with heavy loss on the magazine tube from wear and remains a deep pewter patina.  There is scattered oxidation stain-
ing and light pitting in spots near their full-length.  The receiver has a pewter patina with tones of brown and traces of blue in the protected
areas.  The smooth walnut pistol grip and grooved forend rate about good with overall scratches, dings and flaking varnish.  The wrist has a
2 1/2” crack emanating from the lower tang and there is a repaired section to the toe.  The plastic buttplate is missing a 1/2" chip from the
toe.  (106520-3635) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

3196. UNMARKED PEPPERBOX PISTOL  serial #23286, 22 RF, 2 1/2" barrels with overall dark pitted bores.  The metal surfaces retain about
50% nickel plate with moderate flaking and oxidation staining.  The two-piece rosewood grips rate very good with scattered light handling
marks near all over.  This Sharps style pepperbox will need mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold at full cock.  (106917-6)
{ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3197. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH BRITISH BULLDOG REVOLVER  serial #35906, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with fair bore showing overall
oxidation staining and spots of moderate pitting its full-length.  The metal surfaces retain about 70% nickel finish having scattered light fine oxi-
dation staining predominantly on the frame with a few areas of light pinprick pitting.  The two-piece, brown hard rubber, checkered grips rate
about good overall with crisp points and the left side panel is missing a 3/4" long chip along the back edge.  A good example overall, second
issue revolver that occasionally hangs up during cylinder rotation.  (106916-3) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
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3198. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER  serial #78293, 32 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with dark overall pitted bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 50% nickel plate with spots of moderate flaking and oxidation staining along the barrel and cylinder with patches of light
pinprick pitting near all over.  The action functions, lock up is loose and there is significant barrel play.  The hinge pin has been replaced with
a stainless steel screw and the two-piece rosewood grips rate very good overall, with a couple of light handling marks and spots of flaking
varnish.  (106917-7) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3199. LIBERTY ARMS CORPORATION KODIAK REVOLVER  serial #267309, 22 LR, 2" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original finish with light silvering on some of the contact points and high edges.  There is a spot or two of light oxidation stain-
ing present on the frame and eight round cylinder that also shows a light turn ring.  Lock up remains tight on this double action revolver and
it comes in its original box correctly numbered to the gun.  (106916-33) (50/100)

3200. JUKARR PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOL  serial #000557, .44 cal, 9" rifled barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
near all of their original bright chrome finish with a mixture of light  scroll and foliate engraving on the barrel, lockplate, hammer and trigger
guard.  The walnut stock rates excellent.   This is a handsome looking modern percussion pistol that should be fun to shoot.  (106906-18)
{ANTIQUE} (75/150)

3201. AMERICAN HISTORICAL FOUNDATION COMMEMORATIVE FIGHTING KNIFE COLLECTION  A six knife decorative display titled
"The World War II Collection" in a gold washed wooden frame with black velour back drop.  There are six H.G. Long & Co., first model fighting
knives.  Each of the knives is etched or gilded with a specific battle or slogan.  An attractive set of knives in excellent condition.  (106907-28)

3202. LEUPOLD M8-6X COMPACT SCOPE  serial #V106815, 11" rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  The gloss black fin-
ish rates excellent and there are ring marks present on the 1" diameter tube.  Included with this scope is a single flip up Butler Creek lens
cover. (106864-4A)

3203. REDFIELD 1 3/4-5X WIDEFIELD SCOPE  11" rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  The black parkerized finish shows
several light scratches along the eye piece and tube.  There are a set of Quick Stop rings attached.  Also included with the scope is a set of
Butler Creek flip up lens covers.  (106520-1621A)

3204. ZEISS 3-9X36 SCOPE  serial #1864625, 11" rifle scope with heavy duplex reticle and crystal clear optics.  The scope has a matte black
finish with few light scattered scratches and faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube.  A quality optic in excellent condition.  (106520-374A)

3205. LEUPOLD M8-4X SCOPE  serial #450957, 12" rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics.  The scope has a gloss black finish and
shows faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube.  In excellent condition overall.  (106520-1819A)

3206. COLT 4X20 SCOPE  Intended for use on the AR-15 / M-16 rifle with mounting hardware.  The scope measures 6" overall with duplex ret-
icle and clear crisp optics.  An excellent condition example, that comes with a set of leather bikini style lens covers.  (106520-2302A)

3207. COLT 3X20 SCOPE  Intended for use on the AR-15 / M-16 rifle with mounting hardware.  The scope measures 6" overall with duplex ret-
icle and clear crisp optics.  An excellent condition example, that comes with a set of leather bikini style lens covers.  (106520-2301A)
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AMOSKEAG
AUCTION COMPANY, INC.

250 Commercial Street, Unit No. 3011 
Manchester, NH 03101

603/627-7383 • Fax 603/627-7384

I have read, fully understand and agree to the Terms and Conditions of Sale set forth in this catalog. 

Please place the following bids on my behalf in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of Sale.

NOTE: If you would like Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. to make one additional bid on your behalf in the event of
a tie, please place a “ + “ after your bid amount.

Name:___________________________________________________________________________________

Address:______________________________________________ Email:_____________________________

City:_____________________________________________ State:_____________ Zip:_________________

Telephone:______________________________________  Fax: ____________________________________

Deposit:  q check #__________  q Credit Card: ________________________________ Exp:___________

I authorize Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. to charge 20% of my bid total to the above credit card
number as a deposit on my bids.

Signature:_________________________________________________ Date:_____________________

ITEM # ITEM DESCRIPTION BID AMOUNT

______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________
______ ____________________________________________ __________

TOTAL BIDS (INCLUDING ALL SHEETS) ____________________

20% DEPOSIT ____________________

ALL SILENT AUCTION BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM ON THE DAY OF THE AUCTION

ALL ABSENTEE BID RESULTS, BOTH
LIVE AND SILENT AUCTION, WILL

BE AVAILABLE ON THE WEDNESDAY
FOLLOWING THE SALE. 

ABSENTEE BIDDING FORM



ITEM # ITEM DESCRIPTION BID AMOUNT

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

______ ______________________________________________________ ________

BRING TOTAL TO THE FRONT



•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped with-
in 48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other
arrangements have been made.

•   All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.

•   Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges.

SHIPPING

Silent auction VIEWING

•  OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. No merchandise will be
delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours on Wednesday.

•   Our office hours are Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00pm. Please call ahead prior to arriving to pickup your
merchandise.

PICKING UP MERCHANDISE

ABSENTEE BIDDING
•   Bidders without prior credit approval are required to submit a 20% deposit prior to bids being accepted (credit cards may be used

for absentee deposits). Absentee bids will be bid in a competitive manner and an absentee bidder needs only to outbid another
buyer i.e. bidding will not be opened at the maximum bid unless that is the next competitive bid. Buyer is responsible for any and
all shipping charges.

•   Amoskeag Auction Co., Inc. will not be held responsible for errors or omissions of any type that may occur during this service.

•   All Silent Auction bids are due by 2:00pm on the day  of the sale. If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we
request that your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has started
(after 10:00am) as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction until 2:00pm.

•   All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.

IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE, 
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT.  THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left.  FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

Viewing will be available from Monday, November 10th through Friday, November 21st, by appointment, as well as on the
day of sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates
can be obtained by calling our office. 
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